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SUMMARY

Due to the dramatic increase in the population of immigrants in Ireland in 

recent years, the sociolinguistic dynamics o f Irish classrooms has changed 

considerably. This thesis takes a Language Socialisation (LS) perspective on the 

experiences o f young Polish immigrants, and on the response of schools and society. 

The dual focus on linguistic forms and sociocultural contexts allows us to integrate 

the analysis of micro and macro levels of investigation, insofar as the examination of 

naturalistic interactions among individuals provides empirically grounded access to 

broader issues o f sociocultural reproduction and transformation in Irish society. The 

study looks at first and second language socialisation processes of four Polish 

adolescent immigrant students who attend different post-primary schools in Ireland. 

Two of four also attend Polish Weekend School, allowing us to explore more 

comprehensively the relationship between educational context and language 

socialisation. Information was obtained from the students themselves, their families, 

their teachers and by means of direct observation in the school context.

The research explores how and to what extent each educational context 

(English mainstream school only versus English mainstream school plus Polish 

Weekend School) promotes different approaches to integration, and predisposes 

students to adopt different language strategies at home and in school.

The introduction to the thesis provides an overview of the dissertation. It 

provides information about general significance o f the present reaserch in the Irish 

context, nature and scope of the study, the role o f the indigenous reeseracher and 

organization of the dissertation. Chapter 1 sets out theoretical framework of 

Language Socialization research. It provides definitions of first and second language 

socialization and the theoretical orientations that inform such research today. It also 

provides a discussion o f key issues which previous research suggests may be 

significant in the early experience of immigrant students. Language socialization 

process is considered in relation to notions such as bilingualism, identity negotiation, 

acculturation, intercultural communication and power relations inherent in human 

interactions and society.

Chapter 2 deals with issues of language, migration and multiculturalism in the 

World wide context. It sets up a socio-historical context in which the present research



is embedded. It provides an overview o f Polish emigration history and the recent 

influx of Polish immigrants to Ireland to provide the socio-historical context in which 

the research is embedded. It gives a preliminary account o f the community and its 

way of life in Ireland. It sets immigrant children within the educational context as one 

of the preliminary sites of language socialisation. The notion o f language proficiency 

is discussed. Next, it considers adolescence with reference to the psychological 

development o f immigrant students. The chapter sets immigrant children within the 

educational system in Ireland. It discusses options of language support and language 

maintenance available to Polish immigrant children in Ireland.

Chapter 3 provides a detailed description o f the two specific socio- 

educational contexts explored in the present study and outlines research 

methodology. Due to the scarcity o f research on the topics a longitudinal case study 

design, with a broadly ethnographic approach, was judged to be most suitable for this 

initial investigation. The study’s methodological design can be summarised as an 

instrumental (illuminating particular issues in identity and knowledge construction 

through in-depth interviews/ discourse analysis), multiple (more than one case is 

investigated), comparative (four distinct cases are compared) case study. Data was 

obtained fi'om the Polish families; the children themselves, their parents and teachers 

and by means o f direct observation in the home and school contexts. Remaining 

sections of this chapter deal with data analysis. Specifically, it identifies and 

discusses the procedures followed in coding interviews as well as discourse analysis 

methods used.

Chapters 4 to 7 provide four detailed descriptions of individual participant 

cases. Chapter 4 begins with Kasia who attends English Mainstream school context. 

Examination o f the data, along with the discourse analysis of audio recordings, 

unraveled Kasia’s discursive construction of self She employed number of linguistic 

and social strategies to obtain an initial access and an actual admittance to her desired 

group: the dominant group of (Irish) native speakers (of English) in her school.

Chapter 5 presents findings fi'om Wiktoria, who attends Polish Weekend 

School in addition to English mainstream School. Wiktoria adapted different 

language socialization practices fi'om Kasia. She was constantly trying to negotiate 

her own posifion between the newly observed linguistic and cultural norms o f her 

Irish peers, and her own moral standards, values acquired through her first language



and culture. Being part o f the Polish Weekend School community provided rich links 

to first language socialization as well as literacy skills development.

Chapter 6 presents findings fi-om Case 3, Janek who, like Wiktoria, attended 

Polish Weekend School in addition to English Mainstream School. Janek’s Language 

Socializing practices took the form of “resistance”. Data analysis revealed his strong 

preference for native culture and Polish social circles, however, he was very eager to 

leam English and achieve native like competency.

Chapter 7 presents Case 4, Marcin, who attends English Mainstream School 

only. Marcin used a number o f strategies to achieve his socializing goals, such as 

constructing his identity as an ‘insider’ within the group of majority of language 

speakers from his school. He displayed strong allegiances towards his Irish peers, 

Irish ethnicity.

Chapter 8 provides discussion o f the findings and sets up final conclusions. It 

is said that students in the EMS context adopt different linguistic and acculturation 

strategies than the students in PWS+EMS. To some extent, the educational context 

PWS+EMS acknowledges and celebrates students’ identities in a way the EMS 

context does not. Children attending this educational context are faced, however, 

with many challenges o f ethnocentric or culturally specific curriculum that does not 

promote multiculturalism. Even though the present study deals with the Polish-Irish 

context specifically the phenomenon described in this thesis is widely spread across 

the world. The last section of the chapter discusses limitations of the study, along 

with recommendations for the future research. It indicates that Language 

Socialisafion research could be very informative for language policy planners 

concerned with reversing language shift or loss.
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INTRODUCTION

In this dissertation I propose to take a language socialisation perspective on 

the current psychological, social, cultural and educational experiences o f four young 

Polish immigrants (from twelve to fifteen years o f age) in Ireland, and on the 

response of schools and society to their needs and the challenges they face. Particular 

attention is paid to these processes categorised by educational context. Two of the 

students attend English mainstream schools, while the other two attend a Polish 

weekend school as well as an English mainstream school. The focus is on how the 

four students engage with issues of conflicting identities and competing language 

learning (English) and language maintenance (Polish) goals as they grow up and try 

to find their place in a new country and society. Taking a language socialisation 

approach to the study of adolescent immigrant experience in these two educational- 

linguistic contexts allows us not only to unravel social processes, and the 

relationships between human actions and social systems, but also to trace 

connections between them through multiple scales of social organization, from 

micro-family to macro-national curricula and policy levels.

For a long time, the field of language socialization, along with 

sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology, has sought to understand the 

complexities of the relationships between languages, individuals, contexts, 

communities, and cultures. The process of “growing up” in bilingual or multilingual 

settings has been of particular interest to many researchers. Perceiving “growing up” 

as socialization to and through language over the entire lifespan of the individual is 

most often the approach taken, especially when the research concerns multilingual or 

bilingual contexts. As Auer and Wei (2007, p. 90) point out, “the reproductive and 

potentially transformative process of growing up mukilingual” can no longer be 

studied from the perspective of a linear language development because, as many 

studies reveal, the process is complex and illustrates dynamic developmental and 

socio-historical trajectories. By taking a language socialisation perspective, the 

present research is intended to shed light on how it is to grow up bilingual or 

multilingual in contemporary Ireland.

According to Ochs (2002), the acquisition o f specific cultural perspectives 

through interaction with native speakers or other more proficient language users, 

acting in an acceptable socio-cultural manner, along with language learning, often
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grants membership in a particular social group. By examining the student’s own local 

discourse contexts/communities - such as peer groups, family and the wider school 

community - the present study investigates whether, and to what extent, these 

processes operate in case of immigrant students in Ireland. It also investigates how 

these students develop their own understanding of the historically and culturally 

rooted values and beliefs o f both Irish and Polish communities. Investigations of this 

kind have the potential to contribute to a better understanding of the processes 

involved in LI and L2 socialization of these immigrant students. It also has the 

potential to identify factors that facilitate integration with a new host society, while 

allowing the native language and heritage of immigrant teenagers to be maintained.

A rapid change in demographic composition, and the arrival of new waves 

of immigrants, is likely to affect language and literacy socialization in both public 

and private educational spheres. As a result, adaptations and compromises are made 

at both institutional (school) and personal (family) levels. The present study attempts 

to explore and document the consequences o f such compromises, in terms o f Polish 

students’ identities, their participation in, and acceptance or rejection of and by, Irish 

society. Another issue, as emphasised in the literature (Cummins 2001; Duff & 

Homberger, 2008), is that some socializing practices/actions undertaken by schools 

or parents might not always have the intended or desired effect. This study 

documents and examines the complexity o f different socializing routines and 

practices in students’ homes and schools.

Significance in the Irish Context

In recent years Ireland has been experiencing a dramatic increase in the 

immigration o f adolescents and young speakers of Polish and many other languages 

apart from English.Young Polish immigrants, however, constitute a significant group 

within the larger immigrant population. According to Census 2006 figures, there 

were about 25,000 Poles under 19 years living in Ireland. This number places this 

group on the third place after immigrant children bom in the UK (who may actually 

have Irish parents or parents o f Irish origins) and the US. Due to this dramatic 

increase in the population of immigrants in Ireland, the sociolinguistic dynamics of 

classrooms has changed considerably. Schools are faced with the educational, 

linguistic and cultural challenges of adapting their curricula and ethos to this 

development. As Guidera (2007) reported, one out o f five immigrant students in

- 2 -



post-primary schools in Dublin had little or no English at the moment of arrival. 

Therefore, going to school is a vital part o f their socialization experience in Ireland 

(Ni Laoire, Carpena-Mendez, Tyrrell &White, 2009).

English Language Support, as well as the maintenance o f the Polish language, 

is considered to be crucial for the wellbeing of these children. As the study by Ni 

Laoire, et al. (2009) reports, parents of migrant children often emphasised the 

importance of maintaining continuity with their own country’s national curriculum 

requirements, and preserving their native language, even if  they were not intending to 

return there in the near fiature.

In Ireland, as Lyons and Little (2009) point out, there is much room for 

improvement in the areas of both English Language Support and home language 

provision generally. Previous research in Ireland has identified many problems in 

these areas, including inadequate levels o f funding, the scale and nature of support 

and home language provision, coordination and planning, teacher allocation and 

training, the culture-specific nature of the post-primary curriculum, and the training 

and resources available to educators (Keogh &Whyte 2003; Lodge &Lynch 2004; 

Ward 2004; Devine 2005; Pavee Point, 2005; Lyons & Little 2009). Furthermore, as 

Lyons and Little (2009, pp. 74-82) report, the policy response o f the Department of 

Education and Science to the English language needs of newcomer students reflects 

little knowledge o f the realities of language learning. In particular, they note that the 

Department of Education and Science fails to take into account the distinction 

between basic interpersonal communicative skills and cognitive academic language 

proficiency an issue which has serious consequences for immigrant students. In 

addition, home language teaching for immigrant students can only take place outside 

o f school hours, mainly at weekends, without state support Lyons and Little (2009) 

identify several deficits with regards to the educational and institutional response to 

newcomer students’ first languages, the most prominent of which were: (i) the 

culture-specific nature o f the Irish curriculum, which is a barrier to equality of access 

and outcomes; (ii) the failure to recognize native language maintenance as an 

academic resource; (iii) lack of the skills on the part of the teachers to capitalize on 

the cognifive, linguistic and emofional resources that comes with students LI 

proficiency.



Issues in Ireland are explored here from the point o f view of theory 

concerning the role of education in language socialization. According to Sheffelin 

and Ochs (1986), educational systems has always played a major role in the 

socialization process and language socialization, with educational institutions being 

among the primary sites through which individuals are socialized to take particular 

roles in the society in which they live (Oakes, 1985; Olneck, 1995, Bayley & 

Schecter, 2003). When we extend the language socialization perspective beyond its 

initial setting to “secondary” language socialization (that is experienced throughout 

one’s lifespan, as in the case of immigrants it can be concluded that “schools are also 

significant sites of secondary socialization” (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Education is 

also a significant domain in which the integration of immigrant groups, in terms of 

assimilation versus multiculturalism, can develop. For this reason, the cultural and 

linguistic diversity of classrooms in Irish schools poses one o f the most urgent 

challenges for educators. As experience elsewhere demonstrates, however, majority 

groups often make strong demands on immigrant minority groups for integration in 

the sense o f assimilation. These majority groups are commonly very reluctant to 

promote, or even accept, the notion of cultural diversity as a determining 

characteristic o f an increasingly multicultural environment, and schools may either 

represent this societal attitude or, alternatively, promote the idea of multiculturalism 

(Extra & Verhoeven 1999, pp.4-6).

Nature and Scope of the Present Study

The broad purpose of this study is to explore and document the experiences of 

the Polish students and to examine to what extent these experiences and the response 

of society and education are consistent with, and are adequately represented by, the 

language socialization perspective. It provides an opportunity to examine the 

adequacy of existing accounts of first and second language socialisation in the 

literature, by testing its relevance in an Irish context, one in which the pace o f social 

change associated with immigration, and the challenges of adequate societal 

provision for the personal psychological development of young immigrants, may be 

unusually speeded up.

In particular, the present study investigates language socialisation processes 

among four Polish adolescent immigrant students attending different post-primary 

schools in Ireland (Leinster area). Two of the students attend Polish weekend schools



(Polish government or community-sponsored Polish medium schools in Cavan, and 

Newry where Polish, Polish History, Geography, Mathematics and Religion are 

taught). The other two students from the same regional area are being educated 

exclusively through English, their second language, in regular English-medium 

mainstream schools in Ireland. A key aspect o f this study, compared to other studies 

of language in immigrants in Ireland, is that the researcher is engaging closely with 

the experiences and perceptions of the migrant students.

The specific focus is on how these students engage with issues of conflicting 

identities and competing language learning (English) and language maintenance 

(Polish) goals as they grow up and try to fmd their place in a new country and 

society. It examines how the students’ focal goals and practices in the host 

community are reconciled with the maintenance of connections to their personal past, 

to their family in Ireland, and to their extended family in Poland, as well as to their 

ethnic heritage more generally. It explores how, and to what extent, each educational 

context promotes different approaches to integration, and whether each educational 

context predisposes students to adopt different language strategies at home and in 

school, including different literacy practices. It also investigates continuities between 

home and school literacy practices in students’ LI (Polish) and students’ L2 

(English). It considers the manner in which macro factors (such as policy and 

curriculum) influence micro-interactions between students’ educators and 

communities and in what ways this impacts on students’ identities and learning. In 

this way, we explore whether there is a connection across activity at different 

timescales and at different levels of social and human organization and whether there 

is any evidence of what Cummins (2002, 2009) has called ’’coercive and 

collaborative power relations” in Irish society and in the educational system.

Specifically, this research project aims to contribute to the critical pedagogy 

theory (Cummins, 2000) that highlights the significance of factors such as affirming 

immigrant students’ cultural, social and linguistic identities; understanding their 

immigrant experience; connecting to their prior knowledge (cultural continuity 

between the literacy practices of home and school (Heath, 1999, Li, 2002, Markose & 

Hellsten, 2009) for the development of their bilingualism; and constructing new 

knowledge and identities that would integrate home language and culture with the 

new host culture’s language and values (Cummins, 2001, 2007, 2009). In other



words, we attempt to identify pedagogical strategies that support Polish adolescents’ 

integration with Irish society in so far as they promote the development of 

bilingualism/biculturalism as well as responding to their social and educational 

needs.

The role of the indigenous researcher

As a relatively recent (arrived in 2004) Polish immigrant myself, and also as a 

student -  albeit at third level - I have faced many challenges in maintaining the 

continuity of my own education through a second language and in negotiating the 

educational system in Ireland. Prior to my arrival, I had not fully anticipated or 

understood these challenges. I began my MPhil course in English Language Teaching 

in 2007 and graduated a year later. This circumstance may prove to be useftil in the 

context of the present study because it provided me with experiences that, to some 

extent, may reflect at least some of those o f the student participants in my proposed 

study. It enhances the likelihood both that I will be able to achieve high levels of 

rapport with the Polish participants in my study and also that my own recent life 

history may give me access to some insights into their experiences and needs. 

Irrespective of any such insights deriving from my status as an indigenous researcher, 

there would appear to be much less likelihood that I will be perceived by participants 

as part o f the school majority community, and a much greater likelihood that I will be 

perceived as sympathetic to the perspective of Polish migrant students. Potentially, 

this opens up the possibility of accessing information about, and views and 

assessments of, Polish immigrants that are unique.

Most earlier language socialization researchers are not “indigenous” members 

of the communities they studied, although they would have spent significant numbers 

of hours in the field with their study community (e.g. Bayley & Schecter 2003, Duff, 

2003, 2009; Miller 2003). Whereas some LS researchers are now researching in their 

own communities, there still remains a need for Language Socialization studies to be 

undertaken in researchers’ own communities. The present study appears to provide 

an excellent opportunity, among other things, to explore the potential value, scope 

and limitation of such a perspective in developing a comprehensive account o f the 

language socialisation experiences of young immigrants.

There are also some advantages to an indigenous researcher from the point of 

view of implementing a study which involves fairly sustained engagement with
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particular students and requires substantial commitment on the part o f the student 

participants and their families. The fact that the researcher is an indigenous member 

of the Polish community living in Ireland means that the participants, both parents 

and students, should find it relatively easy to raise concerns they might have about 

the study with someone whom they can reasonably expect to be sensitive to their 

perspectives. Moreover, the researcher will be able to meet the Polish student 

participants fi-om time to time in their school and home setting, with the benefit o f an 

easy, natural bond, - a factor that in the school context in particular is and may serve 

to limit the kind o f natural curiosity on the part of Irish bom students that may be 

provoked by a study such as this.

The present research project, it should be noted, uses fundamentally the same 

approach I used in a Pilot study and in an earlier MPhil study. Thus, I have acquired 

direct experience of how to manage this kind of research in a school and home 

environment, how to make the research experience rewarding for participants, how to 

anticipate situations that might make them uncomfortable in any way, and how to do 

all this without discommoding or intruding excessively on the school community 

who are my hosts.

Organization of the dissertation

The theoretical background of the present study is grounded in both first and 

second language socialization. The research and theory reviewed in Chapters 1-3 

suggest that understanding of learners’ overall experiences of language socialization 

processes is o f critical importance in order to examine how cumulative socializafion 

experiences affect their present and perhaps future lives as they cross different 

communifies. It also illustrates complexity of the processes of language socialization 

and relates this to the practicalities o f immigrant life. It is emphasized that language 

socialization processes do not only involve the reproduction of language, social 

structures, cultural knowledge and practices but can also lead to transformation and 

change.

Chapter 1 deals with the theoretical fi'amework of language socialization 

research. Section 1.2 provides definitions o f LI and L2 socialization and theoretical 

orientations that inform language socialization research today. This is followed by an 

examination of the theories that conceptualize language socialization as a 

collaborative enterprise, whereby individuals engage their implicit cultural



knowledge through linguistic practices and activities. Section 1.3 examines language 

socialization theory in the light o f bilingualism and immigration. Section 1.4 deals 

with issues of language ideologies, acculturation, and power relations inherent in 

human interactions and society. The symbolic power of language and power relations 

in everyday human interactions is addressed with respect to coercive and 

collaborative relations of power and Bourdieu’s notions of habitus. Section 1.5 

discusses language and identity as social constructs and links these to emotions and 

aspects of language ideology and the attitudes of parents. Section 1.6 examines 

acculturation theories and their implications for language socialisation. Finally, 

section 1.7 presents insights from intercultural communication.

Chapter 2 deals with issues of language, migration and multiculturalism in the 

worldwide context. In this chapter, I discuss language and migration in adolescent 

context. Section 2.2 examines issues o f multiculturalism and multilingualism in the 

European and World wide context. Section 2.3 provides an overview of Polish 

emigration history and recent influx o f Polish immigrants to Ireland. It is a 

preliminary account of the community and its way of life in Ireland. It sets up a 

socio-historical context in which the present research is embedded. Following on 

that, section 2.4 examines knowledge and identity construction in the context o f the 

school in relation to LS. It also investigates the notion o f language 

proficiency/expertise in terms o f the relationship between the novice and the expert. 

Ssection 2.5 deals with psychological and cognitive development of immigrant 

adolescents. It is highlighted that continuous development of bilingual skills (literacy 

included) impacts positively on immigrant students psychological and cognitive 

development. Section 2.6 sets Polish immigrant adolescents within Irish post primary 

education sector. Issues of language support and minority language maintenance are 

addressed.

Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of present research and 

methodology. It also describes two socio-educational contexts explored in the present 

study and outlines ethical issues. In the section 3.2, I set out the specific research 

questions that this study attempts to address. In section 3 .3 ,1 present research design 

and provide basic information about two different educational contexts. First 

educational context is where the Polish students learn exclusively in their L2 

(English) and are attending two different English mainstream schools in Ireland.



Second educational context included children attending two different Polish weekend 

schools in addition to their English mainstream schools. In first educational context 

students’ language maintenance goals are acknowledged and their existing identity is 

affirmed in the ways in which the other context above does not. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 

describe educational contexts in greater detail. 1 describe participants o f the study in 

section 3.6. Section 3.7 deals with the range of ethnographic approaches employed in 

this study. It describes three main types o f information collected. Section 3.8 presents 

field work arrangements and procedures used in data collection. Section 3.9 deals 

with ethical concerns while section 3.10 discusses limitations of the methodology 

used. It is followed by section concerned with data coding and analysis 3.11.

Chapter 4 provides a detailed description o f Kasia’s case who attends English 

Mainstream school context 1 (EMSl). Section 4.2 provides description of Kasia’s 

home, her family life. Section 4.3 provides description of the school she attends and 

curriculum subjects. Section 4.4 and 4.5 describe data collection process and data 

analysis. Section 4.6 presents Kasia’s discursive construction of self. Finally, in 

section 4.7 we summarise the case and discuss it in the light of previous literature 

review.

Chapter 5 provides a detailed description of Wiktoria’s Case. Section 5.2 

portrays Wiktoria’s family. Her daily routines such as meals, main holidays and 

events that are relevant for her family are described. Her closest social circle is also 

described. Section 5.3 describes Wiktoria’s school, with particular attention to the 

Polish Weekend supplementary school that she attends. Section 5.4 provides a 

description o f data that were collected and analyzed. Section 5.5 unravels Wiktoria’s 

socialization in a discursive construction of self. Finally, in section 5.7 we summarise 

the case and discuss the case in the light of previous literature review.

This chapter provides a detailed description of Janek’s case. Section 6.2 

provides a description of his family and his daily life is illustrated through family 

events, school days, holidays, and meals. Section 6.3 presents description of Janek’s 

schools he attends. The Polish school and Polish club of which he is a member are 

also described. Section 6.4 deals with the ways data were collected and analysed for 

this particular case.

Section 6.5 unravels Janek’s own voice, discursive construction of self. The 

ways in which Janek negotiates and positions his “se lf’ within his Polish and Irish



peer groups is discussed. Finally, in section 6.7 we summarise the case and discuss 

the case findings in the light o f previous literature review.

This chapter provides a detailed description of Marcin’s case. 

Correspondingly to the three other cases, section 7.2 portrays his family first. It 

describes his home with particular focus on daily routines such as meals, main 

holidays and family events. Section 7.3 describes Marcin’s school, his classroom and 

school curriculum briefly. Section 7.4 deals with data collection and for Marcin’s 

case. Section 7.5 exposes Marcin’s discursive negation of self. These sections 

describe Marcin’s socializing practices reflected in the daily construction of “se lf’. 

Finally, in section 7.6 we summarise the case and discuss the case in the light of 

previous literature review.

Chapter 8 summarises the thesis and discusses findings with respect to the 

research questions, with a focus on Polish students LI and L2 socialization processes 

across the two educational settings studied. Conclusions are drawn and these are 

examined in the light o f the previous literature review and the current practice of 

schools and educational policies.
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CHAPTER 1: PERSPECTIVES ON LANGUAGE 
SOCIALISATION, IDENTITY AND CULTURE

1.1 Introduction

This chapter outhnes the theoretical framework of language socialization 

(LS). It attempts to illustrate the interdisciplinary complexity of the process of LS and 

its dynamism in relation to the practicalities o f immigrant life. As it has been 

acknowledged in the language socialization literature (Duff, 2009), L2 affects LI 

socialization and vice versa. With this in mind, it has been theorized that L2 

socialization should not be examined in isolation from LI socialization. Moreover, 

the way in which Polish adolescents in Ireland acquire and socialize their languages 

may vary a lot, and may depend on several factors, such as language ideologies, 

attitudes, motivation, whether the setting in which they acquire their second 

language, English, is naturalistic or more formal, and whether they are participating 

in intercultural training. Polish immigrant families come from different parts of 

Poland (GUS, 2006) and may have different experiences and personal histories 

(Kropiwiec & Chiyoko King-O’Riain, 2006). Poles who have immigrated to Ireland 

represent different social groups, and the reasons which motivate them to learn 

English and maintain Polish may differ, and may be influenced by different factors. 

This chapter emphasizes that, for this group o f immigrants, as for many others, 

language learning often goes beyond bilingualism and multilingualism (Pavlenko 

2002). As evidence elsewhere suggests, immigrants remain involved in their primary 

communities (family and friends they have left), and this, in turn, requires more and 

more compromises to be made on logistical and ideological grounds (Duff, 2009).

In this chapter, L2 socialization processes are examined in parallel with LI 

socialization, culture and identity. Section 1.2 briefly examines the primary 

frameworks o f language socialization. It provides definitions of both LI and L2 

socialization and of the theoretical orientations that inform LS research today. 

Particular reference is made to LI and L2 socialization processes among immigrants. 

It is also emphasized that the LS process involves not only the reproduction of 

language as a formal system, but also the reproduction o f social structures and of 

cultural knowledge and practices. For the most part, this section highlights that LS is 

a ‘driving force in dynamic processes of transformation and change’ (Duff, 2009),
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but it does also underline that an understanding of learners overall experiences o f LS 

(including bilingual development among immigrants) is of critical importance in 

order to examine how those cumulative socialization experiences affect immigrants’ 

present and future experiences as language learners and users as they cross different 

communities.

In section 1.3 the implications o f the argument made in section 1.2 are 

examined in relation to notions such as bilingualism. The issues o f bilingualism are 

analysed with respect to Polish immigrant adolescents in Ireland. Issues of additive 

and subtractive bilingualism are discussed. Section 1.4 deals with issues o f language 

ideology, acculturation and power relations inherent in human interactions and 

society. The symbolic power o f language and power relations in everyday human 

interactions is addressed with respect to coercive and collaborative relations o f power 

and Bourdieu’s notions of “habitus” . Section 1.5 discusses language and identity as 

social constructs and links these to emotions and aspects o f language ideology and 

the attitudes of parents. Section 1.6 examines acculturation theories and their 

implications for language socialisation. Finally, sectionl.7 presents insights from 

intercultural communication.

1.2 Theoretical framework of Language Socialization

Wentworth (1980) states that socialization can be viewed from various 

perspectives. The central element of socialization, however, is the same. It refers to 

the role assigned to the individual in the process o f becoming a member of society. 

Merton (1949) and Parson (1937; 1951) perceived socialization as a passive 

phenomenon through which individuals internalize values of society comprising 

those relating to personality and behavior in order to function in society. In 

comparison, for Mead (1956) socialization is a process in which individuals and 

society shape each other through social interaction. Theories within a “socialization- 

as-interaction model” have focused on the processes of socialization, including 

symbolic interactionism (Blumer, 1969), phenomenology (Schultz, 1967), 

ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 1967), and structuration theory (Giddens, 1979).

These latter theories all consider “the medium through which the ability to 

produce society is transmitted from member to novice’ (Wentworth, 1980; p. 79), 

that is “the interaction that constitutes socialization” (ibid., p. 83). In other words, 

such theories focus on how children or novices acquire the knowledge, orientations.
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and practices that enable them to participate effectively in the social life o f a 

particular community. This process— actually a set of interrelated processes— is 

realized through the use of language, which is a primary medium through which 

culture and knowledge are communicated. According to Talmy (2008), the theory of 

socialization most often adopted in applied linguistics originates within all the 

aforementioned “processes”.

Language socialization has its roots in linguistic anthropology (Hymes, 1972; 

Schieffelin & Ochs, 1986); but it also borrows from sociology (Bourdieu 1977, 

1991), cultural psychology (Rogoff, 1990) and education (Duff & Homberger, 2008), 

and from more recent research on literacy socialization (Budwig, 2001; Duff & 

Homberger, 2008; Rymes, 1997). However, LS research does not limit itself to 

aforementioned fields. It has some associations with psycholinguistics and 

developmental psychology (Bloom, 1998; Bugental & Goodnow, 1998). As Duff 

(2009) notes, LS differs from these other research disciplines in its more 

ethnographic approach. It explicitly recognises culture as a significant factor 

influencing many aspects of an individual’s development across lifespan, in which 

LA plays a partial but vital role.

Traditional research on LS focused on First Language Socialization, which 

takes place in early childhood (Ochs, 1988; Schieffelin & Ochs, 1986; Schieffelin, 

1990). Therefore, primary theories of LS entail the processes by which an individual 

(child) becomes a member o f a society in which he or she lives, through adaptation 

and internalization o f norms and practices accepted by that society. Children and 

other users o f language develop competencies across cultural, linguistic, historical 

areas. These norms, practices and competencies are rooted in the society, from which 

individual members transmit them to the new members (Auer & Wei, 2007, 

pp. 74-76). As young children interact with their caregivers they learn not only how 

to speak, but also how to recognize, negotiate, index, and co-construct diverse types 

o f meaningftil social contexts. By engaging with others in various circumstances they 

expand their horizons by taking on new roles and statuses. They also learn how to 

think, how to feel and how to express those feelings. Language acquisition, therefore, 

is a lot more than a matter o f a child learning to produce well-formed, referential 

utterances; it involves learning “how to co-construct meaningful contexts and how to 

engage with others in culturally relevant meaning-making activities” (Garrett &
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Baquedano-Lopez, 2002, p.342). As emphasized above, children, adolescents and 

adults alike have their own personal histories, desires, needs, fears, identities and 

choices with respect to discourses they negotiate, stances they perform and the power 

structures they encounter. As a result, the process and outcomes o f LS in societies or 

communities undergoing social and cultural change cannot be predictable (e.g., Duff, 

2002).

The LS paradigm/model has been structured and expanded by the work of its 

originators (Ochs, 1988, 1990, 1993; Ochs & Schieffelin, 1989, 1995, 2008; 

Scheffelin & Ochs 1996, 2001). It has also been influenced by and has benefited 

from the works o f scholars such as: Bayley and Schecter, 1993; Clancy, 1999; 

Corsano and Miller, 1992; Miller, 1994, 2003; Watson-Gegeo, 1992, 2004; Watson- 

Gegeo and Gegeo, 1999. More recently, research in LS has been taken up by 

researchers such as Baquedano-Lopez, 2000; Cook, 1996; de Leon, 1998; Duff, 

1995, 1996, 2002, 2007; Duff, Wong and Early, 2002; Fader, 2001; Field, 2001; 

Fung, 1999; Norton, 2000; Paugh, 2001; Riley, 2001; Rymes, 2001; Watson-Gegeo 

and Nielsen, 2003, etc., (see reviews by Duff, 2002, 2003, 2009; Garret & 

Baquedano-Lopez, 2002; Kulic & Scheffelin, 2004; Zungler & Cole, 2005).

As Duff (2009) points out, much LS research has been deeply concerned with 

educational processes and issues, such as the positioning of diverse, and somewhat 

(potentially) disadvantaged, language learners within linguistic communities (Duff, 

2008; Heath, 1983). Progressively, issues in bilingual and multilingual learning 

communities (or monolingual dominant societies with novices who are, or are 

becoming, multilingual) have gained prominence in educationally oriented LS, 

especially in regions such as Cameroon (Moore, 1999, 2008), Canada (Bayley & 

Schecter, 2003; Duff, 2003); Hungary (Duff, 1995, 1996), Japan (Cook, 2008); the 

Solomon Islands (Watson-Gegeo, 1992), as well as in the United States (Baquedano- 

Lopez & Kattan, 2008; Barnard & Torres-Guzman, 2009; Bronson & Watson-Gegeo, 

2008; He, 2008), to name just a few researchers and their work.

The scope of LS research and perspectives has therefore widened over time to 

include new populations of people; contexts affected by language contact and 

language shift; phenomena such as post colonialism, transnationalism and 

globalization; and, more recently, new content area specialization into which people 

seek membership. As Duff (2008, p. 112) notes, this expansion of the previous field
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of LS and the linguistic ecology o f communities reveals the critical importance of 

understanding learners prior experiences of LS and how those cumulative 

socialization experiences affect their present and perhaps future experiences and 

trajectories as language learners and users, often across multiple communities and 

timescales (see Kramsch, 2002; Wrotham, 2005).

1.2.1 Definitions of Language Socialization

Definitions of LS vary a lot, but the one adopted in the present study underlies

the cross-disciplinary complexity of the process o f LS and its dynamism in relation to

the practicalities of people’s lives. This particular definition has been developed by

language socialization pioneers Elinor Ochs and Bambi Schieffelin:

LS is the lifelong process by which individuals—typically 
novices— are inducted into specific domains o f knowledge[ 
such as knowledge of language and literacy], beliefs, affect, 
roles, identities, and social representations, which they access 
and construct through language practices and social 
interaction ( Duff, 1995, p. 508).

As indicated by Ochs, “novices” (newcomers) are “socialized into using language 

and socialized through language into local theories and preferences for acting, 

feeling, and knowing in a social group” (Ochs 1993 in Duff & Homberger 2008, 

p. 110). Thus, LS is the process by which individuals learn how to take part in 

activities of everyday life, such as speech events (greetings, narratives, jokes, essay - 

or memo-writing, texting, expressing emotional states, responding with culturally 

and socially accepted norms), and also the different values that lie beneath those 

practices. Appropriate participation in language practices, according to local norms 

and expectations, allows individuals to function well in a given society (Duff, 2009).

According to Garrett and Baquedano-Lopez (2002), grounded in ethnographic 

methodology and informed by social theory, LS research takes the sociocultural 

factors into consideration while allowing itself for descriptive and sometimes analytic 

analysis of linguistic forms:

This dual focus on linguistic form and sociocultural context 
allows the LS researcher to integrate micro and macro levels 
of investigation in such way that close analysis o f naturalistic 
interactions among individuals provides empirically grounded 
access to broader issues o f sociocultural reproduction and 
transformation (ibid, p.342).
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This approach allows researchers to capture continuity as well as change in culture 

and language, from family and household to state level.

1.2.2 Language Socialization across lifespan

It has been broadly highlighted in LS literature that LS is a continuous 

process (Duff, 2009; Duff & Homberger 2008; Baquedano-Lopez 2002, Baily & 

Schecter 2003). It is experienced throughout different stages of human life, for 

example in childhood when we are entering a new playground, then in primary and 

secondary schools, universities, or professional/vocational sites. It may also happen 

that an individual goes to live in a different country, in which case LS must take 

place again.

As Duff (2009, p. 2) notes, formal and informal socialization through more 

than one language and culture has been a common experience and can be broadly 

found in numerous bilingual or multilingual societies and communities. However, 

this has only recently emerged (Duff, 2003; Zungler & Cole, 2005) as a systemic area 

o f research in applied linguistics. In the 1990s the foundations o f LS research were 

established. More recently, researchers and scholars have expanded the scope of LS 

research to Second Language Socialization, which is a lifelong process and a “life- 

wide” process across communities and activities. It therefore became widely 

acknowledged in the literature that Language Socialization is experienced throughout 

one’s lifespan’ through social interactions between “experts” (those who have more 

proficiency in e.g. language, literacy, culture, etc.) and “novices” (those with less 

proficiency). This occurs as an individual enters new “communities of practice” such 

as schools or the workplace (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Thus, LS is claimed to be 

speech events at any given time in one’s life (Garrett & Baquedano-Lopez, 2002; 

Ochs, 1986; Ochs & Schieffelin, 2008). In other words, in order to become 

competent members o f new sociocultural groups, individuals often continue to be 

socialized into new roles, statuses, and practices throughout their lifespan.

More recent studies have focused on LS experienced later in life, for 

example: in middle childhood (Baqueno-Lopez, 2000; Goodwin, 1990); in 

adolescence (Rampton, 1995; Rymes, 2001); and in middle adulthood (Capps & 

Ochs, 1995; Dunn, 1999). Studies conducted with adolescents have focused on the 

way teenagers construct and negotiate social identities (e.g.. Miller, 2003), or on the 

construction of identity-based social groupings through both discursive and non-
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discursive practices where class, gender or ethnicity are included and indexed (Eckert 

& McConnelly-Ginet, 1995; Miller, 2003; Rymes, 2001).

1.2.3 Definitions of Second Language Socialization

According to Duff (2009, p.2). Second Language Socialization (L2 

socialization) is a process by which an individual (non-native speaker of a given 

language) seeks competence in a second language and membership in a community 

of practice, with the aim o f gaining inclusion and the ability to actively participate in 

the practices of this community. L2 socialization processes may be experienced by 

people such as immigrants who seek competence in the language and new 

community of practice, or by people returning to a language they have once used but 

in which they may since have lost proficiency. It can take place in a variety of 

language contact settings, such as a place where an L2 is the dominant language of 

a society, or in restricted and more isolated contexts, as in case of foreign language 

classrooms or diaspora communities (see Duff, 2009). For many people living in 

multilingual or bilingual societies or in contexts described above, the contrast 

between ‘first’ and ‘second’ is often much less evident than these two labels suggest; 

‘what was once a first language might lose ground, functionally, to an additional 

language, which then may become the person’s dominant language’ (Duff, 2009 

p.43).

1.2.4 Theoretical framework of second language socialization

The scope of L2 socialization research extends to many continents, such as 

Afnca, Asia, Europe, and North America. It also spans different age groups, 

educational contexts, and multilingual settings; and it focuses on a range of aspects 

of socialization, for example identity, taste, morality, pragmatic routines, gender 

ideologies. Moreover, as Duff (2009) notes, several recent studies describe L2 

socialization processes and contexts chronologically from childhood to adolescence 

and adulthood, and across formal and informal educational communities (see Bayley 

& Schecter, 2003; Baquedano-Lopez & Kattan, 2008; Duff, 2003, 2008b; chapters in 

Duff & Homberger, 2008; Duff & Talmy, in press; Watson-Gegeo, 2004; Watson- 

Gegeo & Nielsen, 2003; Zuengler & Cole, 2005). Many of the studies on L2 

socialization are ethnographies of communication, and they contribute to the 

understanding of how individuals’ interactional routines lead to internalization and
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learning o f the new cultures, in order to engage with the new community successfully 

(Duff, 2009, p. 10). In addition, some current studies have investigated shifting 

identities o f individuals that are often negotiated through LS processes within 

linguistically and socioculturally heterogeneous settings, characterized by contact 

between two or more languages and cultures (e.g. Bayley & Schecter 2000, 2003; 

Eckert, 2000; Hoyle & Adger, 1998; Katz 2000; Langman 2003; Schecter & Bayley, 

1997, 2004; Watson-Gegeo & Nielsen, 2001, 2003; Willett, 1995; Zuengler & Cole, 

2005).

There is also a large body of research that investigated the macro-societal 

contexts of L2 socialization. Some researchers examined macro-societal factors such 

ideologies and processes of language socialization in bilingual and multilingual 

communities generally, others underlined the relation o f macro factors (e.g., language 

ideology) to specific micro factors (e.g., specific linguistic practices; see Howard, 

2008). These studies contributed greatly to the realization that L2 affects LI 

socialization, and vice versa. It has been theorized that L2 socialization should not be 

examined in complete isolation ft’om LI socialization. However, as already 

mentioned, at some stages it is very difficult to determine which a person’s LI is and 

which is his or her L2. The language socialized by individuals in these contexts is 

often learned alongside, or sequentially with, their LI. In addition to the L2 

socialization, individuals normally continue their linguistic socialization (into and 

through LI and L2 or other languages) throughout their life.

The majority o f the aforementioned scholars state that language acquisition 

and acculturation are part of the same process. In other words, learning a language 

often takes place alongside the acquisition o f socio-cultural knowledge. As Duff 

(2008, 2009) notes, some o f the significant studies o f L2 socialization were 

conducted in educational settings such as ESL classes (Duff, 2002; Poole, 1992) or 

foreign language learning classes (Kasper, 2001; Ohta, 1999; Yoshimi, 1999). For 

example, Kasper (2001) demonstrated that the teacher in the foreign classroom can 

act as a socialising tool/play the role o f a socializing agent. Kasper applied 

socialization theory with the SLA model and showed how students are socialized into 

socio-cultural norms o f a foreign language. He claimed that pragmatic knowledge of 

the language is thus an outcome o f assisted performance in student-teacher and peer 

interactions (Kasper, 2001, pp. 502-520).
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1.2.5 Implications for immigrants LI and L2 socialization

Socialization within a given language includes not only oral and written 

forms but also different genres, registers, speech acts, and the social meanings they 

index, which are diverse by nature. As Roberts 2009 (as cited in Duff, 2009, p.323) 

suggests, this diversification naturally increases when individuals move from home 

to school uses of language, and then into a vocational, professional, more technical or 

other specialized social sphere of language use (Roberts, in press). Language 

socialization is thus a long term and complex process. While some individuals may 

be warmly welcomed by the L2 community, it may happen that others experience 

various degrees of resistance from the target community in spite o f being highly 

motivated to become competent members of that new L2 community. For example, 

they may not share the same discourses in use because they may lack the background 

knowledge about pop culture or current events in a given country. In this way, they 

may become silent and feel detached from and rejected by the social group they are 

trying to access (see Duff, 2003, pp. 324-326).

What is more, L2 novices such as immigrants often experience emotional 

chaos and feelings of anxiety while their, often contradictory, goals develop. As 

evidence elsewhere suggests, immigrants remain involved in their primary 

communities (family and friends they have left); in turn, this requires more and more 

compromises to be made on logistical and ideological grounds (Duff, 2009). 

Consequently, LS of immigrants differs considerably from L2 socialization in foreign 

language education contexts in terms of goals and intentions that may not include 

living in a community of target-1 anguage speakers. Moreover, in education contexts 

there is no need to adapt to the cultural and linguistic norms of an L2 community, or 

to integrate with a community of L2 speakers. According to Duff (2009), LS in 

contexts of immigration poses many challenges for LS researchers, as there may be a 

strong desire on the part o f immigrants for successful L2 socialization but too few 

opportunities for interaction with appropriate socializing agents, or too little support 

from them (Duff, in press-a). It can also happen that newcomers are ‘getting by’, 

without adopting the necessary linguistic cultural content (e.g., Rymes & Pash, 

2001). Finally, according to Duff;

L2 socialization shares many of the principles and objectives 
of first language socialization but with the added complexity 
of dealing with children or adults who already possess a
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repertoire of linguistic, discursive, and cultural traditions and 
community affiliations when encountering new ones 
[however they] may not experience the same degrees of 
access, acceptance, or an accommodation within the new 
discourses communities as their LI counterparts do (2007, 
p.310).

1.3 Bilingualism and immigrants

The term ‘bilingualism’ has many dimensions, and its complexity does not 

allow for a single definition. As bilingualism means different things to scholars fi'om 

different fields, such as psychology, linguistics, sociology and anthropology, there are 

different approaches to bilingualism. This sometimes results in surprisingly vague 

definitions o f this phenomenon. Research into bilingualism is interdisciplinary in 

character: it is “a term that has open-ended semantics” (Beadmore, 1982, p. 1).

Definitions o f bilingualism are very complex and detailed, but still allow 

scope for different interpretations. According to Bloomfield (1933, pp.55-56) 

bilingualism is observed in cases “where perfect foreign-language learning is not 

accompanied by loss of the native language”. Bilingualism is then perceived as 

native-like control o f two languages. Bloomfield points out that after early childhood 

it is difficult to achieve native-like competency in a foreign language, but in the cases 

when this happens, the term “bilingualism” is still applied. The phenomenon, 

however, is not rare: “bilingualism of this kind is commoner than one might suppose, 

both in cases like those of immigrants and as a result o f travel, foreign language 

study, or similar occasions” (ibid.). Therefore, the questions arise: Who can be 

qualified as bilingual? How can Polish adolescents be characterized or classified?

This question may be answered in part when the broader, holistic perspective 

on bilingualism is adopted. Followers of the holistic view argue that the “bilingual is 

not the sum of two complete or not complete monolinguals, but that she or he has a 

unique linguistic profile” (Backer, 2006, p.9). Fishman (1972, p. 19) goes even 

further, claiming that bilinguals are very rarely equally fluent in both languages. 

Language proficiency may vary for different domains or might be attributed to an age 

factor. As a result of the above considerations, different types o f bilinguals and 

bilingualism are distinguished, such as additive, subtractive, minimal, maximal, 

balanced, dominant, elective, sequential, circumstantial and recessive. For some 

scholars, success in gaining language proficiency in L2 may be attributed to an age 

factor (the critical period hypothesis). Many scholars, however, argue that it is not a
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“critical period” itself that limits L2 learning, but that there are “advantageous 

periods” in one’s life that can influence language learning in positive ways. “Early 

childhood and elementary and secondary school days seem two advantageous” 

(Marinova-Todd et al., 2000, p. 28). Thus, in other words there are times when there 

would be greater opportunity for language learning, for example in school.

When considered from this perspective, Polish adolescents living in Ireland 

are likely to be classified as dominant, circumstantial, and sequential bilinguals. 

These young immigrants often start learning their L2 after they have acquired their 

LI. They become proficient in the second language later in their life, conversely to 

simultaneous bilinguals who acquire their two languages together. Although Polish 

adolescents are sharing an experience of using more than one language on an 

everyday basis, they are often dominant in one language (Polish) when they arrive, 

and their less dominant language (in this particular case, English) works as the 

subordinate language. As Chin and Wigglesworth (2007) highlight, the term 

“dominance” may not necessarily apply to all domains in which a language is used. 

Fishman (1972) distinguishes different domains such as, employment, family, 

finendship, religion and education. One language can be used to cover a broader array 

o f topics in one domain, whereas, when it comes to other domains, the other 

language may be given preference. For example, a Polish student who was educated 

in Ireland may prefer to discuss the scientific topics o f his/her research in English, 

even though his/her mother tongue is Polish.

Secondly, distinction is be made between circumstantial and elective 

bilingualism. As Hakuta (1986, p. 4) notes, the field of bilingualism should deal “not 

only with bilingual individuals, but also the circumstances surrounding the creation 

of bilingualism and its maintenance and attrition”. The terms “elective and 

circumstantial bilingualism” were first introduced by Valdes & Figuerora (1994, p. 7) 

and then used more widely in literature. They differentiate between “some element of 

choice about learning a language” (ibid., p. 7) and lack o f that choice (in the case of 

circumstantial bilingualism). Polish immigrants can be classified as “developing 

circumstantial bilinguals”. What that means in practice is that their second language 

(English) is acquired in order to meet needs o f new circumstances (school, work, 

fiiendship). Their communicative needs may relate to survival in a new environment 

or success in the public and private domains.
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Consequently, bilingualism can be added, that is “additive bilingualism”, or 

taken away, that is “subtractive bilingualism”. In the first case, “additive 

bilingualism” is the result of adding another language to the existing linguistic 

repertoire o f an individual, whose conceptual and academic development in his/her 

first language continues (Cummins, 1984, pp. 94-120). Additive bilingualism is 

characterized by “continued development of both languages into literate domains 

[and] is a precondition for enhanced cognitive, academic, linguistic, and academic 

growth” (Cummins, 2000, p.37). This suggests that the proficiency attained by 

bilingual students in their two languages exerts influence on their cognitive and 

academic development. There are about 150 empirical studies supporting the positive 

impact of additive bilingualism on students’ linguistic, cognitive and academic 

growth.

In the case of “subtractive bilingualism” the situation is reversed, whereby the 

students’ LI is gradually replaced by L2 (with the L2 being the majority language, 

often perceived as a more prestigious language and associated with success). As a 

result, students; “literacy skills in their LI may deteriorate, and the students” oral LI 

level may be too low to enhance their academic growth. Cummins (2000, 2002) 

highlights that it often happens that for some children there is an almost complete 

shift of language during the school years. He distinguishes three groups: (i) children 

who start school unilingual in their LI and leave school virtually unilingual in 

English; (ii) children who maintain some basic speaking and listening skills in LI, 

but they do not have their literacy skills developed in LI and feel more confident 

discussing some complex ideas in L2, and in speaking LI they may fi'equently switch 

to L2 (code-mixing); (iii) children who manage to develop high levels of speaking, 

listening, reading and writing in both languages. Cummins, however, underlines that 

the third group is in the minority and usually it involves parents who encourage their 

children to develop LI proficiency. “Full bilingualism does not develop 

automatically” (Cummins, 1981, pp. 13-26). The latter situation may be experienced 

by many young Polish language learners in Ireland, as at the present moment students 

are provided two years of English Language Support (ESL) with no respect to their 

age, literacy level or previous experience of formal schoohng. Some o f the students 

do not have a chance to continue developing their LI literacy skills as their parents
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do not have the skills or resources to provide LI literacy to their children, and for 

logistical reasons, they do not attend Polish weekend schools.

1.4 Language and societal power relations

1.4.1 Symbolic power of language

Bourdieu, in his theoretical work on social structures and (Symbolic Power of 

Language, 1991), claims that as language and social life are indissolubly linked 

together, linguistic relations are also power relations. He criticises formal and 

structural linguistics, which treat language as homogenous and autonomous and at 

the same time “fails to grasp the specific social and political conditions of language 

formation and use” (1991, p.2). Bourdieu (1991) depicts everyday linguistic 

exchanges as “situated encounters between agents endowed with socially structured 

resources and competencies” in such a way that “every linguistic situation”, even the 

personal one, is bearing “the traces of the social structure that it both expresses and 

helps to reproduce” (Thompson, 1991, p.2). For example, speakers may use certain 

strategies to adjust to the existing relations o f power within any interaction (e.g. 

interaction between the teacher and the students). Central to his conception of 

linguistic practice is the understanding of cultural context— taking into account all 

socio-political/socio-historical factors and other social conditions that are part of a 

language’s production and reception. Language, in this perspective, is an instrument 

of “symbolic” power, “agency and legitimation”. This is so because: “In the routine 

of everyday life power is rarely exercised as overt physical force”, it is rather 

transformed into “symbolic form” and thereby endowed with a kind of “legitimacy” 

that it would not otherwise have. Therefore, symbolic power is either symmetrically 

or asymmetrically inherent'distributed in every social interaction in different 

contexts.

Research by Gee (1996), Lippi Green (1997) and Miller (2003) emphasizes 

that there are serious implications/consequences for the language users not operating 

in dominant discourse. Differences in accent, grammar and vocabulary can be, for 

example, indicators of the social position of the speaker. These implications are best 

explained by three central ideas of Bourdieu’s work concept of habitus, the concept 

o f linguistic capital and the concept of linguistic market, in which linguistic products 

are not equally valued.
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The habitus is defined as a set o f dispositions which inchne agents to act and 

react in certain ways. These dispositions generate practices, perceptions and attitudes 

which are “regular” without being consciously co-ordinated or governed by any 

“rule”. The habitus also provides individuals with a sense of how to act and respond 

in the course of their daily lives. It provides individuals with a “feel” of what is 

appropriate in certain circumstances and what is not (see Thompson, 1991, p p .ll-  

12). Linguistic habitus is, therefore, a set of dispositions acquired in the course of 

learning to speak in particular contexts or “markets”, such as family, peer groups, the 

school, workplace, etc., (ibid.). The linguistic habitus consists of morphological, 

phonological and syntactic and semantic representations. In other words, individuals 

from different groups or social classes would have different accents, intonations. 

Their way of speaking is a manifestation of the socially constructed habitus of which 

they are part. Therefore, according to Bourdieu (1992), characteristics such as race, 

ethnicity, social background, gender, and sexuality are also embodied dispositions 

that have serious consequences for the uptake o f certain linguistic products These 

embodied dispositions, as well as the previously acquired dispositions in certain 

habitus, control, to some extent, both the language practices o f an individual (agent) 

and anticipation of the value that linguistic products will receive in certain linguistic 

markets, for instance in secondary or tertiary educational institutions. All these 

dispositions are part of the so called “capital” that each individual is endowed with 

by his or her habitus, which includes the following forms of capital:

(i) economic capital (material wealth)

(ii)cultural capital (knowledge, skills and other cultural acquisitions, educational 

qualifications)

(iii) symbolic capital (accumulated prestige or honour)

(iv) linguistic capital (language one learns in his/her habitus)

Different forms of capital can be transformed from one form into another; for 

instance, educational qualifications can be converted into economic capital. This is 

also the case with language, when some linguistic products (e.g. expressions) are, for 

example, valued more highly on certain markets than others (ibid. pp. 11-23).

Bourdieu (1991) claims that as individuals implicitly and routinely modify 

their own process o f linguistic production they create a form of censorship, or even 

self-censorship, through the process o f constant anticipation. They possess a capacity
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to assess market (context) conditions accurately and produce linguistic expressions 

which are (highly valued) appropriate to them; for example, when choosing the right 

word for the right occasion, or performing acts of politeness or tact. This is all 

realised through the process of legitimisation, which involves production of the 

moral order (acceptance) by naturalization of certain societal norms, values, 

standards, etc. through the joint participation of the listener and the speaker. The 

speaker, however, must possess the authority to speak and the power to impose 

reception. Bourdieu (ibid.) argues that the exercise of power through symbolic 

exchange always rests on a foundation o f shared belief between individuals:

That is the efficacy of symbolic power presupposes certain forms of cognition 

or belief, in such a way that even those who benefit least fi'om exercise of power 

participate, to some extent, in their own subjection. They recognize or tacitly 

acknowledge the legitimacy of power or of the hierarchical relations o f power in 

which they are embedded; and hence they fail to see that the hierarchy is, after all, an 

arbitrary social construction which serves the interests of some groups more than 

others (Bourdieu 1991, p. 23).

It is important to point out that according to Bourdieu’s theory dominant 

individuals actually believe in the legitimacy of power, and in this way underpin the 

legitimacy of the people who exercise it. Therefore, those who speak with the 

“appropriate” accent or possess good syntax are perceived as more authorised 

speakers. They possess a sort of symbolic power over those who do not have “right 

accent” and may possess “faulty syntax”. As Miller (2003, p.36) suggests, this has 

some serious consequences for those subjected to a dominant language. As a result, 

they may lack credibility or may not fulfil that affirmatory role o f the believing 

listeners. She provides the school situation as an excellent example of such unequal 

power relations. School settings are perceived as markets that have the power to 

reward language which is approved or legitimated, or sanction and censor that which 

does not conform to these norms. School sets the values o f different linguistic 

products for the purposes of assessment and certification. If schools value and 

authorize particular students, they disempower and disadvantage others (ibid, 

pp.37-40).

Critical approaches to education are also proposed by Cummins (2000, 2009). 

Given the centrality o f power in the social structures and policies that exist within
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schools, critical approaches to education aim to challenge the ‘coercive relations of 

power’ present in the educational system. Cummins, in his work, highlights that 

relations of power in the wider society influence the ways in which educators define 

their roles, and the types of structures that are established in the educational system. 

“Coercive relations o f power” refer to “the exercise of power by a dominant 

individual, group, or country to the detriment of a subordinated individual, group or 

country” (Cummins, 2009, p. 263). As an alternative, he proposes “collaborative 

relations of power” that refer to “being enabled”, “empowered” to achieve more. 

Within these relations, power is not a fixed quantity but is constructed collaboratively 

through interactions with others. The more empowered an individual or group 

becomes, the more is generated for others to share. Furthermore, Cummins (2000) 

points out those educational structures refer to the schooling organizations in a 

broader sense. They include macro factors such as policies, programs, curriculum, 

and assessment. These macro-education structures, along with educators (who bring 

their own expectations, assumptions and goals to the task o f educating culturally 

diverse students), shape the “micro-interactions” between educators, students, and 

communities. According to Cummins (2000), these micro-interactions form an 

interpersonal space in which knowledge and identities are negotiated. He also argues 

that micro-interactions between students and educators and communities are never 

neutral; contrarily, they reflect “coercive” or collaborative relations of power and as 

such greatly affect, or even determine, student academic failure or success 

(Cummins, 2009).

Although these micro-interactions may directly impact on pedagogical 

strategies and “spaces” in the classroom, there are always degrees of freedom for 

educators. As Cummins argues, there is always an option or a choice whether to 

exercise coercive or collaborative power relations. “Regardless of institutional 

constraints, educators have individual and collective choices in how they negotiate 

identities with students and communities” (ibid, p.262). This is so because there is 

always variation among individuals, variation which is socially structured and is at 

the same time a “wellspring of ongoing social dynamics” (Schieffelin 1990).

Finally, Bourdieu’s theoretical considerations raise many questions 

concerning the nature o f “agency”— the ability of an individual to make independent 

choices. As Miller (2003) points out, however, returning to the nature o f dispositions
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allows for more a dynamic interpretation of linguistic practices. It presupposes that 

language practices cannot be studied in isolation from power relations and capital 

relations in social fields. It also helps to realize how deeply the issues of social 

identity can be linked to language use in everyday situations. Consequently, 

Cummins’s (2009) work related to “coercive and collaborative relations of power” 

illustrates how macro factors influence micro-interactions between students, 

educators, and communities and in this way impact on students’ negotiations of 

knowledge and identities. It also demonstrates that “in a complex system, there is 

connection across activity at different timescales and at different levels of social and 

human organization” (ibid., p.263). The influence of one level or scale on another 

can work in any direction, and we may do better to think in terms of “complexity” 

that calls one’s attention not just to human actions, but also to the relationships of 

such actions with the social systems that they construct and are constructed by 

(Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008, p.30).

1.4.2 Relations of power, language, and identity

Some languages and identity options are, in unforgettable Orwellian words,

“more equal than the others” (Pavlenko, 2004, p.23).

It is through language that a person negotiates a sense of self 
within and across different sites at different points in time, 
and it is through language that a person gains access to— or is 
denied access to— powerfiil social networks that give learners 
the opportunities to speak (Norton P., 1995, p. 13)

Language is not conceived o f as a neutral medium of communication here, 

but is understood with reference to its social meaning. It has been emphasised by 

scholars such as Hall (1996), Lippi-Green (1997), Miller (2003), Norton (1997), 

Pavlenko and Blackledge (2004); and Rampton (1995) that identity is constructed 

discursively. Lippi-Green (1997) describes language as a most visible way of 

establishing and advertising our social identities. It is well documented that in order 

to destroy the identities of local inhabitants, oppressors tended to focus on destroying 

their language; this was the case with Poland in the years under Soviet rule, for the 

indigenous tribes o f North America under the European settlers, and for Catalans in 

Franco’s post-war regime Spain, to offer just a few examples. Without their native 

language, the Poles or the Catalans or the North American tribes would lose the 

strongest unifying feature o f their native identities (ibid.pp. 5-7).
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According to Hall (1996, p. 4), identities are negotiated within discourse— co

constructed with respect to personal histories and historic and institutional sites 

“within discursive formations and practices” . This has several implications for 

individuals, among the most significant of which are:

-  Identity is a procession phenomenon, therefore it is never completed.

-  It takes place within not outside representation (it produces discourse but it is 

also produced through discourse).

-  Identity and representation involve a two-way process between a speaker and a 

listener (as we adjust our discourse depending on who we are with, on the basis 

of how we perceive them and how we position ourselves with regard to them

The process of becoming a member of a new society by acquiring new linguistic, 

social and cultural practises is thus perceived as a self-transformation through the 

discourse in which one is operating on an everyday basis (Pavlenko & Lantolf, 2000).

Correspondingly, to Cummins (2000), Norton (1997) argues that relations of

power in the social world affect the social interactions between second language

learners and native speakers of a language. Norton (ibid.) argues that SLA theory

needs to develop a conception o f the language learner as having a complex social

identity that must be understood with reference to larger, and frequently inequitable,

social structures which are reproduced in day-to-day social interactions. She

emphasizes that:

Power does not operate only on the macro level of powerful 
institutions such as the legal system, the education system 
and the social welfare system, but also at the micro level of 
everyday social encounters between people with different 
access to symbolic and material resources— encounters that 
are inevitably produced within language (Norton, 2000, p.7).

That is why individuals often “invest” in second language learning in order to 

empower themselves in social spheres. She perceives “investment” to leam a second 

language as an investment in a learner’s own social identity. The parallel view is 

shared by McKay and Wong (1996), who emphasize the importance of “agency 

enhancement” and “identity enhancement” by focusing on the importance of social 

identities and how these relate to multiply discourses. “Agency” is a multifaceted 

construct (Bandura 2001; Cummings & Schermerhom, 2003; Kuczyhski, 2003; 

Grsec & Hastings, 2007, p. 226) that includes cognitive, behavioral, and motivational
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dimensions. The concept of agency enhancement derives from identities that afford 

learners a sense of power over their environment and thereby their learning. These 

views are consistent with Cummins’s (2000, 2001) notions o f “critical pedagogy”, 

and empowerment as a collaborative creation o f power between the educators and the 

students. The voices o f the students in this “empowering” context are heard and 

respected, and “schooling amplifies rather than silences their power of self- 

expression” (Cummins, 2009, p. 263).

In a similar way, Pavlenko & Lantolf (2000) describe the process of identity 

construction when immigrants confront, and either accept or reject, linguistic and 

cultural; affordances - aspects of a new language and culture that have the power to 

transfonn one’s self identity. Identities are negotiated and constructed in numerous 

ways across one’s lifespan, such as through educational or economic policies, school 

curricula, etc. (macro level), and through private decisions about religious 

affiliations, celebration o f particular holidays, food choices and clothing (micro level) 

(Pavlenko & Blackledge, 2004, p.3).

Many researchers, such as Cummins (2000), Norton (2000) and Pavlenko and 

Blackledge (2004), highlight the fact that languages and identities are embedded 

within power relations. As Pavlenko & Blackledge (2004, ibid.,) point out, “the fact 

that languages— and language ideologies— are anything but neutral is especially 

visible in multilingual societies where some languages and identity options are, in 

unforgettable Orwellian words, “more equal than the others”.

1.5 Language and identity construction

1.5.1 Identity and languages as social constructs

There has been an increasing interest in the relationship between language 

development and identity construction. Many studies have attempted to analyze how 

incorporating an additional language may affect one’s sense of who one is in the 

world. Learning an additional language, and the associated acculturation involved, 

often entails modifying one’s self-perception in relationships with others. For 

example, for immigrants, the issue of constructing a new or different identity is often 

a hallmark/guarantee of one’s cultural and linguistic development (Boxer & Cohen, 

2004, p.9). It is, therefore, widely admitted in the literature that the frameworks of 

both LS and Language Identity are compatible, and that they overlap from theoretical 

standpoints as well as methodological ones (ibid,).
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“Put as simply as possible, your identity is who you are...who you really are”

(Joseph, 2004, p .l). According to Joseph (ibid.), identity cannot be easily defined

when we look deeper in ourselves and try to answer the questions posed above. He 

distinguishes between three apparent pairs o f subtypes of identity.

-  one for real people and one for fictional characters;

-  one for oneself and one for others;

-  one for individuals and one for groups.

Self-identity deals with the identity we construct for ourselves and others 

around us, whereas group identity can be assigned to a whole nation, race, ethnicity, 

culture, school, social class, gender or even sexual orientation (ibid).

Language plays an important role in the process o f construction o f these 

“identities”. We use language every day to conduct our social lives, and that, 

consequently, is connected with culture. “When we use language in contexts of 

communication, it is bound up with culture in multiple and complex ways” 

(Kramsch, 1998, p.3). For example, the way people use language, written or spoken, 

creates meanings that are understandable for a certain group of people. Through 

features such as tone of voice, accent and gestures, “language embodies cultural 

reality” (ibid.). It is not the case, however, that language entirely determines how we 

perceive others and how others perceive us. Nevertheless, it is widely acknowledged 

in the literature that the identification o f social and cultural identity takes place 

through recognizing people’s linguistic identity -  “language is a symbol o f our 

identity, conveying our preferred distincfiveness and allegiances” (May, 2000 cited in 

Baker 2006, p.408).

Along with the way people dress and behave, the way they speak matters a lot 

in indicating their social identity. Such identities are constructed and negotiated 

through interaction with others throughout one’s lifespan (Thomas et al., 1999, 

p. 158). For example, research conducted by Labov (1966; 1972) grasps the subtle 

relationship between social class and linguistic variation (ibid, pp. 148-155).

In psychological terms, identity refers to ‘an individual’s subjective sense of 

self, which is perceived as an enduring quality or essence lodged in that individual’ 

(Bailey 2007 in Aurer & Wei, 2007, p.344). In this case, identity is considered to be a 

relatively fixed phenomenon, in that it is “located in the individual, and an analytical
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prime that affects or explains social behavior and meanings”, and is often constructed 

during adolescent years (ibid.).

1.5.2 LS perspective on identity

The above psychological concept contrasts markedly with the social 

conception of identity adopted in this study. From the social constructionist 

perspective, social identity is an on-going process of social differentiation. The fact 

that social identity categories have different configurations and meanings across time 

and space is evident that they are socially constructed, rather than reflections of 

essential nature’ (Bailey 2007 in Aurer & Wei, 2007, p.345). As Heller (2007, p. 15) 

points out, identity has to be understood as a social construct. She argues that, by 

definition, social constructs have to be constructed. “The process of construction can 

be long and complicated [as] people do not necessarily agree on what to construct or 

how to construct it, and even if they do, it can take time to find the way there” 

(Heller, 2007, p. 14). Therefore, identity can be seen as fluid, dynamic and 

discursively created according to the cultural systems in which people are located 

both spatially and temporally (Lopez & Kattan 2007, in Aurer & Wei 2007, p.86).

Aspects of identity such as membership status, the social roles people assume, 

and the stances taken in regard to those roles, participation, and practices or activities 

have always been important concepts in LS research. However, as Duff (2009) 

suggests, in recent studies related to post-structural and critical works incorporating 

the notions of communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998), 

habitus, and practice theory (Bourdieu, 1977), researchers have adopted somewhat 

different perspectives. For example, this trend is present in ethnographic research 

undertaken by Miller (2003) and in Norton’s (2000) multiple-case study o f immigrant 

women’s socialization in Canada. These studies examined immigrant adolescents’ 

and adults’ identities, participation (or non-participation), and practices as they 

sought integration into educational discourse(s), and wider communities; although 

neither Miller nor Norton framed their studies as LS research (Duff, 2009). 

According to Duff (2009), this research contrasts markedly with the earlier studies 

that emphasised other less contextualized acquisition of linguistic skills and 

knowledge. However, as Duff (2002) further argue “overt participation cannot be the 

only measure of language and culture learning” (p. 7). Sometimes it happens that 

competent individuals choose not to participate in the same way as their peers or
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“experts”, or they may be denied access to the practices of the communities in which 

they find themselves (Norton, 2000). It may also happen that “novices” may prefer to 

participate in the practices of their new communities “mentally and emotionally” but 

not in “observable linguistic ways”, because they may be afraid o f being singled out 

or mocked, or may be ambivalent (ibid.). Furthermore, as Duff (2009) suggests, 

people might be considered, “legitimate” participants at one point in time but not in 

another. This is the case, for example, with migration, subsequent language/literacy 

learning, interrupted learning, membership in other communities, and so on. 

Therefore, in the LS perspective, identity, cultural knowledge is co-constructed by 

participants within “particular socio-historical contexts” (ibid).

1.5.3 Language and culture: negotiation of the new identities

Newcomers may experience anxiety and chaos on their way to becoming 

bilingual and bicultural. The process may “shake their self-concept and cultural 

identity and bring the anxiety of temporary rootlessness” (Gudykunst & Kim, 1997, 

p.357). With time, however, both language learning and acculturation take place: the 

society’s norms and typical patterns of behavior, as well as linguistically accepted 

norms, are progressively adapted. Nevertheless, there are certain variables that make 

adaptation processes different for different groups of immigrants. The question then 

is what are these variables and in what ways do they impact on L2 learning and 

integration strategies?

Firstly, it must be recognized that the processes involved in constructing 

immigrants’ identities are complex and may affect their feeling of belonging to one 

culturally homogenous group. Consequently, this may affect their “personal identity”. 

Viera and Trindade (2008, p. 36-49) believe that “socialization and learning 

throughout one’s life change one’s personal identity”. As a consequence of adopting 

such an approach, they follow Lamberts’ (1975) distinction and distinguish two 

major and two additional tendencies in changing immigrants’ personal identities. The 

first (i) integrates the culture and language of origin into the emerging cultural 

identity [identification with both home and target language and culture]; the second 

(ii) denies the culture and language of origin and idealizes the target culture as its aim 

in life [rejecting home language and culture and identifying with target]. In some 

cases, however, it may happen that (iii) an individual rejects the target culture and 

becomes “ethnocentric” in favoring greatly the culture o f origin; or (iv) is unable to
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choose between the two and in consequence has to live between the two worlds and 

experience anxiety and cultural (identity) disorientation (ibid).

Cummins (1981, p. 14) argues that the negotiation o f identity that takes place 

in the case of immigrant students is a task complicated by the fact that the 

immigrants grow up in two cultural and language settings, which often represent 

different values. That is why the immigrant students often face cultural conflicts 

when constructing their identity. In the process o f resolving these conflicts and 

negotiating their identity, the students might undergo certain stages involving more 

than one of the aforementioned tendencies. For example, a child may initially reject 

the home culture and language in favor of target culture but, finally the same child 

may realize that it is possible to belong to both cultures.

Lambert (1975) and Cummins (2000, 2001, 2009) underline the importance 

of promotion/encouragement (from as many sources as possible) to maintain the 

students’ dual heritage, as doing so contributes significantly to the students’ personal 

development as well as to L2 learning success. Lambert (ibid.) concludes: “I do not 

think they [these students] will be able to be fiilly North American unless they are 

given every possibility of being fully French, Portuguese, Spanish, or whatever as 

well”. Cummins (1981, p. 15) sums up that it is absolutely necessary to be sensitive to 

the students’ identities (stages in negotiafion of these identities), as in the past, 

insensitivity has led to many problems and academic failures.

1.5.4 Language and Emotions: Two persons in one?

As already mentioned, identity can be seen as fluid, dynamic and discursively 

created according to the cultural systems in which people are located both spatially 

and temporally. Thus, when a second language and culture are being socialized, they 

must inevitably change one’s sense of self as new norms and cultural and linguistic 

patterns are being observed. This process can also affect individuals’ emotional 

systems to a great extent. This is because, across different communities, individuals 

are expected to recognize and display emotions in culturally defined ways and 

according to local norms and preferences (Baquedano-Lopez, 2002). For example, 

“affect” is linguistically mediated and permeates/infiltrates talk, 

incorporating/infusing words with emotional orientations (Ochs 1986; Ochs & 

Schieffelin 1989; Schieffehn & Ochs, 1986b).
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In the context o f bilingualism, it may happen that one language can turn out to be

incompatible with one’s emotional world. For example, when Wierzbicka (2004,

p. 100 in Wei & Aurer, 2007) refers to her own personal experience o f emotionality

while talking about her baby granddaughter, she confess that English does not have

the same emotional force that Polish has for her. She also adds that English lacks

exact semantic equivalents o f words used in Polish to talk about babies, and therefore

in this context Polish feels irreplaceable (ibid.). This raises the following questions:

“Do bilinguals feel different people when speaking different languages?” (Pavlenko,

2006, p .l). Do they experience inner conflicts? Consider this example;

I wait for the spontaneous flow of inner language which used 
to be my night-time talk with myself.. .Nothing comes.
Polish, in short time, has atrophied, shriveled from sheer 
uselessness. Its words don’t apply to my new experiences.. .In 
English; words have not penetrated to those layers of my 
psyche from which a private conversation could proceed 
(Hofftnan, 1989, p. 107).

In the above example, it is evident that this person (Eva Hofftnan, emigrated 

at 13 from Poland to Canada) is experiencing an inner conflict, and that one language 

is considered to have more o f an emotional hold than the other. In her book, Hoffrnan 

(ibid.) reported that her inner speech seems to be mostly in English; however, Polish 

expressions always emerge automatically in emotional situations. She also reported 

experiencing some duality, being two different people within herself depending on 

which language she is using. Her “Polish se lf’ is “romantic”, whereas her “English 

se lf’ is more “pragmatic, rational”.

A similar experience is recounted by Tzvetan Todorov (1994) and Julian 

Green, both o f whom have reflected on their sensitivity to intrinsic links between 

languages and selves. They both recall that they are fully aware that their voices 

sound differently in two different languages, even though telling the same story 

(Pavlenko, 2006, pp. 1-6).

Moreover, Pavlenko (2002 in Wei & Aurer, p.l 11) argues that second 

languages that are learned and socialized after puberty may not have the same 

emotional impact. As Dewaele (2007, p. 122 in Aurer &Wei, 2007) pints out, it is a 

fact that there is the strong emotional power and the emotional connotations o f a first 

language in bilingual individuals; however, it is possible that for some bilinguals, 

languages learnt later in life may gain the same emotional hold as that learnt in their
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childhood. He also contends that emotions caused by similar stimuli may be 

experienced and expressed differently in different languages, and as a consequence 

the same person might be perceived differently by his or her interlocutors. He also 

distinguishes proficiency in the language to be one of the major factors that would 

prompt or impede expressing emotions in that language, which is also one of the 

major indicators of the intensity of socialization in a language. Nevertheless, it has 

been reported that even though loss o f proficiency in LI affects choice o f language 

for emotional communication, it does not alter the general perception/conviction of 

that language to be more emotional (ibid, pp.101-123).

One of the concepts widely present in many LS studies is that the language 

used to encode emotions is believed to create the basis for the socialization of 

morality. The development of self (construction of “se lf’) is “intricately related to 

moral ways of acting and being in the social world” (Field, 2001; Fung, 1999; 

Rydstrom, 2001). Some LS studies have reported that the affective language is used 

in the construction of a moral order across contexts ranging from family interactions 

(Capps & Ochs, 1995; Fader, 2000; Ochs & Taylor, 1992; Ochs et al., 1992) to 

schools (Baquedano-Lopez, 1997, 1998, 2000, Ochs & Capps, 2001; Rymes, 2001 in 

Baquedano-Lopez, 2002). These studies sought to examine the ways in which 

individuals (in everyday situations) leam to internalize and express emotion and to 

understand the moral order that they are constructing with others. The studies 

revealed that notions of morality are often negotiated through linguistically mediated 

understandings of daily life as well as of one’s place in the world as an individual and 

as part of a collectivity. Moreover, LS researchers have been investigating 

relationships at the level of the individual, the group, and the social order, where 

construction of identity is perceived as a conceptualization of participants’ roles in 

interactions as dynamic collaborative achievements (Ochs, 1993). For instance, 

individuals may use language to index aspects of their co-constructed, fluid identities 

with respect to culture, race, and ethnicity (Baquedano-Lopez, 1997; Cheng & Kuo, 

2000; Cook, 1996).

Finally, emotions play a very import part in our daily life. They are part o f our 

human condition. During the years of adolescence, an individual’s emotional system 

is often challenged by all the physical and psychological aspects o f puberty. This 

period might be especially difficult for immigrant adolescents, as they not only have
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to face the difficult time of puberty but must also accommodate/deal with all the 

aforementioned conflicts. Thus, it seems reasonable to facilitate and raise awareness 

among both adolescents and all those involved in education o f this particular 

phenomenon involved in the process of LI and L2 socialization.

1.5.5 Language ideologies in multilingual settings

Language ideologies play a significant role in all multilingual settings (Ochs 

& Schieffelin 1995). Concepts o f what language itself is, and of its relationship to 

cultural and individual identity, vary considerably across communities and often 

within the same community. This is because, in such societies, different cultural 

traditions coexist and mutually influence one another (Garrett & Boquedano -Lopez, 

2002, p. 345). Beliefs o f what counts as a language, or who counts as a speaker o f a 

particular language, along with widely differing attitudes towards code-switching and 

matters of language “purity” or “standardization” vary significantly among 

individuals. However, these beliefs, as well as other aspects o f language ideology, 

inform and organize the everyday practices o f each individual. This, in turn, provokes 

specific linguistic and sociocultural outcomes. These outcomes are often opposite to 

those anticipated by the individuals who brought them about. Adults may assume 

that, for example, the “home language”/”heritage language” will continue to be 

reproduced across the generations, just as it ‘always has’, because they speak the 

language to their children (ibid.,). In fact, parents may not realize that they are 

socializing their own children in ways that mean the children are only acquiring 

partial command of the ‘home’ language. This is often the case in situations of 

language shift or attrifion (Field, 1999; Garrett, 1999; Kulick, 1992; Meek, 2001; 

Paugh, 2001; Schieffelin, 1994). Therefore, llanguage ideology and attitudes of 

parents play an important role for both language choice and LS.

Consequently, Grosjean (1982, p. 117) points out that certain language 

ideologies are reflected in attitudes toward language users rather than attitudes 

toward language itself ft may happen, for example, that one language is perceived as 

more prestigious than another because it is associated with the better social status of 

people who speak that language, as is frequently the case with -the language spoken 

by the group that holds political, cultural, and economic power in the country 

(majority language). Therefore, the motives for learning that language would be very 

‘practical’ in a sense, for those who are part of that society, for example immigrants.
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As far as attitudes towards the majority language (in this particular situation, 

English) are concerned, Lyon (1996, p.35), along with many other authors (Gardner 

& Lambert, 1972; Baker 1992), states that there are two basic reasons that motivate 

minority language groups to learn a second language: (i) “instrumental” and (ii) 

“integrative”. "Instrumental” reasons are associated with status in a society, 

employment and other benefits inclusive to a given linguistic group; whereas 

‘integrative’ reasons include the wish to become closely associated with members of 

the second-language-speaking community and join their cultural activities.

According to Garrett and Baquedano-Lopez (2002) research on language 

ideologies has enabled language socialization researchers to explicitly recognize that 

ideologies are not static or uniform phenomena within any given social group. They 

vary a lot, may change with time, and depend on individual experiences o f the social 

order that may vary with class, age, gender, etc. (ibid., 2002). For instance, a once 

stigmatized language can become accepted and respected once again, as in the case of 

Irish in Ireland. This perspective is consistent with an alternative view on language 

ideologies proposed by Pavlenko (2002), who suggests that language attitudes, along 

with language ideologies, should be perceived as socially and culturally constructed 

phenomena. She explains that this is so because relatively stable “attitudes” are 

claimed to be part of numerous and dynamic scenarios of “identity construction” that 

are often negotiated for many years. In this perspective, a person’s identity is related 

to political, cultural, social and economic ideologies surrounding a given language 

that is at the same time constantly changing and “fluid but open to challenge and 

conflicf’ (Pavlenko, 2002, p. 281). Thus, language attitudes and ideologies become 

part of larger societal processes and can be examined for bias, racism and 

discrimination (Pavlnko, in Baker, 2004, p. 133).

There are various language ideologies among different families, and, as Gal 

(1998) points out, those ideologies may be contradictory. Indeed, according to 

Lambert and Child (1943), bilinguals may face many social and interpersonal 

conflicts. For example, a minority language and culture can be completely rejected in 

favour of a majority language and culture by one group of immigrants, whereas 

another group can rebel in completely the opposite way. Some groups may try to 

escape the conflict by withdrawal and refusal to think o f themselves in ethnic terms 

at all. Gardner & Lambert (1962) made some interesting discoveries concerning these
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social conflicts concerning language ideologies. They have found that some 

unresolved conflicts o f cultural allegiances and ambivalence about identity (which 

are aspects of language ideologies) often impede the process of learning and the later 

command of two languages. On the other hand, open-mindedness and non- 

ethnocentric views o f people in general, together with a strong aptitude for language 

learning, proved to be one of the main factors determining success in becoming 

skilled in two languages (Lambert, 1962, in Paulson & Tucker 2006, pp.315-319). 

Those who characterize the latter group are described as possessing “comfortable 

bicultural identity”, as they have developed the means of becoming members of both 

cultural groups. Thus, it is often admitted in the LS literature that attitudes toward a 

language not only have a profound effect on those who leam their second language, 

but also influence the learning and ftirther socialization of a first language (LI).

1.5.6 Language ideology and attitudes of parents

Parents and their language attitude and ideologies exert a strong influence 

over their children’s language development strategies. As Chin (2003, p. 123) 

suggests, it is reasonable to predict that positive attitudes o f parents towards 

bilingualism will correlate with a higher level o f language maintenance. Some studies 

support this hypothesis (i.e. Hamers, 1994), whereas others reject it (i.e. Cavellaro, 

1998).

Furthermore, in order to understand how parents’ decisions influence their 

children’s bilingual development, ‘it may be necessary to look at their behavior rather 

than at overt attitudes’ (Chin, 2003, p. 123). For instance, Guardado (2008, 2009) 

examined Spanish-medium organizations in Metropolitan Vancouver that are 

actively reinforcing Spanish language maintenance through language ideologies, 

identities, and language and literacy practices. Gouardado’s research (2008, 2009) 

focused on parents in Scouts groups and was based on contrasting the relative 

benefits of using Spanish in the home environment and in group activities, rather 

than English, the local dominant language. The research revealed that sometimes the 

parents’ ideologies and practices were inconsistent. Parents acting as group leaders 

were, for example, insisting on the use of Spanish (their native language) for 

Hispanic community-building purposes and as an act o f resistance to English- 

language domination, but at the same time continued to use English for high-status 

speech activities such as reciting the Scouts’ pledge. Thereby, as Duff (2009, p. 14)
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notes, they were inadvertently reproducing the dominance of English. Therefore, this 

research suggests that parents’ attitudes are often important, but it is not the attitudes 

but the actual ‘action’ or behavior supporting these attitudes that influence adaptation 

o f a given strategy by their children (ibid. pp. 108-115). This is because attitudes and 

language ideologies are very often reflected in the everyday use of a language, or 

whether it is spoken in public or not, or on what occasions (Gumperz, 1976). As Duff 

(2009, p. 11) suggests, that is also the reason why a great number of studies have 

examined the macro-societal contexts, ideologies, and processes o f language 

socialization in bilingual and multilingual communities generally, or in relation to 

specific micro-linguistic practices.

For instance, Schecter and Bayley (1997) tried to uncover the language 

ideologies and practices of Mexican-descended families living in California and 

Texas, in relation to Spanish language and culture socialization. They argued that 

language choice was considered “identity work”, illuminating the dominance of 

English in school and in wider society and the media. The study revealed that some 

families tried to preserve their home heritage and the use o f more sophisticated 

varieties o f Spanish, in an effort to compensate for the influence of linguistic factors 

such as code-switching and the use of “low-quality Spanish” (according to parents) 

and what these factors represented symbolically. Therefore, as Duff (2009, p.7) 

points out, “the families” LI socialization practices had to be seen in light of more 

pervasive L2 socialization practices and ideologies related to English and the 

children’s academic trajectories and future possibilities [...] as well as their links to 

their home country and language.

1.6 Acculturation and Language Socialization

1.6.1 Acculturation theories and their implications for LS of immigrants

Language and culture are parts of the human condition. We use language 

everyday to conduct our social lives, and that is connected with culture. “When we 

use language in contexts of communication, it is bound up with culture in multiple 

and complex ways” (Kramsch, 1998, p.3). That is why, for some LS scholars, 

“language learning and enculturation are part of the same process” (Watson-Gegeo 

2004, p.339). This viewpoint was shared by Heath (1983) and Agar (1994), and 

partly by Sheffelin and Ochs (1986), for whom learning a language is acquiring both 

linguistic knowledge and sociocultural knowledge. The current chapter in the present
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piece of research theorizes that “language socialization” is embedded in the notion 

that immigrants are socialized into using language (L2 and their LI), not only by 

acquiring the language in the local discourse contexts, but also by developing their 

understanding of historically and culturally rooted values and beliefs o f the host 

society. Interactive acquisition o f specific cultural perspectives, allowing the 

immigrant to act in an acceptable socio-cultural manner, along with language 

learning, often grants membership in a particular social group (Ochs, 2002, pp. 99- 

114).

According to Jones and Ghuman (1995, p.215), acculturation may be defined 

as “the degree to which migrant communities take up the norms, values, customs and 

social practices of the host society”. A more detailed definition, distinguishing 

between these degrees is offered by Berry. As Berry (2007, p.543) puts it, 

acculturation is “the dual process o f cultural and psychological change that takes 

place as a result of contact between two or more cultural groups and their individual 

members”. At the group level, it involves changes in social structures and institutions 

and in cultural practices. At the individual level, it entails changes in an individual’s 

behaviour patterns and is often the result o f a long-term process. Thus, “acculturation 

is a process that parallels many features of socialization” (Berry 2007, cited in Grusec 

& Hastings, 2007, p.342). Berry (1980) also attempts to explain language contact 

outcomes through group membership. Berr>'’s model is based on two basic issues 

facing all people undergoing an acculturation process: the distinction between 

orientations toward one’s own group, and those toward other groups, -o r  as he puts 

it, “the two issues of retaining cultural identity and of positive relations with the 

dominant society” (Berry, 1976; Berry et al., 1977).

His theory emphasizes the political issues o f minority rights and freedoms. The 

distinction is represented by a relative preference for maintaining one’s own heritage, 

language, identity and a relative preference for having contact with and participation 

in the majority society along with other ethno-cultural groups. As a result, people 

develop their own strategies for balancing these preferences, often based on their 

attitudes and ideologies towards all of the aforementioned issues that are relevant. 

Accordingly, four main strategies are distinguished by Berry (1980) for how the 

immigrants and host sociefies alike handle such situations:
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-  Assimilation with the target group (when individuals do not wish to maintain 

their own culture and seek for greater involvement with other cultures in the 

larger society);

-  Separation (an approach that involves placing great value on the maintenance 

of the heritage culture and at the same time rejection of contact or any 

interaction with others)

-  Integration (experienced when an individual maintains his or her culture of 

origin (a degree of cultural integrity), and at the same time manages to interact 

with other cultural groups (seeking to be an integral part of the larger society)

-  Marginalization (the person relinquishes their native culture, while also 

rejecting the host culture as a result o f enforced cultural loss or discrimination 

and exclusion).

The study “Poles Apart”, conducted with Polish immigrants in Ireland in 

2007-2008, revealed two significant groups (Integrated and Separated) among the 

immigrants. The study makes an explicit division of Polish immigrants into two 

groups based on their attitudes towards integration into Irish culture; one group is 

“open for integration and for exchanging cultural issues”, whereas the other group is 

“very closed for integration, and exchanging cultural issues”. In response to this 

situation, the Polish Embassy and the Church attempted to establish an “ideal type” 

of immigrant attitude: “so that Polish people still don’t forget where they come from, 

but on the other hand so they could integrate with the Irish culture, they could find 

the you know a perfect balance between the two you know” (ibid. p.273).

Outwardly, immigrants are free to decide on their acculturation strategy. 

However, only on the surface, because as Berry (1974) points out, the majority 

society may enforce certain restrictions that constrain the choices immigrants make. 

As mentioned in the earlier sections of this chapter, power and authority in society 

are almost never exercised overtly, rather there influence emerges tacitly. For 

example, integration can be the strategy chosen by immigrants, but it can then take 

place only when the host society is prepared for diversity both on micro for e.g. 

language use, food preference, parent-child relations, social identity; and macro 

levels such as adaptation of national institutions and systems, such as those of 

education, health, justice, labour (Berry, 1990).
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For adolescents in immigrant families, acculturation strategies are shaped 

largely by their families and the communities they belong to. Their acculturation 

attitudes are absorbed from their peers, their schools and the adults with whom they 

interact (Berry et al., 2006, pp.71-116). Different attitudes/preferences, such as a 

preferred social circle, eagerness to learn new languages, maintenance of heritage 

language and culture, and the degree of adherence to their family’s cultural values, 

may be the result o f “contextual factors” - personal characteristics or the community 

the adolescents live in, and their experiences with discrimination (ibid,p.75).

It is worth noting that Schumann (1978) proposed a model o f acculturation 

for SLA that predicts that the degree of a learner’s success in second language (L2) 

acquisition depends upon the learner’s degree of acculturation. There have been 

many attempts to challenge this theory. For example, some studies propose to 

measure acculturation in terms o f the social exchange networks of those seeking to 

adapt to a new culture (Lybeck, 2002; Milroy & Wei, 1995,); or measure L2 success 

in terms o f pronunciation, which in the view of many scholars (such as Guiora, Beit- 

Hallahmi et el., 1972; Labov, 1972; Lybeck, 2002; Scovel, 1988), is the strongest 

linguistic marker of a speaker’s cultural identification. In Lybeck’s (2002) study, for 

instance, it was estimated that learners who developed positive network connections 

with native speakers of Norwegian proved to have more native-like pronunciation 

than those who had greater difficulty establishing such networks.

It is widely agreed in the literature that there is a natural connection between 

the language spoken by a given social group and that group’s cultural identity. 

Cultural and social conventions are deeply rooted in every individual and are the 

product o f communities of language users. These conventions and norms are in a way 

transmitted from one generation to another. For example, “one critical area of social 

competence [is where] a child must acquire...the ability to recognize/interpret what 

social activity/event is taking place and to speak and act in ways sensitive to the 

context” (Ochs, 1986, p. 3).

Acculturation, then, is often seen as a very dynamic process, which is 

powerfully bonded with language socialization and the construction of identities. As 

Baker (2006, p.4) states, bilinguals gradually become bicultural or mulficultural. This 

is due to a process o f acculturation that accompanies language learning when 

immigrants— second language learners— “have both physically and symbolically
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crossed the border” (Pavlenko & Lantolf, 2001, p.74). “Acculturation signifies the 

ability to master the dominant cultural codes and is not necessarily synonymous with 

the dissolution of the heritage culture or with the loss of the specificities o f the 

immigrant m ilieu...” To the contrary, success and acculturation, in facilitating 

mastery of the social environment, permit immigrants to maintain a living connection 

with their origins. Dubet & Lapeyronnie (1992, cited in Glenn, 1996, pp. 91-92).

1.6.2 Acculturation process and immigrants

As has been already mentioned, acculturation is a very dynamic process

which is powerfully bonded with language and culture socialization. Therefore,

newcomers may experience anxiety, confusion and chaos on their way to becoming

bilingual and bicultural. They notice many differences between their native and host

cultures, then gradually, as both language learning and acculturation take place, the

host society’s norms and typical patterns of behavior are adapted. That, consequently,

might be accompanied by a slight deculturation and “acculturative stress”.

Acculturative stress can be defined as “the stress [with] the accompanying

psychological difficulties [that] is often observed in immigrants struggling to adapt to

a new culture” (Reber & Reber, 2001, p.5). Hovey (2000) lists discrimination, lack of

social resources, and feelings of not belonging as three potential stressors in the

acculturation process. Additionally, according to Berry and Kim (1988),

marginalisadon is one o f the most stressful experiences for immigrants. Consider an

example of a Polish person experiencing acculturative stress in the form of isolation

and marginalization:

It is so hard. I don’t know why exactly. But maybe, maybe it 
is differences between our mentality, our culture, our 
manners (...) Maybe because of that it is very difficult to 
make fiiendship [Poles Apart Report, p. 282].

Addifionally, as Berry (1992) points out, acculturafion often involves both 

culture learning and culture shedding. Culture shedding refers to the gradual process 

o f loosing some of the heritage culture, such as beliefs, values or attitudes; whereas, 

culture learning involves the process of acquiring the new culture. The features of the 

new cultures are often added to those o f the heritage culture, but it may happen that 

these new features replace the behaviors and attitudes that have been lost (ibid). The 

following example (of a Polish immigrant living in Ireland, commenting on her plans 

to stay in the host country) comes fi'om the study conducted by Kropowiec &
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Chiyoko King-O’Rian in 2006, and illustrates the process of culture learning and 

culture shedding.

As I know the language better, as I stay here longer, I 
want to live here. I got used to it. Or rather, I got unused to 
Poland. I don’t know if I will find myself back there. When I 
go there for a month for the summer, many things disturb me.
I didn’t have that feeling before. Before, there was only 
homesickness. And now, when I’m in Poland I think that I’m 
coming back home when I come here (Female, 34, 
administrator in Kropowiec & Chiyoko King-O’Rian, 2006, 
p.34).

Finally, in the case of immigrants, integration into the new culture and 

acquisition of the language of the host country are crucial for their successful 

functioning in a given society, but should they abandon their native culture and 

language in order to be successful in the new cultural and linguistic environment? 

The answer to this question is best summarized by Dubet & Lapeyronnie (1992, cited 

in Glenn, 1996, pp. 91-92,), who state that the “acculturation process should not be 

perceived in terms of loss and acquisition but also as a creative process, from which 

new societies emerge”. Furthermore, successful integration can only take place when 

the host society is willing to accept that it must transform from being mono-cultural 

into a multi-cultural society, characterized by cultural and linguistic diversity.

1.7 Language Socialization and intercultural communication

In 1959 Hall applied theoretical anthropological concepts to the practicalities 

o f foreign service and communication as an extension of the traditional 

anthropological view o f culture. From that time on, there has been an increasing 

interest in intercultural communication studies, especially in terms o f improving the 

effectiveness o f communication between people of different cultures. Therefore, 

while intercultural communication is not new, the systematic study of what happens 

when inter-cultural contacts and interaction between two cultures occur—that is, 

“when a message producer and a message receiver are from different cultures (Gao, 

2006)”— is a relatively new area o f research. Due to increased intercultural contact 

and interdependence, people are often forced to “rethink” intercultural 

communication in order to acquire effective intercultural communication competence 

(ibid).

Intercultural communication, thus, is defined as “face-to-face interactions 

among people of diverse cultures” (Jandt, 2004, p.3 9), and it originates in the Foreign
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Service Act (an act establishing the provision o f language and anthropological 

culture training for foreign diplomats) passed by Congress in the U.S in 1946 and in 

Hall’s publication (1959): Silent Language. Various communication competence 

definitions underline the development o f skills to transform one from a mono- 

cultural individual into a multicultural person. “The multicultural person is one who 

respects cultures and has tolerance for differences” (Bayley, 1993; Chen & Starosta, 

1996 in Jandt, 2004, p.45). Moreover, good intercultural communicators are defined 

as having personality strengths (they have a strong sense of self and are socially 

relaxed); communication skills (verbal and non-verbal); psychological adjustment 

(the ability to adapt to new situations); and cultural awareness (an understanding of 

how people o f different cultures think and act) (ibid., p.48).

It is widely acknowledged that what we accept as the only logical and natural 

norms of behaviour are often conventional for our own culture. Whenever we talk, 

“we bring into communication our culturally conditioned set of beliefs and speech 

habits”, both verbal and non-verbal (Stroihska. 1997, p.22). According to Stroihska 

(1997) speech habits and norms are culturally specific, and are shaped by the place 

and time in which a given group of people grow up. Perceiving such norms as the 

only correct possibilities in cross-cultural contexts may lead to language-based 

stereotyping or misunderstandings. That is why representatives of two different 

cultures, speaking different languages are likely to experience communication 

breakdowns.

Stroihska (ibid.) points out that whereas the English language, for example, 

requires its speakers to use polite forms and not direct quesfioning of or expressing 

opinions about others, the Polish language and culture allows its speakers to do so. 

Poles, along with most Eastern Europeans, as well as Gemians “tend to be direct 

when they express opinions or when they disagree, since an argument is not only 

considered a good way of exchanging ideas, but also an enjoyable form of 

conversation” (Ronowicz, 1995, p.80). Being direct, for example, may result in 

intercultural misunderstandings, or even negative stereotyping for a whole nation, as 

it is likely that members of the same language and cultural community would have a 

tendency to exhibit unified linguistic behavior and in this way may violate in a 

regular way the cultural traditions o f their conversational partners fi'om a different 

culture. Consider an example:
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(i) The Polish worker: ‘I do not trust Irish. They are nice and 
friendly, or they seem to be, but they think something else, 
and behave very different in situations...’ (Kropowiec &
Chiyoko King-O’Rian, 2006, p.38).

The above example illustrate what happens when “inter-cultural 

communication” fails. In the first case, the tendency to over-generalize and distrust 

becomes evident. Intercultural communication fails there probably due to lack of 

understanding of fundamental differences between the Polish and English 

languages— the tradition among native English speakers to use polite language and 

not to be direct As a result, Irish people may be perceived as insincere, and Polish 

people may be regarded as being too direct.

In some situations, however, the Polish language requires greater formality 

(more polite forms of expression) than English. For instance, when a younger person 

speaks with an elder, or when addressing someone a speaker does not know well, 

failure to use polite forms, such as Pan (“Sir”), Pani (“Madam”), is seen as showing 

complete disrespect. Thus, when speaking English, Polish people may feel that 

English is less formal. They may also perceive the English language as creating less 

social distance between its speakers. This is due to the fact that English speakers do 

not use polite forms such as Mr., Mrs., or Miss in situations where Polish speakers 

do.

The second example shows a complete lack of awareness of the ftindamental 

differences between Western and Asian ways o f communication. As Cheung (1993) 

argues, an understanding o f Asian-North American silences must involve a re- 

shifting o f Western interpretation of speech and silence. Verbal and non-verbal 

communication is perceived very differently by Chinese speakers and should not be 

viewed in hierarchical order. Cheung (ibid.) identifies five separate, potentially 

overlapping modes of silence: stoic, protective, attentive, inhibitive, and oppressive.

Consequently, as shown above, language socialization and ‘cultural heritage’ 

play crucial roles in cross-cultural communication. Many Polish immigrants 

implicitly underline the way language socialization and “intercultural 

communication” impacts on their lives. According to Kropowiec and Chiyoko King- 

O’Rian’s (2006) research, “sufficient language skills were named as the most crucial 

factor for a good life abroad by most of the interviewees”. Expressing oneself fully in 

the language of the host country is fundamental. If this cannot be achieved, or occurs
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to an insufficient degree, one may experience difficulty with expressing one’s

identity and, as a result, may suffer social and cultural isolation. For example, as one

immigrant put it:

I would say my English is good, but it doesn’t allow me to 
express myself really. I know that 1 am a different person in 
English than in Polish. There are two different people... In 
English, I’m reticent, not very talkative, and timid. I’m not 
spontaneous, I think a lot. Sometimes I think in Polish and 
have to translate. As I say, two different people. That’s why I 
don’t feel I’m being me in English. I’m just playing being me 
(Kropowiec & Chiyoko King-O’Rian, 2006, p.44).

1.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, LS was described as a cross-disciplinary complex process that 

entails process of both reproduction and transformation. Culture was explicitly 

recognised as a significant factor influencing many aspects of an individual’s 

development across lifespan.

First, the primary and contemporary theoretical frameworks of LI and L2 

socialization were examined. It was concluded that appropriate participation in 

language practices, according to local norms and expectations, allows individuals to 

function well in a given society (Duff, 2009). It is, thus, concluded that this poses 

interesting challenges for immigrants, such as dealing with identity negotiation, 

ideological and emotional chaos and anxiety.

This chapter has also examined LS in relation to bilingualism, power 

relations, identity, acculturation and international communication. Concepts of 

bilingualism, especially issues of additive and subtractive bilingualism, were 

addressed. Then, the point was made that research on power relations inherent in the 

language very often overlap in complex and interesting ways with local notions of 

cultural and ethnic identity. In this way, this chapter located immigrants, especially 

adolescents, within hierarchical (coercive and collaborative relations o f power). The 

Bourdieu’s concepts of habitus and linguistic markets were analysed in relation to 

social representation and identity negotiation. It illustrated how macro factors 

(policies, ideologies, attitudes etc.) can influence micro-interactions between 

students, educators and communities, and in this way impact on students’ 

negotiations of knowledge and identities. This chapter has also explored the 

suggestion that language practices cannot be studied in isolation from power relations
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and capital relations in social fields, and that returning to the nature of dispositions 

allows for a more dynamic interpretation of linguistic practices. It was concluded that 

speech habits and norms are culturally specific and shaped by the place and time in 

which a given group o f people grow up.

The concept of emotion was addressed and discussed in the light of identity 

construction, experiences o f inner conflicts and the socialization o f morality. The 

point was made that the language used to encode emotions is believed to create the 

basis for the socialization of morality. It was argued that the second languages that 

are learned and socialized after puberty may not allow speakers to experience or 

convey the same emotional impact as the heritage language.

It was suggested in this chapter, that the “acculturation” process should not be 

perceived in terms o f loss and acquisition, but should be seen as a creative and 

dynamic process, from which new societies emerge. Particular references were made 

to Polish immigrants. Finally, insights from research in the area of intercultural 

communication were also presented and discussed in this chapter. It has been 

concluded that that immigrants encounter an exceptional situation o f managing fluid 

and shifting identities— social, individual, cultural— and come to terms with the 

power relations inherent in them.
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CHAPTER 2: LANGUAGES, MIGRATION AND 
EDUCATION IN THE ADOLESCENT CONTEX

2.1 Introduction

Educational institutions have long been perceived as one of the primary sites 

through which individuals are socialized to take particular roles in the society they 

live in (Oakes, 1985; Olneck, 1995, in Bayley & Schecter, 2003, p.84). The 

education system has always played a major role in the socialization process and 

language socialization has always functioned as both the symbolic notion of cultural 

and social structures and as a tool for establishing these structures. Perceived from 

this perspective LS in formal settings (such as educational contexts) plays a primary 

role in the complex process of becoming part of a given society. When we extend LS 

framework beyond its initial setting to “secondary” LS (that is experienced 

throughout one’s lifespan, as in the case of immigrants (Lave & Wenger, 1991) it can 

be concluded that “schools are significant sites of ‘secondary’ socialization” for 

immigrant students (Cole & Zuengler, 2003, cited in Bayley & Schecter, p. 98). 

Harklau (as cited in Bayley & Schecter, 2003) points out there is also a growing 

“convergence between LS perspectives and [the] notion of how adolescent immigrant 

identities are shaped in school settings”, p.83.

In this chapter, I discuss language and migration in adolescent context. 

Section 2.2 examines issues of multiculturalism and multilingualism in the European 

and World wide context. Section 2.3 provides an overview of Polish emigration 

history and recent influx of Polish immigrants to Ireland. It is a preliminary account 

of the community and its way of life in Ireland. It sets up a socio-historical context in 

which the present research is embedded. Following on that, section 2.4 examines 

knowledge and identity construction in the context o f the school in relation to LS. It 

also investigates the notion of language proficiency/expertise in terms of the 

relationship between the novice and the expert.Section 2.5 deals with psychological 

and cognitive development o f immigrant adolescents. It is highlighted that 

continuous development of bilingual skills (literacy included) impacts positively on 

immigrant students psychological and cognitive development. Section 2.6 sets 

Polish immigrant adolescents within Irish post primary education sector. Issues of 

language support and minority language maintenance are addressed.
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2.2 Language polices and multilingualism in Europe

2.2.1 Need for multiculturaUsm in Europe

According to UNESCO - United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization the world landscape is becoming increasingly multicultural and 

multilingual and international migration is increasing annually. What it means in 

practice is that about 185 million of people worldwide live outside their country of 

origin (OECD, 2001) organization for economic Co-Operation and development. 

During the years 2004 to 2005 immigration has increased by 10% worldwide. That is, 

about 4 million new immigrants entered OECD countries on a permanent basis. The 

number of incoming migrants was highest in the United States, Spain, the United 

Kingdom and Canada, but the most dramatic and sudden increase in immigration has 

been observed in Ireland, Korea and New Zealand. The data presented above relate, 

however, to documented migration, but there are also significant flows of illegal 

migration that, given its very nature, are difficult to trace accurately.

The OECD calls for migrafion policies to put more emphasis on the 

integration o f immigrants and their children not least, because for immigrants to 

assume their role in the growth of the labour force in many OECD countries, the 

general public must understand that they are part of the solution to labour market 

shortages and ageing populations. But to achieve this, immigrants and their families 

have to be well integrated into the host-country economy and society. Therefore, the 

question emerges: what does it mean to be well integrated? And how can the process 

of integration be facilitated? Linguistic diversity became one of the most urgent 

challenges o f educators in many countries as education is a significant domain in 

which the integration o f immigrant groups in terms of assimilation versus 

multiculturalism can take place.

When issues o f language and education are dealt with, it is necessary to 
differentiate between the right to access an education that allows for 
social, economic, and political participation and mobility and the right 
to an education through the mother tongue(s) (Wiley, 2002, p. 171).

For language minorities both rights are absolutely necessary for language

minority students if  they are to be an active part of the broader society and at the

same time preserve a connection with their native or community language. According

to (CEFR, 2001), there is a great need for promotion of multilingualism in Europe
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“to achieve greater unity among its members” which is the overall aim of the Council

of Europe. As its basic principle state:

Only through a better knowledge of European modem languages [will it 
be] possible to facilitate communication and interaction among 
Europeans of different mother tongues in order to promote European 
mobility, mutual understanding and co-operation, and overcome 
prejudice and discrimination ... the rich heritage of diverse languages 
and cultures in Europe is a valuable common resource to be protected 
and developed, and that major educational efforts needed to convert that 
diversity from a barrier to communication into a source of mutual 
enrichment and understandingand cultural differences should promote 
cultural diversity in terms of new resources and opportunities (ibid.,
p.2).

It is then very important to facilitate teaching and learning of foreign 

languages. Individual bilingualism is not only possible but desirable in that that it 

facilitates cultural enrichment and cross-cultural understanding. According to 

Schmidt (2000, p.62) by combating distrust and intolerance toward linguistic 

diversity, pluralists hope to create a climate of acceptance that promotes greater 

equality between ethno-linguistic groups can grant the higher level of national unity.

Due to dramatic increase in the immigration o f speakers of other languages to 

Ireland, schools are faced with the linguistic challenges of adapting their curricula to 

this new trend. While this study deals with the Polish-Irish context specifically, 

educators and policy makers worldwide are faced with the same or similar 

challenges. As experience in other countries shows, development of school 

programmes to serve the children of immigrants has often been hesitant and 

sometimes self-contradictory (Glenn, 1996, pp. 404-503). Policies for immigrant 

children, along with the national curricula represent macro factors that can directly 

affect the micro-interactions of immigrant students and their educators, communities 

and the way they integrate with the host society.

2.3 Polish immigrants in Ireland

2.3.1 Historical and socio-cultural context of Polish migration

Firstly, “in the West most people take nationality for granted” (Horrell 2002, 

p.4). This, however, has not been the case for the people o f Eastern Europe. Eastern 

European countries are inhabited by a variety o f ethnic groups such as Slavs (which 

include ethnic Russians, Ukrainians, Poles, Czechs and Slovaks) and remaining 

groups consist of Latvians, Lithuanians, Hungarians, and the Gypsies. These ethnic
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groups have not however formed the basis on which countries were formed, but the 

dominance of the empire that ruled given regions for about 200 years (Horrell, 2002, 

p.4). As a result. Eastern Europeans placed great emphasis on their ethnicity, 

religious beliefs and language in order to strengthen their sense of identity. For 

example, apart from religion and language, Polish cuisine. Catholic holidays and the 

family are other aspects o f expression of Polish cultural identity (ibid). Nevertheless, 

prior to IIWW, dialog and co-existence o f various cultures and religions have been a 

major characteristic o f Polish tradition (Borejsza, 1966, pp.242-244). The large 

numbers of ethnic groups speaking different languages have influenced the Poles’ 

positive attitude towards different cultures and learning of foreign languages.

2.3.2 Polish emigration history

Although Poles have assigned great importance to their native heritage and 

language, Poland has a very rich history of emigration. Because o f its central position 

in Europe, Poland had been exposed to expansionist ambitions of surrounding 

empires. As a result, the country went through many wars, experienced many periods 

o f famine and poverty, and sudden changes o f political systems. On one occasion, it 

was even erased from the map o f Europe. Therefore, throughout its history, two 

major factors triggered Polish migrations: political and economic. (Borejsza, 1966, 

pp. 241-243).

As a result o f many waves o f mass emigration from Poland, there are 

significant regions with many people o f Polish origin in the world. Estimates vary, 

however, depending on the source. Available data suggests a total number of 14 - 17 

million living outside of Poland and almost 39 million in Poland (Dr.T. Szeretiks 

from MSZ [Polish Ministry o f Foreign Affairs]. There are notable Polish minorities 

in the surrounding countries, such as the Czech Republic (70,000 - 100,000), 

Lithuania (250,000 - 300,000), Ukraine (300,000 - 500,000), Belarus (400,000 - 

Imillion) and Germany (1.5 million as well as Russia (100,000) and United States 

(approximately 10 million), (ibid.).

2.3.3 Recent wave of immigration to Ireland

According to the results of a 2003 Census published by GUS (Polish Central 

Statistical Office) many Polish citizens lived outside Republic o f Poland before 2004. 

The census indicated that in 2002 most Polish immigrants were living in Germany
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(294,000), Italy (39,000), Great Britain (24,000), France (21,000), the USA (158,000) 

and Canada (29,000) (Glowny Urz^d Statystyczny, GUS, 00-925 Warszawa).

After Poland joined the EU in 2004, Ireland was one o f the three existing EU 

members to open its borders and welcome Polish workers as relatively cheap and 

qualified laborers, the others being the United Kingdom and Sweden. Ireland quickly 

became a key destination for young Poles seeking work outside the country. 

According to the 2006 Census, there are 63,276 Poles living in Ireland, constituting 

(1.5% of the total population - the largest ethnic minority, after British nationals. 

These figures reflect only the official number o f Poles who have come to Ireland at 

the time when the poll was conducted and this figure is likely to have increased 

somewhat. Estimations from a number of other sources put the figure much higher -  

closer to 200,000 (Holmquist 2006, p. 1; Monaghan, 2007, p. 44). A huge number of 

immigrants from new EU member states have taken up employment and residence in 

Ireland. Rubs reports that over the past three years more than 200,000 PPS numbers 

have been issued to A8 immigrants (Rubs, 2007). According to statistics published 

by the Polish Central Statisfic Office (GUS) in 2007 1.95 million Poles were living 

outside of Poland in other European countries for a period longer than 2 months. 

Ireland is said to be the third most popular destination for post-accession Polish 

migrants, chosen by 10 percent of the whole number of those who have left Poland 

since May 2004 (Grabowska-Lusihska, 2008, pp. 7- 8, data drawing upon “BAEL”, 

Economic Activity Survey, Migrants’ Base).

Owing to the fact that only a limited time has elapsed since economic 

recession, there is a quite limited amount of data on post-accession Polish 

immigrants’ entering and leaving Ireland and their long term plans in the most recent 

years. However, the number of immigrants from the EU12 (Poland included) has 

declined significantly from the peak of 52,700 in 2007 to 5,800 in 2010.

The most recent available census data (Census 2006) concerning nature o f the 

child immigrant population in Ireland estimates that children make up almost 20% of 

all immigrants living in Ireland (defined by country of birth). It is, however, difficult 

to quote the exact number of children from Central and Eastern European (CEE) 

countries currently living in Ireland because of the lack o f data that includes children 

and the changing flows o f these migrations. According to Census 2006 figures, 

10.2% (117,600) of all 0-19 year olds living in Ireland were bom outside freland.
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Approximately 5,900 children were bom in Poland and this number places young 

Poles on the third place after immigrant children bom in UK, US.

2.3.4 Polish immigrants in Ireland: Long term plans and goals

According to Tadeusz Szumowski, one view o f present Polish migration to 

Ireland is that it is merely a temporary phenomenon (Polish Ambassador to Ireland, 

personal communication to Debaene, October 2007). According to (Debaene, 2007) 

Furthermore, more anecdotal evidence obtained by Debenea (2007) from 30 Poles 

(aged 20-45) indicated that a vast majority of them (20 out of 30) claimed they were 

going to stay in Ireland for “up to 5 years” and then intending to retum to Poland. “I 

don’t know how long I’m going to stay in Ireland,” was the most common answer 

among the remaining informants (ibid.). Moreover, proof of existing demand for 

services such as long distance Internet and low cost phone-calls indicate importance 

o f maintaining contact with relatives and friends in Poland (Kropowiec and King O 

Riain, 2006). An increased number of scheduled flights on different routes between 

Ireland and Poland offered by at least 7 airlines have also been developed since 2004 

to facilitate visits to Poland (Debenea, 2007).

As Sobczak (2007) suggests by contrast to old waves o f migrations from 

Poland (more political than economical in character), most o f the current Polish 

immigrants in Ireland perceive their departure/emigration from Poland as a temporary 

in nature -  mainly to earn some money and gain experience that can be used in 

Poland in the future (English language fluency is especially valued among Poles). As 

Sobczak (2007) points out this way o f thinking along with frequent visits to Poland 

no longer limited by political and economic factors may slow down or even slightly 

impede integration (which is not perceived as a pressing need any longer).

However, the picture emerging from various studies, including questionnaire 

data gathered by IRCHSS funded project does not entirely support this perspective. 

Some sources indicated, for example, that as many as half of the Poles in freland 

intend to stay here permanently (Scally, 2007) and Warsaw-based agency Kinoulty 

Research 50% of the Poles questioned would like to live in Ireland as long as 

possible, while 18 per cent want to stay here permanently). Data gathered by the 

Polish market research agency, ARC Rynek i Opinia, provide information that 49% 

of their survey participants they conducted in Ireland have no intention of returning 

home (at least not within the next 5 to 10 years). As Pelowski (2007) points out.
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migrants who stay in Ireland for 10 years or more are very likely to remain in Ireland

permanently. It is a fact that the decision to return to Poland seems less likely the

longer the Polish immigrant stays in Ireland:

As I know the language better, as I stay here longer, I want to 
live here. I got used to it. Or rather, I got unused to Poland. I 
don’t know if I will find myself back there. When I go there 
for a month for the summer, many things disturb me. 1 didn’t 
have that feeling before. Before, there was only
homesickness. And now, when I’m in Poland I think that I’m 
coming back home when I come here. (Female, 34, 
administrator) cited in (Kropowiec and Chiyoko King- 
O’Rian. 2006, p.34).

Due to economic recession (increasing unemployment rate +11.0% in 2010 and 

continuing outflows of immigrants from EU 12 [twelve accession countries that 

joined the EU on and after 1 May 2004] representing 19.1% of total emigration from 

Ireland in 2010) Poles’ long-term plans and intended duration of stay in host country 

are highly unpredictable. According to reports by Ruhs (2007) and Kinoulty Research 

(Warsaw-based agency) Polish migrants were employed in a wide range of sectors 

such as restaurants, hotels, offices, agriculture and care, and as (IRSHSS fiinded 

project data suggest) the art and publishing media. Many of these have lost their 

employment (approximately 9% of all non-nationals coming from EU27 States 26.4) 

yet those entitled to Social Welfare benefits may be reluctant to return home till their 

benefits are finished. Additionally, as (Monaghan 2007) observes many Poles express 

hope that the job situation is only temporary and may improve with the time.

2.3.5 Life of Poles in Ireland

The sociolinguistic situation of Polish immigrants in Ireland has unique 

features because, on the one hand, Polish immigrants form large cohesive 

communities and have well-established links with their home country, but, on the 

other, evidence suggests that there is a widespread desire to become fluent in English 

and to be part of Irish society (Kropowiec & Chiyoko King-O’Rian, 2006). Such 

fluency is perceived as a major asset in career planning back in Poland as English is 

widely taught in Polish primary and secondary schools and highly valued in many 

workplaces or various social situations. As Gal (1979, p.37) states: “social changes 

change social networks [and] relationships between people...Social networks are 

extremely important and are needed to create the opportunity to use the language”.
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In reality, Poles experience many language and culture difficulties 

(Kropowiec & King-O’Rian, 2006, pp. 45-46; Poles Apart Report, 2008, pp. 24-30). 

Immigrants’ children are also affected by the language barrier, especially on 

commencement of their education in Ireland. As Guidera (2007) reported that one out 

of five immigrant students in post-primary schools in Dublin had little English or no 

English at all in the moment of arrival. Language support for immigrant children is 

then considered a significant method of fighting against social disadvantages (OECD, 

2007b, Poles Apart, 2008). As the same study suggests social disadvantage among 

first generation immigrants can be difficult to overcome as children who do not speak 

the same language at home as during school assessments are 2 Vi times more likely to 

be in the bottom quarter performance indicators. The OECD recommends that more 

should be done to train existing teachers (OECD 2007). Despite the obvious need for 

more resources to help migrant pupils the funds for the nearest years have been 

planned to be reduced. There is also significant lack of resources and in-service 

training for teachers in schools with pupils fi"om immigrant backgrounds and the 

response to the phenomenon vary fi'om school to school (Lyons & Little, 2009).

Depending on the findings of the IRCHSS funded project it can be observed 

that there is a strong demand for using the Polish language as well as many Polish 

institutions promoting Polish culture and helping newcomers to settle in Ireland. 

Consequently, there is a variety o f institutions serving the Polish community in 

Ireland. Polish ethnic institutions include the Polish Information and Culture Centre, 

the Polish Social and Cultural Associafion, the Polish House and the Polish-Irish 

Society. Such institutions provide fi'ee English tuition and offer fi'ee information 

services for newcomers in their native language. The Polish Social and Cultural 

Association promote libraries with Polish books as well as organizing various 

cultural events. According to the National Economic and Social Council o f Ireland 

(NESC, 2006, p.23 5), Polish migrants who have language problems can turn to these 

Associations or contact the Polish-Irish Society in order to learn Polish language or 

to enroll their children on culture course.

Addifionally, religion has always played an important role in the lives of 

Poles. The Catholic Church has played an important role in the history o f Poland 

(Borejsza, 1966 in PWN, 1995). Seen fi'om historical perspective religion functioned 

as one o f the major factors that helped to preserve Polish cultural identity. Because of
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this, the PoHsh (CathoHc) Chaplaincy in Ireland has been established. It offers 

religious worship in the Polish language and runs a Polish weekend primary school. 

When it comes to education, there are also Polish government-sponsored Polish 

medium schools operating in Dublin, Limerick, Cork, Cavan, and in Waterford 

where Polish, Polish History, Geography, Mathematics and Religion are taught. 

There also few private (Dublin area) or community Polish schools (Newry). Their 

concern is that if  the Polish children went back to their homeland they would need to 

be able to re-enter the education system at the appropriate for their age stage. The 

study “Hopes of immigrant children in Ireland” 2009 reports that also parents often 

agree that it is essential for children to “keep up” with the education system in their 

home country and maintain the language of their home country, even if they were not 

intending to return there in the nearest future.

There are also increasing numbers of Polish shops, pubs and restaurants, and 

Polish versions of signs and notices have become commonplace in many public 

areas. Even medical services are provided for the Polish population by providing 

Polish-speaking medical practitioners available for consultation for example EMC 

Healthcare in Dublin.

According to IRCHSS funded project findings, increased enrolments in 

Polish-language courses, the number of Polish newspapers, TV and radio 

programmes are proof of the increasing interest in Polish among the general public 

and also provide visible evidence that significant moves to accommodate the Polish 

population have been made from the Irish side.

Polish-language programmes have been offered by The Irish Department of 

Education and Science (for example, Polish language is available in VEC across 

Ireland) to community interpreters, translators, educators, language-support teachers, 

and police service employees in order to assist Polish migrants and their children.

Nevertheless, according to Debaene, (2007), there has been a notable absence 

of support on the part of the Irish authorities for the home language and culture of 

children of the Polish immigrants. Such support has been mainly supplied by other 

agencies including the Polish Government, the Church, and Polish cultural 

organizations.

2.3.6 Integration of Poles with Irish society
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Available data regarding integration within Irish society (mainly coming from 

Singleton, IRCHSS-funded Project and Poles Apart 2008) suggest that there is “a 

feeling o f relative contentment -  or at least an absence of widespread discontentment 

- as well as a sense that a sizeable proportion of the participants in question are 

prepared to become part of Irish society on a long-term or even permanent basis” 

Singleton et al., (2007).

In addition, study “Hopes of immigrant children in Ireland” 2009 reported 

that the majority o f children from central and Eastern Europe made new friends 

through school. Going to school was a vital part of their socialization experience in 

Ireland. It was highlighted in this study that making new fnends in Ireland and 

maintaining contact with friends in their home countries was very important for these 

children. They often made friends with children from their home countries or other 

immigrant children (In the front line of Integration IILT 2010 report). The conviction 

that people and places “back home” were changing whilst they were not there was 

also very common and the children sometimes found this difficult. They also 

mentioned the fact that migrating to Ireland had changed aspects of their own 

personalities “such as having to be more outgoing and confident in order to make 

new friends” (ibid.p.62). Although many children attending post-primary education 

valued the education systems in their home countries more than the education system 

In Ireland, they expressed willingness to stay living in Ireland in order to finish their 

schooling here. They often recognized English language fluency and having 

qualifications from Ireland as benefits in their future careers (ibid., p.66).

Both research exploring the migration flows of workers from central and 

Eastern Europe to Ireland and empirical research on post-accession Polish migrants’ 

patterns o f language acquisition and language use in Ireland are beginning to emerge. 

So far, however, these researches have concentrated mostly on adults’ experiences. 

Owing to the lack of data that focuses exclusively on children o f Polish immigrants 

this charter is to be expanded and updated when new data become available.

2.4 Educational context and LS processes

2.4.1 Identity construction in educational contexts

Miller (2003, p. 1) argues that social identities are constructed and negotiated 

through speaking “ ... for people in social situations, speaking is the way to express
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not just what they have to say but, who they are whom they are with, what they are 

doing, and how they wish to be heard” (ibid.). However, as obvious it might seem it 

is evident that it is through language that we represent and negotiate our identities 

with others. Do we recognise them as members of “our in group or as part of our 

social circle” or are they identified as ‘others’ -  those who we do not wish to be 

identified with. Negotiation and collaboration that can take place almost exclusively 

depends on language but often not in a sense of speaking the same language as our 

interlocutors but following Gee (as cited in Miller, 1996, p. 11) as sharing the 

discourse in use -  “ways of being in the world”. When the above is applied to 

immigrant students it becomes evident that the likelihood of “sharing the discourse in 

use” is very little as the interlocutors do not share the same culture and language, 

which gives rise to the issue of unequal power relations.

According to Miller (2003) immigrant adolescents, like adults, possess a 

personal identity (a sense o f self that is constantly being negotiated) that is 

manifested through their primary communicative and sense-making resource, namely 

one’s first language (LI). Therefore, being deprived of that essential resource due to 

immigration to another country, students are unable to meaningfully represent their 

sense of self to others (Miller, 2003, p.xiii) or, alternatively, their representation of 

who they are is limited to a somewhat restricted L2 repertoire. This makes the 

negotiation and re-construction of new emerging social identities almost impossible 

or very difficult. In the above situation, as Miller (ibid.) points out, a great amount of 

good will from both sides is needed in order to communicate or otherwise [the 

immigrant students] “may be assumed somehow deficient or worse”. That is why 

being audible to others is essential if  one is to belong to a group and actively 

engaging in both the negotiation of identities and the language socialization process.

2.4.2 L2 Socialization in educational contexts

Cummins (2005) states that affirmation of students’ identities in multilingual 

classrooms is essential in order to construct new knowledge. It is due to the fact that 

effective learning involves three major condifions (i) engaging prior understandings 

and background knowledge (ii) integrating factual knowledge with conceptual 

frameworks (iii) taking active control over the learning process through meta- 

cognitive strategies (Cummins, 2009).
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Cummins (2000) underlines that engagement o f prior knowledge is 

particularly important for cross - linguistic transfer to happen as immigrant students’ 

knowledge is encoded in the LI, and therefore it is mediated through the LI. Prior 

knowledge does not refer only to all the knowledge gained through formal 

instruction, but it also entails all the experiences that shaped students’ identity and 

cognitive functioning as students own perspectives or ways in which they perceive 

the surrounding world reflects their cultural and linguistic heritage. Moreover, when 

students invest those prior identities and knowledge, an active construction of new 

knowledge and new emerging identities may occur. As previous experiences show 

“human relationships are important in children’s adjustment to schooling, 

engagement in learning” (ibid.).

Although research (Cummins, 1976; 1979; 1996; 2000) supports above 

findings there is considerable discrepancy between school policies and immigrant 

students’ needs to express themselves linguistically and culturally. There are still 

false assumptions such as the irrelevance of ESL students’ LI or even its impediment 

to literacy development and academic achievement in the future. Furthermore ESL 

students’ cultural and linguistic knowledge have been considered of little relevance 

for teachers. Finally, parents’ inability to contribute to their children’s literacy 

development due to their limited English language skills is another issue present in 

school curricula as a consequence of educational reforms (Cummins, 2005, 2009).

Cummins et al. (ibid.) suggests alternative solutions through the 

acknowledgement of students’ LI and home culture to be an important resource for 

learning as well as ensuring that formal instruction affirms students’ identities and 

allows for investment of those identifies into learning. It would not only facilitate 

students’ personal development in terms of identity construction and intercultural 

communication but also enable cross -lingual transfer of conceptual elements, 

metacognitive and metalinguistic strategies, pragmafic aspects of language, 

phonological awareness, therefore contributing to the development of bilingual LS. 

Cummins theory of interdependence of literacy skills (1981) and knowledge is 

supported by extensive empirical research such as Baker, 2001; Cummins, 2001; 

Genesee, Lindholm-Leary, Saunders, and Christian, 2006. Moreover, it was 

estimated by Thomas and Collier (2002) that students’ proficiency in the LI at the 

moment o f arrival to US was the strongest predictor of their fiiture academic success
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or failure. As a practical example of teaching for transfer to occur, Cummins suggests

various strategies, in particular identity texts. Identity text is a dual language text in

which students’ identity is reflected. It can be written or spoken, visual or musical,

depending on the student’s creativity:

The identity text then holds a mirror up to students in which 
their identities are reflected back in a positive light. When
students share identity texts with multiple audiences (peers,
teachers, parents, grandparents, sister classes, the media, etc.) 
they are likely to receive positive feedback and affirmation of 
self in interaction with these audiences” (Cummins, 2009, 
p.7)

In other words, the image of an incoming student who differs culturally and 

linguistically from his / her peers can change dramatically from being perceived 

“somehow deficient, or worse” into being a valuable member of new groups 

(communities of practice such as peer groups or classrooms). Further negotiation of 

identities and construction of knowledge can take place between the students 

themselves as the teachers begin to develop and share common/mutual “discourses in

use -  ways of being in the world”. In this way, schools can become sites of

intercultural communication and prepare students for future intercultural contacts that 

are inevitable in contemporary multicultural Europe. Thus, employing bilingual 

instructional strategies can promote “identity investment” both in majority and 

minority students.

2.4.3 Language Proficiency

LS takes a very comprehensive view of language proficiency. LS research is 

often concerned with the “micro genesis” of communicative competence (Schieffelin 

& Ochs 1996) as it includes the pragmatic knowledge that is needed to use language 

as a social tool and to co-construct meaningful interactive contexts. In other words, 

LS research is concerned with the knowledge and practices that one needs in order to 

function as competent member of (or participant in) a particular community or 

communities’ (Garrett & Baquedano-Lopez, 2002, p.345). This perspective is highly 

problematic and it poses questions regarding how language competence should be 

assessed, and by whom.

Therefore, it has been proposed that like LI socialization (Schieffelin & 

Ochs, 1986), L2 socialization is usually mediated by those who are more proficient in 

the language and more familiar with the culture, the “experts” or “old-timers”) for
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those who are less proficient, the “novices” or “newcomers”) see Duff (2009, p. 5). 

The “experts”, also called “mentors” or “agents of socialization”, include teachers, 

tutors, peers, relatives, or co-workers. Experts can assist novices to become more 

proficient both in normative target language forms and in the values, identities, 

ideologies, stances, affective states, and other practices associated with the language 

and its users in particular communities of practice (Duff, 2009).

The issue o f the negotiation o f competence by novices and experts must also 

be considered, as novices are never passive recipients but bring a certain amount of 

knowledge and expertise to each interaction; in this way they have the potential to 

socialize experts (Schieffelin & Ochs 1986; Vygotsky, 1978). For example, 

immigrant children sometimes act as brokers and mediate their parents’ spoken 

interactions in L2 with persons and institutions outside the household community 

(see Garrett & Baquedano-Lopez 2002, p.346). Immigrant children find themselves 

in this position often because of very limited second-language proficiency of their 

parents. Thus, “novices” such as children are perceived as active and creative “social 

agents” (Ochs & Schieffelin, 1986; 1995) who produce their own unique cultures 

through “interpretive reproduction” (Corsaro 1997), and in this way they are 

contributing to the production o f adult society (Lanza 2007 in Auer & Wei, 2007, 

pp.46-71).

The level of proficiency o f “experts”(such as teachers, parents or caregivers) 

in either the learners’ LI or L2 may vary considerably, particularly when the 

socializing agents (instructors) themselves have had limited opportunities to become 

highly proficient in either language or to maintain whatever linguistic and cultural 

proficiency they once may have attained. As Duff (2009, p.5) suggests, expertise is 

negotiated to some extent both as a result of and through “various kinds of power 

dynamics and interaction” (Duff, 1995, 2002, 2003; Bronson & Watson-Gegeo, 

2008; Kramsch, 2002).

Finally, the transmission of linguistic and cultural knowledge takes place 

implicitly or explicitly. Explicit transmission incorporates overt statements about 

social norms, values and beliefs, in addition to “modelling” whereby a member of a 

social group models linguistic expressions or culturally based behaviours for a 

“novice”. Implicit LS can be accomplished through the use of grammatical structures 

or other linguistic patterns distinctive for a particular community. Whereas “novices”
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can resist “explicit” LS, it is often impossible to reject the sociocultural mechanisms 

and grammatical structures acquired “implicitly” (Cook, 2008, p. 4). To become a 

fully- competent member of the target society, the “novice” must internalize those 

norms and practices.

2.5 Psychological and cognitive development of immigrant adolescents 

2.5.1 Psychological development of adolescents

Adolescence is a difficult period to define. “It is a process rather than a time 

period, a process o f achieving the attitudes and beliefs for effective participation in 

society” (Rogers, 1981, p. 10). The difficulty is linked not when the period starts but 

when the adolescent become an adult. It is also a time o f great physiological and 

psychological change and development. As a result of puberty, adolescents undergo 

rapid bodily and psychological changes such as growth in height, changes in the body 

proportions, sexual differentiation as well as personality change including self- 

concept construction, self-actualization, achieving a sense of identity and cognitive 

and emotional changes. Adolescence is also the stage of psychological breakthrough 

in a person's life when the cognitive development is rapid (Do Long-Term Memories 

Survive Cognitive Transition) and the thoughts, ideas and concepts developed at this 

period of life greatly influence the individual's future life, playing a major role in 

character and personality formation (ibid).

Additionally, adolescents may experience emotional difficulties during the 

period of puberty. Psychological changes such as emotional turmoil/difficulties and 

personality construction experienced by adolescents are sometimes accredited to the 

search for a unique social identity. “An adequate self-concept is vital to an 

adolescent’s well-being” (Rogers, 1981, p.30). Some psychologists such as Hall 

(1904) denoted this period as one of "Storm and Stress" and, according to him, 

conflict at this developmental stage is normal and not unusual. Conversely, Mead 

(1961) attributed the behavior o f adolescents to their culture and upbringing. 

However, Piaget, assigned this stage in development with greafly increased cognitive 

abilifies; at this stage of life the individual's thoughts start taking more of an abstract 

form and the egocentric thoughts decrease, hence the individual is able to think and 

reason in a wider perspecfive. There is, however, no consensus about what causes the 

emotional difficulfies often experienced during that period.

2.5.2 Personality formation and cognitive development of adolescence
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According to Konopka (1973 in Rogers 1981) the search for self begins in 

childhood, however, “intellectual and emotional awareness of self, which emerges 

from interaction with others, is especially characteristic of adolescence”. Young 

people may experience feelings of isolation, unreality, and absurdity, 

disconnectedness from their interpersonal, social and phenomenological world 

(Keniston, as cited in Rogers, 1975, p.l 1). As Rogers (1981) points out, self-concepts 

become less concrete and more abstract with advancing years. Adolescents start to 

perceive themselves as in terms o f intrinsic personality characteristics and qualities 

that contribute to producing a unique self They do not add new abstract ideas to 

earlier concrete descriptions of themselves but, rather they perceive themselves in a 

new complex way.

Identity in psychology is distinguished from self-concept in a way that it 

refers to a feeling of distinctiveness from others, whereas “self-concept” involves a 

person’s total picture of himself or herself (Rogers, 1981, pp.44-45). The person with 

a sense of identity feels “all of a piece”. Identity formation is considered to be one of 

the most engaging and important concepts for adolescent development. When the 

adolescent is able to form a set of beliefs about religion and politics and to make 

decisions concerning his or her career is considered to have achieved “ego identity” 

(Erikson, 1968, p. 167). There are many factors and socializing agents such parents, 

peers or teachers that have an important impact on personality development of 

adolescents.

2.5.3 Factors modifying cognitive and personal development

It is a widely held belief that everything the individual experiences (e.g. 

school, social circle, society, familial relationships etc.) contributes to the formation 

o f identity and concept of self However, certain experiences such as interpersonal 

contacts play a more fundamental role than others. Through others’ attitudes and 

opinions adolescents learn how they are perceived and are often influenced by those 

opinions and, in turn, start to perceive themselves in the same way. Especially 

significant are the opinions of persons playing a central part of adolescents’ lives 

such as peers and parents and to some extent teachers, which viewed from social 

perspective play role of socializing agents.

By tradition, parents are often said to be the most influential agents of 

socialization and in this way play significant role in the personality development of
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adolescents, mainly because they play central part o f their children’s lives. It is true, 

however, for early years during which children are mainly socialized by their parents 

who enhance socialization by controlling access to other potential agents of 

influence. They often provide their children with patterns of accepted social norms 

and conventions including sex-stereotyped moral behaviour. Parents decide which 

school their children are going to attend. Through the middle childhood they also 

decide who their children spend time with outside school. The situation slightly 

changes in adolescence. According to Zigler, Lamb, and Child (1982, p.79) it is 

surprising how little evidence of parental influence over school-aged children exists. 

It is often claimed that with the beginning of the adolescent years other agents of 

socializations such as peer groups and teachers modify and supplement parental 

influence (Lamb & Baumrind, 1978).

Although parents exert great influence over their children during early years, 

the introduction of other socialization agents such as peer groups, teachers plays 

significant role in later years. “As we grow older the peer group remains a primary 

reference group and source of pressure and influence” (Nash & Feldman, 1981). 

Conformity with currently approved standards is often a driving force for motivation 

to dress or behave in certain ways. It is often a peer group that replace the parents’ 

influence on social competence and provides additional pressure of conformity with 

conventional norms and standards (Zigler, Lamb & Child, 1982, p.86). Some 

research suggests that peers are very important agents of socialization since they 

might have much less flexible notions of what is acceptable than adults do 

(Kohlberg, 1969).

Additionally, peers’ provide an influence on the social and cultural 

competence of children and adolescents. Evidence supporting this idea is available 

fi'om studies of children who were deprived o f social peer contact. These children 

were found to be socially incompetent (unpopular) or had greater probabilities of 

maladjustment in school and then low achievement, delinquency or need for 

psychotherapy (Asher, Oden, & Gottman, as cited in Zigler, 1977, p.87). The latter 

may relate to minority language children, who, because of their ethnicity or poor 

language skills are experiencing isolation from their peers or in extreme cases racism, 

discrimination or bulling.
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Moreover, teachers tend to encourage and model conventional behaviour and 

in this way supplement the pressures and demands of parents. As Zigler, Lamb and 

Child (1982, p.87) point out in the area o f education and academic achievement it is 

often teachers, not parents, who exert more greater influence over adolescents. For 

example, teachers can impact on their students’ motivation to learn and on their own 

abilities assessment (Cromwell, 1963, Gruen & Zigler 1968, Tumure and Zigler 

1964). Although schools have a significant impact on children’s socialization, their 

influence does not operate in isolation. Schools often reflect and shape social 

attitudes. “They change to meet current social climates, and they serve as implicit 

models for family practices. Thus, schools may play a role either in perpetuating or 

combating social problems” (Zigler, Lamb and Child, 1982, p.87).

2.5.4 Cultural continuities and discontinuities between home and school

Culture and ethnicity have great impact on psychological development of 

adolescents. Being brought up in different culture and speaking another language 

may impact on general perception/views of abilities and skills needed to succeed in 

that culture.

Apart from the presence or absence of formal educational 
institutions (like schools), different cultures and ecological 
conditions make very different demands on individuals -  
including children-who live in them. Those abilities that are 
valued and practiced in a society are likely to become better 
developed than those abilities or skills that are irrelevant to 
success in that culture (Zigler, Lamb & Child 1982, p.87).

In other words, children from different ethnic backgrounds may perceive the same 

things differently or consider various things more or less important as a result of 

former socialization practices. They may possess various better developed skills than 

their counterparts from other cultures. These differences in perceptions, conceptual 

processing, learning and memory may be related to demands and practices o f a 

society one lives in or had previously lived in. Thus, the problem of “discontinuity” 

(the problems caused by discontinuity between the home environments and the 

school environments and also by home ecologies that are often different than new 

school ecologies) appear when the fransition from one mode of being and behaving 

to another accompanied by noticeable differences in social tasks and expectations 

(Marcias, 1987). In this situation, an individual needs time to develop his or her own
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understanding o f the new demands that are being imposed on him by the new 

environment.

Phinney and Chavira (1995) acknowledge the importance of interaction 

between an individual and his or her environment/cultural context (particularly 

ethnicity that detennines one’s cultural heritage, history, and status within society) 

within which socialization occurs for developmental outcome. Immigrant adolescents 

possess ethnic identity, for example, their personality may result from having grown 

up in a particular society/ethnic group. Developmentally, minority adolescents are 

beginning to explore identity issues generally (Marcia, 1980, cited in Lemer 1999) 

and ethnic identity in particular (Phinney, 1989). During adolescence minority youths 

begin to examine the meaning of their ethnicity and o f minority status.

Therefore, adolescence is a very difficult period for minority adolescents as 

not only do they start searching for their own unique self identity but also they need 

to accommodate their ethnic and cultural identity within their own social identity. As 

aforementioned, it is very important to resolve conflicts of allegiances and 

ambivalence about identity as it can impede the process of learning and later the 

command of languages which one speaks. In addition, “discontinuity” experienced by 

young immigrants may pose a threat of poor cognitive development because it 

affects academic achievement and social adjustment (Osborne, 1985; Spindler & 

Spindler, 1987 in Lemer 1999 p.97). It is then reasonable to facilitate psychological 

development of immigrant adolescents by providing them with necessary support or 

scaffolding during these years especially on the issues concerning identity, languages 

(LI, L2) and cultural development. For example, there is suggestive evidence that 

parents can be most helpful to their adolescent children by being open in discussing 

potential problems and in this way preparing their children to living in a diverse 

society (Phinney and Chavira, 1995, 5(1), 31-53).

2.5.5 LS perspective on adolescence

Assuming the perspective that language socialization takes place across one’s 

life span allows to perceive the period of adolescence as being o f particular 

importance. It is “the period at which individuals in modem societies find themselves 

at the intersection between childhood and adulthood, the period during which social 

identity formation becomes central (Langman, 2003, p. 182 in Bayley and Schecter).
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If LS is perceived not as a developmental process leading to adulthood but as 

a “social -  practice” ( where individuals become agents of socialization) the 

membership to a particular group (community of practice) as well as “practice in its 

own right” becomes fundamental for both LS and identity construction process. As 

Langman (ibid., pp. 184 -199) points out an individual “practices” his or her identity 

in relation to a wide variety o f communities o f practice ranging from a school group 

to a community group such as a church group or family. “In such practice, 

dimensions o f identity related to various social categories such as ethnicity, class, 

gender are practiced and negotiated in specific social settings” (ibid.).

Nevertheless, it often happens that in various moments o f our life one 

particular community of practice may become central -  the most influential to one’s 

identity practice/construction. A review of current literature would suggest that 

children of all ages, but especially adolescents, have a strong need to belong to 

certain groups/social circles. “No one but an adolescent can be fully socialized well- 

functioning member of certain adolescent group” (ibid, p. 183). The perspective of LS 

as social practice phenomenon enables viewing both socialization and social identity 

construction from fluid and multi-faceted perspectives (Eckert, 2000). Thus, 

adolescents engage in the negotiation o f their social identity in the age appropriate 

ways (i.e negotiating values, beliefs, power relations) in response to the social 

environment (communities of practice) in which they find themselves in; for 

example, school settings, group of peers, family, or other communities to which they 

belong.

2.6 Polish immigrant adolescents and Irish post primary education

2.6.1 Language support and minority language maintenance

Under the UN Convention of the Rights of the Child (Office o f the High 

Commissioner for Human Rights 1989 and under the Irish Constitution (Government 

o f Ireland 1937) all the children living in the Irish State have equal rights. Moreover, 

the European Union’s racial equality directive supports the rights of people from 

ethnic minorities in Irish society (European Commission 2000). The Equal Status Act 

(Government o f Ireland 2000), the Equality Act (Government of Ireland 2004) and 

the Education Act (Government o f Ireland 1998) impose the legal obligations upon 

schools to ‘promote the language and cultural needs of students having regard to the
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choices of their parents’ and to ‘have respect and promote respect for the diversity of 

values, beliefs, traditions, languages and ways of life in society’.

As recent findings fi'om the English Language Support Programme (ELSP) in 

Irish post primary schools suggest one o f the greatest challenges caused by the recent 

increase in immigration to Ireland was ensuring that newcomer students could access 

mainstream. The English Language Support Programme is one o f six projects that 

together make up the Trinity Immigration Initiative’s research programme on 

Diversity, Integration and Policy for the years 2007-2010. The ELSP is building on 

the work of Integrate Ireland Language and Training (IILT which was in operation 

from 2001to 2008) and taking as its framework IILT’s English Language Proficiency 

Benchmarks (the scaled curriculum for English language support) and its version of 

the European Language Portfolio for learners o f English as a second language at 

post-primary level in Ireland. ELSP conducted the study in 70 post-primary Irish 

schools between June 2007 and September 2008. Their research elicited information 

on the organization and delivery of English language support and illustrated teachers’ 

perspectives on the specific challenges that they encounter and must respond to with 

respect to the deficiencies in the system that they must overcome. In their report, 

Lyons and Little (2009) state three main reasons explaining why the challenge at 

post-primary level is specifically acute.

(i) The older newcomer learners are when they first enter the education system 

in Ireland the more they must learn in order to catch up with their English- 

speaking peers.

(ii) The post-primary curriculum is delivered by subject specialists whose 

formation has not prepared them to take account of non-English-speaking 

students in their classes.

(iii) Much English language support at post-primary level is delivered not by 

specialists but by mainstream subject teachers who need to fill their 

fimetable.

As Lyons and Little (2009) report the survey findings “do not make 

encouraging reading”. Main findings revealed that:

-  Effective and sustained communication between language support and subject 

teachers seemed to be a rarity
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-  In many cases responsibility for the integration of newcomer students fell 

entirely on the language support teacher.

-  In many of the schools the provision of English language support was poorly 

coordinated; (“in some it was downright haphazard”)

-  There was a widespread tendency to take a “deficit” view of newcomer 

students’ lack of proficiency in English and to assume that they belonged in 

the same category as students with special educational needs.

In the perspective of the teachers surveyed, these inadequacies o f provision 

and understanding were not helped by serious deficiencies in the system (macro 

factors). They have admitted that they were directly affected by factors such as the 

lack of appropriate teacher training, (pre- as well as in-service) and by a lack of 

English language teaching materials that take account of the demands o f the various 

curriculum subjects . Furthermore, as the study reports “the policy response of the 

Department o f Education and Science (DES) to the English language needs of 

newcomer students reflects little knowledge of the realities of language learning” 

(Lyons & Little 2009, pp. 74-82). In particular, Lyons and Little note that the DES 

fail to take into account the distinction between BICS and CALP which has serious 

consequences for immigrant students: “Until the DES forges a more flexible policy 

that takes account of international research findings, large numbers of newcomer 

students in our post-primary schools will continue to be at serious risk of educational 

failure” (p. 2).

Investigation of policies issued by DES, legislations along with the review of 

the reports and studies (Lyons & Little 2009, Nowlan, 2009) conducted recently point 

out to the main deficits in language support provision, and language maintenance and 

can be summarized as follows:

• The State’s ‘ad hoc’ approach to provision for bilingual students reflects 

discourses which position those who are not native English speakers as 

‘other’ with consequent implications for their integration into Irish society.

• Examination of international practice suggests that the provision o f language 

support in the Republic o f Ireland compares unfavourably with provision in 

Northern Ireland, England and other countries (Hansson, Morgan, & Dunn 

2002; OECD 2004).
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• There has been some research to suggest that the support being provided at 

post-primary level in Ireland compares unfavourably with that provided at 

primary level (Inner City Organisations Network 2005; Integrate Ireland 

Language and Training 2005).

• Research indicates that there is much room for improvement in terms of the 

quantity and quality o f the support available (Ward 2004; Devine 2005).

• Previous research in this area in Ireland has identified problems with levels of 

funding, the scale and nature o f support provision, coordination and planning, 

teacher allocation, the curriculum, training and resources and racism (Keogh 

and Whyte 2003; Lodge and Lynch 2004; Ward 2004; Devine 2005; Pavee 

Point 2005).

Many studies (IRSCHSS funded project) also reported that in Ireland there 

has been a notable absence of support on the part of the host country’s authorities for 

the home language and culture of children of the minority groups including children 

of Polish Diaspora. The DES provides very limited support for the development of 

the minority student’s home languages. Immigrant groups can, however, apply for a 

DES funding to promote maintenance o f their language and culture. Minority 

langauge teaching can only take place outside school hours mainly at weekends. 

Moreover, Lyons and Little (2009) report several deficits with regards to newcomer 

students’ first languages such as: (i) the culture-specific nature of the curriculum, 

which is a barrier to equality of access and outcomes; (ii) failure to recognize native 

language maintenance as an academic resource; (iii) lack of skills on the part of the 

teachers to capitalize on the cognitive, linguistic and emotional resources that comes 

with students LI proficiency. Therefore, questions arise: What possibilities/options 

do Polish children have to maintain their linguistic and cultural heritage?

In order to maintain minority languages of Polish immigrants (Polonia) living 

outside the state, the homeland government of Poland (Ministersto Edukacji 

Narodowej) sponsors a certain amount of institutions that support the maintenance of 

Polish language and culture. MEN develops curricula, methodology guides for 

teaching Polish abroad, equips teachers with textbooks and teaching aids. The Polish 

primary and secondary level mainstream education programmes are implemented in 

areas absent from the Irish curricula (e.g. Polish language, history and geography). As
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a form of complementary education, classes take place on Saturday and Sunday, two 

days fi-ee of school in Ireland.

2.7 Conclusion

This chapter dealt with issues related to LS in educational settings with 

particular reference to Irish post-primary education.

First, issues of multilingualism were discussed. It was concluded that dynamics 

of contemporary class has changed dramatically due to recent migration movement 

individual bilingualism contributes to greater equality between ethno-linguistic 

groups and can grant higher level of national unity. However, it can only be achieved 

by careful development o f school programmes to serve the children o f immigrants or 

other minority groups. The argument was made that while this thesis is looking at the 

Polish-Irish context specifically, this is very much the norm across the world.

Next section briefly examined socio-historical context of Polish immigration 

into Ireland. In the last part of this section, issues related to integration of Poles with 

Irish society were discussed. Following on that, knowledge and identity construction 

in school context were examined in relation to LS. The point was made that it is 

through language that we represent and negotiate our identities and communicate 

with others. Negotiation that takes place depends not only on language in a sense of 

speaking the same language but also on sharing the discourse in use (e.g., pop 

cultural knowledge, etc.) with our interlocutors. Construction of new knowledge was 

discussed in relation to the affirmation of students’ identities in multilingual 

classrooms. Next, the concept o f language proficiency was addressed with respect to 

the LS notion of the 'experts’ and ‘novices’ relationship.

The implication of argument made in previous sections have been re-examined 

in relation to period of adolescence and psychological implications. Concepts o f self 

and identity construction were highlighted as being particularly important in this 

period o f life. Also, membership in a particular group such as peer group or family 

was concluded to be of great significance for both LS and the process of identity 

construction in adolescence. It has been concluded that LS is not a developmental 

process leading to adulthood but has to be perceived as a ‘social - practice’ where 

individuals become agents of socialization. It was pointed out that cultural 

discontinuity in relation to education of immigrant students are likely to complicate 

the process of growing up. Finally, Polish adolescents were located within Irish
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Education system. Issues connected to language support and minority language 

maintenance within Irish post primary education sector were discussed.
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CHAPTER 3:PRESENT RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter sets out the methodological rationale for the present study. It 

also provides a description of a number o f different educational and linguistic 

contexts that Polish adolescents experience in Ireland and on which we focus. As 

discussed in previous chapters, Ireland has seen a dramatic increase in the 

immigration of adolescents and young speakers of Polish and many other languages 

in recent years. Consequently, the sociolinguistic dynamics o f classrooms in Ireland 

has changed considerably. Schools are now faced with the educational, linguistic and 

cultural challenges o f adapting their curricula and policies, since immigrant students 

have little or no English at the moment of arrival.

We have already made the case that educational systems play a major role in 

language socialization, and that educational institutions are among the primary sites 

through which young individuals are socialized to take particular roles in the society 

in which they live. The acquisition of specific cultural perspectives, both through 

interaction with native speakers and through improving language competence and 

learning to act in an acceptable socio-cultural manner, often grants immigrants 

membership in the dominant social group. Bearing this in mind, the present study 

locates data collection not only within student’s own homes, but also in the different 

school settings they inhabit, including both mainstream English speaking schools and 

Polish weekend schools.

Investigations of this kind have the potential to provide a more holistic and 

in-depth perspective on the complexities of immigrant students’ language 

socialization by employing a methodology which is in tune with the processes they 

seek to explore. In the present case, this entails using ethnographic approaches to 

data collection, including observation, field notes and participant interviews. It also 

involves adopting approaches to data analysis which are sensitive to language 

socialization processes, such as discourse analysis of narratives co-operatively 

produced by participants during open-ended interviews or in the course of 

conversations at mealtimes (described in more detail in second part o this Chapter).
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In the remaining sections o f this chapter, I look at how the aforementioned 

issues shaped the methodology of the study. In the section 3.2, I set out the specific 

research questions that this study attempts to address. In section 3.3 I present research 

design and provide basic information about two different educational contexts. Next, 

sections 3.4 and 3.5 describe both educational in greater detail.

Next, I describe participants o f the study in section 3.6. Section 3.7 deals with 

the range of ethnographic approaches employed in this study. It describes three main 

types of information collected. Section 3.8 presents field work arrangements and 

procedures used in data collection. Section 3.9 deals with ethical concerns while 

section 3.10 discusses limitations of the methodology used. It is followed by section 

concerned with data coding and analysis 3.11.

3.2 Goals of the present research

A key focus of the investigation is how Polish students engage with the host 

community’s language and culture while at the same time trying to maintain their 

Polish language skills, connections with their friends and family in Poland and the 

connections to their own personal past. One focus of this examination is the main 

monolingual and bilingual educational programmes available to Polish immigrant 

students in Ireland and the exploration of the part they play in first and second 

language socialization. Two different educational contexts represented in the study 

are discussed in more detail in section 4.2.

Educational Context 1 is where Polish students simply attend English 

speaking mainstream schools in Ireland (EMS). Educational Context 2 is really a 

combined or two part context where Polish students have the opportunity to maintain 

and learn Polish in Polish weekend schools, as well as attending an English 

Mainstream School (PWS+EMS). Each of these contexts is represented by two 

participant students, so that altogether we have four students or case studies -  two 

who attend different mainstream English speaking school only; and another two who 

attend different Polish weekend schools as well as different English speaking 

mainstream schools, his study aims to investigate the ways in which each o f the two 

main educational context studied here promotes different strategies and approaches, 

attitudes, ideologies to language learning, and even LI or L2 speakers. Moreover, as 

we noted in Chapter III, it is conceivable that some socializing practices (underlying 

certain language ideologies) undertaken by schools or parents may be contradictory
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in terms of aims and impact. Thus, we will be trying to identify specific pedagogical 

strategies that appear to promote Polish adolescents’ integration with Irish society by 

facilitating the development o f their bilingualism/biculturalism and catering for their 

social and educational needs.

The second main focus of the study is on LI and L2 socialization in home 

settings, including the exploration of any mutual impact or interaction in between 

home and school in their contribution to language socialisation. This includes an 

examination of the student’s own “discourses in use” in the communities to which he 

or she belongs, such as peer groups, family and the wider school community. The 

participants subjective interpretation o f their own behaviours and language practices 

including literacy practices is seen as crucial to understanding their first and second 

language socialization experience including the interrelatedness o f all component 

parts. Therefore, this study presents events through the eyes o f insiders/student 

participants.

A particular concern here are participant’s attitudes and language ideologies, 

and the ways in which these affect, complement or interfere with each other in the 

promotion of language socialization. We intend to explore and document the 

complexity of different socializing routines and their consequences in terms o f Polish 

students’ identities, their participation in, and acceptance or rejection of Irish society 

and Irish respond to them.

The above considerations served as basis for formulation o f the research 

questions for the present study that can be summarised as follows:

Research Questions

1. How do the Polish adolescents develop their linguistic, cultural and socio- 

historical competences through, and in, the two languages (Polish and 

English)? How do the participants balance the challenges o f language 

learning (English) and language maintenance (Polish) goals?

2. How do the two different educational contexts and communities o f practice 

studied here ( EMS and PWS +EMS) impact on the students’ perception of 

self, their social, cultural and linguistic identities, and their positioning of 

themselves in the broader socio-historical and socio-cultural context? In
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what ways do they seek competence in those languages, and membership in 

the communities o f practice in which the languages are spoken?

As little is known about language socialization processes among Polish 

adolescents in Ireland and the ways different contexts may promote different 

language and culture learning strategies, it was felt that the most likely way to 

achieve our aims was a case study design, with a broadly ethnographic approach: 

participant and non-participant observation, prolonged engagement by the researcher 

in the settings, and employing child-centred methods. In formal terms, we can 

summarise our methodology as an instrumental (illuminating particular issues 

involved in identity and knowledge construction through in-depth 

interviews/narrative socialization/discourse analysis ), multiple (more than one case 

is investigated), comparative (four distinct cases are compared) case study (Duff, 

2008). It will be useful to begin a description of the methodology with the latter 

comparative dimension of the case studies, since this latter aspect determined the 

identification and selection of participants and was central to the kinds of information 

collected and analysed.

A purposive sampling strategy was employed and it involved selecting 

participants whose experience was typical with regard to each educational context 

(criterion) (Domei, 2007). Multiple case study design allowed us not only to compare 

these two educational contexts but also permitted a preliminary exploration o f the 

variation in experience and influence o f the individual EMS and Polish Weekend 

Schools represented.

3.3 Research design

Each of the two broad educational contexts, mentioned above; English 

speaking Mainstream Schools; (EMS) and Polish Weekend School English 

Mainstream Schools (PWS + EMS) are represented by two participant students. (See 

table X below).

We initially considered including a third context, one which, however, does 

not involve a large number o f Polish students: the European School context. We had 

to abandon this idea, however, since there were no Polish students attending it at the 

time of data collection. The European School Centre caters for international pupils 

whose parents are employed mostly at the EU Food and Veterinary headquarters.
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Primary school children of various languages and nationalities use their native 

language as the medium of learning, but also receive English language instruction. 

Older students (junior and senior high school) receive their schooling in their native 

languages and part in English. Native speakers o f English are also present in this type 

of school. English is used mainly to teach mixed language groups of students history, 

geography and economics from the third year of secondary education. According to 

Baker (2004, p.251) such schooling is strongly supportive o f full bilingualism and 

often outcome of it is functionally bilingual individual. There is, however, only one 

such a centre in Ireland and there were no Polish students attending it. Table 1 below 

briefly outlines the two language educational contexts examined in the present study.

Table 1 Language educational contexts represented in the present language 
socialisation study of four participants (case studies)

Monolingual educational Bilingual/enriched educational
Context 1 Context 2

English mainstream Polish Weekend School
school only (EMS) Plus

English mainstream school 
PWS + EMS

Schools Schools

EMS 1 PWS 1 + EMS 3

EMS 2 PWS 2 + EMS 4

3.4 Monolingual Educational Context 1 (English Mainstream)

This is represented by two Polish students, Kasia (14) and Marcin (13) attending Irish 

mainstream schools only. Kasia attends lower secondary school (Junior high School) 

(labelled EMS 1) and Marcin goes to national primary school (labelled EMS2). 

Education in this context takes place exclusively through the student’s L2 (English). 

We will argue here that Baker’s taxonomy of bilingual education represents this as a 

monolingual form of education for bilinguals involving mainstreaming, submersion 

with the goal being the assimilation of the migrant language student into the 

mainstream/dominant groups.

3.4.1 Description of the school context EMS 1
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Kasia’s school is a new post-primary school set up by the local initiative. It is 

an Inter-Denominational school catering for about 282 boys and 162 girls (2011/12). 

For the first year it took over a temporary premises at the local hotel. The classes are 

small, sometimes with no door. The local VEC are, however, satisfied that they had 

enough space to set up general classrooms. The classrooms for specialist subjects 

such as Art, Home Economics, Woodwork, Technical Graphics, Science and 

Computer Studies were also established. Each school day starts with a whole school 

assembly that lasts about 40 minutes. The teachers announce the most important 

events for the day, the whole school community prays and then goes to their daily 

duties. The school policy, discipline and specific programmes were being discussed 

during the current school year. At the end of this school year the school is moving to 

new premises. The new school building is one o f three facilities, forming an 

educational campus with shared sports pitches in the area. The new school is 

designed to cater for up to 1,000 pupils.

The Junior Cycle builds on the education received at primary level and 

culminates with the Junior Certificate Examination. Kasia began this at the age o f 12. 

Thus, she will take her Junior Certificate Examination after two more years. She will 

take exams in English, Irish, Maths, History, Geography and Science as well as a 

number of chosen subjects. She has also taken Art, French, religious education, 

Spanish, music, business.Other subjects include; Physical Education and Social 

Personal and Health Education (SPHE).

Table 2 Junior Cerificate Curriculum in EMSl

Core Subjects Optional Subjects Subjects compulsory fo r  
all junior students

The following core subjects are The following optional subjects The following subjects
studied by all junior students: are available for junior students are compulsory for all

• Gaeilge- Irish junior students:

• Bearla - English • Home Economics

• Mata- Maths • Material Technology
Riomhaire- Computer 
Studies

Wood Work
• Stair- History

• Tfreoiai'ocht- Geo
• Technical Graphics

Oideachas Soisialta-
•  Business Studies

• Art
CSPE• Eolaiocht- Science

• Fraincis- French

•  Corpoideachas- PE-
• Music Oideachas Polaitiiiil-

SPHE
• Creideamh- Religion
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3.4.2 Description of the school context EMS 2

English Mainstream School 2 Marcin’s school is a Catholic primary school that 

operates under the patronage of Bishop Michael Smith in the diocese o f Co. Meath. It 

is a senior primary school located on the east coast of Ireland in Co. Meath. The new 

school building was first established in December 2010. There are 12 mainstream 

classes that cater for children from 3rd class to 6th class. The primary school 

curriculum consists of six curriculum areas that are further divided into 11 subjects. 

These are as follows:

• Gaeilge
• English
• Mathematics
• Social, Environmental and Scientific Education
• History
• Geography
• Science
• Arts Education: Music, Visual Arts, Drama
• Physical Education
• Social Personal and Health Education:
•

During daily assemblies all the work of the children that is being done in classes is 

shared and their achievements are acknowledged. Whole school assemblies celebrate 

school community and up and coming events in the school.

3.5 Bilingual/enriched Educational Context 2

• The PWS+EMS context involves two different PSW +EMS school pairs. ; 

Polish Weekend School 1 and National Primary School (labelled PWSl + 

EMS 3 [Wiktoria] ) and Polish weekend school 2 and Junior High School 

(labelled PWS 2 + EMS 4, Janek). This context is considered as 

maintenance/heritage bilingual education as it aims to foster the minority 

language and culture in the child. Polish weekend schools not only hope to 

maintain their students language skills, but also to develop Polish language 

skills to full proficiency and full bi-literacy adequately to child’s age
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(enriched biHngual education). The scope of the curriculum is, however, 

limited to a few hours per week delivered on Saturdays or Sundays. There is 

no direct equivalent to this in Baker’s taxonomy, however, it has elements of 

heritage language bilingual education (strong form of bilingual education) 

plus mainstream. It differs from heritage language bilingual education since 

Polish children do not use their native language in their mainstream schools 

as medium of instruction as opposed to indigenous/heritage immersion 

programmes described by Baker (2006, p. 238). Polish heritage language 

education takes place through weekend supplemental schools in Ireland 

(supported by Polish government) and is restricted to one day tuition per 

week.

The two Polish Weekend Schools represented in this study are among 

five schools of this type in Ireland. The Polish Weekend Schools (Szkolny 

Punkt Konsultacyjne) operate in accordance with Polish legislation and are 

supported by the Polish govemment;albeit in a limited way. The reasoning 

behind such support is set out in the legislafion relating basic curriculum ’ for 

Polish diaspora children (see ORPEG Osrodek Rozwoju Edukacji Polskiej za 

Granicq). It is underlined there that, through offering and promoting first

hand cultural connection between the Polish Diaspora and the “Ojczy'zna” 

[Mother Nation], children will have a greater possibility of finding their own 

place back in Polish society in the fiiture and in employment market. Polish 

Weekend Schools operate in accordance with National Polish School 

standards. For details see The System of Education in Poland, prepared by the 

Polish Eurydice Unit in consultation with the experts from the Ministry of 

National Education, 2010.

They operate on Saturdays and Sundays and use separately developed 

curriculum for the Polish children living abroad.

Age groups range from Pre-primary (Przedszkole, 3-6 Primary 

(Szkola Podstawowa, 6-13 years), and Lower Secondary General 

(Gimnazjum, 13-16 years). Higher Secondary General (Szkola Srednia). 

Older students are taught 5 curricular subjects such as Polish language and 

literature, Polish history, religion, mathematics, geography. Each subject is 

taught through Polish by exclusively Polish teachers all qualified in Poland
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and holding third level degrees in their subject area. It is worth noting that 

while Polish Weekend Schools prepare students for Polish state exams, they 

opt for this option very occasionally. Nonetheless, none of the student 

participants in this study had. The fact that the curriculum is exam oriented in 

this particular way has consequences which we will explore in Chapters 4 and 

6.These exams include Polish version o f Junior and Leaving Certificate and 

need to be taken in Warsaw. Chapters 4 (Wiktoria) and 6 (Janek) provide 

detailed information regarding Polish Weekend Schools and Polish school 

curriculum. Having two PWS’s and four EMS schools allows some partial 

exploration of the range o f support, programmes or extra-curricular activities 

provided for students as well as possible impact on LI and L2 language 

socialization.

3.5.1 Description of the school context PWS 1+EMS 3

The Polish “weekend” school (Szkolny Punkt Konsultacyjny) is situated on 

the outskirts o f the county town and occupies one of the houses in the local estate. It 

operates in accordance with Polish legislation and is supported by the Polish 

government -  albeit under reduced and insufficient funding. The reason behind such 

support is reflected in the legislation underlying the “curricular base” for Polish 

diaspora children (see appendix 9). It is underlined there that through offering and 

promoting first-hand a cultural connection between the Polish Diaspora and the 

“Ojczyzna” [Mother Nation], children will have a greater possibility of finding their 

own place back in Polish society and in the employment market.

Polish Weekend Schools operates in keeping with National Polish School 

standards. The only difference is that these schools operate on Saturdays and Sundays 

and use a separately developed curriculum base for the Polish children living abroad. 

Age groups range fi'om Pre-primary (Przedszkole, 3-6 years). Primary (Szkola 

Podstawowa, 6 - 1 3  years), and Lower Secondary General (Gimnazjum, 13-16 

years). Higher Secondary General (Szkola Srednia). Older students are taught five 

curricular subjects such as Polish language and literature, Polish history, religion, 

mathematics and geography. The youngest children are thought a pre

primary/primary programme (‘wychowanie wczesnoszkolne,’ a separate curriculum). 

Each subject is taught in Polish by exclusively Polish teachers (nine including the 

school’s principal) qualified in Poland and holding a third-level degree in their
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subject area. They all work with the Polish curriculum and use Polish textbooks. 

Languages other than Polish are not allowed during schooling hours including 

breaks. Subjects are assessed continuously and on a term/yearly basis. The children 

attending this Polish school not only participate in the Irish state examination system 

but can also participate in the Polish state examination system. However, they cannot 

take their junior certificate exam in Ireland, they have to travel to Warsaw to do so.

Polish Weekend School 1 is organized according to the Polish standards, 

reflected in the school policy (taken and translated from the official school website. 

Table 3 below):

Table 3 PWS 1: School Policy______________________________________________________

■ Each class/lesson lasts for about 45 minutes and is followed by 5 minutes (short) or 10 
minutes (long) breaks

■ Parents cannot visit school or consult/meet the teachers without prior appointment

■ There are no written reports sent to parents to inform them about their child’s progress

■ There are two parent-teacher meetings throughout the year

■ In school, students are required to speak Polish exclusively

■ The students do not need to wear uniforms

■ There are no assemblies before lessons

■ The students are required to put on festive attire for school ceremonies such as the start
and end o f  the school year, the solemn academy

The school day itself reflects the Polish operational system (e.g., parents may 

not visit classrooms without prior appointments, there are five to ten minute breaks 

after each lesson, and a school council operates in accordance with Polish 

legislation). The weekend school is much more than a regular school, it is a social 

place for both parents and their children where new Polish friends are made, urgent 

and bothersome matters discussed. It is also a place where the Polish school system 

continues its operation. It connects a local Polish migrant community with the Polish 

education system back in Poland, providing a link between an individual’s personal 

past and first-hand cultural and linguistic experience. This cultural experience is 

strengthened by extra-curricular events. Table 4 illustrates the amount, type and 

frequency o f such events.
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T able 4 E xtra cu rricu lar events in PW S 1

Date Assemblies / events in the school year 2010/2011 PWS 1

02.09.2010 Start o f the school year 2010/2011

13/14.10.2010 Day of the Schools’ T-shirt -  we put on T-shirts with the school logo
Swearing-in ceremony -  for first class students
This is a Polish tradition, widely spread among schools in Poland. A swearing-in
ceremony for first class students or swearing-in ceremony for the reader (literate
person’ lasts approximately 30 minutes; the assembly involves all students in
First Class and generally takes place in September or early October. In this
special assembly, students recite the Polish national anthem, and are then sworn
in as students

Four-year Polish weekend school anniversary celebration in the Diocesan
14.10.2010 Pastoral Centre. We wear our T-shirts with the school logos /

20/21.10.2010 Integration week (participation in the integration event) Halloween Weekend
in school, dress code applies: ‘scary’ costumes.

10/11.11.2010 94th anniversary of Polish independence
Assembly on the above occasion

24/25.11.2010 Kindness Day (yellow day) — wearing yellow outfit to school

08/09.12.2010 Secret Santa in school

15.12.2010 ‘Christmas market’ — Christmas party for all the children Nativity Play in
Diocesan Pastoral Centre

15/16.12.2011 Christmas Eve celebrated in classes
19/20.01.2011 Grandparents’ Day

Carnival Ball for children and parents- Dressing code:
cartoon/tales characters

Valentine's Day - (red day) wearing outfit in Red colour

23.02.2011 International ‘Mother Tongue’ Day
09/10.03.2011 Easter Show for parents

01.05.2011 22nd Anniversary of The Constitution of May
Academy/Assembly on the occasion

14.05.2011 Olympic Games for Polish Diaspora Schools

21.05.2011 Academy on the occasion of Mother’s Day and Father’s Day

01.06.2011 International Children's Day (Diocesan Pastoral Centre)

04.06.2011 Children's Day in school dress code applies: ‘fun-flinny
costumes’

12,06.2011 Closing of the school year Ceremony for Preschool
children, Diocesan Pastoral Centre

18.06.2011 The Closing Ceremony of the school year 2010/2011
Diocesan Pastoral Centre

English mainstream School (EMS3)

Wiktoria attends an Irish mainstream primary school which is a co- 

educationalCatholic Primary School situated on the outskirts o f the county town. It is
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a modem, well-equipped school catering for 57 children. There are two class teachers 

along with four support teachers including one newly appointed language support 

teacher. A retired class teacher (30 years) Mrs McClusky became a Language 

Support Teacher in 2009. She provides English language support for children whose 

English is an additional language.

The school commits itself to the following principles: the school being a vital 

part of the Catholic Community, providing effective education for all the children, 

developing pastoral care systems in the school, establishing close links with the 

home, the parish and the wider community. Special attention is given to issues such 

as: provision of a balanced, stimulating curriculum which fulfils the requirements of 

the Department o f Education and Science; enabling each child to develop his/her 

potential so that he/she can have an appreciation of his/her self-worth, 

encouragement of qualities of initiative, independence, resourcefulness, self- 

confidence, self-discipline and respect for others and the environment; facilitating 

children to develop an understanding of their own culture and tradition and to foster 

tolerance by promoting respect for and understanding of others, developing home- 

school links so that children can benefit fi'om their teachers and parents working as 

partners in their education; developing children’s awareness of their local and wider 

environment and of the effects which their actions can have on both; promoting 

effective links with the post-primary schools to which the children are transferred.

School begins at 9.20 am. Every school day starts with an official assembly. 

There is also a short break at 11.00 am and a lunch break from 12.30 pm to 1.00 pm. 

Junior and Senior Infant Classes are dismissed at 2.00 pm. The children in the other 

classes are dismissed at 3.00 pm. The curriculum consists of six subject areas, some 

of which are further sub-divided into subjects. These are Language (Gaeilge and 

English), Mathematics, Social, Environmental and Scientific Education (History, 

Geography and Science), Arts Education (Visual Arts, Music and Drama), Social, 

Personal and Health Education and Religious Education (S.P.H.E). See the table 

below:
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Table 5 EMS 3: School Curriculum

Subject name I Description

. . .  i • The English curriculum is structured to offer children a total language
I experience in which oral language, reading and writing are fully integrated

An Ghaeilge • Irish language

Mathematics • The five strands in the mathematics curriculum are number, algebra.

Science • Space, measures and data. The four strands o f the curriculum are living 
things, energy and forces, materials and environmental awareness

History • Emphasis on local history and a focus on the skills of the historian

Geography • The three strands are human environments, natural environments and 
environmental awareness and care

Music • The three strands are listening/responding, performing and composing

Visual Arts 
Drama

• The six strands are drawing, paint, print, clay, construction, fabric and fibre
• The three strand units are exploring and making drama, reflecting on drama 

and co-operating and communicating in making drama

Physical
Education

• Physical education is viewed as highly important and each teacher provides 
a varied range o f physical activities in accordance with facilities in the 
school

Additionally, as it is underlined on the school’s website, SPHE - Social, 

Personal and Health Education (SPHE) takes place in a number o f different ways in 

the school as well as RSE (Relationships and Sexuality Education), Stay Safe and the 

Substance Abuse Prevention Programme. Religious education of the children plays a 

big role in the school’s general educational approach. Parents are invited for an active 

contribution to their children’s daily homework. In Second Class students receive the 

Sacraments of Penance and Holy Communion, and Confirmation when they are in 

Sixth Class. The students also participate in prayer services or Masses on certain 

occasions throughout the school year. Student informal/formal assessment takes 

place continuously. Formal assessment takes the form of both verbal and non-verbal 

standardised tests.

3.5.2 Description of school context PWS 2 +EMS 4

In addition to mainstream college, Janek attends Polish Weekend School 

every Saturday. He attends his classes with two o f his younger siblings, Ala (15) and 

Arek (14), so they spend most of the time in school together. Ala is involved in many
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extra-curricular activities, such as “writing for the School’s Chronicle” or directing 

short documentaries about events taking place in Polish school. Janek is not that 

active; he prefers more scientifically oriented projects. Yet, he helps with all the 

technical aspects o f video making in the school. He is also involved in organising the 

school’s library/managing files with books (mainly helping his mother who is 

supervising all the activities), etc. He has also started attending “kolko literackie” 

(literary interest group) recently.

The Polish Weekend school has operated since 2007 and caters for the 

educational needs of about 70 children, as young as 3 and as old as 18, from the 

surrounding County areas. It is located on a hill near the town centre and is open 

every Saturday. There are eight fully qualified teachers, covering subjects such as 

Polish Language and Culture, History, Geography, “Nauczanie Pocz^tkowe”, Pre

primary Education, Religion, Maths, and extra-curricular activities (Art, PE). The 

School’s management board consists of nine parents (including Janek’s mother). The 

main objectives of the Polish Weekend School are: to forge Polish national identity, 

to teach Polish culture and history, and “to make the Polish children proud of the 

country of their parents” (quote taken from the schools’ ethos available on their 

website).

The school organizes a variety of extra-curricular events, such as Secret 

Santa, Fun Fairs, tours and exhibitions. Competitions are also conducted for children, 

with prizes for winners. The school has its own library, with a wide range of Polish 

books and movies, for example: Potop, Pan Wlodyjowski, Ogniem I Mieczem (books 

set in the 16-17* century . Those books are considered to be crucial for understanding 

Polish culture), Krzyzacy (a book telling a story of a great victory of the Polish- 

Lithuanian Commonwealth) etc. As it is underlined in the school’s ethos, the Polish 

Supplementary School provides many opportunities for Polish children to meet with 

Polish-language peers, as well as the possibility o f developing new friendships.

The School’s Ethos (as outlined on the schools’ website) represents the

school’s general pedagogical approach and can be translated as follows:

When you leave your own country and move out to another, 
you cross not only geographical boundaries, but above all, 
you cross this invisible -  but still firmly marked -  
psychological border. A person who has been living outside 
his or her own country is no longer the same person from the 
days before emigration. He or she loses something and gains
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something at the same time. In creating the PoHsh 
Supplementary School, we want our children to gain as much 
as possible, but to lose as little as possible too. We want them 
to draw upon the heritage of both countries.This academic 
year our school intends to open up to non-Polish children. We 
plan to start a course of Polish as a foreign language and give 
lectures on our history and culture. The Polish Supplementary 
School in [X] is not an island. From the start we intended to 
facilitate our integration with the Irish community. Drawing 
upon the experiences of our two cultures, two narrations of 
history should only enrich us further and make us more 
sensitive to the mutual needs of both communities.

As the above text highlights, emigration to another country is often 

accompanied by the difficult task o f crossing a ‘psychological boarder’ in addition to 

a geographical/physical one. Thus, one of the Polish school’s pedagogical aims is to 

facilitate that process, along with aiding integration with Irish society. The School’s 

ethos explicitly underlines the importance of providing children and young persons 

with additional support. As a result of that support, Polish children will have a 

chance to ‘lose as little as possible’ and ‘gain as much as possible’ from their dual 

membership o f host and home society. They will also have a chance to draw upon the 

experiences and heritages o f the two countries and, as a result, will participate fully 

in those communities in the future.

Janek's Irish mainstream school

Janek’s College is a Catholic, co-educational secondary school located on an 11- 

acre site in the centre o f the county town. The premises are well maintained. The 

college caters for the educational needs of over 650 students. It is a Catholic school 

in the Marist tradition. Rich Catholic practices are reflected in the school’s religious 

education, philosophy, and policy. In addition, there are good facilities and 

chaplaincy services in the school. Religious education is considered to be one of the 

core subjects on the school curriculum and an integral part of the school’s ethos. 

Thus, all students attending this college are expected to attend religion class, so is 

Janek. This is however, in tune with his parents’ views. The religious and other 

facilities of the school include: a Prayer Room, Audio Visual Room, Computer 

Room, GP Room, School Library, Chaplain’s Room and Church. A full chaplaincy



service is provided for about 23 hours per week. Various CathoUc hoHdays/Feasts are 

celebrated annually. See the following list:

• Marist/Saint’s Feast Day Celebration
• Opening o f year Mass
• Reconciliation services
• Ash Wednesday service (In class groups)
• Advent and Lenten Prayer Services
• One class Eucharist per year
• Closing of year liturgy
• Small group liturgies
• Graduation Mass
• Remembrance liturgy
• Easter liturgy
• Christmas liturgy in small groups
• Lent Masses (celebrated on a daily basis at lunchtime during the Lent period)

Junior Cycle Curriculum in Janek’s school

In Janek’s College, a system of mixed ability is in operation. At the end of 

First Year, students can choose from a range of subject options. Core subjects are 

generally taught in two levels: Higher or Ordinary.

Table 6. EMS 3 Curriculum

Core Subjects Optional Subjects
French
German
Home Economics 
Art

Irish 
English 
Maths 
Religion 
History 
Geography 
Science
Business Studies 
CSPE 
PE
SPHE

All students study all the subjects during First Year. At the end of First Year they 

choose 2 of the optional subjects to study for Junior Cert. The College operates a 

system of continuous assessment. All students have a combination of class tests and 

term exams at regular intervals during the year. Reports are sent out after each year. 

Each student is awarded a ‘mark’ in each subject every week. These ‘marks’ are 

based on the effort made by each student in a particular subject. The students are 

awarded one of the marks listed in the table below. An asterisk is noted beside the 

‘mark’ if a student has displayed poor behaviour during the week. Janek is a very
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good student, always achieving top marks. His lowest mark was 4 (English) and 

highest 6 (Maths). His parents and Janek were also satisfied with the reports they got 

from school. The higher mark possible is 6. The lowest is 2.

Table 7 Marks system in operation

6- Granted to a student who shows particular excellence in any one week

5 -
Granted to a student who makes maximum effort, completes all homework on time and is 
attentive in class

4 - Granted to a student who is doing just enough to get by

3 - Granted to a student who lacks wholehearted commitment, is not doing homework and is 
inattentive in class

2 - Granted to a student who regularly does very little work and is making no progress in the 
subject

3.6 Participants

3.6.1 Students, parents and teachers

The main participants of this study are four Polish immigrant children aged 13-15. 

Their parents and teachers constitute two additional informant groups. Table 8 below 

provides brief information with respect to these participants.

Table 8 Participants of the resent study

Student participants Parent participants_______ Teacher participants
Case I EMS • Agata • Peter (previous English teacher)

• Kasia (14) • Adam • Debra (current English teacher)
• Ann (Maths’Teacher)

Case II EMS +PWS • Ala • Gretta (ESOL teacher)
• Wiktoria (14) • Rafal • Danuta (Teacher o f Polish PWS)

Case III EMS +PWS • Ewa • Paul- Maths teacher
• Janek (15) • Marek • Ann- English teacher

• Adam- teacher o f Polish language and
Culture (PWS)

Case IV EMS • Anna • Debbie (Primary school teacher)
• Marcin (13) • Patryk

3.6.2 Recruitment

First, recruitment emails were sent to Polish Weekend Schools. This however 

did not turn to be a successful method as there was little or none response. 

Fortunately, I had other options arising from the fact that I am a part-time tutor
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working for Vocational Education Committee. In the course of this work, I meet a 

large number o f Polish parents who are attending courses organized in the local 

Adult Literacy Centre. Some of these contacts lead me directly to three Principals of 

three Polish Weekend Schools, two o f whom expressed their eagerness to participate. 

They distributed information among parents and helped to select families, which 

were matched closest in terms o f the age o f the children, the age of arrival, length of 

residence in keland. In similar way, these contacts lead me to parents whose children 

attend EMS only.

While several families expressed their initial interest in participation, six 

agreed to participate after full explanation of the intensive data collection procedures. 

One family from PWS + EMS context had withdrawn from research after two 

months. Another family, representing EMS case, had to withdraw from participation 

(after five months) due to sudden decision to return to Poland. As a result, Wiktoria’s 

and Janeks’ families were the two PWS +EMS cases that remained until the end of 

data collection and Kasia’s and Marcin’s families were the two EMS cases.

Four families were families where children’s length of residence (four years) 

and age of arrival was similar (both Wiktoria and Janek were 12 when they arrived in 

Ireland, Kasia and Marcin were 7 years o f age). All families came to Ireland due to 

economic motives.

At the begirming of the data collection process many technical issues relating 

to home observations and interviews were discussed with the parents. In all cases it 

was decided that children interviews would be held at home, with the parents in all 

cases being given a choice about whether they wanted to be present or not. The 

parents also participated in individual interviews - one parent in the case o f each 

student participant. In addition, these Polish parents helped immensely in relation to 

obtaining access and contact with Irish mainstream schools, both in the case of 

students who also attended PWS but also in the case of those students who only 

attended English speaking mainstream schools. In all cases, the researcher was 

invited to family events such as barbeques, family meals, picnics etc. Detailed 

information about student and parent participants is presented in chapters 4,5,6,7 

devoted to each case.

3.7 The range of ethnographic approaches employed
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The present study draws on ethnographic approaches such as in-depth 

interviews, extended observations o f  all participants and the collection o f documents 

(test scores, notes, students notebooks; field notes). Table 9 below summarises the 

research instruments and type o f information collected in the case o f  each participant. 

It is followed by detailed description o f each method.

Table 9 Three main types of information collected in the case of each of the four student 
participant

1.Semi-structured, open-ended (in-depth) interviews

a) Students
b) Parents
c) Teachers

2. School and home observations o f  students, parents and teachers

a) Classroom observations in Irish Mainstream Schools
• English
• Maths
• History

b) Classroom observations in Polish Weekend Schools
• Polish
• Polish History/Geography

c) Extra-curricular activities
• Sports Day
• International Day
• Breaks
• Children Day in Polish weekend school
• Polish picnic
• Polish club session
• Breaks (staffroom)

d) Observation of home activities of students and their families
• Homework
• Meals
• Favourite TV shows, films
• Barbeques/family time

3.Documents collected

• Student language test scores/profiles
• Students notebooks
• English spelling books/notebooks
• School hand-outs
• English/Maths tests/assignments
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3.7.1 Interviews

Semi-structured, open-ended (in-depth) interviews served as a main research 

tool for this research project. The purpose o f the interviews was to gain deeper 

insights into the experiences of the student participants. Thus, interviews were 

conducted with the four Polish students. Similar, semi-structured, open-ended 

interviews were also conducted with the parents of the above children in the home 

setting and their teachers in school setting. It was believed that conducting interviews 

with the parents (first) could not only improve the accuracy o f the findings but also 

provide meaningful insights about students’ accounts of their experiences and 

potentially provide complementary information on the various processes of interest. 

For the same reasons, students’ teachers of the subjects such as English, Maths, 

Polish Language and Culture were interviewed.

The interviewing method included meaning -  making occasions in which 

interviewer was using the constructed relafionship o f the interviewer and the 

interviewee to draw information from informants (Berg, 2009, pp.101-121). 

Therefore, the interviews involved using techniques that allow for the creation o f an 

appropriate climate for information exchange and for mutual disclosures, as well as 

techniques of empowering children (Greene and Hogan, 2005, pp. 141-158).

Interview sessions used a semi-structured schedule and were recorded, a fuller 

description of the interviewing technique is presented in Appendix 3.1. Phrasing and 

level of language in the questions was adjusted to educational and social level of the 

interviewee. The order of questions used is that it allows for developing some degree 

of rapport and degree of commitment on the part of interviewee before essential 

questions are asked (Berg, 2009, p. 113). For e.g., demographic, general questions 

followed by questions related to the initiated topic and by some validating questions.

Interviews with Polish adolescents and their parents and teachers from PWS 

were conducted in Polish, transcribed in Polish, and then coded. The initial coding 

followed Charmaz (2006) Grounded Theory protocol subsequently, transcripts were 

coded for narratives and small stories (Ochs & Capps 2001; Georgakopolou, 2007) 

and translated into English. Interviews with English mainstream teachers were 

conducted in English. The analytic role o f the interviews was to learn about the ways 

the Polish students use and socialize their languages and how this is shaped in and by 

the given community of practice (including educational context).
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Description and analysis of the audio-recordings involved detailed and 

systematic examination and interpretation of the findings with an effort to identify 

patterns, themes, biases and meanings through content analysis and discourse 

analysis of narratives co-constructed by participants and the interviewer (Berg & 

Latin, 2008; Leedy & Ormond, 2005). The analysis here is not perceived as in 

reductionistic, positivistic terms, but instead focuses on learning how the producers 

of the words view and experience their social worlds and how these views and 

experiences fit into existing literature on language socialization (Bogdan & Biklen, 

2006). It is believed that this approach can provide broader ways of understanding 

students’ experiences and feelings by analysing not only what is being said but 

“through the social construction and apprehension of meanings created during the 

discourse “ (Berg, 2009, p.353). See section 3.11 more detail.

In stage 2, interviews were coded for main themes. This analytical process 

was informed by ethnographically informed analysis o f interactive and reflective 

positioning along with speech acts and actions (social acts) with a particular focus 

on stance taking, (both affective and epistemic stance taking), social identity 

construction as it is negotiated over certain period o f time (Ochs, 1996, Kiesling, 

2009 & Goodwin, 2000, Ochs & Capps, 2001). The analytical process was informed 

by a multimodal integrative framework of Ethnography o f Communication Research 

(Watson-Gegeo 1997, Duff, 2002) Georgakopoulou (2007) perspectives on personal 

narratives and conversations, as well as positioning theory Harre and Davis (1990) 

and Kieshng (2009, pp. 171-194), grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006, 2012).

The narratives during interview were very important as they appeared in 

children’s stories recurrently, whenever the chance to talk about them occurred. 

They included events from the distant or more recent past, or were concerning 

retrospective accounts o f different situations, generalizations, assessments or 

justifications o f particular behaviours. While many narratives were constructed by co

participants (including researcher in the form of interviews) there was, however, a 

significant number o f narratives that were spontaneous in nature and were often 

initiated by participants themselves. Detailed description o f procedures used in 

transcribing, coding and analysing o f audio-recordings is presented in section 3.11. 

Audio recording and observation times per cases studies are presented in the table 

below;
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Table 10 Total number o f hours o f  audio -  recording and observation s

Case Study Interviews
conducted

Observations conducted

Case I EMS
Kasia 9.85h 96h
Case II EMS +PWS
Wiktoria 6.81 152 h
Case III EMS +PWS
Janek 8.65h

198 h

Case IV EMS
Marcin 7.53h 88 h

3.7.2 Student, parent and teacher observations

Observational data were collected in student participants homes and in 

different school settings simultaneously over a period o f eight months. School 

observations included: (English, Maths), brakes, lunch time, some school events, 

Polish language classes in Polish school, Polish youth club activities, full school days 

observations Home observations included: homework, meals, watching TV. See an 

example o f fieldnote below:

Figure 1 Example of a fieldnote

s A t-  <>'■ ,̂ 0 ^ 0 9

Three stages o f data organization and analysis can be distinguished (i) 

description o f the collected data, (ii) an “initial making sense” o f the observations, 

and finally (iii) report in which all experiences/findings are clarified and linked with 

data coming from audio-recordings. Data derived from observations are presented in
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chapters devoted to each case (4, 5, 6, 7). Observational data were backed up by the 

evidence coming from interviews (participants narratives-co-operatively constructed 

with the researcher) and documents. Appropriate quotations from the participants 

were often used to illustrate the claims. Moreover, a description o f the home and 

educational settings is written down in research journals and is very detailed and as 

rich as possible. Ability to see afresh was also achieved by frequent questioning what 

was going on in a context and by trying to explain the unquestioned, but at the same 

time nothing was taken for granted (Holliday, 2007, p. 13).

Both direct and participant observation o f the Polish students and contexts in 

which they actively participate in their everyday life is employed in this study. There 

are a number o f reasons why observation is used in this research project. First, 

observation method has potential to uncover what is actually going on in the given 

context/community o f practice as opposed to what is hoped or assumed about what is 

happening. It provides important insights into external aspects o f language learning 

and socialization o f the Polish students in their homes and the two different 

educational contexts (i) EMS and (ii) EMS+PWS. Secondly, participant observation 

provides an opportunity to get insights to more personal aspects o f their lives as it 

involves more intimate involvement with participants. It allows to illustrate students’ 

linguistic performance and interaction in naturally occurring social situations. It can 

also help to understand the physical, social, cultural and linguistic contexts in which 

two languages (Polish and English) are used (van Lier, 1988). Furthermore, it is 

believed that focusing on one particular feature or problem while observing can 

obscure other valuable information emerging in the long run. For this reason, very 

general observational schedule is used at the beginning o f observation process and 

then more specific schedule is developed.

3.7.3 Collection of documents

Schools Documents their pedagogical approaches/ethos and the national 

policy for immigrant students in Ireland were examined. The school curriculum for 

post-primary level (National Council for Curriculum and Assessment), with the 

inclusion o f a graded curriculum for language support set out in the English 

Language Proficiency Benchmarks for non-English speaking pupils at Post-Primary 

Level (2003) [available at www.iilt.ie1. was also taken into consideration. Polish 

homeland policies, curriculum base and institutional support for Polish immigrants
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living in Ireland, were also examined, documents collected included: checklists and 

self-assessment grids, written assignments, course syllabus, school policy statements 

or ethos, reading lists, school hand-outs, notebooks. Checklists and self-assessment 

grids from language portfolio (accreditation number 12.2001, rev.2004 served as an 

instrument to establish children’s proficiency in LI and L2. Self- assessment grids 

and check-lists were given to their parents (when assessing children’s skills in 

Polish) and to their teachers (ELT or English when assessing their skills in English). 

However, following Norton’s (2000) perspective, the purpose of this study is not to 

assess the students’ actual linguistic abilities or development over certain period of 

time, but rather to present and to interpret their perceptions of their abilities as well 

as their parents and their teachers perceptions from language socialization 

perspective. Other documents such as written assignments, projects done by the 

students were also collected. These were accessed with the help of the students’ 

parents and teachers.

Language portfolio used in this project was developed by Integrate Ireland 

and was accredited by Council of Europe; additionally a Polish translation was 

provided for the students. This ELP was designed to reflect the English language 

demands of the Irish post-primary curriculum. Moreover, some sections such as 

checklists and self-assessment grids and language passport were taken from the 

portfolio developed by Centralny Osrodek Ksztalcenia Nauczycieli. It is due the 

checklists and self-assessment grids used in Portofolio developed by IILT are 

concerned with the first three levels (AI, A2 and Bl )  non-English speaking students 

in post-primary education in Ireland focuses only on those three levels. The portfolios 

are systematically filled in by the participating students.

Other documents include: general Polish and Irish educational polices and 

curriculum base (downloaded from official national websites), official statistical data 

downloaded from (CSO) schools stated policies toward L2 learners accessed with the 

permission of the principal teachers, resources for international students at the 

different levels. Such data can help both to understand demands being placed on the 

participants of the present study and to investigate how they cope with them. They 

also shed light on how Polish students are viewed and supported at institutional level. 

Analysis and investigation of these documents has potenfial to uncover what is the 

rafionale underlying these policies and pracfices.
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3.8 Field work arrangements and procedure used in data collection 

3.8.1 Field work arrangements

Participants were mainly interviewed at home settings or schools (in cafeteria 

or places not associated with learning) and all the interviews were recorded with use 

o f voice recorder. Parents were interviewed in their free time. They decided on time 

and place o f meeting. Additionally, school principals acted as gate keepers and were 

contacted first in order to get some background information about the students and 

the schools. On this basis, two groups of Pohsh students were identified through 

schools; located in Co. Louth; Co. Cavan, Co. Meath area.

Informal meetings with the teachers took place before an actual interviews 

were conducted mostly to establish positive and trusting relationships with them. 

Relationship with the students were also established in this initial phase. Students 

were informed about the purpose of this research project as well as possible 

outcomes of the project. I also informed the students that I was a PhD student and 

this helped to construct my identity as one o f them -  a student. The students who 

agreed to participate were then given the letters asking for parents cooperation. The 

school teachers often identified background issues about the schools themselves, 

schools internal policies, pedagogical approaches to the subject matter, school 

curriculum, available Polish or ELT language programmes (if any). They also 

provided valuable information about the students’ school life, literacy materials, 

some organizational matters, learning strategies and routines. After that, observation 

of the participants during their everyday life activities in schools and at home begun. 

Next, interviews with parents and children took place after approximately one month 

of observations. The parent was asked to choose suitable time and place o f an 

interview. During later interviews and meetings parents were asked to assess Polish 

language skills of the child. The child was also asked to self-assess his/her language 

skills both in English and Polish. They also assessed students’ language skills. 

Information obtained from the parents and the teachers about particular issues were 

cross-checked with the Polish students during in-depth interviews. Ultimately, 

information was obtained from three different groups o f informants with the use of 

different interview schedules (schools teachers, parents, adolescents available in 

appendix 3).

3.8.2 Duration of the data collection
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The data collection for this project took place over the period o f 9 months (for 

each case) during the school years 2009-2010 and then during 2010-2011. The data 

were collected in different educational contexts that are later referred to as MS 

(Mainstream) and MS +W (Mainstream Enriched). Pilot study was conducted in 

March/April 2010. Data collection for the main study started at the beginning of 

November 2010 and lasted till June 2011 (informal talks, establishing relationships 

included).

3.8.3 Child-centred approach

The methodology for this project attempts to incorporate the student’s own 

perspectives and to reveal their needs as well as their hopes for the future. This is 

best achieved by using children-centred methods grounded in a common theoretical 

perspective on adolescence and their psychological development which recognises 

that adolescents are active socio-cultural producers in their own rights, “recognizing 

children as people with abilities and capabilities different from, rather than simply 

less than adults’' (Greene, 2005, p. 154). The methods employed in the present study 

includes empowering children by constructing “ground rules” with the students 

themselves prior to the interviews in order to co-construct the meaning between the 

interviewer and a child - to share discursive framework of the open-ended interviews 

(Greene, 2005, pp. 144-154). This approach involves spending time with young 

participants in their school settings, building up relations o f trust and getting to know 

them with general aim in mind: “engaging children in our [this] research so our [this] 

research on childhood can be effected through research with children” (James, 1999, 

p.246, cited in Greene, 2005, p. 154). Consequently, methodology of the present study 

is designed to provide some contextual features of individual student’s social 

background, records of their personal histories as well as detailed characteristic of the 

communities o f practice in which LS takes place.

3.9 Ethical concerns

The nature of ethnographic research including Ethnography of 

Communication methods always poses many ethical concerns. For this reason, we 

have decided to think of ethical concerns not as a set formula, but as an entity on its 

own, likely to pose many challenges along the way: “More than following formula 

and expecting easy answers, ethical considerations are about search for a more 

complex understanding and a cultivation of a curious, compassionate frame of mind” 

(Bresler, 1998, p. 142).
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Recruiting participants for this study was a difficult task and posed some 

ethical concerns. This was due not only to the fact that Poles are a minority, but 

mainly because of the kind of engagement with the researcher, the level of 

commitment, the time involved and potential intrusion of the school. As Duff (2007) 

notes, a problematic issue in these types o f studies is also participants attrition. As 

she explains, having six cases initially means that although there is attrition among 

participants there is still high likelihood of 3 or 4 cases to remain. While several 

families expressed initial interest in taking part in this study, six agreed to participate 

after fiill explanation o f the intensive data collection procedures, and four remained 

until the end of data collection.

It was difficult to get an access and permission o f schools due to prolonged 

nature of observations. It was decided that school principals were going to be 

contacted first by student participants parents. This turned out to be a successful 

method and soon official permissions from the schools were obtained. One EMS 

school however, restricted their permission to only few classroom observations and 

one teacher interview due to unknown reasons for the researcher. After getting an 

initial, informal access to schools I contacted school principals personally and 

obtained their permission. They were free to resign or change their decision at any 

stage of the research project. They were also assured that school’s anonymity is going 

to be preserved at all stages of this research project and that information collected 

will be treated as confidential. As Bresler (1998, p .139) points out, confidentiality in 

any ethnographic research refers not only to writing but, also to the verbal reporting 

of information that the researcher has learned through observations and interviews. It 

is often achieved by preserving anonymity of the participants in ways that their 

identity is protected so that information collected does not embarrass or harm them. 

Thus, all participants were able to see transcripts of their interviews or conversations, 

they were asked to provide clarifications or elaborations of the certain issues. With 

respect to children, I read the transcripts to Kasia and Marcin them as they had 

difficulties reading it on their own.

As Holliday (2007) points out, creating a positive relationship between 

observed and observer is crucial for ethnography of communication or any type of 

qualitative research. However, being observed on the long term basis might be seen 

as threatening or even an invasion of one’s privacy. Especially when getting help 

from the “gatekeepers” it is crucial to realise how their position would influence the 

observed. Principal teachers of the school settings in which educational contexts (i) 

EMS and (ii) EMS+PWS have been examined often acted as gatekeepers for this
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research project. Also, the parents o f the children acted as gatekeepers. It is 

imperative that the “gatekeeper” would approach his/her staff or children in an open 

and friendly collaborative manner so the participants would not feel threatened and 

resent participation. I was also very important so participants (especially children) do 

not feel forced or obliged to participate in the project against their personal will. 

Otherwise, the participants would not perform in an uninhibited way. For this reason, 

several informal talks and meetings with the parents, teachers and principals took 

place before the actual observation started. I have also met participating children at 

this stage for the first time, giving them a chance to meet me in an informal context. 

During these meetings I was trying to explain clearly what the project was about and 

why observation was going to provide an unique perspective on the studied 

phenomena. I was also preparing ground for the future interviews. Teachers were 

reassured that their names and pedagogical practices were treated confidentially and 

that observational data would not be used to evaluate them. They were also informed 

that they could ask any questions they had or that the findings could be shared with 

them. Analogical techniques were used to establish positive and collaborative 

relationships with parents and then student participants. Once a positive relationship 

was established, participants were eager to help and take part in the research project. 

Observation was piloted and some techniques o f note-taking were tried out in pilot 

stage. During that time it was also decided what sort o f audio recording would be 

used and that it will always be possible for participants to view the transcripts. 

Participants were consulted about the observational or audio material they provided.

Moreover, it is often acknowledged in the literature that an act o f observation 

may sometimes change the observed person’s behaviour. This is also a case when the 

researcher’s purposes are made too explicit to the participants under observation. 

Consequently, the researcher in this project was as open as possible in her 

explanations, but without being duplicitous her explanations avoided giving too 

much information. Findings were also triangulated, backed up by the evidence 

coming from interviews and documents.

Additionally, a research journal was kept in order to keep an account o f all 

research activities, reflections and most o f all, to provide an account for the ways in 

which the researcher’s presence and personal predispositions and cultural 

background might have affected the project (Heigham & Croker, 2009, pp. 84-87). 

Fieldnotes o f the researcher’s relation to the ongoing study and her feelings about it 

were also written down and expanded throughout the study (see examples o f field 

notes in chapters 4,5,6,7). These field notes provoked a great deal o f self-reflexivity.
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allowing for more questioning, adjusting, adding critical perspective on m yself and 

my own subjectivity. See for example the following comments coming written up as 

field notes:

Figure 2 Example o f a fleldnote in the form o f self-reflexivity note

S o ; .
APK: 7  ^

 ̂ '/k/ZJ J  )

jiu r jL̂
'ic k 1

U/holj^  ̂ M AloAi '̂  hJicd̂  / u
}hJ io jof M  ^  < / ,

M j t  .

a i  / « /
^  ^

In this way, I was able to step back and see some things afresh, without 

presupposing anything. In many situations, however, I was able to realise how my 

own perspective is “emic” rather than “etic” . These more personal fieldnotes served 

as door to unquestioned, a way o f standing outside to explain things taken for granted
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within given community of practice, a family, school or even wider socio-historical 

context. To sum up, all participants have been assigned pseudonyms to protect their 

anonymity. Female names correspond to female participants whereas male names 

correspond to male participants. The interviews were coded with numbers and 

pseudonyms. A form signalling participants’ willingness to take part in the research 

was provided and all the consent forms are obtained from the participants’ 

themselves and their parents a long before interviews are conducted. The consent 

forms were obtained from all participants of this study and in some cases were 

translated into Polish as parents expressed preference to have it in Polish (Research 

Ethics Committee, 2008). Methodological approach was first consulted with 

University’s ethics committee and piloting stage of research (open-ended interviews, 

observations) was employed for the purpose of formulation of final version of 

methods and research tools that could be later implemented in the present study. 

Some procedures such as open-ended interviews and observations themes, were tried 

out during pilot stage in order to highlight ambiguities for which adjustments were 

made before the actual data-collection process started.

3.10 Limitations of the methodology used

The methodology of data collection and analysis focuses primarily on 

exploring and collecting rich information regarding student participants language 

socialization practices in home and school contexts, at the same time allowing their 

own voices to be transparent throughout the study. Multiple case study design with 

the use of ethnographic approaches to data collection has a number of advantages. 

High degree of completeness and depth of analysis are achieved through very 

detailed description of cases (four students situated in two different educational 

contexts), including triangulated perspectives from other participants o f the study 

such as teachers and parents. Two types of triangulation are used for the purposes of 

this study: (i) triangulation within methods (analysis and comparison of data 

collected through interviews, observations, documents) to obtain a more holistic 

perspective (in this way findings can also be confirmed or questioned) and (ii) 

infonnant triangulation to check validity of the findings. Questions in interview 

schedules are constructed to allow for cross-checking of information from three 

groups of infonnants. For example, when the students are asked about how they feel 

about the school, similar question are asked to parents and their teachers: It is 

believed that by relating data gathered through different means and from different 

sources robustness o f the findings will be increased (Berg, 2009, pp.5-8, Fielding & 

Fielding, 1986, p.31).
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Large quantities of primary data, such as interview transcripts, transcripts of 

classroom discourse, writing samples, researcher’s journal are 

meaningfully/thoroughly examined, presented and interpreted in the light of 

educational contexts. Moreover, this method allows for deeper understanding of the 

particular case and their impact upon certain aspects o f language socialization, 

literacy practices, and identity construction in the participants. Students’ actual 

experiences and their own perceptions of their language abilities, linguistic and social 

identities, opportunities for the future are also presented and analysed. Therefore, 

case study design allows the students’ voices to become heard throughout this study. 

As Duff (2008, p.35) points out “case studies are now usually associated with 

interpretive qualitative research in the field of applied linguistics”. Qualitative 

methodology is believed to be better suited for exploring issues rich in contexts, such 

as language socialization in general or the role of identity in language learning 

(Heigham & Croker, 2009, p.68). This type of study design has gained its popularity 

in the recent years. As Heigham and Croker, 2009argue: “the emergence of a new 

kind of researcher -  one who seeks to understand the world not only in terms of 

generalities produced by quantitative methods, but also through close and extended 

analysis of the particular”, p.67. Along with the changing scientific theory which now 

acknowledges a multi-directional, developing, process -like, dynamic and complex 

interactions within the area of language learning or sociolinguistics/sociology there 

has been a growing acceptance and increase o f qualitative research in education (case 

studies), applied linguistics as well as social sciences (Ellis & Larsen -Freeman, 

2006 in Duff, 2008, p.31).

On the other hand, there are certain limitations of the case study design that 

need to be acknowledged and dealt with. Disadvantages often mentioned in 

methodological literature include: low levels of generalization, issues connected with 

objectivity, reliability, replicability. The issue of generalizability and issues 

connected with objectivity need to be addressed. “Multiple case studies are 

instrumental in nature ... they are chosen because it is believed that understanding 

them will lead to better understanding, and perhaps better theorizing, about a still 

larger collection of cases” (Stake, 2005, p.446 in Duff, 2008, p.49). Therefore, 

analytic generalization in this kind of study is made not to populations but to 

theoretical models. These models in turn consider complexity o f language and culture 

learning process in terms o f relationships that exist among various factors. 

Additionally, as Gall (2003) argues suitably rich description o f research participants 

and contexts/locations allow “readers o f the case study to detennine the
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generalizabity of findings to their particular situation or to other situations” (ibid, p. 

466).

As the case-study investigator is deeply involved in her/his research, 

interacting with participants as well as settings in ways that quantitative researchers 

do not, procedures must be implemented to establish the reliability, consistency and 

replicability of the research. It is however, acknowledged in the literature that 

“subjectivity is not seen as a failing needing to be eliminated but as an essential 

element of understanding” (Stake, 1995, p.45). Therefore, as many interpretive 

qualitative researchers suggest there are many ways in which researchers presence 

and personal predispositions may affect the research. However, providing sufficient 

detail about decision making, coding, analysis, reasoning, data sampling can “allay 

concerns about unprincipled subjectivity” (Duff, 2008, p.56). Tactics such as 

triangulation of sources and methods, getting feedback from participants were used in 

the present study.

According to (Heigham & Croker, 2009, pp.84-85) there are some other 

common troublesome shortcomings of case studies that need to be dealt with. They 

include: insufficient self-reflexivity (memos and research journal help to deal with 

this issue); insufficient methodological reflexivity (all methodological choices and 

ethical concerns need to be written up and presented in memo), insufficient 

triangulation (sufficient number of data sources), insufficient description (detailed 

and thorough description o f participants and sites while bearing in mind audience and 

the purpose of the project). Therefore, empirical data for the present project were 

collected through various research tools such as classroom observations, structured 

but open-ended in-depth interviews, different sorts o f documents, student self- 

assessment. Data collected through interviews come from three major sources of 

informants: (i) the Polish students themselves, (ii) their parents, (iii) their teachers. In 

this way it is hoped that the more holistic, fuller picture o f the situation is obtained 

and the bias involved diminished. Moreover, memos and research journal are 

systematically written, all methodological choices and ethical concerns are also 

written up and presented in memos.
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3.11 Data analysis: coding of audio material collected

Ethnography o f communication methods were employed in this study. They 

provided a set of methods for conducting the present research as well as provided 

grounds for emic and etic analysis o f communication/discourse. Theoretical 

framework that underpins this approach to data collection and analysis draws upon 

Hymes (1974), Schiffrin 1994, discursive psychology that examine “talk” as social 

action. The style o f data collection and analysis focuses on exploring and collecting 

wide range of materials without being constraint by a specific hypothesis (Potter and 

Edwards, 2001). There were no predictions made in advance and participants were 

always free to initiate a new topic/theme or change it. The interviewer’s prompts 

were initially designed in a way to reflect themes that have emerged as significant 

during on-going ethnographic observations. Prompts and questions asked by the 

interviewer were often enriched by newly observed issues that came up during more 

recent observations or interviews conducted with other group of participants for 

example: A participating child was asked about things that were first pointed to by 

her/his mother etc. (triangulation). Once the patterns, routines or interesting 

phenomena were identified, the further analysis aimed for searching for further 

relevant examples and counter-examples took place. Analytical analysis of 

documents/observations and other materials revealed phenomena that were salient 

to participants and that echoed in audio material collected.

Audio material collected was, therefore, transcribed. Transcripts were made 

in Polish following D uffs (2008) transcription conventions (see table 12 below). 

Transcripts were then coded using the Grounded Theory protocol (Strauss & Corbin, 

1990) in Microsoft Word and Filemaker for major themes ). Each franscript has been 

coded for main themes appearing throughout the recording period. Next, a selection 

of transcripts were analysed and translated into English (conversation took place in 

Polish. Then, transcripts were analysed in terms of the individual participant’s sets of 

linguistic means used in interviews and conversations
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Table 11 Transcription Conventions

[ Left bracket,

The beginning of overlapping speech, shown for both speakers, 
second speaker’s bracket occurs at the beginning of the line of the 
next turn, rather than alignment with previous speaker’s bracket (for 
word processing reasons only; many people align the exact point of 
overlap, but formatting can easily become misaligned).

= Equal sign, Used for latched utterances, indicates speech across turns without 
any pause or break, shown for both speakers

+ Plus sign Marks a pause longer than 3 seconds

(Words) The words in parentheses were not clearly heard; (x)-unclear word; 
(xx) two unclear words

Underlined Words spoken with emphasis

W ords in 
bold

Words spoken with very strong emphasis

CAPITAL
LETTERS:
@

Loud speech 

Laughter
(italicized 
words in 
parentheses)

Researcher’s comments, relevant details pertaining to interaction

Colon: Sound and syllable is unusually lengthened, e.g., rea::lly

Period. Terminal falling intonation.

Comma, Rising, continuing intonation
Question
mark? High rising intonation, not necessarily at the end of a sentence
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Table 12 Coding of prompts and responses in audio-recordings

Narrative or 
Small Story 
Activity 
occurred?

Type o f  
prompts/responses

Explanations Example

Yes Initiating prompt Starting
conversation

EXCERPT M D 169-184.
169.G: Ehym. A polskie swi^ta? 
[Ehym. And Polish holidays?]

Yes Topic nomination 
Interviewer

Topic nominated by 
the interviewer in 
the initiating prompt

Excerpt K538-541. 538G: A co 
sqdzisz 0 swoim polskim 
pochodzeniu?
[What do you think about your 
Polish origin?]

Yes Topic nomination 
Participant

Topic nominated by 
participant by 
initiating prompt

M:[@+ First o f all, so how many 
of-of our relatives are dead + There 
was one + I was on my first, this+ I 
was on my first funeral this year.+ 
[In whole my life. Well:;.] Excerpt 
MD169-184.

Yes Topic change 
Interviewer or 
participant)

Topic change (talk 
within talk)

J:Nie, nie jest to. + Jedny-dwoch- 
dwa slowa caly czas + myl^: [mi 
si?.
[No, no it’s not this. + One-two- 
two words are confusing: [I 
confuse them] Excerpt TJ882-898

Yes Avoiding
response

Strategies used to 
avoid response

326:W: TA:ak, + 
[YE:s], + (silence) 
Excerpt 323-344.

Yes Clarifications Asking or offering 
clarifications related 
to any aspect o f the 
conversation by 
participant or 
interviwer

EXCERPT W 179-187
179.G: No dobrze a powiedz mi 
teraz, to b^dzie takie pytanie + 
ktora kultura polska czy irlandzka 
jest Ci blizsza? [...]
[Well, tell me now, it will be a 
question + which culture Irish or 
Polish is closer to you?]
Participant’s father offers 
clarifications:
180.T: Co Ci bardziej pasuje? 
[Which one suits you better?] 
Repeated by the researcher
181 .G: Co Ci bardziej pasuje? 
[Which one suits you better?]
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3.11.1 Coding and analysis of the audio material collected

Discourse analysis was employed in the present study. It was considered to be 

a suitable analytic and linguistic tool having potential for unravelling language 

socialization practices inherent in the audio material collected. Data triangulation was 

used in order to ascertain participants’ perspectives on their own linguistic and 

cultural practices. A fine-grained analysis o f  audio recordings was conducted to 

examine how the children, their parents and teachers use specific language and 

cultural mediated practices in their everyday interactions. In particular, the Present 

study employs two layers o f discourse analysis (i) epistemic/affective stance taking 

(ii) reflective and interactive positioning

(i) First layer of the analysis: Stance taking

“Stance” can be broadly defined as “the expression o f personal feelings and 

assessments” (Conrad & Biber 2000, p. 57). Each time speaker is assessing object, 

other people, events he or she is taking a stance. Stances and their affective and 

epistemic dispositions are constructed locally and interactionally negotiated. Stance 

taking is often considered to be fundamental to social life as this is the way o f 

invoking explicitly or implicitly our presupposed system o f values. It also contributes 

to reproduction o f these values on societal level (du Bois, 2007,p .173). In other 

words, stance-taking acts are dialogic in nature and involve two or more interlocutors 

creation o f intersubjectivity. Thus, Language Socialisation is seen as socialisation 

into stance taking practices, displaying where language provides phonological, 

morphological, and syntactical structures as resources to index epistemic and 

affective stances (Minegishi Cook, 2011 in Ochs, Schieffelin, & Duranti 2011, 

p.296). Synthethising the literature on stance taking, this study adopts the following 

definitions o f epistemic and affective stances provided by Ochs (1996) p.410.

Epistemic stance refers to knowledge or belief vis-avis some focus 
of concern, including degrees of ertainty of knowledge, degrees of 
commitment to truth of propositions, and sources of knowledge, 
among other epistemic qualities (Chafe and Nichols 1986).
Affective stance referes to mood, attitude, feeling, and disposition, 
as well as degrees of emotional intensity vis-a-vis some focus of 
concern (Ochs &Schieffelin 1984; labov 1984; Levy 1984)
(p.410).

In linguistic terais epistemic stance is directly indexed by evidentials such as a 

variety o f linguistic categories like verbs (Fox 2001); adverbs (Biber & Finegan 

1988) sentence particles (Cook. 1990, He 2001); conditionals (Akatsuka 1985); etc.
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Kiesling (2009), for instance, puts a primary focus on the ways a speaker relates 

himself/herself to the content o f an utterance and on the means through which he/she 

relates to the interlocutor. Thus, an epistemic stance here can be defined as the level 

of certainty a person has with regard to their own assertions, and 

affective/interpersonal stance as a person's expression of their relationship to their 

listeners (Kiesling, 2009, p. 172). For the analysis of epistemic stances the present 

study also drew on Leech’s (2002) work on aspects of modality such as epistemic 

modality (participants expressing possibility) or deontic modality (participants 

expressing necessity). Modality is often expressed in threefold ways; (i) modal verbs 

such as should, shall, would, will, could, can, may, must (and their Polish 

equivalents), (ii) “semi-modals” such as have to, need to and want to and (iii) various 

modal adverbs such as perhaps, probably, necessarily, inevitably, etc. The deontic 

modality is often used to e.g. express authority, whereas the epistemic modahty can 

construct different representations of the world. The term “investment” was used 

mainly to point to the level of participants’ engagement in a particular talk (how 

strongly invested the speaker is in talk, Kiesling 2012 ). Affective stance on the other 

hand, is indexed through a wide range of linguistic structures o f semiotic signs 

including phonological properties (Kiesling 2005) pronouns, and address terms 

(Ochs, 1986), adjectives and verbs, conditionals, honoryfics, particles ((Minegishi 

Cook, 2011 in Ochs, Schieffelin, Duranti 2011, p.296). Moreover, since social 

identities are constituted and encoded by linguistic structures, stance taking practices 

serve as primary semiotic resources for identity and activity construction (Bucholtz 

2009; Cook, 1996, Kiesling, 2005, p. 297 ).

Thus, participants’ assessments of propositions/events and self-evaluations 

are considered to be important components o f stance taking. (Goodwin & Goodwin, 

1987) define assessments as activities of evaluating in some ways persons and events 

being described within their talk. It is also argued that “assessments reveal not just 

neutral objects in the world but an alignment taken up toward a phenomena by a 

particular actor” (p.28). Thus, assessments are seen as subjective, fluid and to be 

analysed more in terms o f alignment with a particular/described event, phenomenon 

or speaker. “Alignment” is thus considered to play an important role in the process of 

stance taking. The present study adopts however an extended view on alignment 

proposed by Stivers (2008) as he distinguishes between interlocutors’ “alignment” 

and “affiliation”. “Alignment” is believed to be achieved through mutual cooperation 

o f the interlocutors in an on-going activity whereas “affiliation” is when “the hearer 

displays support of and endorses the teller’s conveyed stance towards the events
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being described as, for example, funny, sad, horrible, or exciting” (Sivers 2008, p. 

36). In other words the speakers can be co-operative in the sense o f providing clues 

whether to continue but may not necessarily affiliate with what is being said.

Stances in this study are considered compositional and far from being static 

and monologic. They are compositional in the sense of interrelation between for 

example affective and epistemic modalities. The stances are treated as being 

negotiable over time. As Kiesling (2005) points out speakers/interlocutors might 

take on “bids” rather than “definite stance taking” and as such they need continual 

renewal. Thus, these bids can be perceived as negotiations of self that take place over 

a particular length of time in a particular context. In this sense they contribute to an 

overall construction of identities and may also be perceived as windows through 

which some wider societal or cultural ideologies are reflected.

(ii) Second layer of the analysis: Interactive and reflective positioning

The present study also follows on Davis and Harres (1990). Positioning 

theory. In speech act theory utterance is seen as act -  production of sentences or 

words is seen as performance of speech acts - units of linguistic communication. 

Austin (1962)

The theory of speech acts played a vital role in “positioning” theory, however, 

it was challenged by Davis and Harre (1990). They perceived “speech acts” as being 

detemiinistic in nature. Instead, they proposed the theory of “positioning” as a 

supplementary concept. The second layer of the analysis in the present study builds 

on the positioning theory proposed by Davis and Harre (1990). They suggest that 

people follow formally unspecified rules of discourse which are governed by their 

previous cultural, historical and social background knowledge, their previous 

experiences and so on. In other words, they suggest the speakers exercise their 

“agency” through the language choices they make. We perceive and distinguish 

different speech acts as an individual language choice. “Who one is has always been 

an open question with shifting answers depending upon positions made available 

within one’s own and others’ discursive practices” (ibid. p. 46). “Positioning theory” 

has greatly informed the analysis of the data in the present study. The following 

paragraphs provide theoretical framework of this concept.

Davis and Harre (1990) defined “positioning” as: “a discursive process 

whereby people are located in conversations as observably and subjectively coherent 

participants in jointly produced storylines” (Davis & Harre, 1999, p.37). Positioning 

is distinguished into; (i) Reflective positioning in which one is positioning 

herself/himself (ii) Interactive positioning - what one says positions the other or
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invokes a particular role upon him/her (Davis & Harre, 1990, p.49). “In speaking 

and acting from subjective positions people are bringing to the particular situation 

their history as subjective being, that is the history of one who has been in multiple 

positions and engaged in different forms of discourse” (ibid.). Thus, positioning here 

is seen as different from “stance taking” in the way that it is related in more direct 

ways to the positions constructed with respect to abstract or hypothetical, 

conversational or retrospective narratives constructed by participants. The term 

“discursive practice” is used in this analysis to describe how participants produce 

“social and psychological meanings in discourse” (ibid., p.45).

Particular focus is on the linguistic means by which individuals interactively 

and reflectively positioned themselves. It is believed that taking on “positioning 

theory” (Davis & Harre, 1990) has the potential to unravel silent aspects of 

participants’ personal experiences of the past (providing links with their personal 

past) and present (e.g. all instances of talk/tellings reflecting on the past, present or 

hypothetically about the fixture). Since discursive stance taking is considered as more 

local and more instant (Kiesling 2009, Ochs & Shieffelin 1996) analysis o f the 

linguistic means by which different participants/interlocutors are taking stances 

during conversations/narratives/small stories reveals potential for examining 

relationships between individual speakers (here and now) and between speakers and 

talk. For these reasons affective and epistemic stance taking was analysed parallel to 

reflective and interactive positioning. Combining these two approaches resulted in 

consistent in-depth analysis of transcripts (Ochs 1993, Ochs 1986, Ochs & 

Schieffelin 1989, Schieffelin & Ochs 1986b).

3.11.2 Notes on translation

When changing syntax or using idiomatic expressions, collocations, some 

aspects of discourse turned out to not be transferable from Polish to English. 

Especially when analysing stance taking or identifying affective language this issue 

became salient as some expressions in one language had a lot stronger or weaker 

impact than in the second one. For example, in Polish double negatives are often 

used to intensify negativity. The question then arose whether to provide direct 

translation or look for more distant expressions that would in turn reflect the 

discursive impact of the expression or intensifier used by the speaker. To avoid 

changes in meaning being “lost in translation” it was decided to provide the closest 

translation possible with the necessary explanation -  providing additional 

information about speech parts/inflections/meanings in footnotes. This present study
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also provides two possible translations if these were of relevance in the analysis. The 

participants were consulted about the translations on an on-going basis.

3.12 Concusion

This chapter has outlined the research design along with the various data 

sources and multiple research tools used in the present study. The methodology was 

designed in such ways to serve its broad goals and aims. I discussed various 

ethnographic approaches to data collection. I have also described the unique nature of 

the different educational and linguistic contexts in which Polish adolescent grow up 

in Ireland. Section covering field work arrangements and ethical concerns is also 

provided in this chapter. I have also critically analysed potential and limitations of 

this methodological design. Given the significance of the interviews and recorded 

conversations, latter part of this chapter focused on information regarding coding 

and analysis o f audio recordings. Thus, sections 3.11 presents the theoretical 

framework that informed coding and the analysis o f data collected. I discussed 

theoretical framework that informed coding o f the interviews. Ethnography of 

communication methods that provided grounds for analysis were described in more 

detail. We identified procedures followed in coding interviews and meal 

conversations. I also provided theoretical rationale for discourse analysis. I also 

discussed theoretical framework that informed the discourse analysis employed in the 

present study such as stance taking, positioning theory, discursive accounts, 

presupposition. Finally, I presented some comments on translation.
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CHAPTER 4: KASIA -  “PASSING FOR A NATIVE SPEAKER”

4.1 Introduction

This section provides a detailed description of Kasia’s case who attends 

EngHsh Mainstream school context 1 (EMSl). First, it portrays Kasia’s family. This 

chapter describes her home including daily routines such as meals, main holidays and 

family events that were relevant for Kasia. The chapter goes on to describe her 

closest social circle. Section 4.2 provides description of Kasia’s home, her daily life. 

Section 4.3 provides description of the school she attends and curriculum subjects the 

school follows. Section 4.4 and 4.5 describe data collection process and analysis of 

information collected. Section 4.6 presents Kasia’s discursive construction of self. 

Finally, in section 4.7 we summarise the case and discuss the case in the light of 

previous literature review.

4.2 At home- description of Kasia’s home 

4.2.1 Kasia’s family life

Kasia is a Polish girl from a working class background. She has one younger 

sister who is four years old. Currently, her mother is expecting another child. Kasia’s 

father used to work in construction sites. At the moment he works as a caretaker of 

the local caravan park. He has also engaged himself in organizing some events 

promoting strong-man competitions in Ireland. Table 4.1 below briefly lists members 

of Kasia’s family. Kasia’s father has never learned English in any formal settings. 

His language competency has been gained in naturalistic settings such as workplaces 

and locally while performing everyday duties such as shopping, banking, and 

traveling. On numerous occasions he complained about his written language skills 

and that they should be improved. Kasia’s mother has never worked in Ireland, thus 

she did not have the same opportunity to leam English in naturalistic settings as her 

husband did. Except for two years of English language tuition in secondary school 

she did not study English. Her closest social circle constitutes young Polish mothers 

with small children. They meet on a regular basis. Both parents in many occasions 

rely on Kasia’s oral interpretations of formal documents from the bank or other 

sources such as HSE or Social Welfare. The estate where they live accommodates a 

large number of Poles. There are a large number of Afro-Americans and generally
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Eastern Europeans living around the area, see following description written up as a 

fieldnote:

F igure  3 F ieldnote: descrip tion  o f K asia 's h ab itu a l residence

I f \  i i u .  o f  M v f c C t  (Qtlti.

Jb rve ^

Ĵ vO»\ 5 ' j .

Koo rvo |tOeA~cJo

|< v 'i

/h twonre^ £ KA^^etjj L ; ^

lOVO*-' &oJl~
* 4

(•UxA* <u«~ Sod<iA_ tooii

W  OVC ^

U tU  ^

( 4 £ t ^  ^

T able 13 K asia 's fam ily dem ograph ics

Fam ily m em ber R elation 
to  p a rtic ip a n t

Age E ducation English language 
com petency *

Kasia 14 Secondary
School

B2 (all skills)

Agata Mother 37 Post
secondary

A1 (all skills)

Adam Father 39 Post - 
secondary

A2 +(spoken)

Sarah Sister 3 Pre-school Random words

Kasia’s closest social circle constitutes only Irish friends. She claims to know  

all the children from her school because it is a small school accommodating
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approximately 200 children. She adds that her closest group o f friends consists o f six 

girl friends that she ‘hung around’ on daily basis. When they meet outside o f school 

hours they watch films together, or are watching something on YouTube. Sometimes 

they go shopping together or to the beach. Most frequently, they spend time on 

“MSN” and “Bee Bo” where they chat with others. They are also on Facebook. 

Kasia’s best friend Brida is an Irish girl living locally. They meet every day. They go 

to the same school together, although they are not in the same class. However, 

referring to her first moments in Ireland Kasia mentions difficulties in finding friends 

and communicating with them. She has also mentioned that as she was not sharing 

the same knowledge o f pop culture and popular websites it was difficult to find 

topics to talk about with her new Irish friends. This in turn was creating a sort of 

distance between her and newly met friends.

Most o f the time, Kasia does her homework after dinner. She does it on her 

own, as her mother cannot provide any help except for Mathematics. Kasia spends a 

lot o f time with her best friend Brida. They normally go out after 6 pm. Kasia goes to 

Brida’s house or Brida comes and they spend time together in Kasia’s room. They 

listen to music, watch something on the computer. Most o f the time they watch 

videos on YouTube and are very interested in recent events in pop-culture. It is a nice 

small and cosy room. She has posters from the “Twilight” and “New Moon” films on 

the walls. She also has her own laptop. There are various ways in which Kasia and 

her family maintain their links with Poland. Table 15 below briefly outlines main 

social and cultural activities, holidays celebrated by the family.

T able  14 Keeping links with Poland

•  Im ieniny [N am e D ays] (according to Polish nam e calendar)

•  G randm other’s Day 21’" o f  January

•  G randfather’s Day 22"‘‘ o f  January

•  M oth er’s Day 26"' o f  M ay

• Wigilia [Christm as Eve]

•  Polish traditional cuisine

-  Barszcz
-  Pierogi

-  Bigos
(seephotographs below)
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•  Barszcz

•  Fierogi

Polish TV

TV Cyfra+ most frequently watched channels

TVP 1, TVP 2, Polsat, TVN, Disney ch an n e l, Disney junior, comedy central, comedy central 

family, filmbox family, HBO comedy, MTV hits, MTV live HD, Eurosport, Extreme sport 

channel, Polsat Sport HD, Polsat Sport Extra, travel channel, Polsat News, TVN 24, Polsat



cafe, Seriale polskie: N a dobre i na zle , BrzydUla, Ranczo , N a W spolnej, Londynczycy.

• Politics/new s

•  Polsat N ew s,

•  TVN 24, polish on line radio

Important way o f keeping links with Poland in Kasia’s family was celebration 

o f name days. The celebration o f name days has been a tradition in Catholic and 

Orthodox countries since the Middle Ages, and has also continued in some measure 

in those countries, such as England and the Scandinavian countries, whose Protestant 

established church retains certain Catholic traditions. The name days originate in the 

list o f holidays celebrated in commemoration o f saints and martyrs o f the church. For 

example, the name Karol is celebrated in Poland on January 28, the anniversary of 

the death o f Charlemagne (Charles Magnus, i.e., ‘the great’). The church promoted 

celebration o f name days (or rather saints' feast days) over birthdays, as the latter was 

seen as a pagan tradition.

Traditionally, name day celebrations (in Polish: imieniny) has been given a 

celebratory emphasis greater than that o f birthday celebrations in Poland. However, 

birthday celebrations are increasingly popular and important, particularly among the 

young. Imieniny involve the gathering and socializing o f friends and family at the 

celebrant's home, as well as the giving o f gifts and flowers at home and elsewhere, 

such as at the workplace. Local calendars often contain the names celebrated on a 

given day. Sometimes you can meet up with the custom that if there is more than one 

saint or blessed (patron) name (i.e., if  there are several names on the calendar), name 

days are celebrated on the date falling first after the birthday.

The main meal is eaten about 3 pm or later, and is usually composed o f two 

courses, starting with a soup. Kasia’s mother prepares dinner for all family members 

a bit earlier in the day so the food is literally ready when Kasia enters the house at 

3.30 pm. Kasia’s mother cooks mainly Polish food, for example: rosol [chicken 

soup], tomato soup, harszcz (beet borscht^, zurek (sour rye meal mash), followed by a 

roast or kotlet schabowy (breaded pork cutlet). This is accompanied by leaf salad or 

surowka - shredded root vegetables with lemon and sugar (carrot, celeriac, and 

beetroot). Sometimes Kasia’s mother prepares pierogi (Kasia’s favorite) - which is
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considered as “a great specialty o f the family cuisine” (most enduring o f Polish 

culinary traditions are the pierogi). Kasia helps with the dishes sometimes or minds 

her younger sister. If Kasia’s friend Brida is present at the time o f dinner she tries 

Polish food. However, Kasia is reluctant in engaging her friend Brida in more o f the 

Polish traditions that are cultivated in their house. Most o f the time she takes Brida 

upstairs to her room saying that they have something important to do like organize 

songs for their friends, do the project work etc.

Traditional Christmas Eve supper, called Wigilia is meatless, and usually 

consists o f barszcz hialy a I ho czerwony (borscht white or red) with uszka (small 

dumplings) -  a classic Polish Christmas Eve starter, followed by fried carp, carp fillet 

or cod with apple & leek fresh salad, carp in aspic etc. Traditionally carp (fried or 

“Jewish style”) provides the main component o f the Christmas Eve meal across 

Poland. Other popular dishes, for the next day, include pickled matjas herring, 

rollmops, pierogi with sauerkraut and forest mushrooms, fish soup, kielhasa, hams 

and higos (savory stew o f cabbage and meat) and vegetable salads. Among popular 

desserts are gingerbread, cheesecake, various fruits like oranges among others, poppy 

seed cake makowiec (makowki in Silesia), fruit compote, kluski with poppy seed and 

kutia sweet grain pudding in the eastern regions (like Bialystok). Regional dishes 

include zurek, siemieniotka (in Silesia), and kolduny/uszku - mushrooms or meat 

stuffed dumplings in the eastern regions.

4.3 At school — description of Kasia’s school

Having negotiated access to the school site with the principal teacher the 

researcher has made a number o f observations o f English and Maths classes from 

March until June 2010, approximately once a week. The researcher also informally 

observed several classes such as Irish, History, French and Geography. The 

researcher spoke with the different teachers and administrators in school. She has 

occasionally attended assemblies, and some school events such as International Day 

and Sports Day. She had some access to literacy materials used in the classroom, 

however, did not have any access to school or course documents such as curriculum 

guides, exams, or assignments. The researcher obtained copies o f exams, course 

materials or notebooks from Kasia herself She conducted six formal interviews with 

a principal o f the school and three o f Kasia’s teachers: Debbie - English teacher; 

Peter - Kasia’s former English teacher; and Ann - Maths teacher. The researcher
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spoke informally to the teachers o f Irish and Geography. When negotiating her 

presence in the school, the researcher agreed to Kasia’s proposition to make her 

presence obscure by not using ‘Polish’ with her in school. The researcher was 

presented to Kasia’s class as a university trainee, studying to be a teacher in the 

future.

Kasia’s school is a new post-primary school set up by the local initiative. It is 

an Inter-Denominational school catering for about 282 boys and 162 girls (2011/12). 

For the first year it took over temporary premises at the local hotel. The classes are 

small, sometimes with no door. The local VEC are, however, satisfied that they had 

enough space to set up general classrooms. The classrooms for specialist subjects 

such as Art, Home Economics, Woodwork, Technical Graphics, Science and 

Computer Studies were also established. Each school day starts with a whole school 

assembly that lasts about 40 minutes. See the following note:

Figure 4 Daily assembly

-SKri

f -

During daily assemblies the teachers announce the most important events for 

the day; the whole school community prays and then goes to their daily duties. The 

school policy, discipline and specific programmes were being discussed during the 

current school year. At the end o f this school year the school is moving to new
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premises. The new school building is one o f three facilities, forming an educational 

campus with shared sports pitches in the area. The new school is designed to cater for 

up to 1,000 pupils.

According to Kasia’s school the “international day” concept is intended to 

observe an idea or topic o f worldwide concern. On a local level, it can simply raise 

awareness o f how global concerns affect us all. Schools, communities and other 

groups can celebrate an international day with an educational, multicultural festival. 

With world music and dance, informative booths for various countries, an 

international food court and a wide variety o f games and activities, this event can 

provide knowledge and understanding in an interactive and entertaining way.

The classroom (Ran Rose) was a small bright room containing three parallel 

rows o f desks. Kasia sat at the back in the middle row. The classroom was painted 

orange and had colorful graffiti on the walls. There was an interactive board and one 

computer in the left corner o f the room. The students sat in self-selected pairs. As 

Kasia’s teachers reported in informal conversations, they had experimented with 

different seating arrangements from time to time but the students ultimately returned 

to their preferred seats. In general, they were much disciplined during classes, only 

whispered or chatted with each other occasionally.

4.4 Description of data collection and analysis

4.4.1 Observations and texts/documents

In total the researcher conducted number o f hours observations o f  Kasia’s 

everyday life in home and in school. She also considered documents that were made 

available. The type o f document and dates obtained are available in Table 4.5 below 

(character and focus o f observations and types o f documents collected in different 

settings included). See an example o f a fieldnote below, more extensive fieldnotes; 

transcripts o f Kasia’s, her mother and teacher interviews and some collected 

documents are available in appendix devoted to K asia’s case study.

Observations in school included:

• English classes

• Breaks

• Kasia in the class and during the breaks

• Extra-curricular events: International day. Sports day
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Example of classroom observations for Kasia’ ease:
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In total, the researcher observed 15 English classes, 10 Maths classes and 30 

full school days participated in extra-curricular activities such as International Day or 

Sport Day.
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Table 15 Kasia's Observations chart

Date

W ednesdays
08/09
22/09

W ednesdays
06/10
22/10

W ednesdays
03/11
17/11

W ednesdays
08/12
HIM

W ednesdays
05/01
19/01

W ednesdays
Q2I02
16/02

W ednesdays
Monday*

09/03
23/03

W ednesdays
06/04
20/04

W ednesdays
11/05
18/05

W ednesdays
08/06
22/06

Home Observations

Informal meetings

After school meal, 
homework

Homework after school

Meal, homework after 
school —

Homework

EMS I 

September 2010

Full day school 
observations

October 2010

Full day school 
observations

November 2010

Full day school 
observations

December 2010

Full day school 
observations

January 2011

Full Day school 
observations

February 2011

Full day school 
observations

March 2011

Meal, friend visiting, 
Informal conversations

Meal, watching “you 
tube”

Meal, conversations

International Day

April 2011

Full day school 
observations

May 2011

English
Maths

June 2011

Full day school 
observations 
Sports Day

Documents/texts
collected

Schools time tables

English class hand-outs

English class hand-outs
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Table 16 Collected texts and docum ents types

Text types 

•  Hand outs 
• Book chapters
•  Reading list
• Tests
•  Notebooks
• Assessment

Table 17 Type used to assess K asia 's language competency

Students self -Assessment T eachers’ assessment P aren ts’ assessment

Language Portfolio *self- 
assessment sheets” Polish 
(Centralny Osrodek Ksztalcenia 
Nauczycieli)

Language biography and 
passport (checklists and self- 
assessment grids used in 
Portfolio developed by IILT are 
concerned with the first three 
levels A l, A2 and B l)

Language Portfolio *self- 
assessment sheets” Polish 
(Centralny Osrodek 
Ksztalcenia Nauczycieli)

Table 18 K asia's case: Interview

Date P artic ipant name Length (min) D escription

Septem ber
08/09
22/09

Kasia 0.25 Conversation
Agata (Kasia’s mother) 0.45 Conversation
EMS 1 principal 0.12 Interview

November
03/11
17/11

Kasia 0.43 Interview

Agata (Kasia’s mother) 0.31 Interview

Kasia’s English teacher (EMS 1) 0.27 Interview

December
08/12
22/12

Kasia 0.47 Interview

Agata (Kasia’s mother) 0.27 Conversation

Jan u ary
05/01
19/01

Kaisia 0.51 Interview

Kasia (Kasia’s mother) 0.22 Conversation

M arch
09/03
23/03

Kasia 0.38 Interview

Agata (Kasia’s mother) Conversation

Kasia’s (EMS2) 0.19 Interview

M ay
11/05
18/05

Kasia 0.39 Interview

Agata (Kasia’s mother) 0.58 Conversation

June
08/06
22/06

Kasia 0.29 Interview

Agata (Kasia’s mother) 0.46 Interview
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4.5 Interviews

Eight hours and 42 minutes of recordings were transcribed and analysed for 

Kasia’s case. As all the open-ended interviews with Kasia were conducted in Polish, 

these were first coded for narratives, then translated and analysed for stances and 

reflective and interactional positioning. Audio recordings conducted with Kasia’s 

teacher and mother were also transcribed and analysed.

4.6 Kasia and ddiscursive construction of “se lf’

For Kasia, becoming part of native speaker’s group has always been a major 

concern. She was very actively engaged with the activities of her peers that took 

place during breaks or outside the school hours. With time I was able to observe 

numerous strategies she adapted to achieve her goal-namely to belong to the group of 

native English language speakers in her class. For this reason, the first part of this 

section examines Kasia’s discursive construction of a stance of an “insider” in her 

daily interactions with her Irish peers and school teachers. It looks at her own 

positioning of self through accent, attitudes to/representations of “Polishness”, and 

her linguistic and cultural distinctiveness from the Eastern European group in her 

school. Finally, this section will examine/unravel Kasia’s daily language with respect 

to participation in the practices o f the members o f local Polish community.

The second part of this section illustrates Kasia’s first and second language 

socialization reflected in her daily language practices. First, we look at the ways in 

which Kasia tries to encourage/promote the use o f English at home. Next, it 

examines language practices when addressing both Irish and Polish native speakers. 

The specific ways in which communicative relationships are constructed upon the 

values of “power” and “solidarity” possessed by Kasia and her interlocutors are 

considered. Then, the focus moves to the forms of addressing officials in 

institutionalized contexts such as banks and offices. The section also explores 

Kasia’s language practices in approaching old-timer group in her school. Certain 

language practices, stances and social acts that helped Kasia to get access to the old- 

timer group are identified. Finally, Kasia’s mother’s perspective on the 

aforementioned issues is presented. The section looks at her personal dilemmas and 

concerns related to Kasia’s way of socializing norms and the practices of Polish 

language speakers reflected in the stances and affective attitudes the mother takes.
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4.6.1 Accent as negotiation of “se lf’

Kasia is a talkative girl. She speaks a lot and where she only can. She teases 

her friends a lot (especially some boys) and plays different sorts of word games with 

her friends (especially one girl with who she was very close).She also cares a lot to 

speak without a Polish accent as I have noticed and found out from her mother. One 

of her teachers also mentioned issue of an accent as an important one (extracted from 

fieldnotes). Following sections illustrate observed issues and provide more details.

Excerpt 412-419:

412. G: Czy chcialabys mowic z takim samym akcentem, jak Irlandczycy, czy
moze juz tak jest? Czy tak samo Ci si^ wydaje, ze juz mowisz, jak oni? 
[Would you like to speak with the same accent as the Irish, or maybe you 
speak like that already? Do you think that you speak, in the same way, as 
they do?]

413. K: S^dz^, ze juz mi si^ wydaje, ze juz tak podobnie.
[I think, that now it seems to me that I speak similar (to them) already.]

414. G: Uhum. A jak to jest dla Ciebie wazne, + bardzo wazne, zeby tak mowic
jak oni?
[Uhum. And is it important to you, + very important + to sound like 
them?]

415. K: Tak.
[Yes.]

416. G: Zeby Ci^ nie rozrozniali np.?
[So for example so they do not distinguish you (from a native speaker)?]

417. K: S^dz^, ze to jest dla mnie bardzo wazne.
[I think that it is very important to me.]

418. G: I s^dzisz, ze to juz si^ stalo, ze Ci^ nie rozrozniaj^, ze jestes z Polski?
And you think that this has already happened, that they do not distinguish 
you? That you are from Poland?]

419. K: No tak jakos juz nikt nic nie mowi, wi^c chyba jest juz tak.
[Well somehow no one says anything, so I guess it is like that now.]

In this Excerpt Kasia provides her own retrospective assessment o f her 

accent. In line 412 the interviewer asks Kasia two divergent questions. The first one 

relates to her own preferences towards specific speech variety (Irish accent/regional 

variety) and the second one is linked to an actual self-assessment o f going for a local 

native speaker’s accent. That is, assessing whether she has the same accent as her 

peers. In response, Kasia makes a self-evaluative statement “/wz mi si^ wydaje, ze ju z  

tak podobnie" [I think, that now it seems to me that I speak similar (to them) 

already.] “Ju z”' particle in this context indicates that not only did she consider

’ Juz -  1) particle communicating that the state o f  affairs began or ended earlier than expected;
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herself to speak with the similar accent already but also that this accent variety meets 

her expectations. In the next line (414) the interviewer resumes the theme of 

preferences towards specific accent variety and tries to elicit the degree of 

significance o f having the same accent as fiiends by asking “ja k  to jest dla Ciebie 

wazne, bardzo wazne?” [And is it important to you, + very important?]. Kasia gives 

a positive response "tak” [yes] but still does not provide any cues regarding the 

degree o f importance. The interviewer tries to solicit a more detailed response again, 

providing a particular purpose of such action -  “zeby ci§ nie rozrozniali na 

przyklad” [so they do not distinguish you (from a native speaker) for example.] 

Kasia immediately gives an explicit response that in these circumstances having the 

same accent as her peers is very important for her (line 417). The discourse features 

such as emphatic stress and discursive intensifier "bardzo ” [very] implicitly manifest 

her strong desire (affective stance) of belonging to her preferred social group. High 

level of preferences towards a native accent along with an investment -  an actual 

speech/social act of going for a native speaker accent in this Excerpt -  enable Kasia 

to position herself as an insider within her preferred social circle.

In line 418 the interviewer aligned with Kasia’s previous self-evaluative 

statement, however, added a statement “ze jestes z Polski” [that you are from 

Poland]. That is, she made a previously implicitly constructed stance o f being seen as 

an insider in her preferred social circle -  not as a Polish person -  explicit. Kasia 

validated that claim by saying “No tak jakos ju z  nikt nic nie mowi, wi^c chyba jest 

ju z  tak” [Well somehow no one says anything, so I guess it is like that now], (line 

419) Having said that, Kasia presupposes that there were some comments about her 

accent (to be foreign) before. Now, however, she speaks with the same accent 

because no one says anything. The use of the discourse particle ‘ju z  ” [now] implies 

that the comments about her accent no longer take place. Yet, a fi-equent use of the 

epistemic modality marker “jakos ” [somehow] in this excerpt uncovers an epistemic 

stance -  a feeling of some level of uncertainty about the proposition of having the 

same accent as her peers.

4.6.2 Accent as language practice in school

2) particle communicating, that's what happened, meets the expectations o f the speaker 
Siownik poprawnej Polsczyzny, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, 2012
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The interviews conducted with Kasia’s teachers included Debra -  an English 

teacher; Peter -  Kasia’s previous English teacher and Ann -  a Maths teacher. Debra 

has just come back from maternity leave so for more detailed information I decided 

to contact Peter. On many occasions I had an impression that Kasia was a completely 

different student while in his class. I have obviously did not have a chance to observe 

any of his classes as they took place during last term, but from what both teachers 

reported about Kasia was often contradictory. Peter claimed that Kasia was very 

outspoken, having open and friendly personality. Debra, on the other hand perceived 

Kasia to be a quiet student. My own observations so far suggest that Kasia remained 

quiet in the Debra’ class (among other classes), but was lively and talkative during 

breaks or interactions with her classmates or schoolmates. While the interview 

schedule included questions about Kasia’s identification and integration in the 

classroom, the topic of accent was initiated by Peter one afternoon quite 

spontaneously (see Excerpt T160 below). In fact, this topic emerged unexpectedly 

during one of the interviews conducted with Debra when Peter joined the discussion 

about Kasia’s silence during classes, having different opinion to Debra (Extracted 

from fieldnotes).

Excerpt T160:

160. P: I would wonder if she’s conscious of her accent [because + [...] I
don’t know if it’s from the American TV or the TV slang that she 
speaks, rising her voice at the end of the sentence all the time ++ you 
can also hear x Australian verb x sort of questioning and she does that 
an awful lot as well she’s very much like + there is a beginning of a 
sentence and that person is of x junior kings and at the end of the 
sentence you’re like oh wow! you can be from anywhere @  +

In this Excerpt Peter (Kasia’s English teacher) initiated the topic by 

suggesting that Kasia might not be aware of her accent. He made some explicit 

references regarding the origins of Kasia’s accent. He provided “American TV” or 

“the TV slang” as two possible sources of her accent. “The TV slang” in his utterance 

may indicate some unspecified slang or a particular “TV slang” unfamiliar to him. 

Next, Peter makes an explicit comment about Kasia’s “rising voice” (rising 

intonation) at the end of each sentence. He added that some aspects of language 

(unclear words) characteristic to the Australian English variety are present in her 

linguistic expressions. To emphasise his point, he used (emotive language) an adverb
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“awful” followed by “lot” along with an emphatic stress on those two words. In the 

next line he drew attention to some sort o f ambiguity created through the accent 

variety used by Kasia. Through his explicit statements, paralinguistic features of the 

language such as animated tone of voice, and discourse markers “oh”, “wow” Peter 

emphasised and suggested that it is very hard, almost impossible to guess both 

Kasia’s origins and the origins of her accent.

4.6.3 “American accent”: Kasia’s perspective

The interview schedules included questions to directly ehcit the issue of 

“accent”; however, the topic came up naturally while Kasia was talking about her 

interests in film. During the observations and interviews it turned out that Kasia is 

watching a lot o f films and soaps in English on her laptop. She is using some 

websites such as netlink.ie, where she has quite an unrestricted access to American, 

British or Australian films (Extracted form fieldnotes).

Excerpt 112:

112. K: Mowi^ mi np. niektorzy, np. ze mam bardzo amerykanski akcent,
przez to, [ze duzo filmow ogl^dam, (chwalenie si^)

[For example, some people tell me, for example, that I have a very 
(direct translation) American accent, [because I watch a lot of films] + 
sounds proud and very sure o f the fact

Kasia made an explicit self-evaluative statement about her own accent in line 

112. She spoke of her accent with an excessive pride and used a discourse boaster 

“bardzo" to emphasise her claim: having “bardzo amerykanski accent" [strong 

American accent].

She presupposed that she has an American accent as “niektorzy” [some 

people] say so. Having relied on “some people’s” judgment regarding her accent 

Kasia considers them as legitimate members o f her social circle. She provides an 

explicit explanation regarding the origins o f her accent when saying that her 

American accent is a result o f the large number o f films that she has watched: 

to [ze duzo filmow oglqdam. ” [Because I watch many films] More telling is perhaps 

the fact that Kasia’s dream is to be an actress in the USA in the future. For this 

reason she tries to watch as many films as she can. She is not using only American 

websites but quite to the contrary -  she uses iitv.pl, maxvideo.com and
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ometlink.com. These websites allow their users to watch a great range o f films 

(coming from different sources) after registration. She associates her American 

accent to the films that she has been watching on those websites. That, in turn, 

explains why her teacher Peter considers her accent to have some features specific 

to”American TV or TV slang” . Having an American accent helps Kasia to position 

herself among English language speakers. At the same time it is creating a distance 

between her and other immigrant students/Eastem-European children from her 

school.

4.6.4 Kasia’s accent and her mother’s perspective

On many occasions Agata mentioned ways in which Kasia’s Polish is 

different or has changed. She often pointed to English words that Kasia mixes 

within her Polish sentences. From the very first time, I have noticed that this 

is a delicate issue for Agata as she often used more emotional language when 

pointing to those matters. However, my observations suggest that she does not 

perceive these phenomena as being very problematic (extracted from 

fieldnotes).

Excerpt M230-231:

230. G: Czy zau w a^ las  cos szczegolnego w sposobie, jaki mowi?
Rozmawialysmy o tym, ze wtr^ca te slowa itd., a czy akcent tez jej si^ 
zmienil?
G: Have you noticed something particular in the way in which she 
talks? W e were talking that she is mixing up (English) words etc., and 
in terms o f accent, has it changed?

231. R (3.0) Powiem Ci, ze ja  uwazam, ze tak. Troch^ zmi^kcza i jakos tak
inaczej mowi. Ale zauwazylam to dopiero, jak  znajomi mowili. 
Pojechalismy do Polski i ,.o ienv, Kasia ju z  zupelnie inaczej mowi, 
jakis akcent m a”. Tak samo, jak  tu przyjechali rodzice, to mowili: ,,0  ̂
ona juz zupelnie inaczej mowi”. Bardziej ludzie mowili.

R: [I can tell you that I think she does. (Her tone) is a little softer and she
speaks somehow differently. But I’ve noticed it after our friends said 
so. We went to Poland and ‘oh dear Kasia already speaks completely 
different, she has an accent.’ Just when the parents (Kasia’s
grandparents) came here, they noticed, ‘oh, she's speaks differently.
(So), more the people were saying (that she speaks differently).]

In this excerpt K asia’s mother has been asked whether she has noticed 

anything specific conceming the way Kasia speaks now, particularly, with regard to
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her accent. She explicitly admitted that some changes have taken place. She pointed 

to Kasia’s softer pronunciation of Polish sounds: “trochq zmi^kcza” [(Her tone) is a 

little softer] or more generally that “jakos tak inaczej mowi” [she speaks somehow 

differently]. Discursive features of this utterance such as “jakos^ tak” indicate that 

Kasia’s mother does not know the reasons and the extent of the observed changes in 

her daughter’s pronunciation. Additionally, she made an explicit statement that she 

has only noticed these changes when her friends and family pointed to it: “znajomi 

mowili” [friends said so] or ""Tak samo, ja k  tu przyjechali rodzice” [Just when the 

parents (Kasia’s grandparents) came here, they noticed]. While Kasia’s mother 

explicitly expressed uncertainty and ambiguity regarding the changes in her 

daughter’s pronunciation/use of Polish, she provided a discursive account of the 

extent to which that change has taken place. First, she provides direct quotations of 

her friends and parents comments: “o jeny, Kasia ju t  zupelnie inaczej mowi, jakis 

akcent m a r  [Oh dear Kasia already speaks completely different, she has an accent]. 

“O jenny!”  ̂ [Oh dear] and ""Zupelni"'^ [quite/entirely] (x2) an exclamation and 

adverbial intensifier were used here for emphasis. “Juz [already] particle, in turn, 

highlights that the communicated state of affairs (Kasia speaking with a different 

accent) began earlier than expected. Next, in the comment 'jakis akcent m a” [she 

has an accent]; ’’[some] pronoun is used to construct a stance/express the

speaker’s supposition/belief about the accent change only to a certain degree or being 

unsure about the features and origins o f that accent itself Finally, the animated tone 

of voice and emphatic stress, discursive intensifiers “o je n y ” and “zupelnie” reflect a 

high level of certainty (epistemic stance) regarding an actual change of Kasia’s 

accent. This short narrative concludes with the statement: “Bardziej ludzie m owili” 

which indicates that Kasia’s mother’s supposition about Kasia’s accent is not only 

her own observation but also it is based on opinions o f other people considered by

2 jakis/jakos potocznie. «zaimek wyrazaj^cy przypuszczenie nadawcy, ze cecha komunikowana przez 
przymiotnik w pewnym tylko stopniu przystuguje komus lub czemus. [ ‘somehow’ pronoun expressing 
the speaker's assumption that the trait communicated by the adjective can be attributed to someone or 
something to a certain extent only.
 ̂O jeny! - exclamation, expressing spontaneous emotional response, surprise or dismay 
 ̂ ‘zupehiie’ [entirely] adverbial intensifier «maj^cy wszystkie cechy typowe dla danego przedmiotu, 

poj^cia, danej istoty» having all the characteristics o f  a given subject, idea.
 ̂Juz [already] «partykula komunikuj^ca, ze dany stan rzeczy zacz^l si? lub zakoriczyl wczesniej, niz 

to przewidywano. particle communicating that something has started or finished earlier than expected
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her to be legitimate members of the Polish community such as friends from Poland or 

Kasia’s grandparents.

4.6.5 Construction of self as an insider (‘not other’) in school

Kasia rarely or never talked about Poland, Polish history, culture or being 

Polish in school. She did not offer any information regarding her origins unless 

openly asked to do so. Debbie (English teacher), for example, reported that she did 

not know where Kasia was from “unless she would have asked her”. She has also 

added that Kasia has never volunteered any information about her own origins during 

English or History classes. (When asked about how her Polish origin is perceived in 

school Kasia often revealed that she is not talking about that, particularly because it 

is not something that draws others attention (extracted from fieldnotes).

Excerpt K717-724:

717. G; Uhum. A w szkole, jak dzieci wiedz^, ze Ty jestes pochodzenia
polskiego, to pytaj^ si^, interesuje ich to?

Uhum. And at school, the children know that you are of Polish origin, 
do they ask about that? Are they interested??

718. K; Nie::.

[No::.]

719. G: Nie pytaj^, czy s^ jakies roznice, czy cos? Rozmawiasz o tym?

[Don’t they ask if there are any differences, or something? Are you 
talking about this?]

720. K: Nie. Nie zwracaj^ na to uwagi.
[No. They do not pay attention to it.]

721. G: Nie? Nauczyciele tez nie?
[No? Nor the teachers do?]

722. K: Nic.
[Nothing.]

723. G: Uhum. I wlasciwie nie rozmawiasz o tym z nikim, tak?
[Uhum. And actually you do not talk about it with anyone, right?]

724. K: Nie.
[No.]

In this Excerpt (K717-724) Kasia is providing her own retrospective 

opinion/a self-disclosure regarding other students’ interest in her origins/national 

heritage. In lines 718 and 720 she makes very explicit statements that the other 

students are not interested in it. The interviewer expresses her genuine surprise by
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asking questions: “Me czy sq jakies roznice, czy cos? Rozmawiasz o tym? ”

[Don’t they ask if there are any differences, or something? Are you talking about 

this?]. That is, she is implicitly pointing to the possibility o f some cultural 

differences to be of interest to other students. Again, Kasia gives a negative response 

adding that the students “nie ZM>racajq na to uwagi ” [they do not pay attention to it 

(where someone is from)']. In this way, Kasia displays a stance that ‘her cultural 

heritage is not something that requires the attention of others; there are other more 

important things in students’ daily activities. Again, the interviewer tries to elicit a 

more detailed answer by asking the same question, but relating it to the teachers this 

time. Kasia answers with a short “nic” a substantival pronoun, indicating non

existence of such speech events. Thus, she is emphasising that no such questioning or 

talk about her origins has ever taken place.

Kasia here is positioning herself as an “insider” -  “not other”. First she is 

diminishing the importance of her cultural origins and its influence on her everyday 

interactions with peers; next she denies the existence of any possible interest or 

discussions about her origins. Ultimately, she does not volunteer any information 

about her origins to her peers or teachers. By means o f these social acts Kasia is 

differentiating herself from other immigrant students and is positioning herself 

among “insiders”/locals.

4.6.6 Distinct from Eastern European group in school

During my observations I have noticed number of eastern European children 

attending the school. “There is a group of about 6 girls who spend breaks together 

even though they d not attent the same class”. I have noticed children from Latvia, 

Lithuania and one Ukrainian girl. There was, however, no Polish girls bunging 

around with them.

Excerpt T128-135:

128. P: It’s funny as well that like in the second year groups those people
arriving (x) those people who are from eastern Europe the first year 
very much e:ee group together even though they are not from the same 
country [

129. G: Aha:a]++
130. P: So if  you take like Katrina and Lisa e:m and now they have taken one

or two of the first years - where is Katrina from in Ran Rose ? She’s
Ukrainian?

131. D: No idea. That’s terrible.
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132. G: Katrina? The big girl?
133. P: Yea!
134. G: yea, she’s from Uki'aine.
135. P: And she would hang out a lot with the second years and they’d spoken

+ I actually think sometimes Russian to each other and e:ee they 
would very much seem to a::a associate themselves with where they 
are from + while Kasia would very much not at all - and she would 
be the opposite also.

In this Excerpt Peter (Kasia’s former English teacher) talks about the different 

ways students self-represent in school. He points out that some first and second year 

students from Eastern Europe (relatively new immigrants) tend to fonn a separate 

group “even though they are not from the same country”. Next, he tries to identify 

students that belong to this group. The interviewer helps to identify the students. 

Debbie (Kasia’s present English teacher) does not recognize the names. She makes a 

self-evaluative statement: “that’s terrible” {that I  have no idea where they are from). 

Katrina is identified as one o f the members o f the Eastern European group of 

students. She is from the “Ran Rose” (name of Kasia’s class) and is identified as 

Ukrainian by the interviewer. Then, Peter provides a short narrative in which he 

describes the Eastern European group of students. He is contrasting Katrina 

(Ukrainian) with Kasia. He makes an explicit statement that Katrina as well as other 

students from the Eastern European group “would very much seem to associate 

themselves with where they are from” whereas Kasia does not -  “Kasia would very 

much not at all” . He also makes a point that the students from this group speak 

Russian with each other. Peter sees these students as positioning themselves as 

Eastern Europeans not only as they display their foreign identity through speech acts 

such as open use of Russian but also as they “group together” to keep the links with 

their personal past. On the contrary, Kasia is “the opposite” . Thus, as Peter implicitly 

suggests, Kasia positions herself as linguistically and culturally distinct from the 

Eastern European group in school.

Excerpt 710: Intercultural Day:

710. K: Mielismy cos takiego, ze byly inne kultury, wyszedl taki jeden z
Afryki i zacz^l spiewac tak po afrykansku, tak^ fajn^ piosenk^, ale ja 
bym nie chciala, jakby mnie zapytali, to ja bym powiedziala nie, dzi^ki.

[We had something like that, there were different culture, this/ one/ 
(boy) from Africa came out and began to sing in African, such a nice
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song, but I would not want to, if they’d asked me, I would have said 
no, thanks.]

In this short narrative Kasia gives a very brief discursive account o f an 

intercultural day that took place at the beginning of a school year. International Day 

is organized once a year, at the beginning of spring. The students are encouraged to 

share their own cultural background with other members of the school community. 

Students from each country are asked to set up a table, or prepare a song, or a short 

performance connected to their national heritage. All children are strongly 

encouraged to participate. Kasia, however, does not consider this day to be a special 

event. In her short narrative she describes a boy from Africa who sang his tribal song 

in a colorful tunic. She uses “taki jed en ” (a colloquial expression referring to the 

characteristics of the unnamed boy) to describe him. The phrases "taki jed en ”, “tak 

po afrykansku” used colloquially have a trivializing effect and display Kasia’s 

affective attitude/stance towards the event -  some level o f nonchalance or unconcern 

about other students’ cultural heritage. She also explicitly made a statement in which 

she says that if  asked, she would have rejected participation in this event. In this way, 

she is not investing too much effort into her own cultural heritage. The way she 

describes an event suggest that this is something that could be taken into account, but 

it does not mean anything special on a personal level. By means of this short 

narrative and by a social act o f non-participating in the Intercultural Day, Kasia 

differentiated herself from a group of immigrant students and positioned herself 

among locals -  the native discourse community.

4.6.7 Language choice: rejection and participation

Kasia (14) lives in a village, which contains three supermarkets, two 

pharmacies, several take away food outlets and restaurants, three pubs and the Credit 

Union. There are a number of local schools, both primary and secondary. It expanded 

in recent years to cater for large numbers of commuters to Dublin. There are about 

ten Polish shop assistants working in local supermarkets. They are generally well 

known by the wider community o f the village. Poles living locally address them by 

name and speak Polish with each other. They know most of the Polish people living 

locally among which there is Kasia and her family. Having been a frequent visitor in 

this local supennarket the researcher observed patterns of Kasia’s language
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use/practices with the PoHsh shop assistants working there. She used Enghsh with all 

of them. One day one Polish shop assistant explicitly expressed her disapproval of 

such behavior interpreted as being ashamed of one’s origin as she commented: 

“Znasz tq dziewczynkf? Chyba ma na imiq Kasia nie? Ciqgle to robi, jest z  Polski + 

mysle ze wstydzi si§ swojego pochodzenia, przykre, bardzo przykre ” [Do you know 

this girl? I think her name is Kasia, right? She always does this -  she’s Polish I think 

that that girl is ashamed that she’s Polish -sad, very sad] (Diary entry 1.09.2010). 

Drawing upon this observation the interviewer initiated conversation about language 

choice in the local supermarkets with Kasia.

Excerpt 203-208:

203. G: A jak jestes tutaj w sklepie albo cos i wiesz, ze tutaj ktos jest Polakiem,
kto obshaguje [to mowisz po?
[And as you're here in the local supermarket or something and you know 
that someone here is a Pole, who serves [so you speak to them in?] 
[Angielsku.
[English.]
[Angielsku, ale dlaczego tak wybierasz?
[English, but why do you choose English?]
Nie wiem.
[1 do not know.]
Jest to bardziej naturalne dla Ciebie, czy jak?
[It is more natural for you, or what is it?]
Tak jakos, automatycznie.
[So somehow automatically.]

Exerpt 217-218:
217. G: A jak jestes z kolezankami np. ze szkoly?

[And when you are with friends from school for example?]
218. K: 0 :o  ! To wol^ mowic po angielsku. Bo jakos (1) tak bardziej, nie lubi^

si^ tak jakos (2) odrozniac tylko wol^ mowic po, wol^ po angielsku.
[0:o! then I prefer to speak English. Because, like it’s more somehow, 
I do not like to be seen somehow other so, I prefer English.]

In this Excerpt Kasia and the interviewer talk about language choice in the 

context of doing shopping in the local supermarket. In line 203 the interviewer tries 

to solicit an explanation from Kasia by relating to a hypothetical situation similar to 

the observed one by providing prompts like ''A ja k  jestes tutaj w sklepie albo cos i 

wiesz. ze tutaj ktos jest Polakiem, kto obsluguje + [to mowisz po  [And when 

you're here (Kasia’s local village) in the local supermarket] ... [And you know that 

someone here is a Pole -  someone who serves so you speak to them in?]. Kasia gives

204. K:

205. G;

206. K:

207. G:

208. K:
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a short explicit response that in this situation she uses English. Next, the interviewer 

tries to elicit a more detailed answer regarding her choice. This time, Kasia gives an 

answer without much thinking and responds “nie wiem” [I do not know], but in the 

next line (208) when given a prompt “Jest to bardziej naturalne dla Ciebie, czy 

jak? ” [It is more natural for you?] she provides an explanation that it is done “jakos ” 

[somehow] “automatycznie” [automatically]. The previous explicit response along 

with a pronoun -  the epistemic marker “ja ko s” [somehow] used in this context 

suggests that Kasia does not know or fully understands the motives behind her 

linguistic behavior/verbally performed social act.

Kasia has often been accompanied by her friends when visiting a local shop 

as they were on their way home from school. While Kasia explicitly expressed a 

strong preference towards English in this particular situation (line 218), prosodic 

features of her discourse provided additional dimensions. Animated tone of voice and 

discourse markers “to” [then]; “Oo!” [Ooh] and emphatic stress reflect a feeling of 

strong allegiances towards her friends. Kasia also provided an additional explanation 

for her choice that she does not want to be perceived as “jakos odrozniac” [somehow 

other] (line 218). An actual explicit speech act o f using Polish in this situation would 

make Kasia feel “other” and as she herself believes it would position her among 

“others” contrary to her own preferences. However, a frequent use of the epistemic 

marker -  the pronoun “ja ko s” (3x) [somehow] in this excerpt provides cues about an 

epistemic stance displayed -  a feeling of uncertainty/doubt in the belief of the 

legitimacy of her choice.

4.6.8 Language practices at home

Kasia, her sister and her parents speak Polish at home apart from the 

situations where Kasia is reporting school events. In these circumstances she is ‘code 

switching’ a lot. She also switches to English when watching TV or films with her 

younger sister. They also sing songs in English together. When asked about language 

use at home both Kasia’s mother and Kasia herself embarked on the suggestion of 

speaking English at home. These suggestions came from Kasia. One time she offered 

to speak English with her parents to help them to improve their English, on the other 

occasion she complained that speaking Polish at home makes her visiting friends 

(from school) uncomfortable (extracted from fieldnotes). The following excerpts 

illuminate these issues.
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Excerpt KM151:

151. R: Kasia wpadla na „genialny pomysl”, zeby w domu rozmawiac po
angielsku, to Kasia sama sobie rozmawiala. Nikt si^ na to nie skusil. 
[Kasia came up with the genius idea to speak English at home, so 
Kasia spoke it herself. No one has been tempted to.]

In Excerpt KM151 Kasia’s mother strongly criticizes Kasia’s idea to switch 

to English at home. She takes on a critical stance in her short evaluative narrative 

(the speech act of assessing). She does not approve of Kasia’s idea. Paralinguistic 

features o f the language such as a sarcastic tone o f voice and hyperbole “genialny” 

used as exaggeration along with emphatic stress '"genialny pom ysi” [brilliant idea] 

display her affective attitude -  a feeling of strong dislike of the proposed idea. She 

sums up with a short explicit statement “nikt si§ na to nie skusil ” [no one has been 

tempted to (speak English at home)] to emphasise her point and make it even more 

evident.

Excerpt K362-363:

362. G: Aha. A w domu, bo w domu mowicie po Polsku, to wolalabys
zebyscie w domu mowili po angielsku? Zeby rodzice mowili po 
angielsku?
[Mmh. And at home, because at home you speak Polish, you'd rather 
speak English at home? Your parents to speak English?]

363. K: Wolalbym, zeby rodzice mowili po angielsku,(2.0) ale mowimy po
polsku.
[I’d rather my parents spoke English, but we speak Polish.]

In this Excerpt the interviewer picks up on the short narrative provided by 

Kasia’s mother (excerpt KM151) and asks Kasia a direct question about her own 

preference towards language use at home. The interviewer, however, modifies the 

question by adding domu mowicie po Polsku” [because at home you speak

Polish] signaling her familiarity with their home language use patterns. Kasia lowers 

her voice down and gives a very explicit response that she would prefer her parents to 

speak English at home. Her affective stance is displayed explicitly by use o f the 

modality marker “wolala bym ” [I would prefer] and the tone of her voice.

Kasia is emphasising here that family members, including herself speak 

Polish at home contrary to her own preferences by using “a/e ” [but] and ''mowimy'^

 ̂ In Polish, subject or object pronouns can be dropped in certain situations. It is perm issible for the 
subject o f  a verb to be omitted as in the case above ‘m ow im y’ [speak] instead o f ‘m y m ow im y’ [we 
speak]. Information about the grammatical person o f  the subject here is provided by the form o f  the
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[we speak]. She has changed the third-person pronoun (parents-“they”) into the first 

person pronoun plural "'mowimy'^ [we speak] along with the use discourse marker “ 

a/e” [but] to emphasize contrast.

Excerpt 538-541:

538. G: A co s^dzisz o swoim polskim pochodzeniu? Jakbys miala powiedziec
+ to jestes z tego dumna, zadowolona, ++ albo czujesz si^ czasami 
niekomfortowo?
[What do you think about your Polish origin? If you were to say are 
you're proud o f it, happy, or you feel sometimes uncomfortable?]

539. K: Tak bardziej, gdybym mogla wybrac wolalabym bye Irlandk^, +
poniewaz tak bardziej czuj^ si^ inaczej/ np...+
[So the more, if  I could choose I'd rather be Irish, + because more I 
feel so different/other, for example,]

540. G: Czujesz si§ tak jakos niekomfortowo, czyli tak „uncomfortable” z
tym?
[You feel somehow uncomfortable, or just "uncomfortable" with t 
his?]

541. K: Tak. Tak, bardziej si^ czuj§ z tym inna, poniewaz, jak przychodz^
jakies kolezanki to moj tata i moja mam gadajq po polsku i one nie 
rozumiq tego. Jak ja na przyklad id§ do nich [to rozumiem.
[Yes. Because of this I feel more other, because, as friends come to 

(my house) my dad and my mom are talking in Polish and they (my 
friends) do not understand this (what they are talking about). Like me 
for example, when I go to (visit) them I understand.]

The theme o f ‘the parents to speak English at home’ was initiated again by 

Kasia under the general theme of “being of Polish origin in Ireland”. Kasia revealed 

that she would rather be of Irish origins as opposed to being of Polish origins. She 

provides rationale for her opinion: ''tak bardziej czuj§ siq inaczej” [I feel more 

other] because I  am Polish. In a short narrative in line 541, Kasia provides a 

discursive account of how and why she feels that way. The modifier/intensifier 

"'bardziej" [more] is used here with “zn«y” [other]. In this way Kasia indicates the 

degree (greater) to which she feels other. She points to an exact cause for feeling 

“other” -  the use o f Polish by her parents in the presence of her English speaking 

friends (“poniewaz ja k  przychodzq jakies kolezanki to moj tata i moja mam gadajq 

po polsku i one nie rozumiq tego ” [because, as fnends come to (my house) my dad 

and my mom are talking in Polish and they (my friends) do not understand this (what

verb. In Polish it is common for personal pronouns to appear in subject position only if  they are 
needed to resolve ambiguity or if  they are stressed.
 ̂The grammatical person o f the subject here is provided by the form o f the verb ‘mowimy’
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they are talking about)]. In this way she affiliates herself with a group of English 

speaking friends. In the next line, she makes her allegiances towards her fnends even 

more explicit by contrasting the two situations: When she visits her fnends she can 

understand what their parents are talking about "'Jak ja  np. id§ do nich to rozumiem ” 

[Like me for example, when I go to (visit) them I understand] -  in contrast, when 

they come to visit her they do not. Prosodic features of this narrative such as “to 

rozumiem” [so I understand] said with emphasis and falling intonation reflect and 

enhance Kasia’s affective attitude -  feeling negative -  “uncomfortable” about the use 

of Polish language at home in the situations where her friends are present as it is 

positioning her as “other”. The discursive account provided by Kasia in this excerpt 

reveals that using Polish by her parents at home can be a source of distress for her. 

Particularly, because it makes her feel “other”, as her Irish friends are instantly 

excluded from participation in any kind of conversations or speech events/acts that 

take place in her home.

4.6.9 Language practices when addressing others (formal contexts)

Kasia addresses her teachers “Chailleann” [Ms] or “A dhuine uasail” [Mister] 

in Irish. In her previous school they were allowed to address them in English. In her 

new school they use Irish for that purpose. When the students talk about their 

teachers they use Mr. or Ms. and a second name of the teacher. Except for these 

formal contexts Kasia does not use Mr. or Ms. very often. In informal contexts such 

as talking to her friends’ parents she is rarely using titles Miss/Ms. /Mrs. or Mr. She 

also uses less formal modes of greetings such as Hi, Hello. For example, when 

addressing her Irish friends’ parents she calls them by name or “na ty" [per “ty”] as

 ̂ ‘Na ty’: In Polish among personal pronouns there are pronouns o f  the first person singular and plural: 
ja [I], my [we], o f  the second person singular and plural: ty, wy [you], and o f  the third person. 
Pronouns o f  the 2nd person are applied only towards children, family members and close friends with 
whom they talk per ‘ty’; ‘na ty’. Contrary to English, there are distinct forms for singular and plural: ty 
is applied towards one person, wy towards two or more persons. Addressing other people than 
children, family members and close friends needs applying forms which distinguish number and 
gender: pan -  when addressing a man (D: pana, W: panie), pani — when addressing a woman, panowie 
— when addressing men (D: panow); panie -  when addressing women (D: pari), paristwo -  when 
addressing a group o f  men and women (D: paristwa).

The pronouns ‘pan, pani’ etc. are 3rd person pronouns as they need a form o f the 3rd person o f the 
verb. However, they frequently denote the second person. The nominative forms are used for the 
subject. Personal pronouns in nominative are omitted unless they carry logical stress. The pronouns 
pan, pani etc. may never be omitted. In Polish when addressing directly, starting a conversation, the 
construction prosz? + genitive (dopehiiacz) or the fonn o f  vocative (wotacz) is applied, equal to 
nominative except the masculine singular (pan -  panie). For example: Prosz? pana, prosz? pani, prosz?
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she explains: (K;433) "“'Im to bardzo nie zalezy ale bardziej na „ ty” moMn^. Nie 

mowiq naprzyklad “M iss”." [They (friends’ parents) do not really care, but more per 

“you"’ (literal translation). I'm not saying like “miss”] or (K:447) “Tutaj nigdy nie 

zM’racajq uwagi” [Here they never pay attention]. In these short phrases extracted 

from Excerpt 433-447 (see appendix 5, example o f coded transcript) Kasia makes the 

claim that use of “Pan Pani ” [Miss/Ms./Mrs, or Mr,] -  greater formality (than “na 

ty ”) -  is not a necessity when addressing much older unfamiliar individuals in 

Ireland. She uses intensifiers such as “£>a/-<izo” [really]; ''nigdy' [never] to make her 

claim even more explicit and to highlight her epistemic stance -  a high level of 

certainty about the aforementioned claim.

Interestingly, Kasia’s mother mentioned contexts in which Kasia was 

following the same practices when talking to much older Polish persons. She was 

addressing them ‘‘"na ty ” [per “ty’Vyou]. She did not address them by their name, but 

failed to use “Pan” or “Pani” in the contexts where these pronouns were required (see 

footnote).

However, when provided with the hj^DOthetical example o f an equivalent 

situation, but taking place in Poland, she expressed high level of uncertainty and 

confusion of the Polish modes of addressing. See excerpt 444-445.

Excerpt 444-445:

444. G: Jestes w Polsce i np. idziesz do kolezanki i jest jej mama, to mowisz
do niej „Marysiu albo @@@
[You are in Poland and you go to your friend and there is her mom 
there, so you say to her ‘Mary’ or @@@]

445. K: Nie, nie @@@ raczej nie. S^dzf, ze to tak, raczej (3,0) znajqc
polski, to raczej nie chc^, zeby tak mowic, Bardziej chyba ‘pani’, 
‘pan’,
[No, not @ @ @ probably not. I believe/think that more o f (3.0) 
having known Polish, so rather they do not want me to call them like 
that (by name). More (they want) I think/guess ‘madam’, ‘sir’.]

Excerpt 444-445 shows Kasia’s own understanding and assumptions about 

formality/modes of addressing in Polish. In line 445 Kasia displayed her epistemic 

stance in relation to the usage of “pan/pani ” in Poland, by using epistemic modality

panow, prosz§ pan, prosz^ paristwa -  forms applied towards unknown people, panowie, (rarely) panie 
-  instead prosz^ panow, prosz^ pari, panie profesorze, pani doktor -  necessarily when we know the 
title o f the person whom we are addressing; panie Grzegorzu, pani Katarzyno -  forms applied towards 
colleagues; the first name must be in vocative. (Slownik Jezyka Polskiego, available online)
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markers such as: “sqdzq ” [I think], “raczej" [rather] and "'chyba'^ [I guess/think]. In 

this way, she expresses her own inferences and makes presuppositions based on her 

own knowledge of the Polish language — in Poland people do not want to be 

addressed by their name or "'per ty ” [per you]. However, the reason for that is not 

clear to Kasia. This in turn, reflects Kasia’s uncertainty and lack of understanding of 

the socially accepted modes of address used by the Polish speakers.

Excerpt 446-451:

448. G: Czyli podejrzewam, ze dla Ciebie, to nie jest dziwne, ze zwracasz si^
na ‘ty’ do doroslych osob (w Irlandii), no nie, ze mowisz ‘you’,
[So I suspect that it is not strange that you address adults (in Ireland) 
per ‘you’]

449. K: No tak.
[Oh, yes (direct translation) No, it is not]

450. G: To nie jest dziwne. A dziwnie si§ czujesz, jak [[
[This is not weird. And do you feel strange as

451.K: Chociaz dziwnie si  ̂ czuj^, jak jestem w Polsce i si^ czasami zdarza,
ze jak mowi^ po polsku, tak mowi^ po prostu do nich, np. na ‘Ty’, no
to mama zawsze zwraca mi uwag^, np. ‘nie mow tak’, ‘nie mow po
imieniu’ albo ‘nie mow na ty’.
[Though I feel weird, when I'm in Poland and it happens sometimes 
that when I speak Polish, I just say to them, for example, ‘per you’, 
well then, my mom always draws my attention (in a negative sense - 
*tells me off) for example, ‘do not say this,’ ‘Do not address (them) by 
name’, or ‘do not address them per “ty” (per you)’.]

In line 446, the interviewer presumes that Kasia does not feel “dziwnie" 

[weird] when addressing unfamiliar people “na ty"  [per you] in Ireland. In this way 

she aligns with Kasia’s stance about addressing unfamiliar people ty ” [per you] 

in Ireland through the use o f epistemic modality markers: ‘‘‘'czyli podejzewam"^^ [so I 

suspect]. In line 450, she tries to elicit more specific information regarding this issue. 

After interrupting the interviewer, Kasia gives a retrospective account of the 

situations in which she was addressing people in Poland “na ty " [per you] and the 

kind of effect it had on herself and her mother. Kasia was feeling “Jz/wn/e” [weird, 

odd] and her mother was taking on a negative affective stance in her verbal

assessment of her daughter’s speech acts. She expressed an epistemic modality as

well as her affective stances through the syntactic expression of modality/imperative

 ̂ ‘Chyba’- a particle in the Polish language used when expressing the speaker's assumption that the 
communicated idea/opinion is true.

‘Czyli' in Polish is, a conjunction linking an explanatory sentence or phrase
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mood of the verb ‘’"mowic" [say/talk]: mow tak”, “nie mow po imieniu” or “nie

mow na ty ” [“do not say this”- “do not address (them) by name”, or “do not address 

them per “ty" (per you)”]. Kasia’s lack of use of these socially accepted norms in the 

Polish language evoked in her mother an obligation to act as socializing agent. The 

invalidity of the mode ty ” [per “ty”] in this context, however, remains unclear to 

Kasia. She uses a discourse marker “p o prostu”^̂  [just] to trivialize the situation/her 

mother’s expertise. In this way, she vahdates the legitimacy o f her own choice (of 

the use of the informal mode of addressing).

This short narrative segment shows that Kasia fails to recognize that the 

Polish language requires different modes o f addressing than English. She is omitting 

personal pronouns in nominative "''Pan ” or “Pani ” and “PanstM’o ” in Polish. Instead, 

she uses second person pronouns and applies them towards family members, close 

friends as well as strangers and much older people. Different forms of addressing in 

Polish, however, have a built in sociological aspect indicating an addressee 

communicative relationship built upon the values of “power” and “solidarity” 

possessed by the interlocutors. When Kasia addresses somebody using the “na ty ” 

[per you] form instead o f the “Pan/Pani” form, she indexes (via first-order 

indexicality) that there is no need for deference to the addressee. In other words, she 

does not perceive incongruence between her level o f “power” and/or “solidarity”, and 

that of her interlocutor and does not employ a more formal way of addressing that 

person to suit the contextual constraints of the particular speech event. In this way 

she is violating rules of Polish grammar and her language practice might be perceived 

as a sign of disrespect by some native users o f Polish.

4.6.10 Forms of address in institutions: “I talk with more a grown-up voice”

Kasia’s parents often rely on her English language skills in many different 

situations. Sometimes she has to deal with officials in the bank or Social Welfare 

Office. Based on these observations, the interviewer initiated a topic by asking series 

of questions regarding the situation itself and Kasia’s metalinguistic abilities. See 

excerpt 434-441.

* * ‘Po prostu’ direct translation; obviously, regxji|ijig no justification. Transcript translation [just].



Excerpt 434-441:

434. G: A jak jestes tutaj, no nie wiem?, + czy zdarzylo Ci si^ tutaj, ze rodzice
wyslali Ci? gdzies, cos zalatwic, np. do banku albo w urz^dzie cos? 
++ Tak?
[And when you're here (in Ireland), I do not know? + Has it ever 
happened that your parents sent you somewhere to do something, such 
as a bank or office? ++ Yes?]

435. K: Uhum.
[Uhum]

436. G: I CO wtedy? Jak do ludzi si? zwracasz?
[And then what? As to the people you turn?]

437. K: Tak bardziej dorosle mowif.
[So 1 talk with a more grown-up voice/in a more grown-up way.]

438. G: To znaczy?@@@
[What do you mean? @ @ @]

439. K: Tak bardziej mi si  ̂zmienia glos, nie mowi?, jak do kolezanki, tylko,
ale nie mowi^ tez ’’pan” albo „pani”, tylko po prostu mowi? tak 
bardziej dorosle.
[I change the voice more, 1 do not talk like to a friend, but, I do not say 
‘Mr.’ or ‘Mrs.’ either, I just talk in a more grown-up way.]

440. G: Czyli, ze uzywasz ich slow, takich innych troszeczk??
[So, you use their words but a little bit different (than yours)!]

441. K: Nie, czyli uzywam bardzo podobnych slow, bo oni tutaj nie uzywajq
trudnych slow. Mowi? normalnie, ale takim bardziej doroslym 
glosem.
[No, so I use very similar words, because here they do not use difficult 
words. I talk normally, but with the more grown-up tone/voice.]

As Excerpt 434-441 shows, Kasia observes that in settings such as banks or 

social welfare English is used more formally, however, she does not know how to 

describe or define the differences she notes {in style, register etc.). This Excerpt 

illustrates how Kasia constructs her epistemic stance with respect to English 

language use in more formal contexts. She is describing her own understanding of 

‘formality’. The very first thing she reports is the change of the tone of her voice 

when talking to an official in line 437 “JaA: bardziej dorosle mdwi§” [I just talk in a 

more grown-up way] or line 439 "'Tak bardziej mi si§ zmienia glos ” [1 change the 

voice more]. The interviewer expresses her surprise with laughter and asks for more 

clarifications. Kasia provides a very explicit clarification by saying that ‘nie mowi?, 

jak do kolezanki, tylko, ale nie mowi? tez ‘‘pan ” albo ""pani", "'Xylko po prostu mowi§ 

tak bardziej dorosle ” [1 do not talk like to a fnend, but, 1 do not say "'Mr.'" or "'Mrs.'’' 

either, I just talk in a more grown-up way]. In Line 440 the interviewer gives Kasia a 

prompt, „Czyli, ze uzywasz ich slow, takich innych troszeczk^T' [So, you use their
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words but a little bit different (than yours)?] to indicate a use of more fornial register 

in these contexts, in particular, through the use of a formal lexicon. Kasia, however, 

gives a negative response. She makes a solid claim that she is using very similar 

words (both with friends and officials) because here (in Ireland) people do not use 

difficult words (to express formality). She adds that she speaks normally but with a 

more ’’dorosly' [grown up] voice. In this way, she is demonstrating her epistemic 

stance through the evidential marking of her last statement. She is also using 

discursive intensifiers such as “bardziej” or discourse marker “po prostu” for greater 

emphasis In addition, Kasia makes a presupposition: contrary to “tutaj” [here] 

(Ireland) there is another place (Poland) where difficult words are used in settings 

such as banks or public offices.

4.6.11 Language and approaching the ‘old-timer’ group

The old-timer group is a group of native English speakers from Kasia’s 

school. They meet on the daily basis in school. Kasia meets some of her Irish 

classmates outside the school hours and they go out together or she invites them into 

her house. Kasia’s group of friends constitute only Irish old-timer peers as Kasia’s 

mother reveals; Most o f (Kasia’s friends) constitute her classmates whom she goes 

and meets after school. Although there are those that attend (name o f  local town), but 

all are Irish’ KMT. 171. Her closest friends consist of six girl fnends that she meets 

on a daily basis. When they meet outside of school hours they watch films or 

“something on YouTube” together. From time to time they go shopping together or 

go to the beach. Most frequently, they spend time on “MSN” and “Bee Bo” where 

they chat with others. Kasia’s best friend - Brida is an Irish girl living locally. They 

meet almost every day with an exception of Tuesday and Fridays. These two days 

Brida has some other commitments such as piano classes. Kasia and Brida go to the 

same school together; however they are not in the same class. Kasia is a very social 

person, frequently spending time with the old-timer peer group. She is a fully 

accepted member o f the group. She joins in and initiates some of their social 

activities. However, having reflected on her first moments in Ireland, Kasia 

mentioned difficulties in finding friends and communicating with them. Over time 

she adopted certain strategies through which she got an initial access and admittance 

to her desired social circle. See excerpt 256-269 below.
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Excerpt 256-269:

256. G: Uhum, uhum. (3.0) @@@ No dobra, a powiedz mi, czy kiedykolwiek
odczuwalas dystans pomi^dzy Tob^, a tymi dziewczynami, 
kolezankami? Dystans, albo cos, co Was dzielilo, jakby+, ze nie 
mialas z nimi, o czym rozmawiac, + albo czulas si^ tak obco? Tak na 
pocz^tku moze bylo?
[G:Uhum, uhum. (3.0) @ @ @ Oh right, and tell me have you ever 
felt a distance between you and these girls, your girlfriends? Distance, 
or something that separated you/was between you, like +, that you 
have not had much to talk about, or felt so strange/other? Maybe at the 
beginning?]

257. K; Tak, na pocz^tku najbardziej tak bylo, bylam, ja  np. nie bardzo
umialam rozmawiac po angielsku, poniewaz tylko wiesz, tak ‘czesc’, 
tylko takie proste slowa. podstawowe, ale teraz juz nie.
[Yes, mostly at the beginning it was like that, for example, I could not 
really speak English, because, you know, I could use only simple 
words, basic, like ‘hello’, but now it’s not like that.]

258. G: Nie?
[No?]

259. K: Nie. Teraz juz jest po prostu, normalnie.
[Yes. Now it is just normal.]

260. G: Normalnie. A jakbys te pocz^tki sobie przypomniala, to zdarzaly si^
takie momenty, ze wydawalo Ci si^, ze coraz lepiej juz umiesz mowic, 
ale jakbys ^ l a  troch^ inn^ rzeczywistosci^ + i oglqdala jakies inne 
programy albo nie korzystala z tych samych stron np. internetowych i [ 
one 0 tym rozmawialy, a ty nie wiedzialas, o czym troch^, nie? 
[Normal. And if you were to think of the very first moments (in 
Ireland), were there moments that you thought that you already spoke 
English, but it was as if  you were living in a different reality + and 
watched some other programs or was not using for example the same 
Internet sites and [they talked about it, and you did not know what 
they were talking about?]

261. K: Na pocz^tku nie wiedzialam o czym, ale potem dowiedzialam si^ o
tym Msn i BeeBo i wesziam na strony i nie wiem, jak to si^ nagle 
wszystko tak stalo, ze zacz^lam lepiej rozmawiac po angielsku i tak 
si? porozumiewac lepiej, ale tak ogolnie (3.0), ogolnie to fajnie bylo, 
tak lepiej si? polepszalo, widac, ze mozna si? porozumiec .
[At first I did not know what, but then I found out about it and BeeBo 
MSN and I went to the website and do not know how it happened so 
suddenly that I started to speak English better, and I could 
communicate better, but (3.0), in general, it was fun, it was getting 
better and better, you could see that it was possible to communicate 
with them.]

In this excerpt, Kasia and the interviewer discuss the possible consequences 

of being a “novice” in an old-timer group such as a “feeling of distance”, “not 

sharing the same discourses” or “feeling of otherness” . Kasia admits that she herself
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experienced the feehng of “distance” between her and her Irish friends (old-timers), 

especially at the beginning of her stay in Ireland. She attributes that state to her little 

knowledge of English as she could only communicate through very simple words and 

phrases. Use o f the pronoun '"najbardzief' [mostly] in conjunction with the phrase 

poczqtku tak bylo'” [at the beginning it was like that] indicates that this feeling 

might have continued for some undefined/longer period of time. However, at the end 

of her utterance in next line, Kasia explicitly highlights that such a ‘distance’ does 

not exist anymore. Through the phrase ''ale teraz Juz nie ” [but now it’s not like that] 

said with a falling intonation or ''teraz jest ju z  po prostu normalnie ” [now it is just 

normal] (K:259 in next line) she strongly reaffirms her current identity as an old- 

timer.

Next, in line 260 the interviewer asks Kasia to reflect on her interactions with 

peers in the very first moments after her arrival in Ireland. She explicitly expresses 

her familiarity with Kasia’s previous experiences by providing prompts -  “ze coraz 

lepiej ju z  umiesz mowic" [that you already spoke English], "ale jakhys zyla troch^ 

innq rzeczyvtnstosciq” [but it was as if  you were living in a different reality] or “ 2 

oglqdala jakies inne programy albo nie korzystala z tych samych stron np. 

Internetowych ’’[watched some other programs or was not using for example the same 

Internet sites]. Kasia aligns with the interviewer’s proposition and admits that at the 

beginning she did not share the same knowledge of pop culture and popular websites 

as the old-timers. Yet, after she found out about and got access to “MSN” or “Bee 

Bo” the situation changed.

When providing a retrospective account o f the situation she made comments: 

"weszlam na strony to s if nagle wszystko tak stalo, ze zaczqlam lepiej rozmawiac po  

angielsku i tak si^ porozumiewac lepiej” [and I went to these websites and do not 

know how it happened so suddenly that I started to speak English better, and so can 

communicate better]. She does not, however, explicitly attribute improvement of her 

language skills and ability to share or exchange information with the same old- 

timers’ discourses, to the fact of being part of the online community (being a 

registered member on BeeBo and Facebook) as she is taking on a stance of 

astonishment as to how this all happened "jak to si§ nagle wszystko tak stalo ” [how it 

happened so suddenly]. Using a discursive booster “nagle” [suddenly], she indicates 

that she did not have to wait long for membership in the old-timers’ network. In the
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last line, as she evaluates past events, she concludes that becoming a member in the 

old-timer group was not a negative experience, quite contrary -  it was a positive 

experience “ogolnie to fajnie bylo” and “widac, ze mozna si§ porozumiec” [in 

general it was fun, it was getting better and better, you could see that it was possible 

to communicate with them].

Excerpt 266-269:

266. G; Ok. (3.0) Czyli, jakbys miala podac powod dla ktorego ten dystans
odczuwalas, to byio przede wszystkim z powodu j^zyka?

[Ok. (3.0) So, if you had to give a reason for which this distance was felt, was it 
mainly because of the language?]

267. K: Z powodu j^zyka i tego, ze nie bylam jeszcze z nimi zaprzyjazniona,
wi^c taka bylam inna, [[taka nowa,

[Because of the language and that 1 was not even befnended with them, 1 was so 
other, [[so new,]

268. G: [[Nowa, i nie wiedzialas, co si^ troch^ tu dzieje i nie mialas troch?, o
czym z nimi rozmawiac, bo nie wiedzialas o tym Msn, o BeeBo?

[New, and you did not know what's going on here and you had nothing to talk about 
because you did not know about MSN, Bee Bo?]

269. K: I nie wiedzialam, jak cos tam, byli na jakiejs paradzie i cos si? stalo i
nie wiedzialam i tak slucham (xxx), jakies sleep overy, spanie w domu i 
oni sobie o tym opowiadaj^, a ja stoj? i slucham...(rising intonation) +? 

[1 did not know, like something like, they were on a parade and something happened 
and I did not know what, and then I listen to (xxx), some sleep overs,
sleeping in the house and they talk about it with each other, and I stand
and listen...]

In this Excerpt Kasia provides some additional sources for experiencing a 

distance between her and the old-timer group of peers. As previously Kasia chose not 

to elaborate on this issue, the interviewer resumes the theme again in this Excerpt. 

She provides incapability to use language in order to communicate successfully as a 

potential barrier in communication. Kasia acknowledges that language can be a 

source of distance, but she points to another prominent source -  “being other” -  a 

novice within an established community of practice. The interviewer here aligns with 

Kasia’s stance that being a novice makes you feel “so other” and picks up again on 

the role of social media in the process. Kasia aligns with the theme and provides an 

additional account of sources o f “feeling other”/”distance” such as unfamiliarity with 

the local customs, habits and holidays. Prosodic features o f her utterance reveal and 

highlight an affectively displayed stance o f bewilderment and confiision in relation to 

the old-timer discourses and practices at that time.
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4.6.12 Kasia’s mother’s perspective on Kasia’s language use

Kasia’s mother has reported on specific strategies or patterns in Kasia’s 

language use with her friends. In particular, she has observed high frequency with 

which Irish social media were used by Kasia and high level o f resistance to use 

equivalent Polish social media.

Excerpt KM 109:

109. R: Ale powiem Ci, ze zauwazylam to jak z kuzynem, czy z kolezank^ z
podstawowki pisz^ i jest na Gadu-Gadu i nie chce jej sif rozmawiac i 
nie pisze prawie w ogole, za to na jakims Beeboo, czy MSM, czy nie 
wiem na czym ona tarn jest zalogowana i z kolezankami, + gdzie 
przyszla dopiero ze szkoly, siedzi juz i z jedna, z drug^ i pisz^. I 
mowi^, ,,zobacz, tu Julita pisala z Polski”, „A ja  nie mam z niq o czym 
rozmawiac" i w ogole.
[But I'm telling you. I’ve noticed when she is exchanging messages on 
Gadu-Gadu (Gadu-Gadu is a type o f  Polish MSN) with her cousin, or 
with a fiiend from primary school, she does not want to talk (to them) 
and she hardly ever writes at all, but on ‘some’ Beeboo or MSM, or I 
do not know where else she is logged on with her friends, the minute 
she comes back from school, she sits down, and writes with one or the 
other. And I’d say, ‘See, here, Julia wrote to you from Poland,’ (she
replies) ‘And I have nothing to talk to her’ and that’s it.]

Kasia’s mother reports here about the events in which Kasia rejects using 

Polish social media such as Gadu-Gadu with her extended family or friends from

Poland. She provides examples o f situations in which Kasia’s resistance is

demonstrated palpably; "'’kolezanki z  podsatM’owki pisza na Gadu-Gadu i nie chce je j 

s if rozmaM’iac ” [when she is exchanging messages on Gadu -Gadu with her cousin, 

or with a friend from primary school, she does not want to talk (to them) and she 

hardly ever writes at all] or "‘‘zobacz, tu Julita pisala z Polski ”, “A ja  nie mam z niq a 

czym rozmawiac" [See, here, Julia wrote to you from Poland, (she replies) and I have 

nothing to talk to her].

On the contrary, she is constantly logged in on MSN or Beebo. Kasia’s 

mother displays a lack o f understanding of such behavior. As she finds talking to the 

same friends a few minutes after she comes back from school incomprehensible -  

“na jakims Beeboo or, czy nie wiem na czym ona tam jest zalogowana ” [the minute 

she comes back from school, she sits down, and she writes with one or the other]. 

Kasia’s resistance to keeping links with Polish friends invokes her mother’s (cultural) 

responsibilities to remedy the situation. She tries to scaffold this task by encouraging
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the use of Pohsh social media in order to keep in touch with Polish family and 

friends.

On another occasion, Kasia’s mother drew her attention to Kasia’s language 

practices related to the description of her day in school. She has used various 

language strategies (see Excerpt 175).

Excerpt 175:

175. R: Czasami zapomina slow albo j?zyk polski tak przeksztalca, ze ja
mowi^: „zalozymy slownik i b^dziemy sobie zapisywali, np. ,,mama, 
ale mi si^ slizdze” albo cos w tym stylu. No wiesz, zupelnie nie te 
kohcowki, nie te slowa. Albo cos tam po angielsku, albo si^ 
zastanawia, czy jest cos do przetlumaczenia po angielsku, takie jakies 
zachowania, ze mowi^: „prosz^ Ci^ skohcz! Nie denerwuj mnie!” 
[Sometimes she forgets words or transforms Polish language so much, 
so I say, ‘we will start a dictionary and we will write down, words for 
example “mom, but it’s slizdze’” or something like that. Well, you 
know, just entirely wrong endings (words inflected incorrectly), not 
the correct words at all. Or something she is wondering if there is 
something to be translated in English such behaviors, so I say, ‘I beg 
you fmish! Do not get me!’]

In this Excerpt Kasia’s mother elaborates on the situations when Kasia reports 

on school events. Kasia forgets Polish words, changes the Polish language when 

speaking, uses the wrong suffixes, uses the wrong words, code-switches or translates 

fi'om English to Polish. Her mother provides an actual example of such language 

practices: "slizdze" (“dze” suffix used instead of “zg a” for “slizga” [slide]. She 

concludes by explicitly displaying negative affective stances showing her 

disapproval. An animated tone of voice and discourse boosters "‘’tak przeksztalca” 

[transforms so much], ^"zupelnie nie te koncowki” [entirely wrong endings] are 

coordinated to directly state her discontentment. In this Excerpt her mother is again 

trying to remedy the problem by providing a solution: ''zalozymy slownik i bqdziemy 

sobie zapisywali ” [we will start a dictionary and we will write down, words].

4.7 Conclusion

This chapter demonstrated the ways in which Kasia constructs herself as an 

old-timer within native speakers through certain langue practices. The dynamics of 

the interactions between Kasia and her mother were also illustrated. The researcher 

exposed Kasia’s motives for encouraging the use of English at home and the impact 

of this proposition on her mother. Kasia affiliated herself with a group o f English
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speaking friends (the old-timer group) and made strong allegiances with them. Use 

of the Polish language at home in situations where her friends were present made her 

feel ‘uncomfortable’ and was a source of distress for her as it was positioning her as 

“other’. Kasia’s mother in turn took on critical stances when showing her sfrong 

disapproval of the idea. Kasia’s mother strongly criticizes Kasia’s idea to switch to 

English at home. Next, Kasia’s language practices when addressing both Irish and 

Polish native speakers were described. As she was omitting personal pronouns in the 

nominative “Pan ” or "'Pani ‘’"Pamlwo ” and using second-person pronouns instead, 

she failed to recognize that the Polish language requires different modes o f address 

and different pronouns than English. In other words, Kasia was indexing that there 

was no need for a difference to the addressee in the aforementioned contexts. She did 

not recognize the incongruence between her level of “power” and/or “solidarity” and 

that o f her interlocutors and did not apply the appropriate way of addressing the 

person to suit the contextual constraints of the speech event. In consequence, her 

social act/language practice was perceived as a sign of disrespect by some native 

users of Polish. In the final part of this section, Kasia’s language practices in 

approaching the old-timer group in her school were explored. Over time she adopted 

certain strategies through which she got initial access and actual admittance to her 

desired social circle. In her conversations with the researcher she reflected on some 

of the strategies, social and speech acts that revealed the trajectory across which 

socialization into the old-timer group occurred. Kasia made a link between admission 

to the old-timers’ networks, improvement of her English language skills and being 

actively engaged with social activities that took place on Irish social media like 

Beebo or MSN. Finally, Kasia’s mother’s perspectives on the aforementioned issues 

were demonstrated. Her personal dilemmas and concerns related to Kasia’s way of 

socializing norms and the everyday practices of Polish language speakers were 

described. Kasia’s mother had positioned herself as the main socializing agent -  of 

Polish language and culture (as she cooked Polish meals, used the Polish language at 

home, encouraged the use of Polish social internet media, and encouraged the 

celebration of Polish holidays, Polish TV). Her critical affective stances and negative 

attitudes reflected her deep concerns towards Kasia’s overt resistance towards Polish 

language and culture.
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4.8 Discussion of Kasia’s Case

As was shown in Chapter VI, Kasia adopted several different strategies to 

gain access to and actively participate in the local native speaker peer group in her 

school. Specifically, through negative stance taking towards '‘‘Polishness”, verbally 

perforaiing social acts such as choosing the local English native speaker accent, 

diminishing the significance o f her own cultural heritage, favouring English over 

Polish when communicating with other adult members of the local Polish 

community, identifying strongly with the Irish children from her school, and avoiding 

contacts with Eastem-European schoolmates, Kasia “positioned” (Davis & Harre, 

1990) herself as an “insider” within the majority group o f English native speakers in 

her school.

High levels of preference towards a local native speaker’s accent or an 

American accent accompanied by an investment in speaking without a Polish accent 

and rejection of the use of the Polish language in public places is an example of what 

Ochs calls a “verbally performed social act” (Ochs, 1993). Kasia believed that by 

possessing an “appropriate” accent or good syntax she would be considered as a more 

authoritative speaker of English and in consequence, would be granted membership 

in the group of majority English language speakers in her school. In Bourdieu’s 

terms, she is subscribing to the notion that native speakers of English possess a sort 

of symbolic power over those who do not have the “right accent” and possess “faulty 

syntax”. For that reason, she openly rejected an Eastern European group of students 

in her school to reinforce her position within the group of majority language 

speakers.

Kasia’s strong preference towards English and English native speakers was 

demonstrated in the form of resistance and language choice. For instance, she chose 

English over Pohsh in the local shop, even when speaking with Polish shop assistants 

or performing acts of politeness in English, but resisting them in Polish i.e., omitting 

personal pronouns in the nominative case; "Pan” or "Pani”; ""Pamtwo” and using 

second person pronouns "'’Ty ”, “Wy” instead.

In Bourdieu’s (1977) terms, Kasia anticipated the value of certain linguistic 

and cultural products recognizing that they are valued in certain linguistic markets, in 

secondary or tertiary educational institutions, or among native speakers of English in
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her school. The outcome or strategy is often a consequence for those subjected to a 

dominant language. In a political context, Kasia might be seen as reproducing the 

“coercive” relations of power inherent in the society (Cummins, 2001); she is 

undermining the importance and value of Polish in favour of English. Thus, Kasia’s 

language attitude and ideology reflected in her daily socialising practice become part 

of larger (macro) societal processes (Pavlenko, in Baker, 2004, p. 133).

Kasia’s language socialising practices also have consequences in the more 

complex, familial context. Kasia’s mother assumed resigned or negative affective 

stances in relation to Kasia’s open resistance to ‘Polishness’, Polish language and 

culture. Kasia’s mother reported using several Polish language socialising 

experiences to counter Kasia’s practices such as: exclusive use of Polish at home, 

organizing Skype conversations with grandparents, cooking Polish food, celebrating 

Polish holidays or watching TV in Polish. Occasionally, she discussed certain uses of 

the Polish language which she felt were appropriate in contexts outside the home, 

particularly during visits in Poland. Since the mother had positioned herself as 

Kasia’s main socialising agent of the Polish language and culture -  an expert on her 

daughter’s Polish language socialisation, she also had parental expectations with 

respect to the outcomes of her practices.

Unfortunately, the outcomes of Kasia’s mother practices were often 

unsatisfactory/disappointing for her. A good example of this is Kasia’s mother taking 

for granted that Kasia should know and use the appropriate personal pronouns in 

Polish when addressing elder members of the Polish community. However, Kasia 

neither possessed complete knowledge about the use o f the aforementioned modes of 

politeness in the Polish language, nor was she in any case willing to adapt to the 

Polish standards. As Garrett and Boquedano-Lopez (2002, p.345) argue, parents 

often assume that the “home language”/”heritage language” will continue to be 

reproduced across the generations, just as it “always has”, simply because they 

themselves speak the language to their children. Kasia’s mother did not realize that 

since Kasia didn’t have contact with the Polish language in more formal 

contexts/domains than everyday familial speech, she did not develop this kind of 

socio-linguistic competence in Polish. Neither had she developed adequate literacy 

skills in Polish. As many studies suggest this partial/incomplete language
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socialisation often leads to language shift or attrition (Cummins, 2001; Field, 1999; 

Garrett, 1999; Kulick, 1992; Meek, 2001; Paugh, 2001; Schieffelin, 1994).
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CHAPTER 5: WIKTORIA - “FINDING COMFORT IN
POLISHNESS”

5.1 Introduction

The researcher met Wiktoria and her family through the principal o f a Polish 

Weekend School. Her family volunteered to take part in this research project. The 

researcher mainly visited them twice a week, mostly during weekends. She started 

observations in the Polish Weekend School after the first informal meeting with 

Wiktoria’s parents. The researcher also started meeting them for lunches, tea or to 

spend some time with the family after school. Gradually, the researcher started 

interviewing Wiktoria and her parents. The conversations took place mainly in the 

living room so Wiktoria’s parents often contributed and acted as co-participants of 

the interviews. This chapter provides a detailed description of Wiktoria’s case.

Section 5.2 portrays Wiktoria’s family. Her daily routines such as meals, main 

holidays and events that are relevant for her family are described. Her closest social 

circle is also described. Section 5.3 describes Wiktoria’s school, with particular 

attention to the Polish Weekend supplementary school that she attends. Section 5.4 

provides a description of data that were collected and analyzed. Section 5.5 unravels 

Wiktoria’s socialization in a discursive construction of self Finally, in section 5.7 we 

summarise the case and discuss the case in the light o f previous literure review.

5.2 At home- description of Wiktoria’s home

Wiktoria’s family is comprised of Ala, Wiktoria’s mother, Rafal, Wiktoria’s 

father, a younger brother Tomek (12) and Wiktoria (14) herself Both parents are 

physiotherapists (technicians). They were both unemployed at the time o f the data 

collection. They live in a semi-detached house in a nice quiet area o f a county town 

in the north central part of Ireland, near the border with Northern Ireland. See the 

following fieldnote:
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Table  19 W iktoria: H om e dem ographics

Family
mem ber

Relation  
to participant

Age Education
English language  

com petency  *

Wiktoria 14 Secondary School 82

Ala Mother 37 Post-secondary A2

Rafal Father 39 Post -secondary Al

Tomek Brother 12 Primary School Unknown

5.2.1 W iktoria’s family life

W iktoria’s father (Rafal) immigrated to England in 2006 with the aim o f 

settling down and arranging good conditions for the arrival o f his family. As he could 

not find employment within his professional qualifications he came to Ireland where 

he was offered a masseur position. Ala and the children joined Rafal in August 2007. 

They were oriented towards starting a new life and settling down in Ireland from the 

very beginning as they sold their personal possessions including their apartment in 

Poland. On the other hand. W iktoria’s mother often underlined that one day they 

would like to go back to Poland -  and that this is one o f the reasons why their 

children attend Polish school.

During our meetings W iktoria’s parents, however, expressed doubts about 

whether to return to Poland or not. They had once tried to set up a new life in France,
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unsuccessfully. For this reason, they were afraid that the situation might repeat itself 

here in Ireland and were very reluctant to make or verbalize some definite decisions 

regarding their future in Ireland. However, during our meetings and informal 

conversations Ala often made a point about Rafal’s unhappiness in Poland -  constant 

worrying and continuous financial insecurity. As she used to say: “He did not feel 

secure there -  was feeling unwell and finally ended up being very ill” . This constant 

feeling o f pressure caused by a difficult financial situation led to a serious illness 

(exact illness unknown) and in turn both o f them had to consider a complete change 

o f their lifestyle which involved working “all the time” with “no time for family” 

Both o f W iktoria’s parents were actively working as physiotherapist’s technicians in 

Poland, however, this never provided any financial stability. For these reasons, they 

perceived life in Poland as full o f hardships, paradoxes and uncertainties. They were 

even convinced that as a result o f the new legislation which was introduced (in 

2008/2009) they have lost their rights to practice as physiotherapist’s technicians in 

Poland.

Even though they both perceived that period o f their life as full o f hardship 

they never stopped valuing Polish culture, traditions and Polish moral standards. In 

many ways W iktoria’s parents incorporated Polish culture, and national heritage 

more generally into their family daily life (Polish TV, Polish food, children attending 

Polish weekend school, regular contacts and visits to Poland/extended family, being 

active members o f a Polish association). This association was inspired by an 

initiative o f a priest with the simple aim in mind o f helping those members of 

community who did not know English or had difficulties o f other kind. Within next 

few years the association expanded its activity towards integration between the 

members o f the Polish community and Irish/other citizens o f the County. At the 

moment, the association is engaged in organizing different kinds o f support for the 

local Polish school as well as promoting Polish culture in more general terms. Most 

members o f the association were teachers and parents from the Polish school.

W iktoria’s parents also maintained a Polish religious practice (through 

attending Polish Sunday Masses) as well as encouraging children to participate in 

extra-curricular activities (from the Polish school) such as ‘Polish picnics’: “dzien 

dziecka” [children’s Day] and excursions.

At the beginning o f the study Wiktoria never used English at home or even 

felt stressed when her brother tried to use English. As the data collection progressed
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Wiktoria and Tomek started using English more often when for example reporting 

school events/jokes or switching off Polish subtitles/dubbing when watching TV.

5.2.2 Polish religious practices and W iktoria’s family

The religious practices o f the family played an important role in their 

everyday life. This role can only be understood in light o f the complex historical 

relationship between Polish history, culture and religion. Historically and culturally 

the relationship o f the Roman Catholic Church in Poland and the Polish nation is a 

very complex and very specific one. The church in Poland played a huge role in 

resisting the communist regime and finally led to the Solidarity movement and 

gaining freedom in 1989. For this reason, its place in politics and Polish cultural life 

has been a prominent one even during the last few decades. It has also had a great 

influence on socio-political changes that took place after forming the new free 

country. Poles have always placed a great trust in church itself, its values and 

doctrines. To some extent, this link between Polish patriotic ideologies and cultural 

practices in Poland and Polish “Polonies” living outside the country including Ireland 

is present up to date. Celebration o f religious holidays in a typical Polish way was a 

priority for the W iktoria's family. See a photo o f  “ pisanki” handmade Easter eggs or 

eggs cut into pieces so they can be shared with family members early in the Easter 

morning;

Figure 5 Ways of celebrating Polishness

• Homemade Easter eggs "Pisanki"

Tradition o f Easter Egg sharing
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In the Polish tradition a parish priest's pastoral visit takes place in the period 

around Christmas. It is associated with a blessing for the family and household. 

Depending on local customs Carol can take various forms. Around Christmas time it 

is customary to prepare a table with a cross and candles, and in some regions, also 

aspergillum and holy water. Children are sometimes queried their notebooks, these 

are checked by the priest. During the Christmas visits a voluntary offering can also be 

made, rarely practiced refreshments. The priest may be accompanied by ministers.

5.3 At school: Polish Weekend School 1 -  community of practice

The students, teachers, and parents of this weekend school constitute a small 

share of the Polish population living in Ireland -  a specific community of practice. 

See description of the school as described in fieldnote:
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5.3.1 Parents

Wiktoria’s’ parents drop and collect Wiktoria and her brother from school 

every Saturday. As they come, they often exchange pleasantries and meet outside the 

school with other parents. Sometimes they discuss some of the most recent political 

or social issues relevant to their own lives. For example, they share experiences 

related to ‘new’ life in Ireland, create support networks for those with lower language 

abilities or share information related to the wider Polish community in Ireland or 

Irish holiday festival events. Wiktoria’s parents are actively engaged in school life. 

They help to organize extra-curricular events such as for instance ‘Dzien dziecka’ 

[Child’s Day] or are involved in school trips, picnics etc.

5.3.2 Students

Wiktoria like the rest of the school’s students refers to all teachers by their 

first name preceded with “Pani/Pan”. The staff attempts to create a ‘more relaxed’ 

atmosphere, but at the same time try to keep discipline in their classrooms by 

constant discipline remarks/reminding students about speaking Polish and being 

quiet when someone else is talking etc. In some ways both the students and the 

teachers are very conscious of the fact that this is a “weekend” school. However, 

students are often under the pressure of term exams or getting good marks. Most of 

the students appreciate their time spent in school by volunteer participation in various 

school activities and extra-curricular events. There is however, a group of students 

that are not very willing to attend “additional” school and are in school against their 

own personal wishes. Wiktoria belonged to the first group and was always very
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content and talkative during breaks and after school. She had many good friends 

(Ania, Kasia, and Ewa) with whom she used to spend breaks or “hang o u f’ during 

school picnics. She laughed a lot and was well integrated with the other children in 

her classroom. For example, the girls (including Wiktoria) used to chat about going 

to different post-primary schools and the new boys and girls attending these schools. 

They would exchange their opinions about schools or popular YouTube or Facebook 

stories on a regular basis. They also commented a lot about the “bad behaviour” o f 

boys from their class (research journal). From time to time, they complained about 

being overloaded with homework from both schools. The fact that this topic was 

mentioned on numerous occasions could have been an effect o f the researcher’s 

presence.

5.3.3 Researcher’s presence in PW school

The researcher found out later from Wiktoria that her presence in school was 

at first considered as “suspicious” by some o f the students. On the one hand, she was 

spending breaks with the students, chatting friendly with all o f them and, on the other 

she talked with teachers a lot and kept her personal belongings in the “teacher’s” staff 

room (exclusively for teachers). After about one month the researcher’s presence in 

school was taken for granted by both the students and the teachers. A sort o f “neutral 

ground” on which she communicated with students, teachers and parents separately 

was negotiated. The researcher became a trusted member o f the school community 

after a period o f about two months when she was invited for a picnic and allocated 

with some minor responsibilities such as organizing balloons with children, checking 

on sausages (being grilled). The researcher was also asked for her advice or opinion 

on some problematic issues or current affairs. She was able to chat freely with some 

of the teachers after school.

5.3.4 Teachers

There are nine teachers (including the school principal) teaching in the school 

every week. They are all dedicated and believe in the importance o f their ‘m ission’ as 

teaching in the Polish school is considered. They are paid in accordance with the 

Polish standards (a much lower hourly rate than the Irish one). Some o f the teachers 

have their own children attending the school. They have all complained on numerous 

occasions that it is very hard to keep the children motivated, to provide constant 

encouragement and at the same time to follow strict curricular guidelines within a 

very limited time. The principal teacher was concerned with the big dropout rate -  

especially among older children (above 13 years o f age).
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To some extent, many extra-curricular activities are organized and 

coordinated by teachers, parents, local Polish community members and a Polish 

chaplain on a voluntary basis. There are also many so-called ‘friends o f the school’ -  

sponsors -  local Polish and Irish businesses that are willing to cooperate and support 

the Polish association.

5.3.5 Description of school events

There were many extra-curricular events organised by W iktoria’ Polish 

weekend school such as Majowka or Wigilia. For the third time PWS 1 and the 

Polish Association o f Pols organized a family Picnic. “M ajowka” (May Picnic). It 

took place under the slogan Festival o f Cultures ‘to promote integration and good 

relations between minorities in Ireland’. Traditionally, the event begins with Holy 

Mass, which was conducted by Father Oleslaw. Next, a football tournament was 

held. Participants were boys and men o f different nationalities and the students o f the 

Polish School. PWS students and teachers also prepared a play, “The Legend o f the 

Wawel Dragon” with costumes and decorations.

Additionally, many schools in Poland organise Wigilia-ChrisXmas Eve 

festivities for the children. They are called classroom Christmas Eves. Likewise, 

Christmas Eves took place in W iktoria’s’ Polish Weekend school.

"W igilia” in W iktoria’s class took place on the 16th o f December. The 

children brought many Christmas wreaths (Stroiki Swi^teczne) and Christmas food. 

The celebration began with a short prayer and breaking o f the Christmas wafer 

“oplatek" -  symbolizing the bread eaten daily (a very old Christian tradition o f 

sharing bread) and wishing each other good fortune in the upcoming new year. After 

the prayer, led by the teacher the oplatek was broken into pieces and given to 

everyone attending the table. From there, everyone broke o ff a piece o f their oplatek, 

and shared it with everyone else, wishing luck and joy in the upcoming year, for 

Christ has been bom. This wish is usually finalized by a kiss on the cheek. A great 

variety o f special Christmas rollmops, matjas herring, poppy seed cakes (makowiec), 

dried fruit compote and other delicacies including edible Christmas ornaments were 

also prepared. Common dishes are various fruits (dried apples, plums, apricots, dates, 

etc.) and salads.

5.4 Description o f data collection and analysis 

5.4.1 Observations
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Observations o f W iktoria’s everyday life in home and in the school setting 

were conducted. Observations in schools (PW Sl) included: Polish classes, History, 

breaks and extra-curricular events. Please see some examples o f observational data 

presented in the form o f fieldnotes:

Figure 6 Example of fieldnotes

•  Irish mainstream school
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•  Polish weekend school: Polish History
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The researcher also recorded interviews and conversations with Wiktoria, her 

parents and teachers. The researcher examined documents that were made available. 

The tables 21 and 22 below illustrate the aforementioned issues.

Table 20 W iktoria's observation chart

Date

Saturdays
09/10
23/10

Thursdays
14/10
2 1 / 1 0

Saturdays 
06/11 
20/11

Thursdays 
1 1 / 1 1  
18/11

Saturdays
16/12

Thursdays
03/12
10/12

Saturdays
15/01
29/01

Thursdays
13/01
20/01

Saturdays
05/02
19/02

Thursdays
10/02
17/02

Home Observation  
Description

Informal meetings

Mealtime (late lunch) 
(researcher co- 
participating in 

activity)

Homework

Homework

W atching TV after 
late lunch, 

preparation for 
W igilia, Christmas 

decorations

Homework

W atching TV, 
Informal 

conversations

PW S 1 EMS 4

Septem ber 2010

O ctober 2010

Full day school 
observations

Full day school 
observations

Novem ber 2010

Full day school 
observations

English
Maths

Decem ber 2010

Full day school 
observations 

W igilia in 
school

Full day school 
observations

January 2011

Full day school 
observations

February 2011

Full day school 
observations

English
Maths

Full day school 
observations

Documents/ 
Texts collected

School timetables

Timetable

School tim etable

Janke’s English 
notebook

Polish class 
handouts

Polish class 
handouts

Length

2h

lOh

6h

lOh

3h

5h

12h

5h

6h

lOh

12h
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M arch 2011

Saturdays
12/03
26/03

Thursdays
03/03
24/03

YouTube ‘funny 
videos’ watching 
with best friend

Full day school 
observations

Full day school 
observations

English class 
handouts

lOh

6h

Saturdays
09/04
23/04

Saturdays
14/05
28/05

April 2011

Full day school 
observations

Thursdays M eal, watching TV, 
14/04 Informal
28/04 conversations

Homework, 
meal time 

Playing in the garden

Full day school 
observations

M ay 2011

Full day school 
observations

Polish class 
handouts

12h

5h

12h

Thursdays
19/05

Saturday
04/06
11/06

Thursdays
09/06

M eal, watching TV, 
Informal 

conversations

M eeting friend from 
Polish school

Homework, 
meal time 

Playing in the garden 
M eeting friend from 

Polish school

Full day school 
observations

English
Maths

June 2011

English
Maths

Polish class 
handouts

English class 
handouts

5h

12h

5h

Table 21 Types of documents and texts collected

D ocum ent types

•  Handouts

•  Book chapter

•  Reading list

•  Test • /

•  Notebooks • /

•  Assessment V
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Table 22 type of docum ent used to assess W iktoria 's language competency

Student self -assessment Teachers’ assessment Parents’ assessment

Language Portfolio ‘self- 
assessment sheets’ Polish 
Centralny Osrodek 
Ksztalcenia Nauczycieli: 
accreditation numbers:

Language biography and passport 
(checklists and self-assessment 
grids used in Portfolio developed 
by IILT are concerned with the first 
three levels A1, A2 and B. 1

Language Portfolio ‘self- 
assessment sheets’ Polish 
Centralny Osrodek 
Ksztalcenia Nauczycieli:

5.4.2 Interviews

Interviews and audio recordings were transcribed and analysed for Wiktoria’s 

case. As all the open-ended interviews with Wiktoria were conducted in Polish, 

coding and analysis was conducted in Polish. Then, a selective representation o f the 

transcripts were translated and enclosed in the chapter related to Wiktoria and her 

family (see table 7.8 below for details). Audio recordings conducted with Wiktoria’s 

teachers and her mother were also transcribed and analysed.

Table 5.8: Wiktoria’s case: recordings 

Table 23 Recording times for W iktoria case

Date P artic ipan t name Length Description

Novem ber Wiktoria 0.23 Interview

06/11 Ala (mother) 0.45 Interview
20/11 PWS 1 principal 0.31 Interview

December
16/12

Wiktoria 0.34 Interview

Ala (mother) 0.27 Conversation

Wiktoria’s Polish teacher (PW Sl) 0.35 Interview

Jan u ary
13/01
20/01

Wiktoria 0.45
Interview/ 

family interaction

Ala (mother) 0.37 Conversation

Wiktoria’s English teacher (EMS) 0.37 Interview

M arch
03/03
24/03

Wiktoria 0.47 Interview

Ala (mother) 0.46 Interview

A pril
09/04

Wiktoria 0.54
Interview/ 

family interaction

23/04 Ala (mother) 0.33 Conversation

M ay Wiktoria 0.42 Interview

14/05 Ala (mother) Interview
28/05 Wiktoria’s Maths teacher (PW Sl) 0.45 Interview

June Wiktoria 0.57 Conversation
04/06
11/06 Wiktoria’s Polish teacher (PW Sl) 0.43 Conversation
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5.5 Wiktoria finding comfort in “Polishness”

5.5.1 Celebrating “Polish” moral standards

Wiktoria’s mother has always been actively engaged in activities of Polish 

association of which she was a member. She was meeting other members on regular 

basis. When asked about the ways in which Wiktoria’s parents try to maintain Polish 

language and culture Wiktoria’s mother decided to expand on the issue and provided 

very explicit narration about keeping links with the extended family in Poland and 

the local Polish community (extracted from fieldnotes).

Excerpt U219-227:

219. U: Oni generalnie caly czas w tej polskosci tkwi^ bardzo mocno, bo maj^
kontakt z rowiesnikami, ktorzy tam zostali w Polsce. I’m np. 
zaproponowac wakacje egzotyczne, to jest sredni pomysl.
[They’re still generally rooted in the Polish culture deeply because 
they have contact with their peers who are there in Poland. For 
example, offering an exotic holiday to them wouldn’t be a good 
idea/the best idea.]

220. G: Im zaproponowac wakacje w Polsce?
[So if they are offered a holiday in Poland?]

221. U: W Polsce! Dwa miesiqce siedzimy w Polsce praktycznie. I owszem,
oni sobie chc^ pojechac, jak jest gorsza pogoda, nad cieple morze, 
zeby bylo egzotycznie, ale tak naprawde do Polski! + my tez w dwoch 
swiatach w Polsce ^ jem y , bo i w Krakowie i w Bielsku, bo 
dziadkowie tam mieszkaj^, ale 12 lat mieszkalismy w Bielsku, tam 
chodzili do szkoW, tam maj^ przyjaciol, cale swoje ^ c ie  zostawili w 
Bielsku. wi^c jak jedziemy do Polski, to trzeba i tu, i tu odwiedzic, 
poogl^dac i pozwiedzac. Ta polskosc jest jednak na pierwszym 
miejscu.
[In Poland! Practically, we spend two months in Poland. And yes, they 
(the kids) themselves want to go to the warm sea when the weather is 
bad, so as to go to some exotic place, but really (they want to go) to 
Poland. We live in two (different) worlds in Poland, in Bielsko and in 
Krakow -  because my grandparents live there, but we used to live in 
Bielsko for 12 years, they went to school there, they have their friends 
there, they left their whole life in Bielsko, so when we’re going to 
Poland, we need to go here and there to visit, watch and explore. The 
Polish identity is, however, in the first place.]

222. G: Czy pahstwo s^ zadowoleni z tego, jak to si^ rozw'ija? Czy to
wystarcza? Czy jest ok., ze jest szkoia weekendowa, ze potem jest 
szkola irlandzka, ze macie mozliwosc wyjazdu do Polski?
[Are you ‘panstwo’ happy with how it all develops? Is that enough? Is 
it ok? about that there is Polish weekend school, then a regular Irish 
school that you have an opportunity to go to Poland?]
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223.U:

224. G;

225. U:

226. G:

227. U:

In

narration

Tzn. ja jestem dodatkowo w Stowarzyszeniu Polakow
mieszkaj^cych w Cavan i to powstalo z takiej smiesznej inicjatywy, bo 
przyszedl do nas ksi^dz po kol^dzie, polski ksi^dz z polskiej paratii, i 
ja zapytalam, czy moze by oglosii, zebysmy si^ spotkali po jakiejs 
mszy, zeby ktos semik przyniosl, + takie typowo polskie rzeczy, + 
albo szarlotk^, + albo makowiec. I on to oglosil i tak si^ zacz^Ia 
sprawa. I faktycznie ludzie ch^tnie przyszli na gor^, ciacho do r^ki, W 
OGOLE ciasta bvlo tvle. ze SZOK. I z tego wiasnie zrodzil si^ 
pomysl, zeby zrobic to stowarzyszenie. Bo jest masa ludzi, ktorzy 
poruszaj^ si^ slabo w angielskim, albo wcale.
[I mean. I am also in the Association of Poles living in .... and it was 
created with such a funny/small initiative, a Polish priest from a Polish 
parish came to us ‘po kol^dzie’̂ ’ on a pastoral visit just after 
Christmas, and I asked if he could announce that we could meet some 
time after mass, so someone could bring a cheesecake, + such typical 
Polish things, or apple pie, or poppy-seed cake. And he announced, 
and so it all began. In fact, people were willing to come upstairs, cakes 
in hand, IN GENERAL there were so many cakes 
shocking!/(animated tone). And this [event] gave rise to our 
association. Since there is a massive number of people who have poor 
English language skills or have none at a l l ...]
[pewnie mozna sobie nawzajem pomoc.
[You can probably help each other]
{+... maj4 rozne problemy, o ktorych nie wiedz^, jak z tego wybm^c, 
gdzie si^ udac, a:aa my juz mamy rozne doswiadczenia, kazdy cos tam 
prze^l, gdzies tam byl, cos doswiadczyl, no to mozna si^ tym 
podzielic. I mysl?, ze to stowarzyszenie tez jak^s tam rol^ pelni, bo 
imprezy rozne tam przygotowujemy, robimy, jest fajnie, + bo tych 
ludzi jest naprawd^ sporo i generalnie mog^ powiedziec, ze ludziom 
si^ chce.
[... (People) have different problems and they do not know how to 
solve/get out of them, where to seek help, a:and we already have some 
various experiences, everyone/each one of us had experienced 
something, went somewhere, well, you can share it. I think the 
association plays a role in itself because we organize/do different 
events, it’s fun, because there are quite a few people involved and + in 
general, I can say that the people are willing to do things.]
A czy to jest duzo osob? xx
[And are there many people involved? xx]
Liczba jest ruchoma, bo niektorzy musz^ si^ wypisac, inni 
przychodzq. I wiem, ze inni nam tego zazdroszcz^, ze trzymamy si? 
razem.
[The number is moving/is not fixed, because some need to sign 
off/resign, others come/join. And I know that others envy us that we 
stick together.]

the above Excerpt U219-227 Wiktoria’s mother makes an explicit 

about their “Polskosc” [Polishness] and how deeply it is rooted in their
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family and how it is passed to their children. She explains that keeping their 

Polishness alive is only possible because of keeping rich links with the children’s 

friends and family back in Poland. She constructs a very positive affective 

view/stance of Poland through the appreciation o f connections with their extended 

family in Poland and implicitly by pointing to the need of visiting some places such 

as monuments/historical sites ''trzeba i tu, i tu odwiedzic, pooglqdac i pozM’iedzac” 

[So when we’re going to Poland, we need to go here and there to visit (places), watch 

and explore.] Paralinguistic and prosodic features of this narration such as an 

animated tone of voice, “high pitch and lower tone” emphatic stress — “a/e tak 

napraM’d§ do PolskiP\ reflect Wiktoria’s mother’s affective stance of encouragement 

and affirmation towards Poland and ‘Polishness’. Thus, the choice between spending 

holidays in some exotic place and Poland becomes unquestionable for her. However, 

she admits that some doubts are expressed by the other members of the family 

whether to go to some ‘‘'cieple morze” [warni sea {somewhere warm}] instead. She 

concludes by explicitly admitting that Poland is “jest jednak na pierwszym miejscu” 

[Poland is, however, on the first place]. The researcher picks up on this short 

statement and asks; ""Czy panstvi’o sq zadow’oleni z tego,jak to si^ rozwija?'' [Are you 

happy with the way it (maintaining polish language and culture) is all developing?] or 

"'Czy to wystarcza ” [Is this enough?]. The interviewer also points to some other links 

such as the weekend Polish school in addition to regular Irish school that could 

potentially be important in maintaining their (Ala’s) children’s’ “Polishness”. In 

response, Wiktoria’s mother gives a descriptive account of her engagement with a 

local Polish association which she considers relevant for the case. Although she is 

attributing establishment o f the association to her own suggestion made during a 

pastoral visit “/>o kol^dzie", she diminishes the significance of this proposition by 

saying ‘'takie/^ smiesznef'* inicjatywy” [with such a funny/small initiative].

By putting an emphatic stress on "'polski ksiqdz z polskiej parafii ” [a Polish 

priest from a Polish parish] and “takie typowo polskie rzeczy” [such typical Polish 

things] she is emphasising the role of the Polish priest in maintaining and providing 

rich links with Polishness such as preserving Polish traditions connected with 

pastoral visits after Christmas. When describing their first meeting after Sunday Mass

‘Po kol^dzie’:[pastoral visit after Christmas] see Kasia’s case study chapter for details.
In Polish the pronoun ‘takiej’ indicates that something is evaluated as irrelevant.

’"̂‘Smiesznej’: causing laughter or even ridicule.
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she is taking on a very positive affective stance through discourse markers “i 

faktycznie'’ [In fact]; ''wlasnie” [so]; intensifiers “/  vt̂  ogdle”, ‘’'tyle ze szok” [“in 

general”, “shocking!”] said with an animated tone o f voice. She concluded this 

narration segment revealing a very practical motive behind this initiative. There are 

many Poles living locally who do not have the necessary English skills for everyday 

life in Ireland. The interviewer immediately aligns with the idea o f helping others as 

she comments ‘‘"Pewnie mozna sobie nawzajem pomoc ” [You can probably help each 

other]. This in turn, provokes even more detailed description of the association 

members and their diverse everyday experiences. Ala again constructs a very positive 

picture of the members as she describes them as "‘'ludziom si^ chce ” [the people are 

willing], sharing all valuable information they might have '^mozna siq tym podzielic” 

[you can share it], and explicitly admitting her positive experience with this 

association '^jest fajnie ”’[it’s fun]. By making the point that "'Iwiem, ze inni nam tego 

zazdroszczq, ze trzymamy si^ razem” [I know that others envy us, that we stick 

together] she makes a presupposition about others (outsiders) being resentful/envious 

towards the members because they would like to be part of the group and for some 

reason they are not. This comment highlights her own positive affective stance (being 

proud/content) and strong allegiances towards this particular community. She also 

makes a statement that this association plays somewhat { “ja kq s”, some, to some 

extent) o f a role in cultivating Polishness for her own family, which is in turn 

reflected in the family’s everyday social acts (the children going to Polish school, the 

whole family attending Polish Masses together, parents being active members o f the 

local Polish community, taking part in cultural events promoting Polish culture).

5.5.2 Religious practices and membership in the Polish community

Religious (Roman-Catholic)'^ practices have played an important role in Wiktoria’s 

family life. Celebration of the Eucharist/Sunday Mass was an important event o f the 

week. The whole family attended a local Mass every Saturday or Sunday on a regular 

basis. Wiktoria’s language socialization practices were widely shaped by religious 

practices such as attending Polish Sunday Mass or meeting a Polish priest through 

Polish school events. The religious practices of the family and their legitimacy were

' ̂  Catholicism plays an important role in the lives o f many Poles and the Roman Catholic Church in 
Poland enjoys social prestige and political influence. The Church is widely respected by its members, 
who see it as a symbol o f Polish heritage and culture.
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often negotiated through the family daily interactions and dinner talks as can be seen 

in the examples discussed below. Religious practice as well as some differences 

observed between Polish and Irish ways o f worship were often explicitly discussed 

by family members. For example;

Excerpt W195-200:

195. G: Czy wediug ciebie Irlandia bardzo rozni si^ od Polski i w jakim
sensie+ no nie? Czy cos rzuciio ci si^ w oczy ? + albo czy ty cos 
odczulas nie wiem na wlasnej skorze? No nie wiem?
[Do you think Ireland is very different from Poland and in what sense
+ well? Did something catch your eye? + or did you have a firsthand
experience o f something? = Well, I do not know?]

196. W: TAK, na pewno e:ee edukacja jest troszeczk^ inna, i jeszcze te msze
swifte np. komunia swifta+
[Yes, I'm sure e:ee education is a little bit different, and yet the Masses 
such as Holy Communion]

197. G: mmhh czyli takie religijne praktyki+
[mmhh that is, religious practices+]

198. M: No to prawie 95% kosciola przyst^puje do komunii, oni maj^
zupelnie inne podejscie do tych spraw.
[Well, almost 95% of the church (Mass participants) proceeds to the 
Communion; they have a completely different attitude to these issues]

196. G: mhh, tak zauwazylam,+ ((nodding))
[mmhh. I’ve noticed that]

197. T: Oni przyst^puj^ do komunii bo uwazaj^ ze jako uczt^ na ktor^ jest
si  ̂ zaproszonym, i nie wypada odmowic poczfstunku i id^ do 
komunii. Bo u nich nie jest ze tak bardzo czy wazne czy s^ 
wyspowiadani czy nie:e czy maj^ lekkie grzechy, czy nie maj^ tych 
grzechow. Oni chc^ ze tak powiem, zrobic dobrze Bogu. Nie chc^ 
Boga obrazic tym ze komunii nie przyjm^. I tutaj, jak zesmy z 
ksi^dzem rozmawiali to tutaj osoba + ze:e ta osoba do kohca nie 
powinna isc do komunii - on wie o tym ale, ale nie moze powiedziec 
nie dam Ci, jak juz podchodzi. I on daje jednak tq komuni^ bo to jest 
jednak nasze sumienie, podejd^ do tej komunii czy nie.

[They take Communion because they consider it to be a feast to which 
you are invited, and that it is not proper to refuse the treat and they go 
to Communion. For them, it is not so important whether they had 
confession or not, if  they have light sins or they do not have these sins. 
They want, so to speak, to do good to God. They do not want to offend 
God by not taking Communion. And here, as we have talked with the 
priest, here ‘this’ person should not really go to Communion +- he 
knows about it but, but he cannot say I will not give it to you -  as a 
person is approaching. As a result, he gives Communion (to this 
person), because it is our own conscience in the end, whether you 
receive Holy Communion or not.]

198. G: wlasne sumienie (nodding)
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[your own conscience] (nodding)
199. T: to juz jest na karb sumienia, tutaj to tak ulatwiaj^

[it is actually at the door o f conscience, it is made easier here]
200. M: to samo np. przyj^cie pierwszej komunii swi^tej np. bywa w pi^iitek w

so::bot§, niekoniecznie w niedziel^. U nas to jest takie 
wydarzenie[zycia
[the same with receiving First Holy Communion it is done on Fri::days 
on Sa::thurdays, not necessarily on Sundays. In our (country) it is such 
a life event]

In Excerpt W195-200 Wiktoria, her parents and the interlocutor/researcher 

discuss aspects o f religious practices that differ for both countries. As Wiktoria 

provides some examples of such differences her mother and her father align with her 

proposition that Holy Communion practice in Ireland differs a lot from the one in 

Poland. Wiktoria’s mother makes the point that 95% of people participating in 

Masses in Ireland receive Holy Communion. This is followed by an evaluative 

(moral stance) statement: “oni majq zupelnie inne podejscie do tych spraw” [they 

have a completely different attitude to these issues]. The pronoun “oni” [they] and 

intensifier ''zupelnie'" [entirely, completely] are used to emphasise the contrast 

between the attitude o f Irish Roman Catholics and Polish ones. In contrast, in Poland 

not many people receive Holy Communion during Masses as there is a common 

belief among people that they are generally sinful and they need to have confession 

beforehand; thus they prefer not to receive Holy Communion rather than offending 

God in their own reasoning. The interlocutor acknowledges the point with a nod and 

interjection “m m h” and by explicitly admitting “tak zauM’azylam” [Yes, I have 

noticed]. In this way, she exposes her alignment and to some extent affiliation with 

the above statement. Next, in line 200 Wiktoria’s father decides to elaborate on these 

issues and provides a discursive account of his own personal interpretation o f the 

religious practices. He makes a clear division between ‘us’ and ‘them’. Multiple use 

of personal pronouns “us” - used implicitly as opposed to explicitly used “them” -  

“on i” [they], “u nich” [in them] (them -  inflected, third person plural with the 

proposition o f place “u”[in]) to describe the actual practice. In his argument he 

explicitly states that it does not matter to the people here whether they had confession 

or not, however, it does to ‘us’ Poles. In turn, what matters here is not to offend God 

by not receiving the Holy Communion. He concludes by stating that it is a matter of 

our own conscience. Having relied on the priests’ judgment in his final evaluative 

discursive segment he considers the local Polish priest (chaplain) as legitimate and an
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authoritative person. His utterance “ja k  zesmy z ksiqdzem rozmawiali to tutaj osoba 

ze ta osoba do konca nie powinna isc do komimii- on wie o tym “I on daje jednak t^ 

komuni^” [And here, as we have talked with the priest, here ‘this’ person should not 

really go to Communion +- he knows about it]; [However, he gives Communion] 

also reveals a great degree of closeness and trust between Wiktoria’s family and the 

Polish priest.

In the next line, the researcher expresses her alignment with a nod and 

repetition: “wlasne sumienie” [your own conscience]. This in turn, elicits an 

evaluative statement from Wiktoria’s father "tutaj to tak ulatw’iajq” [here it is made 

easier] said with a lower tone. In this expression he takes on a critical moral stance -  

here -  in Ireland it is made easier for people whereas back in Poland it is not 

(presupposition). Wiktoria’s mother decides to contribute to the moral stance taken 

by her husband and points to another common religious practice that is celebrated 

differently in Ireland. In her opinion, holding “First Holy Communion” on Fridays or 

Saturdays undermines the value and importance o f this religious practice. In contrast, 

‘‘u nas ” [in us/our country/Poland)] (in Poland it is treated as a very important event 

because it always takes place on Sundays as it should). Additionally, her animated 

tone of voice and emphatic stress on the personal pronoun "u nas”'^ along with an 

explicit statement “/o jest takie M’ydarzenie zycia ” [In our (country) it is a “life” event 

] reflect a high level of certainty and clearly demonstrate which are the appropriate 

ways of religious worship (negative moral stance towards the host country’s religious 

practice). These exchanges between Wiktoria’s mother and her father disclose strong 

allegiances towards Polish moral standards (strong identification with the customs 

and religious practices cultivated in Poland) as well as the local Polish community (in 

particular the Polish chaplain).

Excerpt W179-187:

179. G: No dobrze a powiedz mi teraz, to bfdzie takie pytanie, + ktora
kultura polska czy iriandzka jest Ci blizsza? I wez pod uwag^ 
zwyczaje, rozne swi^ta, nie wiem obecnosc ludzi, z ktorymi lepiej si^ 
czujesz albo swobodniej, no nie wiem, ktora kultura, ktorzy+
[Well, tell me now, it will be a question + which culture Irish or Polish 
is closer to you? And take into account the customs, different holidays,

‘u nas’ - ‘u ’ - preposition communicating that something is part o f  a thing or forms a whole with 
something, ‘nas’ — personal pronoun (inflected, first person plural) to refer to a group o f  people, 
which the speaker identifies with
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I do not know, the presence of people with whom you feel better, or 
more comfortably, I do not know, what culture who+]

180. T: Co Ci bardziej pasuje?
[Which one suits you better?]

181. G: Co Ci bardziej pasuje?
[Which one suits you better?]

182. W: +
183. G: Czy jestes tak jakby posrodku, czy moze nie wiesz w tej chwili? Czy

jednak obierasz jak^s strong?
[Are you in a way in the middle, or maybe you do not know at the 
moment? But, do you choose on any side?]

184. W: Na pewno kultura polska bo + irlandzka np. to oni to tak wigili^ tak
strasznie biorq luzem, chodz^ normalnie do restauracji w niedziel^ na 
obiady mi to tak, nie pasuje mi to, to jest tak to takie dziwne w 
niedziel^ - dzieh swietv chodzic tak do restauracji albo do pubu.
[Certainly Polish culture as + Irish for example, they take Christmas
Eve so terribly easy, they normally go to a restaurant for lunch on 
Sunday, so for me, this does not suit me, it feels so strange -  on 
Sunday -  holy day to go to a restaurant or to a pub.]

185. G: mmhh
[mmhh]

186. W: A:a nie wiem, nie wiem, tak to strasznie Irlandczycy bior^ to wszystko
luzem (5.0)
[I do not know, and I do not know, Irish arc so terribly relaxed about 
this all]

187. M: mhh, na przyklad tutaj nie ma swii^cenia pokarmow (mother comes
from the kitchen and joins into conversation)
[mmh, for example there is no food blessing’’ (blessing of the 
baskets) here]

In this excerpt, Wiktoria and the researcher talk about Wiktoria’s cultural 

identification. This exchange took place just after dinner in the presence of 

Wiktoria’s parents. The researcher began a conversation by asking questions related 

to cultural identification. She pointed to different aspects of culture that she believed 

are worth considering before answering the question such as different customs, 

holidays, feeling of familiarity/comfort. Wiktoria’s father decided to join the 

conversation by immediate alignment with the interviewer’s proposition and 

rephrased the question so it was better understood by Wiktoria. At first Wiktoria was 

confused, and remained silent. Then, the interlocutor provided other options such as 

being in the middle or not being sure. This in turn prompted a decisive reply from 

Wiktoria. First, she decided to make clear that the Polish culture is closer to her and

In Poland, blessing o f  the baskets is known as ‘swiecenie pokarmow wielkanocnych’, a practice 
dating to the 15th century or earlier, and one which is still maintained by most families in Poland on 
Holy Saturday.
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then talked about religious practices. She elaborated more on other cultural practices 

(going to restaurants or pubs on Sundays) that in her opinion went against her inner 

sense (moral standards) o f what is a commonly accepted social norm and what is not 

‘nie pasuje mi to’ [this does not suit me]. When Wiktoria’s mother entered the room 

she pointed to another religious practice that could not be observed here in Ireland 

namely the blessing o f the baskets for Easter. Thus, she presented her strong 

affiliation with her daughter.

Finally, Wiktoria reproduces her parents’ strong allegiances with ‘Polishness’ 

and identifies herself strongly with Polish moral standards that are exposed in her 

stances (affective and moral) towards religious practices. She acknowledges that the 

Polish culture is closer to her heart or suits her better. In her understanding of culture, 

religious practices characteristic to the Polish community of practice where she grew 

up are an important part of Polish culture. She also positions herself as an 

insider/old-timer of that community when she makes a clear distinction between 

personal pronouns used to describe particular groups of people “oni” [they] in 

reference to the members of the host society and "m y” [we] towards Poles. In this 

way she strongly identifies with those practices. On the other hand, she takes on a 

negative/critical stance towards the host country’s moral standards underlying 

religious practices as she points out: “to oni to tak wigili^ tak strasznie biorq luzem ” 

[Christmas Eve is taken so terribly easy] or ‘‘tak to strasznie Irlandczycy biorq to 

M’szystko luzem ” [that Irish are so terribly relaxed about it all].

Implicitly, in her judgment (evaluation) Wiktoria was taking into

consideration many culturally specific customs surrounding Polish Christmas and

their significance for Poles such as Christmas Eve traditions (star supper, twelve
18special meatless dishes, the sharing of ''op la tk f etc.) However, she does not 

explicitly name these practices. The discursive intensifier '"strasznie" [terribly] used 

twice in this short narration underlines Wiktoria’s lack of appreciation (negative 

moral stance) o f the newly observed religious/traditional (Christmas Eve) practices or 

Sunday dinner practices. Going to the restaurant or a pub on Sundays is perceived as 

something negative even diminishing the sacred qualities that according to Wiktoria 

Sundays have. She points out; “do restauracji m> niedziel^ na obiady mi to tak, nie 

pasuje mi to ” [going to a restaurant for lunch on Sunday, so for me, this does not suit
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me] or “/o jest tak to takie dziwne w niedzielf dzien swiqty chodzic tak do restauracji 

albo do pubu ” [it is just so strange on Sunday -  holy day to go to a restaurant or to a 

pub]. Moreover, Wiktoria’s negative stances towards such practices position her as a 

“novice” in Irish culture. She lacks cultural understanding of the newly observed 

practices and classifies them not as different but as negative -  “not as they should be” 

(against her own moral standards).

5.5.3 Irish friends -  “but they he a lot”

Wiktoria is approximately one year older than her schoolmates. It was 

decided at the moment of her arrival she would feel better with the younger children 

and in consequence she was placed with children one year younger than her. It must 

be said that it was a delicate issue for Wiktoria herself She did not feel at ease when 

talking about this. She was immediately withdrawn and never wanted to expand on 

any issues related to this matter. In fact, some children from her class were almost 

two years younger than her and she used to call them “maluchy” [babies]. She also 

commented on her classmates’ behavior on many occasions perceiving it as negative 

and childish on many instances. Following sections illustrate her attitudes and moral 

stances. See also the following excerpt U-110, in which Wiktoria’s mother justifies 

school choice of placing her daughter with the younger children.

Excerpt U-110:

...mysmy postanowili, znaczy taka sugestia byla nauczycieli tu w Irlandii, 
zeby jedno i drugie przesunqc rok do tylu, zeby oni mieli szans^ jakby 
dhizszego nauczenia si^ tego j^zyka. Ale w sumie to tylko W. Przesun^lismy, 
dlatego, ze T. byl w czwartej, czyli do momentu pojscia do college mial dwa 
lata, a W. mialaby tylko rok i ona zanim poszlaby do college, to ona znalaby 
ten j^zyk na takiej zasadzie jeszcze takiej nie do konca plynnej, wi^c zeby 
mniejsz4 barier^ przejscia do tego collegu...

[we decided, I mean there was such suggestion from a teacher here in Ireland, 
that both of our children should be moved one year back, so that they have a 
chance to learn the language. But all in all it's just Wiktoria who was moved 
back, [...] Wiktoria would only have a year before she would go to college, so 
she would have known the language well not entirely, it wouldn’t be fluent, 
so that she had a lower language barrier to enter college]

' ̂  Sharing o f  optatki -sharing wafer to wish family members all the best for new year, sharing 
‘oplatek’ with someone is also seen as uniting/reuniting
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Excerpt W218-240:

218. W:

219. G:

220. W:

221. G;

222. W:

223. G:

224. W:

225. T:

226. W:

227. G:

228. W:

229. G:

230. W;

231. G:

232. T:

kolegujf si? z jedn^ Irlandk^, z kilkoma Irlandkami w Irlandzkiej 
szkole. Mam jedn^ przyjaciolk^ Polkf tutaj, mieszka obok mnie 
[I am fiiends with /I am a colleague with one Irish (girl), with a few 
Irish (girls) from Irish school. I have one friend, a Pole here; she lives 
next door to me]
Mhh
[mhh]
A reszta, +
[And the rest...+]
A czujesz, ze np. ta polka to jest twoja taka najlepsza przyjaciolka
czy? Tak samo jak te kolezanki z Irlandii?
[And do you feel that this Polish (girl) is your best friend or is she the 
same as your Irish friends]
No, mhh zawsze mog^ jej powiedziec jakies problemy czy cos + a 
Irlandkom to nie wiem czy mowic takie rzeczy czy cos, bo mog^ to 
inaczej odebrac, ++ one klami^ duzo i w ogole no! +
[Well, mhh I can always talk to her about problems or something + 
and with Irish 1 do not know whether to say these things, or 
something, because they can understand this 
differently/misunderstand, + +, bah, they lie a lot and all! +
Mhh 
[Mhh} 
i tak [nie 
[and so in 
nieszczerze?
[Insincere?] 
tak, nieszczerze.
[yes, insincere.]
dlaczego myslisz ze nieszczerzy? Czy zdarzaly si? takie sytuacje? 
[Why do you think that they are so insincere? Were there any such 
situations ?]
Zdarzaj^ sif takie sytuacje na przerw ach np., ze zrobiq cos i nagle - 
kamienna twarz, powaga, i mowi^, ze: ‘ja tego nie zrobilem’ +
[There are such situations during breaks for example that they do 
something (wrong) and then suddenly -  stone face, seriousness, and 
they say: ‘I didn’t do it’ +]
Acha, czyli xxx i moment i kamienna mina i jest acha(^
[Mhh, so xxx and moment and (they give/have) stone face and 
mhh@]
tak, ale duzo klami^
[yes, but they lie a lot]
Acha,
[Mhh]
dorosli tak samo, Irlandczycy w sumie nieszczerzy s^, wol^ skiamac, 
nie czuj^ ci?zaru klamstwa, ktore popelniaj^, bo dla nich to jest 
normalka, ze ktos tam kogos podal do sluzb specjalnych. W Pol see 
jest to z kolei dose niskie zachowanie w hierarchii zachowari, bardzo 
takie, takie dose zle ocenianie
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[Adults as well, the Irish in total/in all are insincere, they prefer to lie, 
do not feel the burden of the lie, for them it's normal that someone 
reported someone to special services. In Poland in turn, it is quite low 
behaviour, in the hierarchy o f behaviours, evaluated pretty badly]

233. G: tak tak ‘kablowanie’ [to jest takie
[yes, yes, ‘denunciation’ ]

234. T: Natomiast, tutaj tak si^ nie pi^tnuje klamstwa+ tutaj tak^ furtk^
wyjscia z trudnej sytuacji jest klamstwo gdzie np. wiele rzeczy, wiele 
wskazuje na to, ze bylo zupelnie inaczej
[However, here lies are not stigmatized so much + here a lie is a sort 
o f a gate out of a difficult situation where a lot things, a lot suggests 
that it was completely the opposite/different]

235. G: Acha
[mmh]

236. T; A osoba, do ktorej ma si^ zaufanie potrafi powiedziec, ze nie, to
Irlandczycy, zreszt^ Brytyjczycy majq podobnie,
[and the person that you trust can say that no, this is the Irish, anyway 
British are the same/do likewise]

237. G: mhh
[mhh]

238. T: Polacy sq bardziej szczerzy
[Poles are more honest]

239. G: mhh Polacy s^ bardziej szczerzy w tych relacjach mi^dzy ludzkich?
[Poles are more honest in the interpersonal relations?]

240. T: Polacy dbaj^ zeby jednak nie klamac
[Poles care more so not to lie]

Wiktoria recurrently showed her lack of allegiances towards her Irish 

schoolmates/fnends. When asked about her fiiends/social circle in Ireland she made 

an immediate discursive distinction between ‘'przyjaciolka Polka” [Polish 

girlfiiend/best fiiend] and “koleguj^ si§ z kilkoma Irlandkami” [I’m a colleague of 

one Irish girl; a few Irish girls]. The researcher tries to elicit more information about 

the Polish friend and asks if the Polish girl is Wiktoria’s best friend “ta polka to jest 

twoja taka najlepsza przyjaciolka czyF” [is this Polish girl your best friend?]. It 

provokes a more explicit and detailed description of the relationship between her and 

her Polish friend as well as between her Irish friends/schoolmates and herself She 

takes on a critical stance towards her Irish friends by contrasting them with her Polish 

friend as she says: ”zawsze mogf je j powiedziec jakies problemy czy cos + a 

Mandkom to nie wiem czy mowic takie rzeczy czy cos bo mogq to inaczej odebrac ” 

[Well, mhh I can always talk to her of any problem or something + and with Irish I 

do not know whether to say these things because they can understand this 

differently/misunderstand]. In this utterance she constructs a critical stance (distrust)
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towards her Irish schoolmates which is impHcitly underlying her fear of being 

misunderstood or not sharing o f the same discourses (the same cultural understanding 

of the world). In other words, when expressing her doubts whether she should be 

sharing some more personal problems with her Irish friends or not “nze wiem czy 

mowic, ” [I do not know if I should say it (or not)] she is afraid o f some sort of 

communication breakdown/lack of compassion or understanding. As a consequence, 

she decides to justify her opinion/argumentation with: “one duzo klamiq i m> ogole 

noT  [Bah, they lie a lot and all!]. This affectively indexed utterance (emphatic stress 

on “they lie a lot and all”, discourse intensifier “a lot” , interjection [bah]) not

only mirrors lack of allegiances with her Irish peers but also suggests a negative 

moral assessment of their perspective/standpoint on “lying” and “right and wrong”.

Next, the researcher aligns with Wiktoria’s evaluative statement [they lie a 

lot] and Wiktoria pauses for a moment. Wiktoria’s father joins the conversation and 

uses the word "‘nieszczere” [dishonest/insincere] to replace “lie a lo f’. Wiktoria 

immediately picks up on the word and repeats it. The interlocutor expresses her 

genuine interest and asks for the reasons for such a proposition. Wiktoria replies to 

her prompt and provides a retrospective account (personal narrative) of some 

previous situations that took place in her school. She recalls situations when 

something “bad” had happened in school and all the children knew whose fault or 

responsibility it was, but they decided to give stone faces and lie instead: ''Zdarzajq 

siq takie sytuacje na przerw>ach np. ze zrobiq cos i nagle kamienna tM>arz poM’aga, i 

moM'iq ze ja  tego nie zrobilem ” [There are such situations during breaks for example 

that they do something (wrong) and then suddenly stone face, and they say: T didn’t 

do it’ +].

The researcher aligns with Wiktoria’s evaluative statements first by a 

sympathising interjection, but then she reacts with short laughter. This reaction 

(laughter) evokes a decisive reply (speech act) from Wiktoria as she decides to 

defend her viewpoint with a firm voice and emphatic stress: “tak, ale duzo klamiq’’ 

[yes, but they lie a lot].

Wiktoria’s father decides to join the conversation again (in line 235). He 

strongly affiliates with his daughter view by explicitly acknowledging it throughout

No -exclamation in Polish, when the speaker wants to draw the listener's attention to what he says, 
often expressing impatience or haste, for example Well, move!, or if  the speaker is protesting against 
some actions, such as No! Why are you throwin'!?
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his narrative: “dorosli tak samo ” [adults do the same] or ‘"Irlandczycy w sumie 

nieszczerzy s q ” [Irish are insincere in all] and “wolq sklamac ” [they prefer to lie]. He 

takes on a critical moral stance as he continues that ‘they’ ""nie czujq ci^zaru 

klamstM’a ” [do not feel the burden of a lie] -  for them it is normal that a person 

reports to the civil services about some offence of another person. He concludes by 

providing a short reference to Polish moral standards; namely, he states that this type 

of behaviour is perceived as fairly low in the hierarchy o f social behaviours in 

Poland. Implicitly, Wiktoria’s father perceives such actions as violating Polish moral 

standards -  notably, all kinds of denunciation are against the moral standards and 

values of most Poles as they are associated with the times of Communism^'’.

The researcher immediately aligns with Wiktoria’s father and provides an 

informal (idiomatic) expression for denunciation “mmh kablowanie”. As a result, 

Wiktoria’s father resumes his evaluative narration and further explains: “tutaj tak si^ 

nie pi^tnuje klamstw’a + tutaj takq furtkq wyjscia z trudnej sytuacji jest klamstwo ” 

[here (in Ireland) lies are not stigmatised that much, here lies are a sort of a gate out 

of a difficult situation]. In the next line, he compares Irish moral standards with the 

British ones by saying "'zresztq Brytyjczycy majq podobnie ” [anyway the British do 

likewise] and then is contrasting it with Polish ones: ‘'polacy sq bardziej szczerzy” 

[Polish are more sincere]. Not only is he generalizing about both Poles and Irish but 

he also places Polish moral standards as superior to those of the host country: 

“Polacy dbajq zeby jednak nie klamac ” [Poles care so not to lie] as it is against their 

culture, their moral standards. He also presupposes that “insincerity” or “lying” is in 

accordance with the host country moral standards and is widely accepted by the 

society. In contrast, for him, both behaviours are perceived as very negative. Thus, 

through his overgeneralizations he constructs a critical moral stance towards these 

behaviours and western culture generally. This narrative also reveals his strong 

allegiances with Poles (Poles seen in a positive light/romanticized view) and positive 

affective stances towards Polish moral standards/values and cultural heritage 

constructed throughout this discursive account.

Poles often associate denunciation with Communism and Nazism. Denunciations o f that time were 
undoubtedly a bad thing.
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5.5.4 “Pack of lies here as well”

Wiktoria was not a very social teenage girl; however, she was trying to approach the 

old-timer groups from time to time. She was naturally shy, very sensitive, had 

difficulty in making new triends. She had one close fnend among the Polish 

teenagers she met in Polish school. Her social world, however, was not restricted 

only to Polish children. She also had some “colleagues” from Irish school. She never 

recalled closeness in these relationships, though. There was also an age difference 

factor involved. The girls from Irish school were approximately two years younger 

than her. Wiktoria complained about the age difference on numerous occasions. In 

the following excerpt W324-339 the researcher enquires about Wiktoria’s relations 

with fnends. She demonstrates her familiarity with the situation by asking more 

precise questions regarding the reasons for the current state of matters. In her 

questions, she asks about some sort o f distance between Wiktoria and her Irish 

friends and even suggests at one point a hypothetical reason for it for example: “A^. 

nie m ade czasem o czym rozmawiac albo? ” [you do have nothing to talk about 

sometimes?] “Moze ci^ nie rozumie albo?” [Maybe she does not understand you?]. 

At first, Wiktoria is very reluctant to talk about this sensitive matter. After the 

researcher’s prompts, she still has doubts whether to make a comment or not. Finally, 

after the interlocutor’s digression about her questions being very difficult (336. G) 

Wiktoria decides to provide more personal insights about the subject matter. See the 

following excerpt W324-339:

Excerpt W324-339:

323. G: + A czy odczuwasz dystans pomifdzy Tob^ a kolezankami z
Irlandii? Odczuwasz taki dystans pomi^dzy Tob^ a nimi? Na 
przyklad+ nie macie czasem o czym rozmawiac albo? Moze ci^ nie 
rozumiej^? albo ze + e:e cos w tym rodzaju?
[And are you feeling distance between you and your fiiends from 
Ireland? Are you feeling distance between yourself and them? For 
example+ that you have nothing to talk about sometimes or? Maybe 
that they do not understand you? or that e:e something like that?]

324. W: +
[+]

325. G: ze odczuwasz taki dystans ze jest mi^dzy Wami taka bariera, ze na
przyklad nawet jakbys chciala jej cos powiedziec to boisz si^, ze ona 
tego nie zrozumie
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326. W:

327. G;

328. W:

329. G:

330. W:

331. G:

332. W;

333. G;

334. W;

335. G:

336. W:

337. G:

338. W:

339. G:

340. W:

[so that you feel that there is some distance between you, some barrier, 
that for example even though you wanted to say something you are 
afraid that she won’t understand]
TA:ak, x+
YE:s, x+
i nawet nie chodzi o j^zyk tylko ogolnie?
[and it’s not even about language but generally?]
Tak, s^ takie czasem +
[Yes, sometimes they are such +]
Dlatego moze ze one s^ mlodsze od Ciebie myslisz? Bo one=czy to 
ogolnie wynika z czegos innego?
[It is because they are younger than you do you think? Because 
they=or does this come down/result from something else?]
+

[+]
wiem ze te pytania takie trudne sq takie nieokreslone 
[I know that these questions are so difficult so undefined]
No:o X czasami jest taka bariera, jak np. czasem bojf si  ̂ (affect) 
powiedziec cos smiesznego bo si? bojf ze nie zrozumiej^ tego a 
albo sobie pomysl^ „przeciez to marne” no ale+
[Weiell X sometimes there is a barrier, when for example I am afraid 
to say something funny because I am afraid that they won’t understand 
this or they’ll think ‘it’s miserable’ well but+]
1 po prostu wolisz przemilczec i tego nie mowic!
[And you just prefer not to say it!]
Tak,
[Yes,]
X albo ze nie macie takiego wspolnego tematu do rozmowy, ze czyms 
innym one zyj^ a ty uwazasz to za jakies nudne albo cos? Czy zdarzajq 
si^ takie sytuacje ze tak myslisz?
[X or that you don’t have a common topic for conversation, that they 
live a life of something else (live differently/find different things 
interesting) and you consider it boring or something? Are there any 
situations that make you think so?] 
one lubi^ inn^ muzyk? niz ja,
[They like different music than I]
acha + rozmawiajq pewnie o tym a ty nie bardzo si^ tym interesujesz 
[mmhm +they talk about this and you probably are not so interested] 
Ta::ak, one mowi^ najcz^sciej o takich rzeczach jak np. programy 
telewizyjne albo cos na You-Tubie znajdq -  jakis filmik i + ja nie 
mam z nimi tak kontaktu jak, nie wiem , np. na face booku nie mam 
ich i+
[Ye:es, they talk about such things as TV programmes or about 
something they find on YouTube -  some videos and + I don’t keep in 
touch with them, I don’t know, for example I don’t have them on 
Facebook and + ]
A dlaczego ich nie masz?
[And why don’t you have them?]
bo:o one + chyba nie maj^ profilu, + nie udalo mi sif ich znalezc, a 
tak to one x by przesylaly te smieszne filmiki, a tak to caly czas gadaj^
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0 tych smiesznych filmikach na you tube, + i ja+nie wiem, o jakie 
filmiki chodzi, wi^c nie mog^ si^ z nich po prostu smiac, ale++ 
[beiecause they + I think they don’t have profiles, + I was unable to 
find them, and otherwise x they would share these funny videos, and 
then they talk about these funny videos on YouTube all the time, + 
and I don’t know what videos they are talking about so I can’t just 
laugh at them but ++]

341. G: X mhh, albo ogl^daj^ inne programy albo jakby rozmawiaj^ o innych
sytuacjach, o ktorych ty czsem [+]
[xmhh, or they watch different programmes or talk about different 
situations about which you sometimes [+]

342. W: Ta:ak, no a e+ ostatnim razem w  tamtym tygodniu mielismy tak jakby
tak^ muzyk^ i + w ogole pani puscita moj^ ulubion^ piosenk^ John 
Lenona i wiesz wszyscy si^ zdziwili + +ze ja  o ten, o ‘iakich ia staroci 
slucham i ten’
[Ye:es, well and e+ recently last week we had something like ‘m usic’ 
(kind o f subject) and + (Ms/pani) played my favourite song o f  John 
Lenon and you know everyone was surprised + + that I oh you’re 
listening to so old stuff and this]

343. G: @ mi si^ tez jego piosenki podobaj^ @
[@I like his songs as well@]

344. W: no i nagle wielka przemiana od dziewczyn bo mowi^, ze od dawna
o tym wiedzial>' i lubi^ t^ piosenk^ + no tez tutaj klamstwo si^ ktania 
[well and suddenly, huge change from the girls (complete change of 
mind) because they are saying that they knew about it for a long time 
and that they like this song + well pack o f lies here as well]

At the beginning o f this excerpt W eronika admits that “bariera” [a barrier] 

really exists between her and her Irish classmates. First, she points to humour as one 

o f the sources o f such distance: “bojg s if  poM’iedziec cos smiesznego bo si^ boj^ ze 

nie zrozumiejq tego ” [I’m afraid to say something funny because I’m afraid they will 

not understand this] or "albo sobie pomyslq “przeciez to marne'' [or they will think 

hat it’s miserable]. On the one hand, W iktoria wants to approach the old-timer 

groups and on the other, she does not want to be ridiculed or misunderstood by her 

peers. In this way, she is constructing an affective stance o f an “outsider” -  not 

belonging to the “old-timer” group.

In line 339, the researcher suggests some possible reasons that could be 

creating barriers between W iktoria and her Irish schoolmates. She points to not 

sharing the same discourses as she says:, „ze nie m ade takiego M’spolnego tematu do 

rozmowy, ze czyms innym one zyjq a ty uwazasz to za jakies nudne albo cosT ' [or that 

you don’t have a common topic for conversation, that they live a life o f something 

else (live differently/find different things interesting) and you consider it boring or
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something?] Wiktoria immediately aligns with this proposition and provides a 

comment: “one lubiq innq muzyk§ niz j a ” [they like different music than I]; “one” 

[they] and “j a ’ [I] used with emphatic stress emphasises the differences between 

them. The interlocutor decides to add that this could be because she is not very 

interested in the type of music they are. Wiktoria nods, but she points to other 

commonly shared social activities (outside school) by her Irish schoolmates such as 

being active users of Facebook or YouTube: “programy telewizyjne albo cos na You- 

Tubie znajdq -  jakis film ic” [TV programmes or they’re finding something on 

YouTube -  some videos]. When mentioning these activities Wiktoria implicitly 

indicates that she is not part of these activities.

In next sentence, she provides an explanation for such a state of affairs; 

namely she explains that she does not have contact with her friends on internet social 

media such as Facebook. In this way she constructs the stance of an “outsider” -  

someone who stays outside the peer group. When asked why she is not ‘friends with 

them’ on Facebook she replies; “bo:o one + chyba me majqprofilu, + nie udaio mi 

siq ich znalezc” [be:ecause they + I think they don’t have profiles, + I was unable to 

find them]. In her justifications she is implicitly denying or hiding that there could be 

any other reason. She provides some minor/irrelevant ‘excuses’ instead. In this way, 

she displays allegiances with the girls from her class, in particular, by justifying their 

behaviour or by trying to make a good impression on the interlocutor when she 

decides to further justify: “a tak to one x by porzesylaly te smieszne filmiki, a tak to 

cafy czas gadqjq o tych smiesznych fdmikach na YouTube” [well, otherwise they 

would have sent these videos, but because of this they keep talking about these funny 

videos all the time]. By admitting that she is not part of the group because of “denial 

of access to the old timer peer group” she would have also admitted (in front of the 

interlocutor) that she is a sort of a classroom “loser”, and that could be humiliating.

Thus in the next utterance, Wiktoria explicitly admits that she has no access 

and no knowledge of the “funny videos” in consequence, she cannot participate in 

social interactions taking place among her classmates, as she explains: “+ / ja+nie 

wiem o jakie film iki chodzi wiqc nie mog§ siq z nich po prostu smiac ale++"' [and I 

don’t know about what videos they are talking about so I can’t just laugh at it]. She 

decides to stay “outside” the group as she says that she can’t just laugh at something 

she does not know.
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In this narrative segment Wiktoria explicitly reveals that it is very 

problematical for her to participate in her peers’ (classmates) interactions as she does 

not share the same pop-cultural knowledge/social media knowledge. However, the 

reason for this (not sharing their knowledge) remains “unclear” as Wiktoria provides 

some minor excuses for being excluded from this social activity. In consequence, she 

feels excluded from the group. Constant use of the pronouns ‘they’ and ‘them’ and 

the tone of voice -  regretful tone -  indicates that this state of matters is not 

necessarily a desired one.

In lines 346-348 Wiktoria decides to initiate another short narrative in which 

she takes on a negative affective stance towards teenage girls from her class. She 

provides a retrospective account of a situation when the girls from her class at first 

had criticised her for her choice of favourite song and then, after the very same song 

was picked by the teacher, they changed their mind and denied what they had 

previously told Wiktoria, namely that the song was old fashioned (‘‘"staroc/starod

Wiktoria’s critical attitude towards her Irish female classmates reflects 

disappointment and grief because of the refusal to participate in the old-timer group’s 

practices/interactions — “«o i nagle M’ielka przemiana od dzicM’czyn bo moM>iq ze od 

daM’na o tym wnedzialy i lubiq tq piosenkq + no tez tiitaj klamstM>o siq klania ” [well, 

suddenly, huge change from the girls (complete change of mind) because they are 

saying that they knew about it for a long time and that they like this song + well pack 

of lies here again]. Through her last words “we// pack o f  lies here as well" she takes 

on a negative moral stance. Furthermore, Wiktoria makes a clear distinction between 

herself and “them” -  the girls from her class. By underlining (frequent use of 

pronouns them, they) that she is not one of them, she is implicitly indicating that she 

is not a liar. She is placing/locating herself as morally superior.

As we observed in the aforementioned excerpt, Wiktoria implicitly positions 

herself as an “outsider” -  someone who does not participate in social activities or 

does not share the same interests/likes as her peer group. She constructs a negative 

affective stance towards the situation and her schoolmates in this excerpt. She uses 

explicit features o f discourse such as: affective verbs like: “/jq/f si§” [I’m afraid]) or 

emphatic stress ‘'jakich ja  staroci slucham” [what old things I’m listening to], the 

discursive intensifier ^'wszyscy'’’ [all], and tone of voice (animated, regretfiil in 

places). All these features reflect a feeling of being rejected from the group to some
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extent. Recurrent use o f  pronouns they, them echoes her stance o f being morally 

superior because she does not participate in what she considers “lying”.

5.5.5 Being Polish in scliool - “They don’t know what I can do”

429. G: mm czy jezeli jestes e:ee np. si^ ktos ciebie zapytal w szkole no nie
wiem, ee:e kim jestes to co bys odpowiedziala?
[mmh if  you are, e:ee for example, if  someone asked you in school 
‘who are you’ so what would you answer?]

430. W: @
[@]

431. G; moze dziwne pytanie, ale jak  ktos by zapytal to, co odpowiadasz?
[maybe it is a strange question, but what do you say if  someone asks

you?]
432. W: Kim iestem?!@

[Who am I?!@l
433. G; mhh, czy si^ zastanawialas nad tym? +xx czy co pierwsze przyszlo by

ci do glowy? No nie wiem, czlowiekiem? Polk^?
[mhh, did you think about this? +xx what is your first thought? well 1 
don’t know, human being? Polish?]

434. W: no:o zawsze mowi^ ze Polk^, tak.
[ye:aah 1 always say I’m Polish, yes.

435. G: Mhh, czy jestes dumna z tego ze jestes Polkq?
[mhhm, are you proud that you’re Polish?]

436. W: +
[+]

437. G: Czy uwazasz ze to cos fajnego? Czy chcialabys bys tak samo jak  tutaj
Irlandk^ np. i tyle, i zyc  x?-
[do you think that this is something cool? Or would you like to be the
same as here -  Irish for example and that’s it and just live x?

438. W: Jak sif powie ze Polk^ to ci^ tak inaczej cie [odbieraj^
[When you say Polish they just [treat you differently]

439. G: odbieraj^?]
[treat/see you differently?]

440. W: tak, i i w ogole mniej do ciebie rozmawiaj^ i powoli do ciebie
mowi^ zebys ty zrozumiata
[yes, and they talk to you less and they talk slowly so as you could 
understand]

441. G: ale tv nie potrzebuiesz zeby do ciebie tak mowili
[but vou do not need them to talk to you like that]

21442. W: NO W lasnie ! (strong conviction, epistemic modality)
[YEA Exactly!]

In this short exchange W iktoria recalls the moments when she felt an 

“outsider” or a “novice” . As she reports, revealing her Polish identity often results in
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being seen differently: ""tak 1 m’ ogole, mniej do ciebie rozmawiajq i powoli do ciebie 

mowiq zebys ty zrozumiala ” [yes, and in all, they talk to you less and they talk to you 

slowly so as you could understand], Wiktoria is reflecting here on the situations in 

which linguistic strategies used by her peers invoked the position of a “novice’ 

(someone with lower linguistic and sociocultural knowledge) on her. As she points 

o u t ‘they’ start using different linguistic strategies such as slower speech or 

simplistic or fewer words than in their normal communication. Wiktoria is, however, 

metalinguisticallly aware o f these strategies and their actions evoke strong feelings of 

regret (regretful tone of voice)_and objection, as she does not want to be positioned 

as a novice. In turn, Wiktoria’s comment invokes the researcher’s strong affiliation, 

as she says with an animated tone of voice: “o/e ty nie potrzebujesz zeby do ciebie tak 

moM’ili’’ [but you do not need them to talk to you like that]. This statement induces a 

very confident reply from Wiktoria. She not only explicitly rejects being a “novice” 

but also refuses to agree with such positioning by her peers. Wiktoria does not think 

she should be positioned as a “novice” as she replies to the interlocutor with a great 

level of confidence, emphatic stress and an epistemic modality marker, “7VO 

Wlasnie” [Exactly]. Her identity as a ‘novice’ is explicitly exposed in this short 

exchange. Her affectively negative stance towards the old-timer group, taken up 

again in this discourse segment above embodies the old-timer group refusals. 

Repeatedly being treated as a novice or an outsider is implicitly considered as 

“refusal of participation in the old-timer group” by Wiktoria.

Excerpt W96-101:

96. G: A czy chcialabys zeby j^zyk polski byl na liscie przedmiotow w
szkole, i np. teraz idziesz do collegu tak? To czy chcialabys zebys 
mogla sobie wybrac j. polski z listy j^zykow, ktore masz??
[And would you like the Polish language to be on the list o f subjects in 
school, and for example, now you are going to college, right? So, 
would you like to be able to choose PoHsh from the list of languages 
(to study)]?

97. W: MHH tak
[MHH yes]

98. G: wydaje ci si^, ze bylby to fajny pomysl?
[does this seem to be a good idea?]

99. W: z jednej strony no nie+
[on the one hand well no+]

‘N O ’- ‘N o ’: particle/exclamation to pay attention to what he/she says, often expressing impatience 
or strong feelings; Wtasnie - particle, by means o f  which the speaker confirms the assumptions 
contained in the caller's question/suggestion.
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100. G: dlaczego?
[why?]

101. W: no, bo + bylabym wtedy najlepsza i w ogole i chyba by mnie nawet na
to nie puscili, jesli jestem  polk^ no i musiaiabym si^ uczyc tego
polskiego no, ale tez by fajnie bylo, bo Irlandzczycy by si? dowiedzieli
z drugiej strony jak  to jest mowic po polsku i nie smiali by si? z tego, 
jaki akcent maj^ niektorzy taki tarn
[well because+ 1 would have been the best then and in all, probably 1 
would have not been allowed because 1 am Polish and I would have 
had to leam this Polish but on the other hand it would be cool because 
Irish would have known how it is to speak Polish and they w ouldn’t 
laugh at somebody’s accent and that/at the kind o f accent some people 
have]

This excerpt is another example o f W iktoria’s stance repertoire that 

predominantly included the negative, resigned attitude o f an outsider. Here accent is 

identified as a source o f being positioned as “other” / an “outsider” or even embodies

a sort o f rejection: ‘‘"nie smiali by si^ z tego jak i accent majq niektorzy” [they

wouldn’t laugh at the kind o f accent some people have]. When asked if  she would 

like to have the Polish language as an optional language on the school’s curriculm 

she demonstrates some level o f  uncertainty, but she also points to one factor 

(knowing how it is to speak Polish) that could result in a hypothetical positive change 

in the way she is positioned by her peers as she explains: “Z)o Irlandzczycy by siq 

dowiedzieli z  drugiej strony ja k  to je s t  moMnc po  polsku i nie smiali by si^ z tego jaki 

akcent majq niektorzy taki tarn ”  [on the other hand, it would be cool because Irish 

would have known how it is to speak Polish and they w ouldn’t laugh at somebody’s 

accent and that/at the kind o f accent some people have].

5.5.6 “High hopes” -  combating fears

In the excerpts below W iktora and the researcher talk about ethnicity and the way it 

makes her feel.

Excerpt W21-34

21. G: (3.0) Dobrze, to super (3.0) Co s^dzisz o swoim polskim pochodzeniu,
jestes z niego dumna? Czy czujesz si? moze czasem z tym 
niekomfortowo, zawstydzona albo czasami wolisz tego nie ujawniac? 
Czy zdarzajq si? takie sytuacje?
[Right, that’s super (3.0). What do you think o f your Polish origin?
Are you proud o f  it? Or are you feeling uncomfortable, embarrassed or 
you prefer not reveal it at times? Have situations like this ever 
happened?/(Has anything like this happened before?)]
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22. W: Zdarzaj^ si^.
[Yes, they have happened]

23. G: Tak? Ze wolalabys nie ujawniac i w ogole, ze [ten
[Yes? So you would have preferred not to reveal and in all [this

24. W: [Tak.
[Yes.]

2 5. G : Tak? W j aki ch to j est momentach?
[Yes? in what moments?/when?]

26.W: Kiedy na przyklad + przychodz^ tarn jacys ludzie do szkoly i trzeba si^ 
przedstawiac, sk^d jestes i na przyklad z x teraz jak b^d? szla to chyba 
b^dzie problem jak trzeba b^dzie powiedziec, ze jestes Polakiem i + 
bo duzo tarn jest teraz Polek i po prostu slyszalam od Irlandczykow i 
Irlandek, ktore tarn chodzq do tej szkoty i mowiq, ze one-oni-one 
Polakow nie lubi^ tych innych tych, tych dziewczyn, ktore tarn, + bo 
one caly czas kln^ i pal^ i w ogole.
[When for example + some people come to school and you need to 
introduce yourself, where you are from and for example with x now 
when (new) school starts there would be a problem when you would 
need to say that you are Polish and + because there are many Poles 
there and I just heard from the Irish (boys and girls) who attend this 
school and they say that they don’t like Polish, they don’t like these 
others these, these girls who there + because they smoke and swear all 
the time and all.]

27. G: Te Polki?
[These Polish?]

28. W: Tak te Polki, ktore tam chodz^.
[Yes these Polish, the ones who go there (attend the school).]

29. G; Tak?
[Yes?]

30. W: Tak ale niektore, niektore lubi^, a niektore nie i jak cos si^ powie ten x
[Yes but some, (they) like some, and some not and when you say
something then x]

31. G; A Ty boisz si^ zeby od razu Ci^ nie zaklasyfikowali do tamtej
[And you are afraid so you will be immediately classified with this]

32. W: Tak
[Yes]

33. G: Grupy tych [ktore]
Group, these [who]

34. W: Tak.
[Yes.]

The interlocutor makes various propositions based on previous observations, 

conversations and interviews. She proposes that talking about ethnicity may make 

people feel uncomfortable or embarrassed so we prefer not to reveal our ethnic 

identity in some situations. Wiktoria admits that this in fact can be problematic 

especially now because she is going to start college next September. Wiktoria has 

hopes connected with this transition/change in her life. She hopes to have a fresh start
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and to get access into a desired “old-timer” peer group. She does not want to be 

perceived in ethnic terms (be associated with the Polish girls already attending the 

school) or in terms of “novice/expert” as she is afraid o f being rejected by the old- 

timers. Wiktoria relies strongly on “old-timers” (a group of native speakers from her 

prospectus school, closely not specified) negative opinions regarding Polish children 

attending the school, thus, she considers these old-timers as legitimate members of 

the school community as she reveals: “slyszalam od Irlandczykow i Irlandek, ktdre 

tarn chodzq do tej szkofy i mowiq, ze one-oni-one Polakow nie lubiq tych innych tych, 

tych dziewczyn ” [I just heard from the Irish (boys and girls) who attend this school 

and they say that they don’t like Polish, they don’t like these others] and she further 

justifies: “bo one cafy czas king i palq i w ogole ” [+ because they smoke and swear 

all the time and all].

As Wiktoria explains “these” Polish girls are not liked by the Irish girls 

because they “smoke and swear” “all the time”. These circumstances (smoking, 

swearing and misbehaving by the Polish girls) evoke a fear of rejection or being 

positioned as one of them. What makes matters worse, “these others” have a bad 

opinion among old-timers. Thus, revealing her Polish identity could immediately 

position her as “these others” -  the group with which she does not want to be 

associated/affiliated. It is therefore a problematic situation: “ja k  bqdq szla to chyba 

bqdzie problem ja k  trzeba b^dzie poMnedziec, ze jestes Polakiem ” [now when (new) 

school starts there would be a problem when you would need to say that you are 

Polish].

In this excerpt, Wiktoria reveals a strong desire for participation in “old -  

timer” peer group. She constructs a negafive affecfive stance (use of intensifiers: in 

all, all the time; and pronouns: they, them; these others) towards the group of Polish 

teenagers attending the school. However, she is not taking on a moral stance towards 

them as she does not judge their negafive behaviour -  quite the opposite she 

implicitly constructs a negative moral stance towards old-timers (perceiving them as 

quite a closed group with restricted access). This moral stance reflects her deeper 

fears connected with being regarded as one of “these others” and as a result being 

rejected by her desired social group. In this way she also presupposes that her ethnic 

identity is inevitably going to position her among “these others” instead o f helping 

her to get an access to her desired peer group.
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5.6 Conclusion

This chapter has illustrated Wiktoria’s language socialization practices through 

in-depth analysis of the affective and moral stance taken in her daily interactions with 

parents, peers and the researcher herself Particular attention was paid to moral 

stances constructed with respect to social and religious practices of host and home 

country. Wiktoria was frequently negotiating issues concerning everyday morality 

such as trying to construct a moral norm/standard for her. Next, the chapter described 

the ways in which Wiktoria and her parents collaboratively produced narratives in 

which they negotiated moral standards. They represented members of the host society 

(Wiktoria’s schoolmates or her father’s co-workers) as protagonists who violated 

culturally specific (Polish) moral standards. The research also looked at the ways in 

which Wiktoria reproduced her parents’ strong allegiances with “Polishness” 

(through adherence to Polish traditions, Polish moral standards, Polish holidays and 

ways of celebration). She identified herself strongly with Polish moral standards 

represented by the local Polish community in particular the Polish chaplaincy. These 

allegiances were often exposed in her negative stances (affective and moral) towards 

religious and cultural practices of the host country or the use o f personal pronouns 

(describing particular groups of people as “oni” [they] with regard to members of the 

host societ}' and “my” [we] towards Poles).

Finally, the chapter described the ways in which Wiktoria’s constructed 

critical affective stances and negative attitudes towards her Irish female peers by 

positioning them as “insincere” or “liars” . These stances and positioning mirrored her 

fears and disappointments connected with the refiisal of participation in the old-timer 

group’s interactions. Critical moral stances unraveled fears of being misunderstood 

or not sharing the same cultural and social resources. In consequence, Wiktoria 

constructed the recurrent affective stance of an “outsider” -  not belonging to the 

“old-timer” (peer) group as she decided to stay “outside” or chose not to participate 

in her peers’ conversations/ask for explanations. In her narratives and small stories 

she further constructed a picture of her peer group as “experts” who positioned her 

(against her personal volition) as a “novice”, someone with lower linguistic and 

sociocultural knowledge, not having access to the group.

5.7 Discussion of Wiktoria’s Case

Wiktoria adapted very different language socialisation practices from Kasia. 

She was a lot more reserved in her contacts with the group of majority language 

speakers. She desired to be part of the Irish peer group; however was constantly
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trying to negotiate her own position between the newly observed linguistic and 

cultural norms of Irish society, and her own moral standards. At the same time, she 

has been experiencing a sort of personal conflict on that ground. It was partly because 

she was strongly influenced by her parents’ views and rich links with her Polish 

friends. For these reasons, she was constantly trying to negotiate her own linguistic 

position.

Her parents had a strong influence on Wiktoria’s first language socialisation. 

King and Fogle (2006) note that children’s linguistic practices are often 

shaped/mediated by their parents’ language ideologies not only about language, but 

also about learning, the role o f children in society and the general strategies they 

adopt in interactions with their linguistic environment. Wiktoria’s parents were 

explicitly oriented in their practices (i.e., in their stance taking and social acts) 

towards maintaining the Polish language and culture, through keeping rich links with 

their Polish family, being active members of the Polish community living locally 

(including the Polish Association and Polish Weekend School) and keeping their 

Polish religious practices/moral standards.

Wiktoria’s mother constructed very positive affective stances towards Poland. 

For example, she often displayed strong allegiances with the local Polish 

Association. She acknowledged that the Polish Association plays a very significant 

role in cultivating “Polishness” for her own family. Her pro-Polish attitude was 

reflected in her daily choices, social acts such as providing rich contexts for Polish 

language learning and maintenance. For example, her children (including Wiktoria) 

attend Polish weekend school and Polish Sunday Masses in the local chaplaincy. She 

is also an active member o f the local Polish community promoting Polish culture.

Wiktoria shared her parents’ strong attachment to “Polishness”. She closely 

identified with Polish moral standards (represented by the local Polish community, 

Polish Weekend School and the Polish chaplaincy) and more generally Polish 

culture. In her understanding of culture, practices which were characteristic of the 

Polish “community of practice” were seen as, in many respects, being superior to the 

newly observed ones in Ireland. Her parents strongly identified with her moral 

stances as well as provided further reinforcement of such attitudes.

Moreover, religious practices played an important role in Wiktoria’s 

negotiation o f her particular position in relation to socio-cultural norms and values in
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both Polish and Irish cultures. The legitimacy of these practices was often discussed 

during family interviews and talks at dinner time. These conversations often served 

to transmit, compare and negotiate moral understandings/standards, particularly in 

those instances where the Irish practices contrasted with the Polish ones. For 

instance, Wiktoria’s parents identified strongly with traditional Polish Roman 

Catholic norms and practices. They often took on negative moral stances with respect 

to the following practices: (i) the “majority” of the host country’s parishioners 

receiving Holy Communion during Sunday Mass (whereas in Poland only a few 

people receive Communion), (ii) the celebration o f first Holy Communion on week 

days (in Poland, it is held on Sundays only); (iii) going to a restaurant or pub on 

Sundays for a family meal (in Poland most people have the Sunday meal at home), 

(iv) failure to participate in the Easter blessing of the food baskets (there is a special 

custom of blessing baskets on Easter Sunday in Poland).

Wiktoria was an active co-participant of these discussions and often 

expressed her concerns about communication breakdowns and lack of mutual 

understanding between her and her Irish peers. As Ochs and Capps (2001, p. 46) 

note, these types of conversations can be seen as providing a ‘discursive forum or ‘a 

socialisation site’ in which certain values, norms and standards are being reviewed, 

challenged and evaluated. During family conversations and interviews, Wiktoria and 

her father collaboratively produced narratives that represented incidents in which the 

main characters, Wiktoria’s’ schoolmates or her father’s co-workers, have violated 

“Polish” moral standards. They both took a negative moral stance on this. On this 

basis, some generalizations, or even over-generalizations were drawn by Wiktoria 

and her father and became part of their wider understanding of Irish social norms and 

moral standards.

The researcher’s own observations, interviews with the teachers and parents 

and Wiktoria suggested that Wiktoria experienced a sort o f personal conflict. For 

Wiktoria, negotiation and accommodation of her personal moral standards was often 

challenged by socially and culturally competing second language socialisation goals. 

Although she constructed negative affective attitudes towards some behaviour of her 

Irish schoolmates, she aspired to become a proficient user o f English and become 

part o f the group o f majority English language speakers.
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Nevertheless, Wiktoria’s stance repertoire regarding her Irish peer group 

predominantly included negative moral stances or the recurrent, resigned, affective 

stance of an “outsider" or a “novice” (someone with lower linguistic and 

sociocultural knowledge). She also decided to stay “outside” the group of majority 

language speakers or chose not to participate in their conversations. In her narratives 

(discursive accounts) Wiktoria set herself apart from others, but at the same time she 

also believes she is excluded by and through discourse in number of ways. For 

example, in her narratives and small stories, she constructed a picture of her peer 

group as “experts” who positioned her as a “novice”. She identified different 

linguistic features that made her a “novice” in “old-timers” (native-speakers’) eyes. 

For example after revealing her ethnic identity or simply by the fact o f her accent, her 

peers used slower speech or simplistic vocabulary or even fewer words than in their 

regular/normal communication. Wiktoria, however, was aware o f this and their 

explicit actions evoked strong feelings of regret and objection, as she did not wish to 

be positioned as a novice.

Wiktoria’s critical attitude towards her Irish classmates mirrored her 

disappointment and grief because o f earlier refusals in their interactions. Rightly or 

wrongly, she perceived them to discriminate on this basis (when they slowed down 

their regular speech or restricted their vocabulary to a more simplistic range). As van 

Dijk (1997) suggests, categorization and representations of the “other” are shaped by 

others’ representations, and discrimination can be constructed on this basis. 

Wiktoria’s marginalization, however, was partially imposed by others and partially 

self-imposed -  as she believed she was seen as “other” and acted accordingly. As it 

was highly problematic for her to participate in her peers’ (old-timers) interactions 

and in consequence, she felt excluded from their community of practice. 

Correspondingly, she expressed deep fears connected with the possibility of rejection 

when starting a new EMS school in the future on the grounds of not “sharing the 

same discourses” -  the same pop-cultural knowledge/social media knowledge) or 

having different socio-linguistic resources such as a different sense of humour or a 

different accent than the majority language speakers.

Wiktoria also adapted critical stances, mainly oi^^distrust” towards her Irish 

peers. This was connected with her inner fears of being misunderstood or not sharing 

the same cultural understanding o f the world as her classmates. For that reason, she
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often reflectively positioned her peers as “insincere” or even “liars” . For example, 

when her Irish peers reported to the teacher about the misbehaviour of others or were 

indirect in their conversations, Wiktoria considered them to be “insincere”. Again, 

these socialising practices should not be perceived/discussed in isolation fi'om a 

broader familial context. Wiktoria’s father strongly affiliated with these negative 

moral evaluations and he perceived Wiktoria’s stances through the lens of Polish 

history and socio-cultural norms. That is, he associated ^'insincerity” (or reporting 

back to the authorities about the misbehaviour/misconduct of others) with 

denunciation and the time of Communism. Poles often associate denunciation with 

Communism and Nazism which is recognized as extremely negative behaviour. As 

Wagner and Hayes (2005, p .150) note, the echo of historical experience may have a 

long-lasting effect and be drawn out over a longer period of time and touch 

individuals. It is then, a collectively experienced past which is transformed into 

dominant images and interpretation models, which in this particular case forms ‘the 

everyday knowledge’ of a whole generation of Poles.

"'Indirect politeness” was wrongly confused by Wiktoria and her father with 

“insincerity”. To some extent, this socio-linguistic norm/behaviour violated Polish 

cultural norms. As a result it was perceived to be negative. Stroihska (1997, p.22) 

notes that whereas the English language requires its speakers to use polite forms and 

not direct questioning of or expression o f opinions about others, the Polish language 

and culture allows its speakers to do so. Perceiving such norms as the only correct 

possibilities in cross-cultural contexts leads to language-based stereotyping or 

misunderstanding. In the case of Wiktoria and her father, the difference between 

expressing politeness indirectness” in Polish and English is causing some sort of 

culturally based moral confusion.
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CHAPTER 6: JANEK- “I’M A STRANGER”

6.1 Introduction

Similarly to Wiktoria’s case, the researcher’s first contact with Janek’s family 

was enabled by a Principal o f the Polish Weekend School. They were among the 

families that had volunteered to take part in the research. As the data collection 

system employed in this study involved a lot o f engagement from the participants 

Janek’s family were the only family happy to participate in the long run among a 

group of families from this area. The initial meeting took place in late autumn 2010. 

That was also the first time the researcher met with all the children and arranged for 

the first interviews. It was agreed that the recording would take place at previously 

arranged times, at least two times per month in the participant’s own house. The 

researcher also started school observations shortly after these initial informal 

meetings. Janek’s mother was very helpful in providing all sort of information about 

Polish school as well as enabling access to different sorts o f extra-curricular events. 

The researcher also managed to establish a very good relationship with Janek after a 

relatively short period of time (about one month) and started interviews afterwards.

This chapter provides a detailed description of Janek’s case. Section 6.2 

provides a description of his family and his daily life is illustrated through family 

events, school days, holidays, and meals. Section 6.3 presents description o f Janek 

schools he attends. The Polish school and Polish club of which he is a member are 

also described. Section 6.4 deals with the ways data were collected and analysed for 

this particular case.

Section 6.5 unravels Janek’s own voice, discursive construction of self The 

ways in which Janek negotiates and positions his “se lf’ within his Polish and Irish 

peer groups is discussed. Finally, in section 6.7 we summarise the case and discuss 

the case findings in the light of previous literature review.

6.2 At home -  description of Janek’s home 

6.2.1 Janek’s family life

Janek’s family consists of four children and two parents. Janek (16) is the 

eldest of the children. He has two brothers Arek (12) and Jacek (6) and a sister Ala 

(14). His mother Ewa (40) is a Medical Doctor (General Practitioner; in Poland, the
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title “lekarz” (physician) or “lek.”; previously “lekarz medycyny” or “lek. M ed.”, is 

granted after completing a 6-year Master's medical programme). Please see Table 25 

below.

T a b le  24 J a n e k :  fam ily  d e m o g r a p h ic s

Fam ily

m e m b e r

R ela t ion  to 

p a r t i c i p a n t
Age E d u c a t io n

E ng lish  la n g u a g e  

c o m p e te n c y  *

Reached B1+ level, no

Janek Participant 16 Junior High School additional support provided 

by school

Ewa M other 40
M edical doctor 

Physician

Fluent, however, Ewa is well 

aware o f  her limitations

Marek Father 45 Professional Driver A1

Ala Sister 14 Junior High school
Reached B 1, no additional 

support provided by school

Arek Brother 12
Primary school. 

Senior Cycle

Reached B 1, no additional 

support provided by school

Jacek Brother 6
Primary School, 

Junior Cycle

N o  addit ional support 

p rovided by school

Janek and his family live a small, rural village near the county town o f  

County Louth, beautifully located at the foothills o f  the Cooley Mountains, on the 

border between Northern Ireland and the Republic. There is a big distance between 

the houses in the village. The region is heavily wooded, and the houses are randomly 

scattered along roads:
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Figure 7 Description o f  Janek's home
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Ewa and her husband arrived in Ireland in 2006. Janek’s father Marek (45) arrived in 

February 2006 and Ewa joined him in September o f the same calendar year. She 

found employment in Ireland almost immediately after her arrival. They made friends 

with Irish neighbours and have reported having great memories connected to this 

initial experience o f  Ireland. Marek is a professional driver. However, at the time of 

data collection for this study he was not working. The children joined their parents in 

April 2007. When they arrived initially they did not have very specific plans 

regarding going back to Poland in the near future; however, they did not exclude the 

possibility o f spending their retirement there:

Excerpt M98

98. M: + Ale pewnie wrocimy na emeryture do-do Polski. Z tego co
@ wygl^da
[But, w e’ll probably come back to Poland for retirement.
From what it@Iooks].

At the mom ent they live in a nice family house situated in a valley, with a 

beautiful view o f the rural area in which the house is set. There are five bedrooms, 

and a big dining area next to the kitchen. The house has a garden in which there is a
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hand-made tree house. This small beautiful tree house was built by Janek’s father. 

This is, however, their second ‘hom e’ in Ireland, as initially they lived near Dublin. 

They have also made friends who helped them to settle in Ireland. There are no Poles 

living in the neighbourhood.

Ewa (Janek’s’ mother) was very actively engaged in many activities 

promoting Polish culture; she often justified her daily involvement in such activities 

in the way she spoke (see two examples below):

Excerpt M392

392. M: Czuwac nad tymi i-i-i z wszystkich stron ich bombardowac t^
polskosci^. bo wychowaj^ si^ na-na takich, ktorzy po prostu 
wroc^ moze kiedys do kraju cos i si^ tak tam zblazni^ jakim s 
+ [nieznajomosci^’
[Watch over and and and bombard them with the ‘Polishness’ 
from all sides because (otherwise) they will grow up (adults) 
who would just come back to the country maybe and would 
make fools o f themselves by saying something + [lack of 
common knowledge]

Excerpt M408

408. M; [To nie jest-nie jest latwo, ale-ale tak jak  mowi^ no + bez 
tego b^dcj-b^d^ po prostu jak inwalidzi. Jak ja  mowi^ - ‘ze ja  
nie chcialabym zeby, bo przeze mnie albo przez nas, 
poniewaz wyjechalismy z kraju. zebyscie wy kiedys odczuli 
to na wlasnej skorze, ze nie znacie polskiej swojej-swoich 
korzeni?. Jak cos ja  wszystko zrobi^, zeby-zeby to 
wynagrodzic im.
[It's not-it is not easy, but-but, as I say well + without that 
they will-will be just as disabled (people). As I say to them -  
T w ouldn’t like you to learn it the hard way that you don’t 
know your Polish heritage because o f me or because o f  us 
since we left the country’. I’d do everything to make it up to 
them.]

6.3 At school -description of school events

Janek attended both Irish mainstream school and Polish weekend school 

(detailed description available in chapter 3). Janek’s College is a Catholic, co

educational secondary school located on an 11 -acre site in the centre o f the county 

town. The premises are well maintained. The college caters for the educational needs 

o f over 650 students. It is a Catholic school in the Marist tradition. In addition to 

Irish mainstream school Janek attended Polish weekend school on the weekends. 

Polish school was located on the premises o f the Irish M ainstream School in town
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near Janek’s village. Most o f the classes took place in one room. Janek’s class was 

allocated in the original art room, with plenty o f artwork around. It was nice and 

spacious. See some fieldnotes describing Janek’s schools:

Figure 8 Example o f a fleldnote describing Janek's school

• Janek’s College (Irish Mainstream)
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•  Janek's Polish Weekend school (description o f  the classroom)
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In addition to Polish weekend school Janek was also a member o f a Polish 

Club. Janek’s mother attitude towards keeping rich links with Polish heritage was 

reflected in her daily choices. She was a member o f the Polish Association and was 

responsible for organising the library in the Polish Weekend School. She was also a 

member o f the school’s management board. In addition, she was involved in the 

initiation and running o f the Polish Youth Club.

Janek is also a member o f a local Polish Youth Club. It has been established 

in the local area and has been running since the 3̂ *̂ o f March 2011. It was set up 

through co-operation with the local Irish Association, which supports the opening o f 

youth clubs in different counties. The club caters for young people from age 12 to 16. 

Meetings are held regularly every Thursday in X (this is sponsored by Irish 

government funding). The choice o f name for the club is justified in the following 

way: “We have chosen this particular name for our club as we believe it will work 

like a ‘net” [name changed, meaning was preserved] catching attention and growing 

bigger and stronger’; the organisers hope to gather more members in the near future. 

Young members o f this club take part in various activities, such as arts and crafts. 

Additionally, the club plans to introduce sport and dancing activities in the near 

future. During the past few months members o f the club took part in events such as 

the Rainbow Children’s Day (Polish Picnic) organized by the Polish Community 

“Polonia”; Children’s Day and M other’s Day celebrations; and the party organized 

for all Youth Clubs in the local area. For example, Janek was actively engaged in the 

organization o f the Polish Picnic “Teczowy dzien dziecka” [Rainbow Children’s 

Day] that took place on Monday, 6th o f June. His sister was involved in “song 

preparation” for this event. The youth from the “Polish Youth Club” have been 

involved in activities such as singing traditional songs, making short documentary 

films about life in the Polish school, and writing articles in cooperation with the local 

newspapers “Leader” and the Polish “Gazeta Polska” .

The club is run voluntarily by the parents (see the following extract in which 

Janek’s mother talks about the Polish Youth Club).

Excerpt M68

68 M: No to teraz zacz^lismy takie kolko mlo-mlodych. Tez ze
wzgl^du na nich + jestem  (xx) prowadz^ tez to takie kolko i-i 
mamy tam jeszcze + no w sumie dziewi^cioro dzieci si? 
zapisalo do tej pory w tym wieku jak oni. + No tam rodzice 
wolontaryjnie prowadz^ to + [(xxx) pocz^-poczqtek.
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[Well now w e’ve started a group for young ones (youth club).
It’s also for them+ I’m running this club and and we have 
there nine children signed in, in total so far, in the same age 
as they are. + Well parents are running it on voluntary basis 
and that’s + [(xxx) beginning.]]

6.4 Description of data collection and analysis 

6.4.1 Observations

Direct and participant observations o f Janek’s everyday life at home and in 

school were conducted. Documents that were made available to the researcher were 

also considered. The types o f document are available in appendix. See examples o f 

classroom observations in form o f fieldnotes, (1) English class, and students are 

talking about novel they were reading recently, (2) Polish with History class, 

discussion o f Second War, important dates for Poles.

Figure 9 Irish mainstream school

•  Irish mainstream school observation f ie ld  note example
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Figure 10 F ieldnotes: Polish W eekend School observations
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Table 26 below illustrates the character and focus o f observations and the types o f  

texts collected in different settings.

Table 25 Janek's observations chart PWS2+EMS4

Date Home Observations 
Description

Informal meetings

PWS 2 EMS 4

September 2010

Documents/texts
collected

Janek’s school 
timetables

Length

2h

October 2010

Saturdays
16/10
30/10

Mealtime 
(late lunch) 

(researcher co- 
participating in 

activity) 
Homework

Full day school 
observations

Timetable, 
information on extra
curricular activities

5h

Tuesdays
5/10
19/10

Saturdays
13/11
27/11

Tuesdays
9/11

23/11

Full day 
school 

observations

Mealtime (late lunch) 
(researcher co- 
participating in 

activity) 
Homework

Homework after 
school

November 2010

Full day school 
observations

English
Maths

December 2010

Saturdays
09/12

Tuesdays
14/12

Saturdays
8/01

22/01

Watching TV after late 
lunch

Full day 
school 

observations

Full day 
school 

observations

January 2011

Meal, homework after Full day school 
school observations

School timetable 6h

Janek’s English 
notebook

5h

3h

5h

6h

Polish class handouts 5h

Tuesdays
11/01
25/01

Visit Polish Club Full day 
school 

observations
6h

February 2011
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Saturdays
12/02

Homework 
Brothers playing 
computer game

Full day school 
observations Polish class handouts 5h

Tuesdays
1/02

15/02
— English

Maths

M arch 2011

— 6h

Saturdays
5/03
19/03

Meal, watching TV, 
Informal conversations

Full day school 
observations

1

. . . 5h

Tuesdays
8/03

Full day 
1 school English class 

handouts 6h
22/03 observations

t

April 2011

Saturdays
16/04
30/04

. . .
Full day school 

observations
. . . 6h

Tuesdays
12/04
26/04

Meal, watching TV, 
Informal conversations

English
Maths

May 2011

. . . 5h

Saturdays
7/05 Full day school 

observations Polish class handouts 6h
21/05

Tuesdays
3/05 Meal, watching TV, 

Informal conversations

Full day 
school 5h

17/05 observations 

June 2011

Saturday
18/06

Preparation for Polish 
picnic 

Mealtime tea, coffee

Full day school 
observations Polish class handouts 6h

Tuesdays
7/06
14/06

Meal, watching TV, 
Informal conversations j

English
Maths

English class 
handouts 5h

Table 26 Types of documents collected

• Handouts
• Book chapters
• Reading list
• Tests
• Notebooks
• Assessment
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T a b le  27 R e c o rd in g  tim es  fo r  J a n e k  case

Date P artic ipan t name Length Description

Janek 0.27 Interview

November
Ewa (Janek’s mother) 0.33 Conversation

13/11 Janek’s English teacher 0.35 Interview

27/11
Janek’s Maths teacher 0.17 Interview

Janek's Polish teacher 0.39 Interview

Janek 0.56

December
Ewa (Janek's mother) 0.46 Interview/family interaction

Janek’s English teacher 0.43 Conversation

09/12
Janek’s Maths teacher 0.31 Interview

Janek’s Polish teacher 0.27 Interview

Janek 0.47 Conversation

Jan u ary

08/01

22/01

Ewa (Janek’s mother) 

Janek's English teacher

0.36

0.52

Interview/family interaction 

Conversation

Janek's Polish teacher 0.24 Interview

Janek 0.48 Conversation
February

Ewa (Janek's mother) 0.15 Interview

12/02 Janek's English teacher 0.29

01/02

15/02
Janek's Maths teacher 0.20 Interview

Janek's Polish teacher 0.49 Conversation

Janek 0.38 Interview

M arch
Ewa (Janek’s mother) 0.45 Conversation

05/03 Janek’s English teacher 0.22 Interview

19/03
Janek's Maths teacher 0.15 Interview

Janek's Polish teacher 0.37 Interview

April Janek

16/04

30/04
Ewa (Janek's mother) 0.56 Interview/family interaction

12/04 Janek’s English teacher 0.17 Conversation

M ay
Janek 0.55 Conversation

7/05 Ewa (Janek's mother) 0.34 Interview/family interaction

21/05
Janek's English teacher 0.22 Conversation

June Janek 0.46 Conversation

18/06 Ewa (Janek's mother) 0.32 Interview
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Table 28 Type of document used to assess Janek's language competency

Student self-Assessment Teachers’ assessment Parents’ assessment

Language Portfolio ‘self- 
assessment sheets’ Polish 
(Centralny Osrodek Ksztalcenia 
Nauczycieli).

Language biography and passport Language Portfolio ‘self- 
(checklists and self-assessment assessment sheets’ Polish 
grids used in Portfolio developed (Centralny Osrodek 
by JILT are concerned with the first Ksztalcenia Nauczycieli). 
three levels A l, A2 and B l)

6.4.2 Interviews

18 hours o f recordings for Janek’s case were transcribed and analysed. As all the 

open-ended interviews with Janek were conducted in Polish, coding and analysis was 

conducted in Polish. Then, a selective representation of the transcripts were 

translated and enclosed in the chapter related to Janek and his family. Audio 

recordings done with Janek’s teachers and his mother were also transcribed and 

analysed. See table 29 below:

6.5 Janek and ddiscursive construction of self 

6.5.1 Negotiation of self in peer groups -  “I’m a stranger”

Janek did not have many friends. He often articulated this fact by saying that 

as he lives far away from the town he cannot make friends easily. Janek used to 

spend a lot of time alone in his room in the attic. However, in school he used to 

spend breaks with a particular peer group. When describing his relations with his 

classmates fi'om the Irish mainstream school Janek points to “sitting near each other” 

or “spending breaks together” the as the only ways of spending time with his 

classmates (old-timers/native speakers). He mentions five ftiends, but does not 

perceive them as “very close” yes. In Exerpt T244J, for example he makes a point: 

„Takich bliskich bliskich, to raczej nie moge miec, bo daleko mieszkamy, od siebie 

[Such close close I’d say I can’t have because we live far away from each other.] In 

fact, Janek was not spending too much time socialising with his peers form school. 

One reason for this was the distance from school. However, this was not the only 

reason as Janek preferred to keep the relations with his classmates pretty open, not 

getting himsef involved. Additionally, Janek often made a reference to one particular 

person from his class -  affectively described as “denerwuj^cy” [annoying] or “caly
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czas mi dokucza” [he’s teasing me all the time]. He explains that they spend time

together just by sitting next to each other or by spending breaks together. Thus, his

friend is not “denerwuj^cy” [annoying] as Janek makes the comment: “+ Z takimi 

najlatwiej si^ zaprzyjaznic” [This kind o f person is the easiest to make friends with]. 

Excerpt J248:

248J: Generalnie w klasie, obok siebie siedzimy. + Na 
przerwy wychodzimy razem. + Szczegolnie jest taki jeden, 
ktory caly czas mi dokucza. ‘+ Z takimi najlatwiej si§ 
zaprzyjaznic’
[Generally, we sit beside each other in class. + We spend 
breaks together. In particular, there is this one, the one who’s 
always teasing me + this kind of person is the easiest to make 
friends with/they are the easiest to make friends with].

The following excerpts frirther illustrate the complexity o f relations between the two 

boys.

Excerpt TJ291-296:

291. G: Do;:bra. A jakbys mial, no nie wiem, no, bo ty konkretnie nie masz +
takiego najblizszego przyjacieila tutaj, to bylby Polakiem czy 
Irlandczykiem?
[Ri;:ght. And if  you had, for example, I do not know, because you do 
not have a specific best frie:nd here, + would he be a Pole or Irish?]

292. J: Gdybym mial + czy jesli?
292. J: [If I had a + or do I?]
293. G: Znaczy, no, bo ty mowiles, ze nie masz no nie?
293. G: [I mean, well, because you said that you don’t have right?]
294. J: Raczej mam takiego jednego, ale jest Irlandczykiem.

[I’d say I have one, but he is Irish.]
295. G: Jest Irlandczykiem tak? I to jest taki super przyjaciel? + Dobra.

[Is he Irish yeah? And he’s a very good friend? + Right.]
296. J: Jajestem dziwny, on jest dziwny, wi^c si^ trzymamy razem.

[I’m strange; he’s strange so we stick together.]

Janek is asked here about his social circle and fnendship. The interviewer 

however, makes a proposition that Janek does not have a best friend. Janek rejects 

that suggestion by saying "^Raczej mam takiego jednego, ale jest Irlandczykiem’’ [I’d 

rather say I have one, but he is Irish]. Janek immediately rejects the interviewer’s 

proposition. First he uses an adverb “racze/'” [quite/rather], an epistemic modality 

marker to implicitly indicate some level of uncertainty. He also uses the adversary
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conjunction “ale ” [but] to emphasise the nationality o f his best friend as his best

friend is o f Irish nationality not Polish. For some reason, Janek presupposes that the 

interviewer expects his best friend to be Polish. The interviewer aligns with this 

response and indirectly tries to elicit more details regarding the relations between 

Janek and his friend. This in turn evokes Janek’s comment: “Ja  jestem dziwny, on 

je st dziwny, wi§c si§ trzymamy razem” [I’m strange; he’s strange so we stick 

together]. In this line Janek reflectively positions himself within his social circle 

consisting of Irish friends (old-timers) as “strange” -  he literally calls himself 

“c/zwny” [strange]. What is more interesting, he positions his best friend as “other” 

dziwny [strange] as well. In this way he emphasises that he fits well only with 

“strange persons and that this is the very reason why they ‘stick together’.

Excerpt TJ297-308:

297, G: Fa:jne. +, Czyli + z nim, nie wiem, dobrze si^ sp^dza czas i nic was
takiego nie dzieli? Jakbys na przyklad, nie wiem, mial jakies takie, no 
nie wiem osobiste problemy czy cos, to bys si^ mu mogl zwierzyc? 
On by zrozumial i by ci cos doradzil? No faceci sobie pewnie xx nic, 
z tego si^ bardzo nie [zwierza:j^, ale + No:o wiesz, o co mi chodzi, 
mozesz mu zaufac w roznych takich sprawach powaznych.
[Co:ol. + So + with him, I do not know, it’s good/fun to spend time 
together and there is nothing in particular to make you different/to 
separate you/put you apart? Like you, for example, I do not know, if 
you had any such, I do not know, personal problems or something, 
would you be able to confide in him? He would understand and would 
advise you something? Well, guys probably do not [confi:de in each 
other so much x, but + You know what I mean, you can trust him in a 
variety o f serious matters.]

298. J: [(x) nie + nie + nie doradzilby mi, bo jest troch^ glupi, ale +
zrozumialby raczej.

298. J: [(x) no + no + he would not advise me, because he's a little stupid, but
he’d rather + understand.

299. G: Zrozumialby? I byl-wspol-byl przynajmniej wspieral ci^ jakos?
[Would he understand? And was-support was at least supportive in 
some ways?]

300. J: Tak.
[Yes]

301 G: Czyli to taki, dobry przyjaciel tak? @ Tylko trochf ghipi. @ To
brzmi + wesolo. + Em rozumie +
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[So he is just a good friend, right? @ Just a little stupid. @ It sounds + 
funny. I see + Em + I understand+]

302 J; Dziwnie kontrastujemy ze sob^, on tak wolno my::sli, ja  jestem taki
blyskotliwy i + smiesznie to w^ygl^da.
[We contrast with each other in a strange way, he thi;:nks so slowly, 
I'm so bright/smart and + it looks so funny.]

In this excerpt, the interviewer and Janek talk about more personal aspects of 

friendship between the two boys. The interviewer brings up various aspects of 

friendship such as being able to confide in someone, look for advice when having 

some personal problems, or being able to trust your friend with more serious matters. 

Janek gives a response that surprises the interviewer (in line 301, prosodic features of 

the discourse such as rising intonation followed by laughter). He describes his friend 

as being "troche glupi” [a little stupid] or thinking slowly “mysli w^olno” [he thinks 

so slowly]. However, Janek affiliates with the interviewer’s proposition that his 

friend would potentially show understanding/compassion of Janek’s problem: 

"raczej by zrozumial” [he would rather understand] and “wspieral” [support] him. 

Janek uses an adverb "‘‘raczej” [rather] here as an epistemic modality marker to mark 

his uncertainty whether his friend would be able to understand and support him in a 

way that he himself would appreciate. He also uses the polarity marker “nie” [no] 

three times to reject the interviewer’s proposition that his friend could give him 

advice if  needed. In line 302, Janek reflectively positions himself as "Haki 

bfyskotliM’y ” [so bright] and contrasts himself with his friend by saying: “on tak 

M’olno myr.sli, ja  jestem taki bfyskotliMy i + smiesznie to wyglqda” [he thi::nks so 

slowly. I'm so bright/smart and + it looks so fiinny]. He emphasises this difference by 

using pronouns “taki"^^ [such] and ""tak"^  ̂ [so] to intensify his own positive qualities 

and the negative ones of his friend. He adds that this contrast between the two of 

them makes them “look strange” -  in this way he is presupposing here that others 

may perceive them as strange.

6.5.2 “They do not understand jokes”

Janek reluctantly commented on differences between Ireland and Poland. 

However, he often made a point about “his” jokes being different to the jokes o f his 

classmates. Janek rarely made any humorous comments in school. He was quiet

‘taki’ - a pronoun relating to the characteristics o f  the persons or objects, which was previously 
referred to

‘tak’ ’ — a pronoun referring to so high a degree; so great, often used to emphasize a quality
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(when compared to others in the classroom) and gave the impression that he never

wanted to get himself into trouble. His English teacher often made comments about 

Janek’s interactive practices in his English classroom and described Janek as 

“focused” or “following what he has been given”. See the following quotation in 

which Janek’s English teacher is commenting about the aforementioned issues: 

Excerpt JE20

; [...] he keeps his focus on his work. He does not allow 
others to distract him. And interestingly, he’d written half of 
an essay, it was an essay ‘how do you do well in school or 
something?’ and Janek is: do what the teacher says, follow all 
the work that you’ve been given and that way you won’t get 
into trouble, you won’t get hassled, + and that’s very much 
the way he is+ So you know he can get involved and enjoy 
jokes with the others, but he’ll always stay focused for the 
most part.

In the following excerpt the interviewer asks direct questions regarding the 

aforementioned matters.

Excerpt TJ257-268:

257. G: Ehym. + E::m czy na przyklad, no nie wiem. + Czy odczuwasz jakis
dystans pomi^dzy toba. a nimi? Z powodu tego, ze s^ Irlandczykami i 
czasami, ze nie rozumiej^ twoich zartow albo nie rozumiej^ tego:, w 
jaki ty sposob myslisz? + Ze [po prostu czujesz si^
[Ehym. + E :: m or, for example, I do not know. + Do you feel a 
distance between you and them? Because they are Irish and sometimes 
they do not understand your jokes or they do not understand how you 
think? + It’s [just that you feel]

258. J: [Zartu to nie rozumiej^ @
[They do not understand jokes@

259. G: Zartu nie rozumiej^ takiego?@
[They don’t understand jokes? @ ]

260. J: Nie.
[No.]

261. G: Aha. + Jakis przykiad? + Cos ci przychodzi do glowy?
[Aha. + Some examples? +Something comes to your mind?]

262. J: Hm. Teraz akurat nie.
[Hm. Not right now.]

263. G: No dobra, to jak [ci si? kiedys przypomni [to
[Oh right, if  you remember about something [then]

264. J: [Nie mogli (oni) zrozumiec, ze + ktos nie mogl widziec lasu, bo
drzewa go zaslanialy.
[They could not understand that one could not see the forest for the 
trees hid it.]

265. G: Aha: + @ + Nie mogli tego zrozumiec, tak?
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[Aha: + @ + They could not understand this one, yeah?]
266. J: Nie.

[Yeah]
267. G: Nie byio po prostu smieszne dla nich?

[It was just not funny for them?]
268. J: Nie. Dla nich, ale Polacy si^ z tego smiej^.

[No. For them, but Poles are laughing from it.]

In this excerpt, Janek provides an example o f a joke that was funny for him, 

yet it was not funny for his Irish peers. There is a strong affiliation between the 

interviewer and Janek; as for himself and the interviewer it is surprising that “they” 

(old-timers/Janek’s’ Irish peers) “did not understand” the following joke: [one could 

not see the forest for the trees hid it]. The interviewer uses the discourse marker “po 

prostu” [just/merely/simply] to point that “their” sense of humour is obviously 

different. By the frequent use of symbolic deixes^"  ̂ “oni” [they] “nich” [them] Janek 

and the interviewer collaboratively construct a storyline in which they contrast the 

Irish -  “them”/they (third person plural) with the Polish. In this way they also display 

their allegiances with the Polish sense of humour. Janek uses discourse marker “ale” 

(adversary conjunction) in line 268 to emphasise that Poles laughed at his joke 

whereas “they” (Irish peers) did not. He again contrasts the Polish and Irish sense of 

humour underlining that his joke was “funny” for Poles -  but not for “them” (the 

Irish). In this way Janek constructs himself as being different than his Irish peers. 

Interestingly, although he used symbolic deixes such as third person plural “nich ” 

[them] or “oni" [they] to describe his audience he never used the first person plural 

pronoun to describe or demonstrate his explicit allegiances with the Polish 

community. His personal identity then is not straightforward. He does not identify 

himself with his classmates (Irish old-timers) but he does not display strong 

allegiances with Poles either. Through the use of symbolic deixes Janek construct 

himself as being distinct/different -  not part o f the community of his Irish peers. He 

also explicitly demonstrates some allegiances with the Polish sense of humour, but 

not necessarily with the Polish community as a whole or on a more personal level as 

he uses generalizations about the Polish instead o f using the first person plural. In 

this way Janek negotiates his identity in tenns of “membership” and affiliation with

See the following: Anderson, Stephen R.; & Keenan, Edward L.; (1985). Deixis. In T. Shopen 
(Ed.), Language typology and syntactic description: Grammatical categories and the lexicon (Vol. 3, 
pp. 259-308). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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the two communities as the contrastive use o f pronouns has been shown to 

demonstrate different identities in narratives (De Fina, 2003; Schiffrin, 2002).

6.5.3 Technologically “different”.

Janek often made reference to the fact that he does not need the same kind of 

technology as his Irish peers, thus, he differs in his attitude towards modem 

technology in this way. Janek had a laptop that he shared with his sister. He has never 

complained about sharing his computer with his sibling or not having other modem 

devices popular among boys his age. What was surprising, he chose not to have a 

mobile phone. However, his attitudes towards phones were changing and finally he 

decided to get a phone. The following excerpt is an example of such orientation. It 

also demonstrates Janek’s and the interviewer’s collaborative ethnic identity 

construction (use o f third person plural).

Excerpt TJ273- 290:

273. G: To tak. Rozumiem. Aha. + E;:m + Dobrze:, + Czyli-a cos jeszcze
innego zauwa^Ies, ze ci^ dzieli od nich?
[Just that. I see. Aha. + E::m -t Right: + So have you noticed 
something else as well as something that separates/you from them?

274. J: Nie.
[No]

275. G: Zejednak.
[But maybe.]

276. J: No:: ci sq tacy technologiczni inaczej .
[Well:: they are so technologically different/other.

277. G: Ktorzy?
Who?

278. J: [Koledzy, ci Irlandczycy.]
Friends, these Irish.

279. G: Ehym. W sensie? Ze s^:, nie wiem
[Ehym. In what sense? that they’re:, I don’t know]

280. J: Kazdy ma kom-[musi miec komputer. Play Station
[Each o f them has- [has to have a computer, PlayStation]

281. G: [A:: wie::m, (xx) wydawalo mi si?, ze w sensie, ze s^: strasznie: +
Aha-aha-aha. A ty taki nie jestes?
[oh:: I know, (xx) I thought that in a sense, that they are terribly: + 
Aha-aha. And are you not like that?

282. J: Nie, mi wystarcza komputer.
[No, computer is enough for me.]

283. G: Ehym. Czyli nie przywi^zujesz takiej wagi do tego, wszystkiego. Nie
widzisz w tym, ze to jest takie super wazne.
[Ehym. So you don’t pay so much attention to all that. You don’t see 
it as super important.]

284. J: Ale telefon musze sobie kupic w koncu.
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[But I have to buy a new phone at least.]
285. G: A masz-nie masz telefonu?

And do you have-you don’t have a phone?
286. J: Nie::, do tej pory jeszcze nie: potrzebowalem.

[No:; I haven’t needed one so far]
287. G: Nie miales [telefonu.

[You have never had a [phone.
288. J; [Ale zaczynam potrzebowac.

[But I start to need one.]
289. G: Aha i nigdy nie zalowates w sumie, ze nie miales wczesniej?

[Aha and in all, you have never regretted that you haven’t had it 
before?]

290. J: Nie:: jeszcze nie. + Chociaz czasami jak szkola si^ wczesniej
kohczyla + to do sekretariatu musialem isc zadzwonic po tat^.
[No:: not yet. + But sometimes when school closed earlier I had to go 
to school’s reception to make a phone call to my dad. ]

In this excerpt Janek points to one characteristic that according to him makes 

him different from his Irish friends. He makes the proposition that they are 

“technologiczni inaczej” [technologically diferent/other] -  that it is important for 

them to have modem technological equipment: "''Kazdy ma kom-[musi miec 

komputer, PlayStation” [Each o f them has- [has to have computer, play station]. 

Janek designs his utterance in such a way to underline the “importance” and 

“necessity of having those appliances”. It is essential for his Irish peers, but not for 

himself By use of the third person plural to describe Janek’s Irish peers Janek 

constructs himself as different. Additionally, a high level of affiliation between Janek 

and the interviewer is demonstrated by frequent use and repetition of the pronouns 

[they/them], Janek also takes on an epistemic stance (displays a high level of 

confidence with regard to his propositions) “kazdy" [each] and “m usi” [modality 

marker “must”]. The interviewer, however, presupposes that all the boys in their teen 

age would have similar desires. For this reason she asks Janek if he is not the same -  

sharing the same technological interests as his fiiends: ''A ty taki nie jestes?'" [And 

are you not like them?] In line 282 Janek contrasts himself with his Irish fiiends and 

explicitly admits that he is not like them, for him it is enough to have a computer. 

Janek does not choose to elaborate on the interviewer’s proposition regarding the 

importance of technology in his life. Instead, in line 284 he makes a point that he 

must buy himself a phone. The interviewer expresses her surprise at the fact that he 

does not have a phone. She expresses her astonishment through prosodic features of 

her discourse such as raised intonation, surprised tone of voice (lines 285 and 287).
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Janek reveals that he never had a phone (mobile) before, but now this is changing and 

he starts to need one. The interviewer asks him if he has ever regretted not having his 

own mobile. This in turn, evokes Janek’s immediate response “nie:: Nie:: jeszcze 

n ie” [not yet]. Then, he hesitates and adds: “+ Chociaz czasami ja k  szkola si§ 

wczesniej koficzyla + to do sekretariatu musialem isc zadzwonic po tat§ ” [But 

sometimes when school closed earlier I had to go to school’s reception to make a 

phone call to my dad.]. Janek explicitly states that not having a phone has not been an 

issue before; however, he decides to mention a situation in which it would have been 

useful to have one. This, however, is a very pragmatic reason for possessing a mobile 

phone. Janek neither reports other uses of the mobile phone to communicate with his 

peers nor mentions hypothetical socializing situations in which it could be used.

6.5.4 Accent -  being “other”

The theme of “having a different accent” was initiated on many occasions by 

Janek. His accent made him distinct among native speakers/others (old-timers). Most 

of the time there were random words or phrases that would make him “sound 

different” as his classmates would say. There were also some differences in 

pronunciation of short and long vowels (extracted from fieldnotes, classroom 

observations). Janek recurrently reported or drew on examples o f the situations in 

which his accent made him feel different or distinct. Nonetheless, Janek was not 

trying to ‘fix’ his own accent in any way. The following excerpts illustrate Janek’s 

own stance-taking with respect to his pronunciation and accent.

Excerpt TJ517-526:

517. G: Dobrze. + Czy chcialbys mowic z takim samym akcentem jak
Irlandczycy?
[Right. + Would you like to speak with the same accent as Irish?]

518. J: Nie::.
[No::]

519. G: I zeby tak si^ nie odrozniac od nich.
[And so you aren’t distinguishable from them (the native speakers)?]

520. J: Raczej jak brytyjczycy.
[I’d rather have a British (accent).]

521. G: Jak brytyjczycy. + Ehym. + [Uwazasz, ze brytyjski jest lepszy?
Like British. + Ehym. + [You think that British is better?]

522. J: [Czysciej, latwiej zrozumiec ich. + Ehym.
[Clearer, it’s easier to understand them. + Ehym.]

523. G:, Czemu?
[Why?]
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524. J: No, bo to od nich si^ wszystko zacz^Jo i nie maj^ zadnych
przeksztatconych rzeczy. + Jak tutaj albo w ameryce. + Najlatwiej si^
slucha oryginalu.
[It’s just because it has all started from them and they don’t have any 
transformed things. + Like here or in America. + Original is the 
easiest to listen/follow.]

525. G: Ehym. A tutaj nie jest jak (x)?
[Ehym. And here it is not like (x)?]

526. J: Przeci^gaj^ i takie tam.
[They are lengthening (things) and stuff.]

In excerpt TJ517-526 Janek explicitly expresses his preferences towards a 

particular accent variety. He does not want to speak with the same accent as the old- 

timers/native speakers from his school. He reveals that he would like to speak with a 

British accent. The interviewer immediately aligns with his proposition and makes an 

explicit suggestion that Janek thinks that a British accent is “better”. She does not 

provide any inferences nor point to any specific reasons why a British accent could 

have been considered better. Janek gives a general jusfification o f his opinion by 

saying that a British accent sounds "'czysciej/czystrzy ” [clearer/purer] and is '"latMnej 

zrozumiec” [easier to understand]. This, in turn, evokes the interviewer’s prompt 

reply -  as she is asking for clarification. In line 534 Janek gives a discursive account 

providing motives behind his reasoning. He makes the proposition that British 

English is the original version o f English. He makes an inference to the historical 

origins o f the English language: “od nich si^ wszystko zacz^lo” [It has all started 

from them]. In this way he presupposes that Irish or American English varieties are 

not ‘original’ as there are many “przeksztalconych rzeczy” [transformed things] in 

these language varieties. By saying “przeksztalconych rzeczy” [transformed things] 

Janek makes an implicit comment on aspects o f language variety that are specific to 

Irish or American variations -  '"Przeciqgajq i takie tarn ” [they’re lengthening things 

and stuff] -  and aspects of pronunciation. This excerpt shows the ways in which 

Janek reproduces some wider ideology regarding British English superiority over 

other variefies for e.g. Hiberno-English (Irish English) or American English. This 

ideology is widespread among Poles* (anecdotal source) though not many Poles 

question the source of their belief Janek is however, displaying uncertainty 

(epistemic stance) regarding his propositions through the use o f epistemic modality 

markers such as “raczej” [rather] or prosodic features of his discourse: “nie:” 

[No:::] or the phrase “takie tam” [and stuff] to generalise instead of support his
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argument with some evidence or examples. Interestingly, similar presuppositions 

regarding the superiority o f a British accent over an Irish one were expressed 

implicitly by Ewa (Janek’s mother); see the following extract from the transcript in 

which Ewa explains that she tries not to speak with the Irish accent. She justifies her 

choice by saying that she is not easily influenced by external influences. She makes it 

very explicit:

Excerpt M218:

‘Ze ja cos mowi^, a moj Janek mnie poprawia ‘Mamo:: 
przeciez to nie tak si^ mowi’. Ja mowi^ no + No czasami 
masz racje, ale czasami to, dlatego ze ty mowisz irlandzkim 
akcentem a ja staram sie angielskim caly czas, bo ja jakos 
nie-nie-nie jestem tak^ osob^, ktora latwo podda si? takim 
wplywom’
[It’s when I say something and Janek corrects me ‘you just 
don’t say it this way’ and I say, ‘well sometimes you’re right 
but sometimes it is because you peak with the Irish accent 
and I try to speak with the English (British) accent because I 
am not such a person who would be easily influenced by 
others’ ]

6.5.5 “Sheet” |SHIT] -  “they want to hear this word” 

Excerpt TJ882-898:

882. J; Nie, nie jest to. + Jedny-dw6ch-dwa slowa caly czas + myl^: [mi si?.
[No, no it’s not this. + One-two-two words are confusing all the time: 
[I confuse them]

883. G: [Ktore?
[Which ones?]

884. J: Raczej. Nie mylq mi-mi si?, tylko nie potrafi? tak jednego
wypowiedziec, zeby + si?: ten drugie. + Zebym nie powiedzial
drugiego + Bo z-zawsze tak [niezde
[I’d rather say, they are not confusing, but I can’t say one in a way that 
it doesn’t sound like: the second one. + So I do not say the second one 
+ Because it’s a-always such [niez]

885. G: [To CO mowisz, powiedz+
[So what do you say, say it+]

886. J: Tak si? dener-tak mi dokuczaj^, ze jak mowi? im to slowo to oni
wtedymowiq, ‘Co:? To drugie?’
[They’re nerv-they tease me so when I say this word they say ‘What? 
The Second One?’]

887. G: Ehym. Co-co? Jakie to slowa?
[Ehym. What what? What words are they?]

888. J: No kartka papieru. @
[well sheet of paper. @]

889. G: Aha::, ze sheet, tak?
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[Aha::, ‘sheet’, yeah?]
890. J: Ta:k. + Caly czas to mowi^ + a oni caly czas @.

[Ye;s. + I say it all the time + and they @ (onomatopoeic sounds to 
show laughter) all the time]

891. G: No bo [w angie
[It’s because [in Engl]

892. J: [To mnie-to mnie denerwuje najbardziej.
[[This makes me nervous/frustrated the most.]

893. G; Bo w angielskim masz samogloski znaczy masz inne dzwi^ki,
wiesz? I masz dlugie ‘i’. Na przyklad masz, a p-a powiedz, ze
mieszkasz w Irlandii.
[Because in English you have vowels I mean different sounds, you 
know? And you have long (i:) for example you have, and p-a say that 
you live in Ireland.]

894. J: Nie.
[No.]

895. G: Powiedz ‘mieszkam’.
[Say ‘live’]

896. J: Ih :v .
897. G: N ieli:v. Liv.

[No l i:v . L iv ]

898. J: No to wlasnie jest irlandzka mowa.
[Well that’s just Irish speech]

This excerpt illustrates not only Janek’s relations and interactions with his 

classmates but also exposes pronunciation difficulties as a source of stress and 

“otherness” . Janek reveals that there are two specific words that are confusing for 

him, as he articulates the problem: “n/e potrafi^ tak jednego M>ypoM’iedziec+ Zehym 

nie poM’iedzial drugiego ” [I can’t pronounce one word so as I do not say the second 

one]. The interviewer aligns with Janek in the next line and tries to provoke Janek to 

say problematic words. Instead of saying the words, Janek chooses to reject the 

interviewer’s proposition and elaborates on the reaction of his classmates. The 

interviewer does not align with his comment and keeps asking about the words 

“Jakie to slowa? ” [what words are these?]. In turn, Janek tries to avoid pronouncing 

the words. When he finally decides to say the word, he says it in Polish not in English 

kartka papieru” [well::, sheet of paper]. The interjection “n o ” [well] said with 

falling intonation displays Janek’s negative affective stance (reluctance, 

unwillingness towards saying the words). The interviewer pronounces the word 

“sheet” in English and Janek aligns with her by pointing out that he says this “all the

‘N o ’ -  interjection in Polish, used to express a range o f  emotions including surprise, anger, 
resignation, or relief etc.
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time”. In this way Janek can avoid saying the word and underline that he pronounces 

the word in the same way as the interviewer. Janek uses discursive intensifiers 

czas" [all the time] (to highlight the frequency with which the situation occurs) or 

'"najbardziej” [the most] and then instead o f using the phrase “smiejq si§” [they’re 

laughing] he uses onomatopoeic sounds imitating laughter to underline the intensity 

of emotion. He also puts emphatic stress on words "‘‘cafy czas” [all the time] to 

emphasise his point. This, in turn, evokes the interviewer’s role as an expert as she 

decides to provide some potential reasons for why the pronunciation of the word 

“sheet” could be difficult for a non-native speaker. In line 893, the interviewer makes 

a presupposition that the pronunciation of the long vowel “i:” is problematic for 

Janek. She prompts him to say the word ‘mieszkam’ [live (verb)] in English as her 

intention is to draw Janek’s attention to the short “i” in the word “live” [Liv]and the 

long “i:” present in a word “leave” [Li:v]. Janek’s initial reply is an open rejection of 

the interviewer’s proposition. When in line 896 he decides to pronounce the word 

“live” he makes a mistake and instead of saying “live” (short “i” sound) he says 

“leave” (long i; sound). The interviewer maintains her role of an expert and corrects 

Janek immediately. She uses the negative polarity marker “w/e” [no] and provides the 

correct version of the word. This evokes Janek’s spontaneous remark: '"No to wlasnie 

jest irlandzka mowa” [Well, that’s just Irish speech]. Janek presupposes that the 

existence of long and short “I” is specific only to Irish English. He takes on an 

epistemic stance (high level of certainty is displayed through the discourse marker 

"M’lasnie” [just meaning precisely here]. His utterance is also affectively charged: he 

places emphatic stress on “this” and the exclamation “«o” [well]. It can be also 

presupposed here that Janek is unaware o f some phonetic aspects of English 

pronunciation (i.e. short and long vowels). His reluctance to align with the 

interviewer’s prompts to say the problematic word “sheet” and then to pronounce the 

word “live” can be seen as a social act (of avoiding an expected criticism from the 

interviewer). The following excerpt is the continuation o f this theme.

Excerpt TJ914-918:

914. J: Najgorzej jest jak si^ pytam o t^ kartk^ tam nauczycielke now^.
[It’s the worst when I ask for this sheet of paper from the new
(female) teacher.]

915. G: Jak CO?

[When (you do) what?]
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916. J: Jak nam jak 4 s-jak[4 s kartke nauczycielka dala. + Wtedy si^ dopiero
smieia
[When the teacher gave as this-th sheet o f  paper.+ Well (dopiero 
interjection, translation does not reflect emotional impact o f the 
interjection) then they laughi

917. G; [Nauczyciel? Aha, aha. + No, bo-no bo nagle tak wiesz. No, bo nagle
mowisz to tak jak  im brzmi. Oni slysz^ inny inny wyraz@ W iesz? + 
No, wi^c-wi^c ten. Wi^c to jest tak, ze oni slyszjj ten inny wyraz i 
dlatego [wiesz.
[The teacher? Aha, aha. + It’s just you know because that suddenly. 
You say something and suddenly it sounds for them like (something 
else). They hear different word@ you know? + Well, so so just. So 
this is that they hear this different word and that’s why [you know]

918. J ; [Oni chc^slyszec ten wyraz.
[They want to hear this word.]

The theme o f saying the word “sheet” and the kind o f reaction it evokes came 

up again when talking about Janek’s interactions and relations with his classmates. 

Janek initiated the topic him self as he decided to complain about the situation; this 

time explicitly articulating the problem: "Najgorzej je s t ja k  s if  pytam o tq kartk^ tarn 

nauczycielke noM>q̂ '̂" [It’s the worst when 1 ask for this sheet o f paper from the new 

(female) teacher]. When he asks a new teacher about a sheet o f paper his classmates 

burst out laughing. He uses the intensifier {""najgorzej'' [the worst], and adjective 

“zle” [bad] in its superlative form to make his complaint even more evident. In this 

excerpt Janek’s utterances are affectively charged: emphatic stress is put on the 

words ""wtedy^^ si^ dopiero” [Well then they laugh]; ""chcq" [they want] and the 

discourse marker dopiero”̂  ̂ [well then]. Moreover, the interviewer’s

proposition that the situation is a result o f mispronunciation o f the word “sheet” is 

immediately and explicitly rejected by Janek. He corrects the interviewer, 

emphasising the intentional character o f his peers’ reaction: '"Oni chcq sfyszec ten 

w yraz” [They want to hear this word]. An animated tone o f  voice along with 

emphatic stress on (want) in this utterance display Janek’s affective attitude towards 

the situation. Moreover, a high level o f “confidence” is displayed by Janek with

The new geography teacher (an attractive young woman) has started teaching Janek’s class only one 
month before this conversation took place. It is also relevant to disclose that Janek is a quite person 
and drawing attention o f  others to him self always evoked strong emotional reaction (embarassment).

w te d y  - a pronoun in Polish can be translated as ‘th en ’referring to som e time in the past or the future, 
referred to above, for example, then there was no phone,

dopiero - in colloqial speech in Polish it is part o f  a complex interjection, expressing emotional 
reaction o f  the speaker on something that was not expected.
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respect to the intentionahty of his peers’ reaction. In this way he constructs a negative 

stance towards this situation.

6.5.6 “Being smart”

Janek was a very successful student. Most of the subjects that he attends are

higher levels. Generally, he did very well on tests (90-100%) and his teachers

mentioned only minor issues or difficulties that he experienced over last year e.g. his

English teacher pointed to Janek’s compositions being too short. English was also the

only subject that Janek chose to do at ordinary level. Janek often assessed himself in

the light of his classmates and reflectively positioned himself with respect to his

performance in class. His assessments were positive. His teachers were very positive

in their assessment o f his work as he always got very high scores on tests. The

following extracts from teachers’ interviews provide their perspectives regarding his

general performance in school.

Maths teacher:

20. MT: I’m not quite sure he’s very well e:em integrated? 
he’s managed the language well, he’s well able, + not like 
somebody who doesn’t understand things, xxteach things it’s 
not for Janek , he’s very well able he’s way up at the top of 
his class xx fantastic student.

In this short narrative Janek’s Maths teacher points to Janek’s good linguistic 

competency, and very good performance during classes. One thing that he is not sure 

about is the level to which Janek is integrated with his classmates.

English teacher:

20. E: [I think he’s only been you know I think he’s very smart. I

think you know now not only English+]

Janek’s English teacher was also very positive about Janek’s general 

performance as she used to make inferences about Janek being “smart”. In this 

extract Janek’s teacher makes a reference to Janek’s general quality of being ‘smart’ 

as she describes him as such not only in terms of English as a subject but also in a 

more general, holistic way. The following excerpt shows the ways in which Janek 

reflectively positions himself with respect to the aforementioned issue.

Excerpt TJ19-28:

21. G: + A w relacjach, na przykiad mi^dzy:: + tob^ a kolegami tutaj?
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[+ And in relations, for example + between yourself and your 
colleagues here?]

22. J: A: dobrze. + Raczej tak + oni uwazaj^, ze Ci w Polsce wszyscy 54

tacy m^dzi, ze ta[cy
[All: right. + + I’d say yes, they think that all those coming from 
Poland are so smart that they’re [so]

23. G; [Jacy?
[so?]

24. J; M^drzy.
[Wise/smart.]

25. G: M^drzy, aha. + Ehym, dobrze chyba@ To pozytywnie co? + Dobry
wizerunek. + A czemu tak uwazaj^?
[Smart, aha. + Ehym, well I guess @ that’s positive yeah? + Good 
image. + And why do they think so?]

26. J: Tylko, dlatego, ze ja jes tem  dobry.
[Only/just because I'm good.]

27. G: Aha. Czyli tak mysl^, ze wszyscy w Polsce s^ tacy?
[Aha. So they think that everyone in Poland is like that?]

28. J: No i jeszcze, ze dwuj^zyczni ludzie to + lepiej + mysl^.
[And also that bilingual people are that + that’s better + they think.]

In this excerpt, Janek constructs a positive assessment about himself. He 

assesses him self in the light o f  his classmates and is reflectively positioning him self 

as “m qdrv” [smart]; ''d.M’uj^zyczny’" [bilingual] or ""dobry" [good]. He also makes a 

point about Polish people being perceived as such by his peers because he possesses 

those qualities: they think in this way because "'Tylko dlatego, ze ja  jestem  dobry” 

[Only/just because I'm good]. In this way he displays a very high level o f confidence 

(evidentially is indexed through the discourse marker ""tylko'" [only]).

6.5.7 Cursing: “I don’t mind when they curse every second word”

The following conversation took place a short time after the summer holidays. Janek 

spent about three weeks in his hometown in Poland. The interviewer initiated the 

theme o f “personal changes” that take place among people and can be spotted by the 

person from outside. Janek aligned with this proposition and reflected on the ways he 

perceives his old friends in Poland now by initiating a small story/narrative about 

‘cursing’ in Polish and English.

Excerpt TJ459-467:

459. G: Aha. Czyli-czyli teraz tak bardziej si^ interesujesz swiatem
dookoIa.[]+ Ehym. A w  jaki sposob, nie wiem + postrzegasz inaczej 
swoich rowiesnikow w Polsce albo + nie wiem, w jakis sposob 
inaczej o nich myslisz? Jak tam kogos spotykasz jak jedziesz nie 
wiem, do babci na wakacje?
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[Aha. So you’re you’re you’re more interested in the world around 
you. [] + Ehym. And, in what way? 1 do not know + do you perceive 
your peers in Poland differently or + I do not know, do you think 
differently about them in some ways? When you meet someone while 
visiting your grandmother during holidays.]

460. J; [Ehym] + No: to: teraz + po tym, co tutaj slysz^ od Irlandczykow, to
tam si^ zdaje, ze strasznie przeklinaj^.
[Yeah: now + after what I heard here from Irish peers it seems to me 
that they curse a lot there. [Ehym] +

461. G: W Polsce? [] Czyli tu mniej?
[In Poland? [] That is, here less?]

462. J: [Ehym] + Chociaz tutaj tez uzywaj^ + pewnych slow, tylko, ze dla
mnie, jako Polaka, te slowa nic nie znacz^, bo jakos ich nie 
przetiumaczalem sobie doslownie, wi^c to s^ po prostu puste slowa. 
Sam moglbym uzywac bez urazy, ale po polsku nie moglbym raczej 
przeklinac, wtedy ja  wiem raczej, co to znaczy.
[[Ehym] + though + they use certain words here as well, but for me,
as a Pole, these words mean nothing, because somehow I do not
translate them literally, so these words are just empty words. I could 
use them with no offence, but I’d say I could not curse/swear in 
Polish, because I sort of know what it means.]

463. G: Takie dziwne no nie? Troch^ to jest. Bo tak jakby dogl^bnie czujesz,
ze przeklinasz, ze [wiesz, co robisz. A tutaj] to jest tak jakby to bylo 
takie, takie obok, takie jakby ciebie to nic dotyczylo, no nie? Cos 
takiego. + No::, znam to uczucie. Ehym.
[That's strange isn’t it? It is s little. Because you can feel it deeply as if 
when you curse/swear [you know what you're doing. And here] it is as 
if it is so, beside you, as if it does not concern you, doesn’t it? 
Something like that. + :: Well, 1 know the feeling. Ehym.]

464. J: [Tak. A z irlandzkim nie.] + Dlatego raczej mi nie przeszkadza jak (x)
kln^ co drugie slowo.
[[Yes. And with Irish it’s not.] + So I sort of don’t mind if they curse 
every second word.]

465. G: Aha:, te przeklehstwa.
[Aha: These curse words.]

466. J: Ale jak do Polski zajad^ to!+
[But when I got to Poland then!+]

467. G: To tak. To przeszkadza ci tam. + Az-az ci uszy puchn^. @
[Then yes. It bothers you there. + Up-until your ears swell. @]

In this excerpt Janek reveals that he has an impression that “they” (Polish 

teenagers) curse terribly “tam ” [there] (in Poland) as he compares the language of his 

Polish peers with his Irish classmates. He uses the third person pronoun (“they”) in 

relation to his peers in Poland and adverb (“there”) to Poland itself In this way, he 

implicitly rejects identification with the group and creates a distance between himself 

and the place. In line 462 Janek gives a retrospective account regarding the ways
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“cursing language” affects him. First, he makes a proposition that “cursing” is more 

common among his Polish friends, and then he changes/modifies his suggestion 

slightly by adding that “some (bad) words” are used here (among his Irish peers) as
9Qwell. The adversary conjunction “c/jocz'az” [though] is used to indicate Janek’s 

hesitation with regard to the legitimacy of his previous proposition. Next, Janek 

decides to make another proposition as he argues that for him “te slowa nic nie 

znaczq" [these words mean nothing] as he does not ''"przetlumaczam sobie 

doslownie” [translate them literally]. He uses expressions such as “te slowa nic nie 

znaczq ” [these words mean nothing (to me)] or “to fy/ko puste slowa ” [these are just 

empty words] to emphasise that these words have no emotional or psychological 

effect on him. “Nic nie znaczy” [doesn’t mean nothing (literal translation)] a double 

negative in Polish is used here to intensify/strengthen the negative effect. Janek also 

points out that he could use these words himself without any offence. On the 

contrary, in Polish he would “raczej”̂  ̂ [sort of/quite/rather] never use them as he is 

fully aware of their meaning. Janek and the interviewer display a high level of 

affiliation in this conversation. In line 463 the interviewer provides her own personal 

description of the way she feels with respect to ‘swearing’ in Polish. “5o tak jakby  

dogi^bnie czujesz” ze [wiesz co robisz" [Because you feel deeply that you are 

cusring [you know what you're doing]]. She uses the adverb “deeply,” emphasising 

the emotive impact of cursing in Polish on herself She also contrasts this strong 

emotional reaction with the rather flat reaction evoked by swearing in English: "'takie 

obok, takie jakby ciebie to nie dotyczylo ” [it is just beside you as if it did not concern 

you]. "'Obok” [beside] is used metaphorically here to indicate little 

emotional/affective impact. She also explicitly affiliates with Janek as she says [I 

know the feeling]. In line 464, Janek immediately aligns with the interviewer’s 

proposition. He makes a comment that here it does not bother him when they curse 

every second word. The situation is reversed when he goes to Poland. Again, the 

interviewer and Janek achieve a high level of affiliation as the interviewer comments 

on Janek’s reaction in line 466. She uses an idiomatic expression “az ci uszypuchnq” 

[you feel as if they had a mouth like a sailor (direct translation: [as if  you had swollen 

ears when you hear them)] to emphasise the contrast between the two languages. In

‘Chociaz’ -conjunction connecting a subordinate clause with the main one believes the child mind 
from which content can be drawn with respect to the opposite court, as referred to in the main clause »
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this excerpt, Janek and the interviewer affihate in claiming that the Polish language is 

considered to have more of an emotional hold on them than English when it comes to 

“cursing”. In this way they both make allegiances towards the Polish language.

6.5.8 Polish Club

Janek does not have many Polish friends. Most of the children attending 

Polish school are a few years younger. There are only two boys near his age, Piotr 

(13) and Bartek (14) but they go to different classes. Janek attends his classes with 

his younger siblings Ala (15) and Rafal (14) so they spend most of the time in school 

together. Janek expressed his satisfaction/contentment with the Polish school on 

numerous occasions. He and his siblings also attend a Polish youth club that gathers 

young people from age 12 to 16. Janek has been attending meetings o f the club since 

its inception in March 2011. They meet every Thursday at 7 pm. The members o f the 

club take part in arts and crafts and other games and activities including sport and 

dancing. They also participate in events organized by the local Polish Association 

such as Polish Mothers’ Day or Children’s Day. The following excerpts illustrate 

these issues.

Excerpt TJ221-228:

221. G: Wlasnie ty nie masz, nie? Mo(x) Ala ma tak^ kolezanke. Ty nie masz
tych + To (x). + A:: powiedz mi, z tymi kolegami z polskiej szkoly, no 
to nie wiem, jakies + to masz jakis kolegow? Jak to bylo, co ty 
mowiles, ze nie ma w twoim wieku, tak? W polskiej szkole.
[So you do not have don’t you? Mo (x) Ala has a friend. You do not 
have + It (x). + And:: tell me with those colleagues from the Polish 
school, I don’t know, do you have any friends? How was it ? did you 
say that there are no teenagers at your age? Right? In the Polish 
school.]

222. J: No::, tam. + S::^ taci-tacy, tyle, moze o rok mlodsi.
[W ell:: there. + There’re:: these-those, so, maybe a year younger.]

223. G: Aha. To w sumie ok. + Teraz z nimi, nie wiem, nie kumplujesz si^?
[Aha. So in all, it’s ok. + You don’t hang out together? I don’t know?]

224. J: Kumpluje, tylko no.
[I hang out with them but, yeah.]

225. G: Nie ma jak, bo tro:che za daleko mieszkacie.
[It’s hard, because they live a little bit too far.]

226. J: No::, tylko w szkole si^ widujemy.
[Yeah::, we just see each other in school.]

‘Raczej’ — particle expressing hesitation on the part o f the speaker with regard to the choice o f  the 
appropriate judgement and a tendency to regard the judgement o f the claim/proposition as positive.
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227. G: Ehem. E:: + Ro::zu::mie, tylko w szkole. Czyli w sumie rzadko, co
sobote. + + No nie wiem, nalezysz do jakiegos, nie wiem,
klubu::? (xx) albo cos? + No prosze. Tam nie ma + nikogo takiego, + 
kto by si^ nadawal na?
[Ehem. E:: + I understand, only in school. So, in all, rarely, every 
Saturday.+ Y::m;: + Well I don’t know, you belong to some club, I 
don’t know::?(xx) or something? + Oh well. There’s no one there who 
+ would make a friend?]

228. J: To tez ci z polskiej szkoly, ktorzy tutaj mieszkaj^. + Bo z nimi si^
wtedy widuje dwa razy w tygodniu.
[The same ones from the Polish school, those who live here. + 
Because I see them twice a week then.]

In this excerpt, Janek and the interviewer talk about Janek’s 

friends/colleagues from Polish school. The interviewer initiates the topic by saying 

that Janek’s sister has a friend from Polish school. She also displays her familiarity 

with the situation by referring to some previous conversations on the same topic. 

Janek decides to align with that and talks about his relations with other teenagers 

from the Polish school. The first thing that Janek reveals is that there are Polish boys 

there “moze ” [maybe] one year younger than he is. He is not certain what age exactly 

these boys are as he uses the modality marker "moze ” [maybe] when he is describing 

their age. He also uses discourse markers “tacy” [such], “tyle" [so] and "tylko no::” 

[only yeah], and prosodic features/epistemic indices (lengthened sound in the particle 

“no::’" well:; ) to express his hesitation and lack of certainty. Again in line 225, the 

interviewer makes a proposition (based on her observations) that the boys live 

“tro:che za daleko” [a bit too far]. This evokes Janek’s alignment as he comments 

that they can only see each other in school. The interviewer expresses her 

understanding of the situation, but she makes another proposition, namely that Janek 

knows some Poles through the Polish Youth Club. Janek clarifies immediately as he 

explains that these Poles are the same teenagers that attend Polish Supplementary 

School. He points out that he meets them twice a week on Saturdays and Thursdays. 

Janek does not display any allegiances with his Polish peers as he does not know 

them very well even though they all attend Polish Club meetings and Polish weekend 

school. He decides not to talk about his relations with these children either.

Excerpt TJlOl-104:

101. G: No i jak tam w tej polskiej szkole? Pomaga Ci ten-ten-ta szkola, zeby
ten polski jakos nie zapomniec?@
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[Yeah/Well and how’s the Polish school? Does it help you, so that 
you don’t forget Poland in a way?@]

102. J: Nie:; ja  tarn chodz^ tylko, zeby si^: z Polakami spotkac.
[No:: I go there only because, so as to: meet with Poles.]

103. G: Tak? Ehym. + Czyli wlasciwie nie w celu jakiejs nauki wi^kszej, tylko
[Yes? Ehym. +So you don’t go there really to study hard, just to]

104. J: Ehym, tylko tam siedz^ i ucze si^, zeby nie narzekali nauczyciele, ze
nic nie robi^.
[Ehym, I only sit there and I’m only studying (some things) so as the 
teachers don’t complain that I am doing nothing.]

In this excerpt Janek points to an important aspect of being part of the Polish 

community -  being able to meet other Poles on regular basis. He openly rejects the 

interviewer’s proposition that he attends the Polish school in order to remember or 

learn about Poland or his Polish heritage. Janek explicitly states that the only reason 

for which he attends Polish Supplementary School is to meet with other Poles. In line 

103, the interviewer repeats the question, trying to elicit more details regarding these 

meetings. Janek again decides to retain his claim. He exposes his investment in the 

claim when justifying it. He reveals that he only leams things he’s told by the 

teachers so as to avoid their criticism (line 104). Janek’s mother provided her own 

perspective on Janek’s attendance of Polish weekend supplementary school (see the 

following excerpt):

Excerpt TM 60:
Wi^c-wi^c ten ostatni rok to-to ja  mu powiedzialam ‘dobra 
Janek’, + bo poprzednio powiedzial, ze on juz raczej nie 
b^dzie chodzil juz jest za stary na szkoi^ i te. Ja mowi§’
Janek + jak ten + jak-jak nie chcesz to nie. Ja ci^ nie b^d^ juz 
zmuszac. Zrobiles to, co miales zrobic, + po co mam, tyle,
CO-CO nauczyles si^ to juz ci w :^ciu wystarczy. Ja:: ( x ) ,  jesli 
nie chcesz to nie.’ + Ale na koniec rok-ale potem si^ okazalo, 
ze on nie, ze + bo to chodzilo tu o tq polskq szkol?.

[So-so the last year -I told him 'Right Janek’ + because before 
he said that he does not think he would attend the school 
anymore as he is too old for the school. 1 say 'Janek+ + it’s if 
you don’t want to you don’t have to. I’ll not force you. You 
did what you had to do + why will I + what you’ve learnt so 
far will be enough in your life. I :: (x), if  you do not want to, 
you don’t have to. '+ But at the end of the year-it turned out 
that+ no he, that it was all about the Polish School itself]

In this excerpt Janek’s mother makes the point that being part o f the Polish 

community is a central reason sustaining Janek’s motivation to keep attending Polish
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Supplementary School [it is all about Polish school]. As she points out, he is not 

forced in any way as she evaluates Janek’s range of knowledge about Poland and his 

Polish language competence as “being sufficient” for his future life. She says: [You 

have done what you were to do]. In this way she confirms that he has fulfilled her 

expectations with regard to education about Poland. She also expresses her surprise 

at the fact that Janek decided to continue attending the school this year as he was not 

sure whether he was going to continue or not.

Excerpt TJ309-316:

309. G: Ehym. + Rozumiem. + E::m + Czyli jak miaibys to wszystko tak
podsumowac, to w sumie, jacy znajomi s^ ci blizsi, Polacy czy
Irlandczycy?
[Ehym. + I see. + E::m + so if you were to sum it up, so in all which 
fiiends are closer to you, Polish or Irish?]

310. J: Irlandczycy.
[Irish.]

311. G: Ehym. + E:: + Czyli wolisz z nimi sp^dzac wolny czas, tak?
[Ehym. + E:: + So you prefer to spend time with them, yeah?]

312. J: Jesli si^ da.
[If I can.]

313. G: Ehym.
[Ehym.]

314. J: To tak.
[Then Yes.]

315. G; Y::m, ale wolalbys z nimi sp^dzac wi^cej czasu wolnego czy z
Irlandczykami, czy z Polkami?
[Y::m, but would you prefer to spend your fi'ee time with them more 

often or with the Poles]
316. J: Tutaj, gdyby byli Polacy, to wtedy raczej z Polakami. + Latwiej

mozna si^ porozumiec.
[Here, if there were Poles, then I’d rather (spend fime) with Poles. + 
It’s easier to communicate]

In this excerpt, Janek is asked to retrospecfively reflect on his relations with 

his Polish and Irish peers. He is asked to decide whether one group is “closer” to him. 

At first, Janek gives a very short and direct response and he states that the “Irish” are 

closer to him. The interviewer tries to elicit a more detailed answer and makes the 

proposition that it is probably because he prefers to spend his free time with his Irish 

peers. Janek aligns with this proposition and makes the comment.- “Jesli si§ d a ”; “to 

tak” [If I can; so yes]. For the interviewer it is still unclear whether this is Janek’s 

preference/volition or that there are other reasons behind his claim. She decides to 

ask a very direct question: „Y::m, ale wolalbys z nimi spqdzac wi^cej czasu wolnego
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czy z Polakami, czy z Polkami? ” [Y::m, but would you prefer to spend your free time 

with them more often, or with the Poles]. In response, Janek makes a claim that 

contrasts with his previous one. He states that: „ Tutaj, gdyby byli Polacy, to wtedy 

raczej z Polakami. + Latwiej mozna siq porozumiec ” [If there were Poles here, then 

I’d rather (spend time) with the Poles. + It’s easier to communicate]. In the last line 

Janek makes a point that communication between himself and other Poles is easier. 

However, he uses the adverb “raczej" [would rather] as sub-modifier to make his 

proposition less assertive/less obvious or even add an aspect of hesitation whether his 

judgement was correct.

6.5.9 Being part of a new culture

Janek never talked about Irish holidays or school events connected with the 

celebration o f Catholic Holidays without prompts from the researcher or his mother. 

His college was, however, celebrating various Catholic holidays on many occasions 

during the school year. The following conversation took place shortly after St. 

Patrick’s Day.

Excerpt TJ149-154:

149. G; Ehym. Czyli masz tam roznych znajomych. + Em:: Czy swi^tujesz
swi^ta irlandzkie? Jakie? I dlaczego?
[Ehym. So you have different friends there. + Em:: Do you celebrate 
Irish Holidays? Which? And why?]

150. J: N:ie.
[N:o.]

151. G: Nie?Zadnych?
[No? None?]

152. J: Nie. + W czwartek siedzialem w domu.
[No. + I stayed at home on Thursday.]

153. G: A:: + Rozumiem w czwartek siedziales w domu. A rozumiem,
zadnych nie swi^tujesz.
[Oh:: + I see/understand, you stayed at home on Thursday. Oh I 
understand, you don’t celebrate any.]

154. J: Nie. + Irlandzkich nie.
[No. + Irish not.]

Janek does not display any allegiances with Irish culture and explicitly makes 

a claim here that he does not celebrate any Irish holidays. He knows about the 

holiday (St. Patrick’s Day), but explicitly expresses his rejection (the polarity marker 

“nie ” [no] is used four times in this excerpt) o f participation in this cultural practice.
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Refusing to celebrate St. Patrick’s Day is a social act -  it demonstrates a lack of 

identification with Irish culture and that Janek is showing no allegiance with his Irish 

peers as they were celebrating. The following excerpts further illustrate Janek’s 

stances with relation to Irish culture and participation in cultural practices.

Excerpt TJ178:

178 J: Bo:: + nie:: + Na przykiad irlandzki taniec, to w ogole nie wiem, co to
jest. +[] W ogole nie wiem jak to si^ tahczy. + Z reszt^ nikt tutaj nie 
wie + oprocz Irlandczykow, a tak to ci, ktorzy przyszli to + nie 
obchodzi ich w ogole. [] + A jak prosz^, zeby zatahczyc cos polskiego 
to wtedy czlowiek mowi, ze jest dwadziescia roznych tahcow, a oni 
maj^ tylko jeden. I nie mog^ tego (x).
[Because:: + no:: + For example, Irish dancing, I do not know what 
that is at all I have no idea what that is. + [] I do not know how to 
dance it at all/I have no idea how to dance it. + Anyway, no one here 
knows + apart from the Irish, and so those who came to/arrived + do 
not care about it at all. [] + and when I was asked to dance something 
Polish, one says that there are twenty different dances, and that they 
have only one. And they cannot]

This excerpt illustrates Janek’s stance taking in relation to Irish traditions. In 

this short narrative account, Janek takes on negative stances towards Irish dancing. 

He constructs his affective negative attitude through taking on negative epistemic 

stances as well as negative affective stances. The negative polarity marker ogole ” 

[at all] functions in this narrative segment as an affective modifier and was used three 

times. Additionally, affectively indexed discourse intensifiers such as “nikt ” [no one] 

and “ty/ko ” [only] are used. “JV ogole ” [at all] is used for instance together with the 

verb “wiedziec” [to know] in negative form, and with the verb “obchodzic ” [to care] 

to mark both affect and epistemic modality -  a high level of confidence and 

investment/belief in what he says.

First, Janek argues that he has very little or almost no knowledge of Irish 

dances. Then, he makes an implicit reference to the ignorant attitude o f other ethnic 

minorities living in Ireland towards Irish dancing: “Z resztq nikt tutaj nie wie + 

oprocz Irlandczykow, a tak to ci ktorzy przyszli to + nie obchodzi ich w ogole” 

[Anyway, no one here knows + apart from the Irish, and so those who came 

to/arrived + do not care about it at all]. Next, he contrasts Irish and Polish culture by 

providing details of a number o f dances specific to each culture. He admits and 

highlights the richness of Polish culture (referring to a large number of Polish dances
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-  “twenty”) and at the same time he is radically undermining the Irish culture (they 

have only one dance -  a very small number of dances). In this narrative, the numbers 

“twenty” and “one” serve as discourse quantifiers to emphasise the contrast between 

the two cultures. Janek also makes a presupposition regarding Irish and Polish 

dancing traditions; however, he does not explicitly point to the source of his 

knowledge. He points to a great number o f Polish folk dances^' (they vary according 

to the region of Poland). He also makes a reference to one type of Irish dancing, 

which is “step dancing”. It is not evident whether he does not know about other kinds 

of Irish dancing or is not acknowledging them.

Janek constructs an epistemic stance (high level o f certainty) as he is very 

invested in his talk. The high degree of confidence is marked in two ways here. He 

uses generalisation: “czlowiek moM’i ” [one says/all men] (not only himself but in 

general “one” [man]), and evidentiality marking by saying "a oni m ajq” [they have].

Excerpt TJ929-934:

In this excerpt, the interviewer and Janek construct their own 

perspectives/understanding of the origins o f one of the legends about St. Patrick.

929. G: + Na przyklad no nie wiem, dlaczego si^ obchodzi swi^tego Patryka?
[+So for example, I do not know, why is St. Patrick’s Day 

celebrated?]
930. J: Nie. Takie rzeczy to byiy w pierwszej klasie podstawowki. Omin^lem

je.
[No. These things were (taught) in first class of primary school. I 
skipped it.]

931. G: Aha. I teraz juz tak naprawd^ musiales si? dowiedziec sam. + Takich
rzeczy.
[Oh. And now you just really had to find out yourself. + These things.]

932. J: Jeszcze si? nie dowiedziaiem nawet.
[I have not even found out yet.]

933. G: Nie dowiedziales [si??
[You have not found out [yet?]]

934. J: Nie:; interesuje mnie to
[no::/I’m not:: interested in it.]

935. G: Ze swi?ty Patryk wyp?dzil w?ze?
[That St. Patrick banished the snakes?]

936. J: Ojejku w?:ze:.

^’Polish folk dances tend to be lively, energetic, and joyful. Hops, twirls, and athletic movements are 
common. Many dances involve a circle (Polish: koto ['kowaj "circle", kotem [ ’kDwem] "in a circle"). 
Clothing is colorful. In addition, women often wear coral necklaces, particularly red ones. They also 
decorate their hair with flowers or ribbons. In some regions, women may wear a hat or a loose 
headscarf These are sometimes adorned with flowers or ribbons. Men's hats may also feature 
decorations, particularly in southern regions.
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[Oh pff sna:kes:. (Ojejku -  to indicate lack of importance of 
something)]

937. G: Zartuje (xxx).
[I’m joking]

938. J: Co takiego strasznego w tych w^zach? + [Kazdy moze wyp^dzic
w^za.
[What's so terrible/horrifying about these snakes?] + [Anyone can 
banish the snake]

939. G: [Wydaje mi si^-wydaje mi si^-wydaje mi si^, ze w^ze s^ tutaj
sybmolem + y:: siuchaj poganizmu. Po-pogahstwa, ktore bylo w 
Irlandii, dlatego jest +. Znaczy oni niby wierz^ to, ze dosiownie no 
nie? To jest ‘senteeex’. Ze (xxx). Ale glownie chodzi o to, ze 
sprowadzil po prostu chrzescijanstwo do Irlandii.
[It seems to me-it seems-it seems to me that snakes are a symbol here 
+ y :: of paganism. Pa-paganism, which was in Ireland, so it is +. I 
mean, they are supposed to believe in that literally don’t they? This is 
a 'senteex'. That (xxx). But the main point is that he just brought 
Christianity to Ireland.]

940. J: Wiem. Chodzilo chyba o to, ze wyp^dzil szatana. + Tak jak w tym
[raju.
[I know that. The idea probably is that he banished Satan. + As in this 
[paradise.]

This excerpt is another example of Janek’s construction of negative affective 

stances towards (aspects of) Irish culture. Janek and the interviewer discuss the 

origins of the St. Patrick’s holiday in this conversation. The reference is made to the 

legend about St. Patrick banishing snakes from Ireland. First, Janek makes a 

comment in which he implicitly states that he has very little or no knowledge about 

the origins of the holiday, as he says: “Nie. Takie rzeczy to byfy pierM’szej klasie 

podstawowki. Ominqlem je. ” [No. These things were (taught) in first class of primary 

school. I skipped it]. When the interviewer makes a proposition that Janek had to find 

about ‘these things’ (pointing to other aspects of Irish culture that Janek might have 

“skipped” due to his arrival in his teen years) by himself, he explicitly rejects it. He 

uses the discourse marker [even/unconcemed] -  modifying the whole

utterance -  adding an aspect of ‘unconcern’, implicitly pointing out that he could 

have possibly found out, but he did not do it so far, judging by the length of time he 

spent in Ireland. When responding to the interviewer’s question (expressed with 

surprise), he not only sustains his point but makes it even more evident by saying

Nawet - even- used to emphasize something surprising, extreme or unconcern. Functions as 
pronoun in English translation, a particle in Polish]
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“Nie:: interesujemnie to ” [I’m not interested in it] (line 934). In this way, he displays 

a high level o f investment in his claim.

In the next line, 935, the interviewer makes a reference to the legend about St. 

Patrick and snakes. In response, Janek uses exclamations ‘''ojejku”^̂  [oh pff] and 

affectively indexes a word; [snakes] to mark his utterance. In the next line,

he highlights his stance when he asks a sarcastic question “co takiego strasznego w 

tych wqzach?'' [what’s so horrifying about these snakes?] (prosodic features: 

speaking more slowly and with a lower pitch -  indicating a counter-factual statement; 

see Diana Boxer, 2002). Additionally, the comment: “Kazdy moze wyp^dzic wqza” 

[everyone can banish a snake] undermines the importance of the act o f chasing 

snakes from Ireland by St. Patrick. Janek’s response invokes the interviewer’s 

identity as an “expert”; however, she displays a low level of confidence in what she 

proposes -  “wydaje mi si§ ” [it seems] repeated three times. She makes a suggestion 

that “snakes” in the legend about St. Patrick could have been referring to the serpent 

symbolism of the Druids. However, in the legend of St. Patrick taught in schools the 

story relates to the significance of Patrick's sainthood and his mission in Ireland. Not 

much is said about snakes being associated with Druids or paganism. The interviewer 

aligns herself with Janek by making an inference about the legend being treated 

literally by “nich” [them/the school children], but she summarises that most of the 

story is about St. Patrick bringing Christianity to Ireland and replacing old cults. 

Janek aligns with that perspective (proposition) by comparing the act of St. Patrick 

with the Biblical legend about Satan being banished from the Garden of Eden. This 

excerpt is an example o f the stances and strategies adopted by Janek in relation to 

Irish traditions. He does not identify with these traditions, as he takes on negative 

affective stances and makes his own suppositions with regard to the origins of the 

holidays.

6.5.10 Janek and Polish holidays 

Excerpt J157-165

157. G: [Ehym] + Teraz by: lo: jedno takie, to znaczy nie swi^to zadne, tylko
taka + Tylko bylo + przed-sroda-srod^ popielcow^, cos takiego 
fajnego.

Ojejku- exclamation expressing spontanous reactions to different experiences.
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[[Ehym] + Now, there wa:s: one such, I mean not a (a particular) 
hohday, but such a + it was only before +-Wednesday- Ash 
Wednesday, something just cool.]

158. J: A: no to, to te:z.
[And that is, this as we:ll.]

159. G: To?! @ Czyli? Nie pami^tamy jak si^ nazywa. @
[It! @ So? We do not remember what it's called. @]

160. J: Co bylo przed srod^ popielcow^?
[What was before Ash Wednesday?]

161. G: No CO. Cos dobrego si^ je w Polsce. 1 tu tez si^ je. + Tlusty>
[What was it? Something good that you eat in Poland. And here you 
eat it.+Fat>]

162. J: A:awtorek.
[E;e Tuesday]

163. G: Tlusty wtorek@ Dobrze to juz Ci si^ zmiksowalo.
[Fat Tuesday@ Well you have already mixed it up]

164. J; Ale ja  zawsze myslaiem, ze to by! czwartek.
[But, I always thought that it was Thursday]

165. G: Tlusty czwartek j e-jest. [+ Oni tu maj^ wtorek.
[Fat Thursday.[ Here they have Tuesday.]

In this excerpt, the interviewer points to the Polish tradition similar to 

pancake Tuesday -  “tlusty czM’artek”̂ "̂ . Janek, however, does not respond to her 

prompt as he uses “to” [this] a pronoun/determiner to replace the name of the 

aforementioned tradition. The interviewer gives an affectively indexed response as 

she reacts with a lively/animated tone of voice and laughter, revealing her own 

affective stance in relation to the importance of knowing about this custom.

In this conversation, the interviewer invoked the role of an “expert” . First she 

was giving prompts related to Polish customs or traditions, implicitly indicating that 

she knew about the tradition. Second, she was constructing affective stances through 

an animated tone o f voice, emphatic stress, prosodic features or sarcasm; “Czyli? 

Niepamiqtamy ja k  si^ nazywa. @” [It! @ So? We do not remember what it's called. 

@]. In this way, she was not only assuming an expert role but also evoked more 

affectively charged responses from the interviewee, provoking him to give more 

direct answers. She imposed a “novice” role on Janek in line 163 (perlocutionary 

act); however, he rejected it (being a novice in Polish culture) in line 164 by saying:

^^Fat Thursday is celebrated not only in Poland but in Catholic parts o f  Germany, Greece and 
Hungary. It is a traditional Catholic feast marking the last Thursday before Lent (starting with Ash 
Wednesday). In the Catholic tradition Lent is the time o f  fasting, thus Fat Thursday is the last 
opportunity to feast before that period. Among the most popular national dishes served on that day are 
'pqczkV, donuts filled with rose marmalade, and ‘fa w o rk i’, French dough fingers served with lots o f  
powdered sugar.
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'"Ale ja  zawsze myslalem, ze to bylczwartek” [But, I always thought that it was

Thursday]. The interviewer aligns with that by admitting that in Ireland they have 

Tuesday, and Fat Thursday is celebrated in Poland.

Excerpt TJ747-752:

747..G: Co daje ci przebywanie wsrod Polakow?
[What do you gain by being with Poles?]

748.. J: Nie zapominam mo:wy.
[I don’t forget the la:nguage.]

749. G; Ehym
[Ehym]

750..J: Czasami s^ takie slorwa + co inni by uzyli, a ja  bym nigdy nie uzyl i w
kohcu bym ich zapomnial. A tak to, jeszcze je pami^tam.
[Sometimes there are wo:rds + that others would use, and myself I 
would never use them and finally forgot them. And (because of this) 
And so I still remember them.]

751. G: Jakis przyklad?
[Any examples?]

752. J: Nie::.
[No::.]

In this excerpt, Janek is pointing to an important benefit o f being part of a 

Polish community of practice (Polish speakers meeting regularly in school): that is, 

having live contact with a wider range of vocabulary and hearing it in context. 

Attending Polish school involves having regular and active contact with “experts” as 

well as “novices” of Polish language and culture. Janek also makes a comment that 

because of the regular contact, he is able to remember things/words that he would 

have otherwise forgotten.

Excerpt TJ485-492:

485. G: Ok. + E::m + Czy czujesz si^ cz^sci^ tej kultury?
[Ok. +E::m + Do you feel part o f this culture?]

486. J: Polskiej?
[Polish?]

487. G: Ehym.
[Ehym.]

488. J: Raczej teraz to juz takim jakby + samym ubocznym kawaikiem.
[Just right now I’m rather/, it's as if  I were some side piece]

489. G: Rozumiem.
[I see/understand]

490. J: Nie taki od srodka jakby calkiem. []+To jakby, ze pokazuje tq kultury
innym, na zewn^trz.
[Not so much from inside somehow. It’s as if I show/demonstrate this 
culture to others, on the outside.]
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491. G: [Ehym.] + Ehym. + A czy na przyklad, gdy: + Na przykiad tez troch^
zalezy od sytuacji ogolnie, jak y:, jak na przyklad + czy to zalezy, z 
kim po prostu przebywasz, no nie? Ze jak na przyklad jestes w 
polskiej szkole to mimo wszystko ci to pomaga jakos i czujesz si^ 
bardziej w centrum tego wszystkiego. A jak jestes jednak poza i z 
Irlandczykami duzo przebywasz to jednak si^ czujesz juz w ogole + 
jakbypoza, nie? + [Jestes
[[Ehym.] + Ehym. + And for example, if: + For example, that it also 
depends on the situation in general, such as y:, such as + and does it 
depend on who you're simply with, doesn’t it? So in spite of all when 
you're in a Polish school, does it help you somehow and you feel more 
in the centre of it all. And as you're still outside and you spend a lot of 
time with the Irish, so you feel already as if  you were outside, do you? 
+ [You’re] ]

492. J: [ Jak dobudowka, do domu
[Like a house extension]

In this excerpt, Janek was asked whether he feels he is a part of Polish 

culture. In response, Janek elaborates on the way he feels. He uses discourse markers 

such as “raczey” ' [rather/quite] (to mark epistemic modality); ''jakby” [as if] 

(polarity marker); “nie” [no] or ''taki”̂  ̂ [so] to reflect on his own cultural 

identification. Janek tries to position himself within Polish culture in the present 

moment. To do so, he compares the way he felt about it before (when he lived in 

Poland) and the way he feels about it now (when he lives in Ireland). “Before” he felt 

more in the centre of the Polish culture, as he comments: “nie taki jakby od srodka 

calkiem” [not so much from inside]. Now, on the contrary, he only displays this 

culture to others, on the outside: “To jakby, ze pokazuje tq kulture innym, na 

zeM’nqtrz” [It’s as if I show/demonstrate this culture to others, on the outside].

Janek uses two similes to make his affective stance even more evident. First, 

he compares himself to a ""samym ubocznym kawalkiem” [the sole/lonely side piece]. 

In this way, Janek reflectively positions himself as being only an additional part of 

“Polish culture” at the moment. Second, in line 492, Janek uses another simile by 

figuratively asserting that he is like “dobudowka do domu" [a house extension]. 

Again, he compares himself to the ‘house extension’ that is attached to a house 

(Poland) to emphasise his affectionate attitude towards Polish culture. This excerpt 

illustrates the way he affectively constructs positive and even nostalgic stances

‘Raczej’ — particle expressing hesitation o f  the speaker with regard to the choice o f  the appropriate 
judgement and a tendency to regard the judgement o f  the claim/proposition as positive.

taki - such - a pronoun to refer to the characteristics o f  the persons or objects, which were 
previously referred to.
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regarding his ethnicity and his relationship to Polish culture in the past and at the 

moment. It also shows how this relationship has changed over time.

Excerpt TJ619-630:

Janek, as the only participant of the study, has openly (with his classmates 

present) admitted that the researcher was from Poland. He also stopped from time to 

time and chatted with the researcher in Polish during breaks or after school. He 

generally felt fine with the researcher’s presence during classes. For that reason, 

Janek was asked about his feelings/opinion regarding his Polish origin in this 

excerpt.

619. G: @ Pami^c zabiera. Bardzo dobre. Dobry zart. Dobrze, ze jej tu nie ma
i tego nie slyszy, ze tylko pami^c zabiera. Y;: dobrze. + Co s^dzisz o 
swoim polskim pochodzeniu? Jestes z niego dumny? Zadowolony? 
Czujesz si(? niekomfortowo, czasami zawstydzony?
[@She takes memory. Very good. Good joke. It's good that she's not 
here and can’t hear it that she only takes memory. Y :: well. + What 
do you think about your Polish origin? Are you proud o f it? Happy? 
Do you feel uncomfortable about it, embarrassed sometimes?]

620. J : No jestem dumny, ale: zawstydzony przez innych rodakow tutaj.
[Well I’m proud, but: ashamed by other nationals (Poles) here.]

621. G: Rozumiem. Bo? Poniewaz?
[I understand/I see. Be::cause? ]

622. J: Bo oni + tak jak ktos kiedys powiedzial, ze niby nikt nie wie, ze sq
Polakami, wi^c + robi^ rozne rzeczy, pij^ i takie tam. I przez to 
wszyscy wlasnie widz^. ze s^ Polakami.
[Because they + just as someone once said that kind o f no one knows 
that they are Polish, so + they do different things, drinking and stuff. 
And just because o f all of that, everybody knows that they are Polish.]

623. G: Rozumiem. + Czyli z tego nie jestes dumny? Ze sq tacy. Sam:-
rozumiem. + Jak bys chcial, zeby inni ci^ postrzegali? Nie wiem, ze 
jestes Polakiem? + Nie wiem, ze jestes:: europejczykiem? Osob^ 
angielskoj^zyczn^? Albo: inaczej? No nie wiem, tak ogolnie.
[I see. + So you're not proud of this? That they are like that. Myself-I 
understand. + How do you want to be perceived by others? I do not 
know that you are a Pole? + I do not know, that you're :: European? 
English-speaking person? Or someone else? I do not know, just 
generally.]

624. J: Tak^ dwuj^zyczn^.
[Such/A bilingual (person)].

625. G: Dwuj^zyczn^. Aha. + A co robisz, zeby to osi^gn^c?
[Bilingual. Aha. + And what do you do to achieve this?]

626. J: Jak si^ inni pytaj^ jak rozmawiam w domu, to mowi^, ze po polsku. +
Wszyscy wiedz^, ze w sobot^ do polskiej szkoly chodz^.
[When others ask what language do I speak at home, I say that I speak 
in Polish. + Everybody knows that I go to Polish school on Saturdays]

627. G: Aha. Czyli jestes z tego dumny?
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[Aha. So you are proud of this?]
628. J; Ehym.

[Ehym].
629. G: Zadowolony? + I chcesz chodzic do szkoly polskiej.

[Happy? + and you want to attend Pohsh school.]
630. J: Tak.

[Yes]

In this excerpt, Janek explicitly admits that he is proud of his ethnicity, but 

also he feels ashamed sometimes. He makes a presupposition -  that there might be a 

negative picture o f Polish people living in Ireland among other nations, as some 

Poles do not behave as they would in Poland and for that reason ‘everybody’ knows 

that they are Polish -  “+ robiq rozne rzeczy, pijq i takie tarn. I  przez to wszyscy 

wlasnie M’idzq, ze sq Polakam ” ’ [+ they do different things, they’re drinking and 

stuff. And just because o f all of that, everybody knows that they are Poles]. The 

interviewer admits that she understands Janek, she affiliates with his view by saying 

"rozumiem” [I understand] “ze sqtacy” [that they are like that]; but at the same time 

she gives Janek a prompt encouraging him to reflect of his own volition on the way 

he wants to be perceived by others. He replies that he wants to be seen as a 

“bilingual” person. Not only does he wish to be perceived this way, but he also 

actively constructs his “identity” of a bilingual person through performing social acts 

such as openly acknowledging his ethnic identity; for example, “JoA: siq inni pytajq 

jak  rozmawiam vt̂  domu, to moMnq, ze pa polsku. + Wszyscy M>iedzq, ze m' sobote do 

polskiej szkoly chodzq ” [When others ask what language do I speak at home, I say 

that I speak in Polish. + Everybody knows that on Saturdays I go to Polish school]. In 

this way, Janek acknowledges his “double” cultural and linguistic identity and also 

constructs a positive stance towards bilingualism.

6.5.11 Literacy Skills

Janek often raised the theme of difficulties connected with “writing longer 

texts in English” during his interviews. He also compared his written skills in Polish 

and in English. His English language teacher often raised the subject of Janek writing 

essays or compositions. The following excerpts expose Janek’s stances in relation to 

his literacy skills in English and Polish.

Excerpt TJ761-768:
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761. G: To dobra. + Y::m czy jest cos tutaj w Irlandii, ze to sprawia, ze
czasami nie lubisz szkoly? Czyli masz na przyklad jakies przedmioty 
ktorych nie lubisz+.
[That’s right. + Y :: m is there anything here in Ireland that makes you 
dislike the school sometimes? So, for example, do you have some 
subjects that you don’t like+.]

762. J; Tak, angielski.
[Yes, English.]

763. G: Angielski. + Dlaczego?
[English. + Why?]

764. J: No, bo musze pisac te dlu::gie rzeczy i jeszcze +
[It’s because I have to write these lo;:ng things and even more]

765. G: I masz [y::]
[And do you have [y::]]

766. J: [Dlugie-dlugie odpowiedzi w og61e pisac trzeba + zamiast tak scisle.
[You need to write long-long answers and all + instead of writing 
(scientifically/briefly/ up to the point)]

767. G: Ehym. + A masz z tym wlasnie trudnosci.
[Ehym. + And you’re having difficulties just with this.]

768. J: Tak.
[Yes.]

In this excerpt, Janek mentions that he does not like English because writing 

in English entails composing long/extensive texts as opposed to more specific and 

short texts. He says: „muszepisac te diu::gie rzeczy ijeszcze” or „diugie odpownedzi 

M' ogole pisac trzeba + zamiast tak scisle" [It’s because I have to write these lo:;ng 

things and even more]. Janek displays his affective stance in this excerpt by using a 

modal verb “have to” (deontic modality, Leech 2002). He expresses and emphasises 

the strong obligation caused by external circumstances. Moreover, he puts emphatic 

stress on the word “dlu::gie” [long] to fiirther emphasise his point. By emphasising 

the necessity of writing longer texts in English, Janek is constructing a negative 

affective stance towards writing in English.

Excerpt TJ802-806:

802. J; Ojej + (x) + zaraz po tym jak si^ przeprowadzilismy tutaj, to czasami
+ tak sobie siedz^, siedz^. Wszyscy-znaczy si^ rozmawiam i nagle 
wszystko cichnie i ja  dalej siedz^ przez tych jakies dzieci^ minut. 
Potem dopiero ja  si^ rozgl^dam wszyscy cos pisz^ i ja  musze dopytac, 
CO si^ dzieje. + A oni mowi^, ze jakis esej mamy pisac.
[Oooh well + (x) + just after we moved here, + I’m just sitting and 
sitting sometimes. Everybody - I mean I’m talking and suddenly 
everybody goes silent and I’m still sitting for some ten minutes. Only 
then I look around (I realised that) everyone is writing something and I
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had to find out what was happening. + And they say that we have an 
essay to do.]

803. G: A tysiedzisz.
[And you’re sitting.]

804. J: A ja rozmyslam.
[And I Wonder.]

805. G: I jak tutaj-to fajne to bylo uczucie czy takie nie bardzo?
[And -  was this a good feeling or not really?]

806. J: Bardziej takie + e:m + takie dyskomfortowe, bo nie wiedzialem, o
czym w ogole mam pisac. Kazdy juz byl zaj^ty pisaniem, wi^c.+
[It was rather + e:m + quite uncomfortable, because I did not know 
what about I’m going to write at all/I had no idea what to write about. 
Everyone was already busy with writing, so.+]

In this excerpt, Janek reflects on his initial difficulties connected to writing in 

English. He also implicitly points to some difficulties connected to comprehension. 

In particular, he gives a retrospective account o f a situation in which he was unable to 

complete an assigned task (write an essay) or follow the teacher’s instructions. This 

situation took place shortly after his arrival in Ireland. He revealed that the situation 

made him feel [quite] uncomfortable; however, the discursive features of this 

narrative point to “confusion” and lack of ability to participate in an activity; as Janek 

comments on the situation: “a ja  siedzie:; siedze” [ I ’m sitting and sitting] or “/ 

nagle wszystko cichnie i ja  dalej siedze przez tych jakies dzieciqc minut ” [and 

suddenly everybody goes silent and I’m still sitting for some ten minutes]. Janek 

intentionally repeats a word “siedze ” [sitting] three times in this excerpt. He repeats 

this word to affectively index the length of time spent wondering and not knowing 

what to do. Intensifiers such as “wszyscy" [everybody] and '’"wszystko” [everything], 

ogole” [at all]; “nagle" [suddenly] or the discourse quantifier '"dziesifc m inut” 

[ten minutes] are used to construct a negative affective stance towards writing.

In line 806, Janek explicitly states that the situation made him feel “quite 

uncomfortable”, as everyone else was busy writing something whereas he did not 

know what he was supposed to do or how to accomplish the assigned task. The 

intensifier [at all] used with the verb “know” indicates the extent to which Janek felt 

lost or confused and uncomfortable. The present tense (in places) in this narrative 

was used intentionally to enhance the affective impact of this narrative. What is 

more, Janek’s English teacher initiated the topic of writing “limited” texts on 

numerous occasions. She was not expressing her concerns with regard to the 

“correctness” of his texts, but the limited character of his essays/compositions or
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stories. She expressed her doubts on numerous occasions, as she was not sure 

whether the situation was caused by lack of ability or factors connected to Janek’s 

personality (see following excerpts).

Excerpt TE30:

TE 30. [I think he’s only been you know I think he’s very smart. I
think you know+ now not only English+ No PROBlems, +
Again he’s only thing is I’m trying to get him to give a
little bit more information, elaborate a little bit more. He’ll 
give the answer, but you know sometimes in English you 
have to talk about well,]

In this excerpt Janek’s teacher comments about Janek’s general qualities, as 

she considers him to be “smart” not only with regard to English as a subject but in a 

more general sense. For the first time, she points out that she is having some

difficulties getting him to write more, as she states: “write a little bit more

information”.

TE 47. It’s not this, he’s only thing and I think it’s his personality
he’s well able to describe feelings, experiences, reactions, 
but he does not write enough for it -  and I don’t think it’s 
the lack of ability, it’s just his personality.

In this excerpt Janek’s teacher offers her assumptions with regard to the

“limited/brief’ nature o f his assignments. She makes the proposition that the fact that

he writes short answers is due to his personality. She demonstrates a high level of

certainty through the epistemic stances that she takes here, as she reflectively

assesses Janek as being “well able” , or by stating :”I think it’s his personality” or “I

don’t think it’s the lack of ability” . She also uses a discourse marker “just” to

trivialize the problem/issue (of the limited length of Janek’s texts).

TE 62. Offering opinion of a novel or a poem + yes he can do
that, again it’s just limited in what he’d say ‘I liked it 
because’ and he gives a little reason, and I say but WHY 
did you like it? you know so it’s a -  he needs to take this a 
step further. I am not sure whether it’s to do with ability or 
so he wouldn’t be terribly interested + it does not appeal to 
him

In contrast, in this excerpt Janek’s English teacher decides to mention the 

limited character of Janek’s texts in English. She makes the point that Janek needs to 

take “it” (his writing) a step further, but she does not give any reason supporting her
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opinion. This time, she expresses her doubts about whether Janek writing short 

answers is due to lack o f abilities, lack o f interest or that the assigned tasks are not 

appealing to him. In the following excerpt, Janek makes a comparison between his 

written skills in Polish and English.

Excerpt TJ334-394:

334. J: Tak, bo jak, po polsku to mog^ skladac takie + ba:rdzo
skomplikowane jakby zdania, a po angielsku to [+ czasami tak prosto 
to wychodzi raczej.
[Yes, because in Polish, I can make + ve:ry complex sentences, and in 
English [+ sometimes the effect is rather simplistic/basic.]]

391. G: Dobra. I zadanie jak robisz to tez nie masz problemu.
[Right. And when you’re doing your homework you don’t have any 
problems either.]

392. J : Raczej, jesli mam napisac cztery strony z angielskiego to+
[I’d say when I need to write four pages in English then+]

393. G: To jest jednak problem troch??
[Then, this is, a little problem?]

394. J: Jednak tak. + Ale to raczej z:: osobistych.
[Well yes. +But it’s rather because;: of personal.]

Janek makes the point here that he can write longer “more complex 

sentences” in Polish, whereas in English his sentences are rather simplistic “czasami 

to tak prosto viychodzi” [sometimes the effect is rather simplistic]. Janek also

acknowledges here that writing “four pages” in English is challenging for him,

however, he concludes that this is more due to personal reasons.

6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, Janek’s linguistic and cultural socialization across one calendar 

year has been described. In the first part o f this chapter a detailed description of 

Janek’s family, school and his daily activities were provided. In the second part of 

the chapter, the ways in which Janek reflectively and interactionally positioned 

himself in relation to his Irish and Polish peers was illustrated. Stances he 

constructed in relation to the two languages, cultures and peer groups were described 

and analysed. First, Janek reflectively positioned himself (Davis & Harre, 1990) as 

“other” -  not sharing the same “ways of being in the world” (Miller, 2003) with his 

Irish peers. He demonstrated his “otherness” through negative affective stances 

(undermining the significance of the host country’s traditions) towards Irish 

traditional dancing and the St. Patrick’s Day holiday. He highlighted his “otherness”
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and classified it as a positive thing. In his personal narratives, he constructed positive 

self-assessments -  being “strange”, but in a positive way: being “wiser”, “brighter”, 

“having richer cultural heritage” than his school mates.

Janek further demonstrated his “otherness” in the form of verbally and 

socially performed social acts such as positioning his Irish peers as “technologically 

differenf’, “not going for a native speaker accent”; “perceiving” Irish English as 

being not “original” or indicating that the English language has less emotional impact 

on him than Polish.

Through not sharing the same interests in social uses of modem technology 

(including the lack of a mobile phone) Janek reflectively positioned (Davis & Harre, 

1990) his Irish classmates as “technologically differenf’. In this way Janek cut 

himself off from social activities taking place outside of school -  he did not have the 

possibility o f participation in this particular community of practice. Consequently, he 

has never mentioned a “social use” of the technology or (mobile phone) to be of any 

relevance in his life.

Moreover, Janek not only perceived himself as having a different accent than 

his Irish peers, but also that he was not trying to go for their accent. He made

presuppositions that Irish or American “English” is not “original” as there are many

“transformed things” such as “lengthening things” in these language varieties. As he 

made a reference to aspects of language variety that are specific to Irish or American 

variations and are not present in British English, Janek demonstrated high

metalinguistic awareness. By “lengthening things” Janek might have implicitly 

pointed to an observed phenomenon such as for example Dublin Vowel Lengthening 

(long monophthongs are sometimes diphthongised, and some diphthongs are 

tripthongised for example: School [sku:l] is changed into [’skJuwal] or Five [faiv] 

into ['fsjsv].

Additionally, by proposing that Irish English is not “original” Janek

reproduced ideology in which British English superiority is claimed over other 

varieties, e.g. Hiberno-English (Irish English). He legitimized his choice o f “not 

going for a native speaker accent” by suggesting “this” superiority (of British English 

over Irish English). This ideology is, however, widespread among Poles as Polish 

media in Poland or Polish language schools often promote British/American English 

by the use o f teaching materials. Interestingly, under the same theme of “having a
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different accent” or “not going for a native speaker’s accent” issues connected to 

pronunciation came about. For instance: Janek pointed to differences in his own 

pronunciation o f short and long vowels present in words “sheet” and “shit” . He 

constructed negative affective stances when reflecting on the situations in which his 

pronunciation of these sounds was a source of his classmates’ teasing.

In contrast, Janek has constructed affective stances of great emotional 

attachment to his ethnicity and his previous and present relations to Polish culture. 

Janek located himself within Polish culture by reflecting on his personal relation to 

Polish culture and how it has been changing over time. He illuminated the fact that 

he does not feel in the centre of this culture any more. On the other hand, he 

interactively positioned himself as an “expert” within Polish culture through the use 

of assertions, adversary conjunctions, discursive intensifiers, personal pronouns -  

assuming the role of an expert. In this way, he demonstrated a high level of 

confidence and an affective stance o f emotional attachment to Polish culture. 

Additionally, Janek constructed positive stances with relation to attending Polish 

school as he pointed to positive linguistic effects o f having regular contact with the 

community of Polish language speakers, e.g. maintaining rich vocabulary in that 

language.

6.7 Discussion of Janek’s Case

Contrary to Kasia and Wiktoria, Janek’s socialising practices took the form of 

“resistance”, or in other words -  “agency” (Aheam, 2001). He constructed himself as 

^"different, other or even strange” within the group of majority speakers from his 

EMS. Janek was able to position himself as “other” through having different interests 

than his Irish peers, considering himself to be brighter and smarter than them, 

bilingual, and proud of his Polish ethnic background. He was the only participant 

who openly approached the researcher in school and used Polish in front of his Irish 

classmates. His agency was also manifested through a lack o f participation in the 

celebration of Irish holidays or by demonstrating a lack of interest in Irish socio- 

historical norms or traditions. Janek intentionally avoided the celebration of St. 

Patrick’s Day, considered Irish dancing of minor importance compared to the Polish 

dancing traditions and decided to resist native a speaker’s accent consciously. Janek 

expressed a strong preference for speaking with a British accent.
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As Aheam (2001) notes, resistance constitutes one form of “agency”, being 

an active agent within socialising encounters, that is open to novices and in 

particularly to second language learners like Janek (Duff, 2012). However, as Duff, 

2002 and Morita, 2004 (in Duff, 2009) argue: “overt participation” or lack of 

participation” in majority cultural and linguistic activities cannot be the only 

measure o f language and culture learning (Duff, 2009, p.7).

Indeed, in the case o f Janek, the majority culture was resisted in favour of a 

heritage culture. However, Janek believed that being a competent user of the English 

language was going to grant him access to highly valued linguistic capital in the 

future (Bourdieu, 1977). Thus, English language learning was perceived as worthy of 

personal investment. Janek put a lot effort into learning English both in school and at 

home (Janek attended some private English language lessons for the first years after 

arriving in Ireland).

On the other hand, Janek constructed affective stances of great emotional 

attachment to his ethnicity, Polish language and his previous and present relations to 

the Polish culture, including his membership in the Polish Weekend School (PWS) 

and Polish Youth Club.

Janek’s mother exerted a very strong influence on Janek in this regard since 

she was actively engaged in many ways in the Polish Weekend School’s activities, 

i.e., organizing Polish library picnics, etc. Thus, Polish language and culture was 

silently socialised by all members of the family (including Janek) through meaningful 

ways within various contexts. In addition, by claiming that ‘swearing’ in English 

does not have the same emotional impact on him as in Polish, Janek did not only 

reveal his strong attachment to Polish language, but also that one language (English) 

can turn out to be incompatible with one’s emotional world (see Pavlenko, 2006). 

For example, when Wierzbicka (2004, p. 100 in Wei & Aurer, 2007) refers to her 

own personal experience o f emotionality while talking about her baby granddaughter, 

she confessed that English does not have the same emotional force that Polish has for 

her. Janek made a similar point, specifically, that English lacks semantic equivalents 

of ‘swear’ words and this is the reason why Janek feels that “swear” words in English 

do not have the same affective impact on him, that they are somehow “weaker”.

Berry (2007, p.543) suggests that for adolescents in immigrant families, enculturation 

and socialising strategies are often shaped largely by their families and the
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communities they belong to. Their attitudes are absorbed from their peers, their 

schools and the adults with whom they interact. As a result, people develop their own 

strategies for balancing these preferences, often based on their attitudes and 

ideologies towards communities and languages they associate with on daily basis. 

Janek’s preferences towards his native culture, Polish social circle, eagerness to learn 

a new language (English), maintenance of his own heritage language and culture and 

the degree of adherence to cultural values was the result of his imminent interactions 

with his contiguous communities of practice: his own Polish family and two complex 

educational contexts EMS+PWS.
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CHAPTER 7: MARGIN - “TO BE ONE OF THEM”

7.1 Introduction

After Marcin’s family expressed their wish to participate the researcher’s presence in 

their life was discussed. The researcher began interviews and data collection after 

approximately one month of informal meetings. Interviews and conversations 

between the interviewer and Marcin took place at home, in his own room most of the 

time. Relations between the interviewer and interviewee were established over a 

period of two years. Marcin took part in the pilot study that took place in 2009. Since 

that time the interviewer remained a frequent guest in Marcin’s house. The 

interviewer used to chat or have short conversations with Marcin and other family 

members. During those visits she often exchanged humorous comments with Marcin. 

These helped significantly to build up relations with little disparities of “power” 

between both the researcher and participant.

This chapter provides a detailed description of Marcin’s case. 

Correspondingly to the three other cases, section 7.2 portrays his family first. It 

describes his home with particular focus on daily routines such as meals, main 

holidays and family events. Section 7.3 describes Marcin’s school, his classroom and 

school curriculum briefly. Section 7.4 deals with data collection and for Marcin’s 

case. Section 7.5 exposes Marcin’s discursive negation of self. These sections 

describe Marcin’s socializing pracfices reflected in the daily construction of “se lf’.

Finally, in secfion 7.6 we summerise the case and discuss the case in the light 

of previous literature review.

7.2 At home - description of Marcin’s home

Marcin’s hometown is a small town, located in County Meath. Together with 

the neighbouring villages it expanded greatly during the last ten years and now caters 

for large numbers o f commuters to Dublin. There are two Catholic primary schools in 

this town: (i) Junior School, Infants to 2nd Class and (ii) Senior School, 3rd to 6th 

Class. There are also two non-Catholic schools outside the town that service East 

Meath and South Louth both with a multi-denominational ethos. The town also 

contains two pharmacies, one church; several take away food outlets and restaurants, 

two hotels, three supermarkets, three pubs and the Credit Union. It is a place visited
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by tourists during summer months. There are a few Polish families living in the 

centre o f the village. They, however, do not meet on regular basis as there is no 

Polish association, or any organized Polish community in the village.

7.2.1 M arcin’s Fam ily

(Aga) and the children: Marcin (13), Adam (4) and Zuzia (2). They are a middle class 

family. Anna arrived in Ireland in 2004 in October and her husband (Patryk) joined 

her six months later with their son Marcin. They did not intend to settle, however, as 

years were passing by they decided to take on a “wait and see” approach -  and in 

consequence stayed. After few years Aga decided to follow her brother and has been 

living with the family since 2007. See fieldnote describing the family:

Figure 11 Example of  a fleldnote describ ing M arc in 's  family

Marcin’s family is constituted o f his parents Anna and Patryk, his father’s sister
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English language 

com petency

Marc in Participant 14 Primary school, 

final year

B1

Anna M other 34 Third Level
Independent user 

including literacy skills

Patryk Father 34 Technical
Independent user 

(oral skills)

Zuzia Sister 2
Staying 

at home
Single/random words

Adam Brother 5 Primary school
Random words/sentences/ 

unknown

Aga Patrick’s sister 36 Post-Secondary A2

Currently Marcin’s mother is not working as she stays at home taking care of 

his younger siblings. Marcin’s father works for a local company. He has never learnt 

English in any formal context. All the language competence he has now was acquired 

in Ireland in naturalistic settings and workplaces. Anna, on the other hand, had some 

language competence at the moment o f arrival. She has self-assessed her English
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language skills “as being an independent user o f language without necessity of 

relying on a third party’s skills when dealing with officials etc.” Their closest social 

circle constitutes Polish friends living locally, as well as some foreign nationals. 

They love traveling, and they spend most o f their free time visiting other countries in 

Europe, or the US.

Table 30 Keeping links with Polishness

•  Visiting grandparents in Poland and grandparents visits to Ireland
•  Wigilia - Christmas Eve
• Wielkanoc - Easter

•  Polish TV Channels frequently watched by the fam ily  members

Polish T V  (M arcin  has Polish T V  exclusively)

TV Cyfra+ frequently watched channels programs/shows

T V ? 1, TVP 2, Polsat, T V N , D isney Channel, D isney Junior, Com edy Central, Comedy 

Central Family, Film box Family, HBO Com edy, MTV Hits, MTV Live HD, Travel 

Channel. Polsat N ew s, TVN 24, Polsat Cafe, Seriale polskie: Na dobre i na zie, Brzydula, 

Ranczo, N a W spolnej, Londynczycy.

Politics/news

Polsat N ew s, TV N  24, Polish online radio, TVP 1, TVP 2, Polsat TVN N ew s

7.3 At school -  description of school events

M arcin’s school is a Catholic primary school that operates under the patronage 

o f Bishop Michael Smith in the diocese o f Co. Meath. It is a senior primary school 

located on the east coast o f Ireland in Co. Meath. There are 12 mainstream classes 

that cater for children from 3rd class to 6th class. There were numerous extra

curricular activities such as Green school, Christmas and Easter plays for the parents. 

International day. International day is celebrated differently to Kasia’s school. It 

involves recognizing different students’ ethnic backgrounds and acknowledging their 

identity by presentation o f posters. Colourful posters are made by students and show 

places, flags, symbols and favourite food (see fieldnote below).
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Figure 12 Fieldnote: description o f  M arcin's classroom
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7.4 Description of data colletion and analysis

Direct and participant observations o f M arcin’s everyday life at home and in school 

were conducted. Documents that were made available to the researcher were also 

considereds. The type o f document and that were obtained are available in appendix.
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7.4.1 Observations

Table 31 Marcin observatios chart

Date

Fridays

10/09

17/09

Fridays

01/10

15/10

22/10

Fridays

05/11

19/11

Fridays

03/12

10/12

Fridays

14/01

28/01

Fridays

04/02

11/02

Home

Observations

Informal meetings

E M S4

September 2010

After school meal, Full day school 

homework observations

Documents/texts

collected

School timetables

October 2010

Homework after school Full day school

observations

English notebook

November 2010

Full day school 

observations

December 2010

Meal, homework after Full day school English class

school observations handouts

January 2011

Full day school —

observations

February 2011

Full day school —

observations

Length

2h

5h

3h

5h

5h

5h
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M arch 2011

Fridays
Meal, watching TV,

11/03 — — 5h
informal conversations

25/03

A pril 2011

Fridays
Full day school

15/04
observations

29/04

M ay 2011

Fridays Meal, watching English — 5h

13/05 YouTube, Maths

27/05 Informal conversations

June 2011
----- “ T -

Fridays
Full day school

10/06 Meal, conversations — 5h
observations

17/06

Table 32 Types o f  texts collecetd 
Text types

Handouts 
Book chapters 
Reading list 
Tests
Notebooks
Assessment

Table 33 Document used to assess M arcin 's language competency

Student Self-Assessment T eachers’ Assessment P aren ts’ Assessment

Language Portfolio ‘self- 
assessment sheets’ Polish 
(Centralny Osrodek 
Ksztalcenia Nauczycieli: 
Marcin assessed himself as 
B l.

Language biography and 
passport (checklists and self- 
assessment grids used in 
Portfolio developed by IILT are 
concerned with the first three 
levels A l, A2 and B l)
Marcin was assessed by his 
school as B1+.

Language Portfolio ‘self- 
assessment sheets’ Polish 
(Centralny Osrodek 
Ksztalcenia Nauczycieli:

English class
5h

handouts
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7.4.2 Interviews

Table 34 Recording times per M a rtin 's  case

Date P artic ipant name Length (min) Description

Septem ber

10/09

17/09

Marcin 0.33 Interview

Anna (Marcin’s mother) 0.35 Conversation

EMS 4 principal 0.17 Interview

O ctober

01/10

15/10

22/10

Marcin 0.39 Interview

Ania (Marcin’s mother) 0.56 Interview

November

05/11

19/11

Marcin 0.43
I nterview/ family 

interaction

Ania (Marcin’s mother) 0.31 Conversation

Marcin’s English teacher 0.27 Interview

December

03/12

10/12

Marcin 0.47 Interview

Ania (Marcin’s mother) 0.36 Conversation

Jan u ary

14/01

28/01

Marcin 0.52
Interview/family

interaction

Ania (Marcin’s mother) 0.13 Conversation

M arch

04/03

11/03

Marcin 0.48 Interview

Ania (Marcin’s mother) Conversation

Marcin’s teacher o f English 0.29 Interview

M ay

13/05

27/05

Marcin 0.49 Interview

Ania (Marcin’s mother) 0.38 Conversation

7.5 Marcin -  discursive construction of “New S e lf’

7.5.1 Language use (including literacy practices) at home

Marcin’s family speak Polish at home on a regular basis. Polish is used as the main 

language between all members of the family. There are some situations when Marcin
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switches to English completely or is code-switching. These situations, however, take 

place occasionally in circumstances when Marcin is reporting about school events, 

recalling films watched in English (or his Irish fiiends visiting him at home) or 

turning off Polish voice-over translation^^ when watching TV. He also switches to 

English to talk to his younger brother. The “reading before bed” routine came up as 

an important everyday practice. He read in both languages, however, was strongly 

encouraged by his parents (especially his father) to read in Polish before bed. In his 

room there was a big shelf containing books. The majority of them were books about 

planes/aircraft and airports. Some of the books were books from school (i.e. Green 

Books), nursery rhymes. There were also a few titles (novels) in Polish. Marcin 

provided the explanation that the majority o f the books/texts that he reads in Polish 

are novels ''Jcsiqiki fikcyjne ” [fiction, novels] translated into Polish (extracted from 

fieldnotes). The following excerpts illustrate the aforementioned issues.

Excerpt MD40-50:

37. G: No, chodzi o to czy wiesz, czy si^ zastanawiales nad tym, ze gdybys
jednak w Polsce chcial czy nawet w innym kraju to musisz dobrze
znac j?zyk tego kraju. no nie? Czy ty uwazasz, ze dobrze znasz na 
przyklad polski, na tyle, ze by moc si^ uczyc? + S:t[
[Well, the question is, do you know, were you thinking that if  you 
wanted (to study/work) in Poland or even in another country then you 
would need to know the language of that country very well, isn’t that 
right? Do you think that you know Polish enough to be able to learn 
through Polish?+ S: t []

38. M: [Nie.
[No.]

39. G: Nie. W tej chwili na pewno nie?
[No. At this time, surely not?]

40. M: W tej chwili + umie czytac, ale pisac nie.
[At the moment + I can read but I cannot write.]

41. G: Nie. + Ehym. + A co czytasz? + Po pol[sku?
[No. + Ehym. + What do you read? + In Pol [ish?

42. M: Ksi^zki.
[Books.]

43. G: Cos czytaies?

In Poland the voice-over is the traditional translation method for television and D VDs (which most 
o f  the time provide the original audio track), except for children's material, especially animation, 
which is often fijlly dubbed. The word lektor ( ‘reader’) is used to refer to the voice artist.

Voice-over is the preferred form o f  dubbing among Polish broadcasters due to being very cheap to 
produce, and because o f  its wide use it seems to be widely accepted by most o f  the audience. The most 
notable readers are Janusz Szydlowski, Maciej Gudowski, Tomasz Knapik, Stanislaw Olejniczak and 
Piotr Borowiec.
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[Have you read something?]
44. M: Y:::, tak. + Y:;;. + Ksii:; + Teraz czytam, poczekaj zobacz^, jaki jest

tytul (szuka na poke)
[Y ::: so. + Y :::. + ::: + Boo:::+ I'm reading now, ŵ ait a sec I’ll see 
what the title is (looking on the shelf)]

45. G: Ehym.
[Ehym.]

46. M: ‘(xx) palac polnocy’. Tez czytam ym:: + jeszcze trzy ksi4[zki, nie
jestem pewien (caly czas przy polkach, wyszukuje tytuly)
[‘(xx) palace of the north’. I read also ym :: + three more bo[oks , I'm 
not sure (all the time at the shelves, searching for titles)]

47. G; [Z tego co pami^tam czytales jeszcze ‘Alche’
[From what I remember you also read  ̂AXohe’’] (Alchemist)

48. M: ‘Alchemika’ i + jakiegos ‘Prince-Percy Jackson’?
[‘The Alchemist’ i + a ‘Prince-Percy Jackson’?]

49. G: Po-po-po-po polsku? [] Ehym.
[In-in-in-in Polish? [] Ehym.]

50. M; [Tak.] Percy Jackson. I bylo jakies inne jeszcze ksi^zki. + I::; + ta
teraz, wlasnie t^ czytam. To jest chyba moja pi^ta ksiqzka. + 
(xxxsaid with lower pitch, louder)
[Yes.] Percy Jackson. And there were some other books too. + And ::: 
+ this one, just this is the one I’m reading now. This is probably my 
fifth book. + (Xxx). (Said with pride and humility at the same time, 
lower pitch, louder)

Excerpt M74-75:
74. G: A oprocz tego, co robisz na przyklad, wiem, ze co + mowiles

wczesniej, ze czytasz nie? Po polsku tez czytasz ksi^zki prawda? [] 
No:, tez jest wazne + z tych ksi^zek, tez pewnie cos tam si^ 
dowiadujesz o Polsce nie? + [M(^] Albo:?
[And in addition, for example, to what you are doing, I know, + you 
said earlier that you read, don’t you? You read books in Polish as 
well, right? [] Oh yea:, it is also important that+, you probably leam 
something about Poland from these books, yea? + [M @] Or?

75. M: [Ehym] Wi^kszosc ksi^zek nie jest po:lskich, tylko, tylko
prze:tiumaczonych po prostu.
[[Ehym] Most of the books are not: Po:lish, only only translated]

In the above excerpt Marcin talks about reading books in Polish. He mentions 

a few titles and gives the names of a number of books read in Polish. The theme of 

reading and writing came up on numerous occasions when talking about the 

hypothetical possibility (each time the topic was mentioned) of going back to Poland 

or going to school there. At the very beginning of Excerpt MD40-50, Marcin takes on 

a critical stance towards his language competence in Polish: “PF tej chwili + umie 

czytac, ale pisac nie” [At the moment + I can read but I cannot write.]. He is 

emphasising he is able to read in Polish, however, not able to write at the moment. In
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Mracin’s opinion this is what makes his future studies in Poland impossible. In line 

47 the researcher points to a title she had remembered he read recently. Marcin 

immediately aligns with her and provides the full title of the book. At the end of this 

exchange/conversation he provides the interlocutor with the exact number of books 

he read in Polish. The tone o f voice and prosodic features (said with lower pitch, 

louder) o f his utterance construct a positive stance towards reading in Polish (being 

proud). In the second excerpt Marcin gives clarifications regarding the content of the 

books he reads in Polish. He replies to the interviewer’s presupposition that the 

books constitute a source of knowledge about Poland. This is, however, clarified 

immediately by Marcin; [[Ehym] Most of the books are not: Po:lish, only only 

translated]. Thus, they do not relate to his past or cultural heritage, they are “only” 

translations of popular fiction stories such as “The Alchemisf’ or “Percy Jackson”.

The discourse marker “ju s f’ is used here to express surprise at the interlocutor’s

proposition about the books being about Poland.

Excerpt M309-317:

309. M: Tak. Lubi^ czytac. Lubi^ czytac zna:czy o rzeczach, wole czytac. +
Zna:cz:y;: + [Lubi^] czytac opodawiania, + ale wole o rzeczach na 
przyklad, + na jaki[es prawdziwe
[Yes. I like reading. I like reading I mean: that I prefer to read about
things. I mean + [I like] reading stories, + but I prefer to read about
things, for example, + about some real/authentic (things)]

310. G: [Lubi^] + [O:: s^:-o czym lubisz czytac?
[I like] + [O :: what about do you like reading?]

311. M: O samolotach.
[About airplanes.]

312. G: Ehy::m, masz duzo ksi^zek widzialam o samolotach, nie?
[Ehmm :: m, I have noticed that you have a lot of books about 
airplanes, right?

313. M: I tez w intemecie czytam na [Wikipedii
[I also read in the internet in [Wikipedia]]

314. G: [I w Intemecie. Su::per. I po angielsku wtedy czytasz czy po polsku?
[And on the Internet. Su :: per. And do you read in English or Polish

then?]
315. M: Po angielsku, bo po angielsku jest wi^cej napisane niz po polsku.

[In English, because there is more written (information) in English
than in Polish.]

316. G: 0:-o:-o:: tym wszy. Ehym.
[0:-o:-o :: about all tha. Ehym.]

317. M: Jest mniej po polsku. E:e
[It’s less in Polish. E: e]
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In this excerpt Marcin provides a short narrative about his preferences 

towards reading. He Hkes reading about planes, airlines and buildings. The researcher 

points to the big number of books about planes that are in his possession. After 

acknowledging this fact Marcin points to the Internet (Wikipedia) as an additional 

resource. However, he explicitly states that he prefers reading about those things in 

English (language choice as an explicit social act, favouring one language over 

another). He justifies his choice by explaining that there is more information about 

the topics of his interest available in English. In fact, when it comes to Wikipedia 

there is often a disproportion of information (concerning some topics) available 

through Polish and English. English websites are often more extensive, providing 

broader view on certain issues see e.g. the keyword “aircraft” typed in Polish: 

http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statek_powietrzny and the same keyword typed in 

English: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aircraft. Marcin is aware o f these differences 

and perceives the Polish language as having some deficiencies -  implicitly 

recognizing Polish as being of inferior quality.

Excerpt IA159-166 Marcin’s mother:

157. G: A jesli chodzi o j^zyk polski, to staracie si^ go jakos mobilizowac,
zeby si^ go uczyl? Bo nie chodzi do szkoly polskiej, ale moze w jakis
sposob w domu si^ uczy?
[And as far as the Polish language is concerned, are you trying to 
motivate him somehow to leam? Because he does not attend Polish 
school, but maybe learns at home in some ways?]

158.1: Staram si§, zeby czytal ksi^zki po polsku.
[I'm trying (to encourage) him to read books in Polish.]

159. G: Lubi to robic?
Does he like that?

160. I: Nie, nie. To jest kara! Stara si^ co wieczor negocjowac+
[No, no. It’s a punishment! He is trying to negotiate (against it)
every night +]

161. G: ... zeby tego nie robic?
[... not to do that?]

162.1: Tak. W momencie, gdy zaczyna czytac, robi si^ strasznie zm^czony.
[Yes. When he starts reading, he's getting awfially tired.]

163. G: A jak czyta po angielsku? To taka sama jest reakcja, czy inna?
[And when he reads in English? Is his reaction the same or different?

164. I: On sam sobie czyta po angielsku.
[He reads in English by himself.]

165. G: Czyli nie ma wielkiej kary.
[So there is no great punishment.]

166.1: Tak, tylko jak czyta po polsku to jest zm^czony, brzuch go boli, jest
glodny ..., ale czyta naprawd^ dobrze. W porownaniu z tym, jak
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zaczynalismy go uczyc, to w tym momencie czyta bardzo dobrze. 
Malo bifdow robi.
[Yes, it’s just when he reads in PoHsh he is tired, he’s having stomach 
ache, he is hungry ... but he reads really well. Compared with the time 
we’ve started to teach him, he reads very well at the moment. He 
makes few mistakes.]

In this excerpt, Marcin’s mother provides a retrospective account of his 

literacy practices (reading before bed) that take place on a regular basis (almost every 

day, with some exceptions such as holidays, going out etc.). When asked whether 

Marcin likes reading in Polish she provides an immediate response. Her affective 

attitude is exposed through prosodic features of her utterance (emphatic stress on 

words: “Me, nie. To je s t karaV' [No, no. It’s a punishment!]). That in turn reflects her 

strong conviction (epistemic stance) that Marcin does not like reading in Polish. She 

even compares the reading activity to giving him a punishment. She provides 

examples of Marcin’s behaviour (explicitly performed social acts-excuses) such as: 

being awftjlly tired, having a stomach ache, being hungry as an open demonstration 

of his resistance. She interprets those acts as an objection towards reading as well as 

presupposes that he does not enjoy this activity. She also points out that in contrast, 

when he reads in English he does not need to be “encouraged”/”forced” -  “On sam 

sobie czyta po angielsku."' [He reads in English by himself]. Her last utterances are 

explicit acts o f “assessment” (speech act o f assessing, Goodwin and Goodwin, 1987) 

as Anna sums up; “a/e czyta napraw^d^ dobrze ” [but he reads really well] or “to w 

tym momencie czyta bardzo dobrze” [at the moment he reads really well]. Discursive 

features of this segment display a high level of certainty regarding Marcin’s reading 

competence as epistemic modal markers such as "'naprawd^ [really] and ‘‘"bardzo" 

[well] are used.

Excerpt MA59-62:

59. G: Ehym. + Czy uczenie polskiego jest dla ciebie wazne? Ze si^ uczysz,
ze czytasz po polsku te k s i^^ i?  Czy to jest wazne?
Ehym. Is learning of Polish important for you? That you are learning, 
reading in Polish these books? Is this important?

60. M: No:: chociaz umie czytac.
[Oh::, at least I can read]

61. G: A chcialbys umiec pisac tez?
[And would you like to be able to write too?]

Naprawde - Naprawde translated as really - a  particle in Polish, used by the speaker trying to convince someone of the 
rightness of his/her opinion or judgement.
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62. M: Trochf tak, a trochf nie:, bo wiesz, bo ja mam tutaj duzo zaj^c tez
i: + to by mi troch^ tak z t^ polsk^ szkol^, caly czas musialem 
jezdzic. Ale tak [(x)
[A bi:t yes, and a bit not: because, you know, because I have a lot to 
do anyway and: + with this Polish school it would be (a problem), I 
had to go (there) all the time. But as [(x)]

In this short exchange Marcin was asked if learning Polish and reading books 

in Polish is important for him; he chooses, however, to assess his literacy skills in
-JQ

Polish instead of offering an answer to this question: “No:: chociaz umie czytac” 

[well:: at least I can read]. In his evaluation, he implicitly indicates that he cannot 

write. ‘Wo.-:” [well::] and "chociaz” [at least] - function here as affective modifiers 

serving to express a feeling o f regret. The epistemic modality is expressed here 

through evidentiality-marking I “w/w/f” [ can ]. Marcin is certain about his ability to 

read in Polish, but instead o f constructing a positive affective stance he chooses to 

compare it with his inability to write and takes on a regretful tone.

In the next line, the researcher aligns with that comment and asks about 

Marcin's own aspirations/preferences about his abilities to write in Polish. He gives 

an ambiguous answer as he replies: “Tro:che tak, a troche n ie” [a little bit yes and a 

little bit no]. In next line, he links/associates his literacy practice (writing in Polish) 

with Polish school: “tak z tq polskq szkolq” [with this Polish school]. His utterances 

“bo ja  mam tutaj duzo zaji^c tez ” [I have a lot to do anyway] and “musialem jezdzic ” 

[I had to go there]) reflect his negative stance towards going to Polish school. The 

use of a modality marker (the past form of the modal verb “musiec” [have to]) and 

discourse intensifier “cafy czas ” [all the time] signal that attending Polish school was 

against Marcin’s volition. The following excerpts further illustrate Marcin’s affective 

stances regarding his literacy skills (specifically writing) in Polish.

Excerpt 416-425:

416. M: Po francusku jest trudniej. + Pisac nie umiem po francusku. + Nie
no: + znam niektore slowa, ale nie tak, ze mog^ je napi[sac + zdanie 
ulozyc.
[It is more difficult in French. + I cannot write in French. + Well + I 
know some of the words, but not so well that I can write the[em + 
make a sentence.]

418. G:+ A po irlandzku potrafisz?
[And in Irish you can?]

419. M: Tak. Po irlandzku umie.

^ ‘̂Chociaz’ — a particle informing about the minimal scope o f  something
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[Yes, in Irish I can].
420. G: Napisac zdanie czy cos? [ ]+ Ehym. + Po polsku?

[To write a sentence or something? Ehym. + In Polisli?
421. M: [Ehym] + Nie.

[[Ehym]+No.]
422. G: W ogole? + No; tam pojedy[ncze slowa.

At all? Well: rando[m words.
423. M; [Nawet jednego zdania@ + nie napisze dobrze.

[Not even one sentence@ + I write correctly.]
424. G: No a::le: jakbys robil, nawet wiesz, to nic ze z bl^dami, cos tam

pewnie napiszesz, nie? Tylko duzo [bledow tak?
[Well bu::t if you did, you know, even (it doesn’t matter that) with 
mistakes, you’d probably write something, right? Just a lot of 
[mistakes right?]

425. M: [Z bl^dami + wi^kszosc.
[With mistakes + mostly]

426. M: [Tak, ale pisanie. + Pisanie mnie dotuje. []+ Pisanie jest jak irlandzki
tez tak. + (xx) i te inne rzeczy i to po prostu + utrudnia.
[yes, but writing. Writing puts me down. Writing is like Irish too. 
(xx) and these other things and this just makes it harder]

In this excerpt, Marcin compares his literacy skills in Polish with his 

linguistic competence in other languages. He displays a very negative stance of 

“resentment” and “resignation” with respect to his (lack of ability) to write in Polish 

through the use of “nawet” [even] -  a particle fiinctioning here as a discursive 

intensifier -  “jednego ” [one] as a discursive quantifier to express exaggeration or the 

affective modifier ‘‘"wn^kszosc" [mostly] to express affect. In line 426 M Marcin 

explicitly expresses ‘resentment’ and ‘resignation’ through the use of colloquial 

language "'dolowac [to take away the willingness to act, to cause low self

esteem]. Marcin constructed a negative resigned stance through these recurrent 

affectively valorized negative self-assessments o f his writing skills in Polish. In his 

last statement he compares the level o f difficulty of writing in Polish with wrifing in 

Irish. He makes an explicit statement that writing in these languages is equally 

difficult. He makes a point that there are some “things” in both languages that make 

them more difficult than English. However, he does not provide any specifications.

7.5.2 Facebook and text messages as social language practices

Marcin actively uses a variety of social media including popular social media such as 

Facebook and Twitter. He also frequently watches videos on YouTube or reads

‘Dolowac’ -  in colloquial speech, bring someone down, take awy his/her willingness to act, lower 
somebody’s self esteem.
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Wikipedia entries. He uses Facebook or other forms of ‘chat’ available on mobile 

devices to keep in touch with his friends including the ones from Poland. The 

following excerpt illustrates the ways Marcin keeps in contact with his Polish friends. 

Marcin also provides a retrospective account of his language choices with respect to 

his Polish friends when using social media, especially Facebook (extracted from 

fieldnotes).

Excerpt ME468-481:

468. G: A z kim masz kontakt na Facebooku? Z jakimis kolegami z Polski? Z
tymi kuzynami?

468. G: [And with whom do you have contact on Facebook? With some
friends from Poland? With those cousins?]

469. M: Nie, z kuzynami nie. + [Ale z Kub^: + Marek. + Karol.::
[No, not with cousins no. + [But with Kuba: + Marek. + Karol. ::]

470. G: [Tylko? + Z Karolem.? Kub^.? + I co piszesz wtedy? + Piszesz cos do
nich?
[Only? + With Karol? Kuba? + And what are you writing then? + Do 
you write something to them?]

471. M: Po polsku z Kuba. pi::sze. + Karolowi jeszcze nie pisalem, ale do + z
Kubq pami^tam ze po polsku rozmawialem.
[In Polish with Kuba. I wri::te. +I have not written with Karol yet, but 
1 remember that I chatted/I was on chat with Kuba in Polish.]

472. G: No to;. + To jakos ci musi dobrze to wychodzic skoro Kuba cie
rozumie.
[Then:. + It has to go well if  Kuba can understand you.]

473. M: @ Wiesz:. On wie + o co chodzi, bo + Nie::, on + tak duzo nie
pisze (x)
[@ You know:. + He knows how it’s like, because + :: well, he + does 
not write that much (x)]

474. G: Wie o co chodzi, tak? Ze ty robisz bl^dy, ale rozumie. + Ale i tak do
nie[go piszesz po polsku?
[He knows how it’s like, right? That you make mistakes, but he 
understands. + Even so, you [write to him in Polish?]

475. M: [Takie male. + Tak.
[Just little. + Yes.]

476. G: Czemu nie po angielsku?
[Why not in English?]

477. M: Po prostu nie pisze po angielsku. + Wole pisac po polsku. (said
firmly, levelled tone of voice)
[I just do not write in English. + I prefer to write in Polish, (said 
firmly, levelled tone of voice]

478. G: Do niego. [ ] + Dlaczego?
[With him. [] + Why?]

479. M: [Ehym.] + Nie wiem. + [Czasem tak.
[[Ehym.]+ I don’t know. +[Sometimes yes.]]

480. G: [Zastanawiales si^?
[Were you thinking about it?]
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481. M: Nie. + Po prostu tak juz mam.
[No. + I just do it./It’s just like that.]

The group of Polish friends mentioned in this excerpt constitute Marek (11), 

Kuba (15) and Karol (14). Marek (11) and Kuba (15) are two brothers who moved to 

Poland about a year ago and a couple of months later went to Sweden. They remain 

in Sweden currently. Marek and Kuba knew Marcin for about two years (duration of 

time they had spent in Ireland). They used to play together as they lived close to each 

other. They were not in the same class with Marcin, however. The older boy Kuba 

received most of his schooling in Poland (until 12 years o f age). The younger boy 

(Marek) often played together with Marcin as they shared similar interests. The third 

boy (Karol) is Marcin’s best Polish friend. He also went back to Poland, but spent 

about five years in Ireland. He used to live in the same estate and the two boys spent 

lots o f time together. The parents of all the boys were friends and used to meet 

regularly. Their families met on regular basis for barbeques, Easter dinners or during 

the Christmas period over the past few years.

As the researcher and Marcin were friends on Facebook she had some access 

to view his comments to friends. Drawing on that knowledge the interviewer asks 

Marcin about his Facebook comments. Although Marcin acknowledges that he often 

used English when exchanging messages with his best Polish ftiend (Karol) he was 

very reluctant to use English with the two brothers (Marek and Kuba). He justifies 

his choice in lines 473: wie + o co chodzi, bo + Nie::, on + tak duzo nie pisze

(x)” [he knows how it’s like, because, well, {he} does not write that much] and 481: 

“Nie, po prostu tak ju z  m am ” [No. + It’s just like that]. In the last line, he uses the 

polarity marker “nie" [no] and discourse marker “po prostu"  [just] to validate the 

legitimacy o f his own choice and express his epistemic stance charged affectively - a 

conviction (speech act: assertion). Marcin makes a solid claim about his language 

choice when writing with Kuba on Facebook. His affective stance is displayed 

through the use of emphatic stress on words: '"tak ju z  mam ” [I just do it./It’s just like 

that for me]. He makes an inference/implicitly justifies his choice as something 

obvious for him; or expressing his individual volition “wo/f ” [I prefer]. As Marcin 

strongly defends his choice (an affectively charged response) he is strongly invested 

in his point o f view as he defends his claim.

7.5.3 Shopping lists and text messages as literacy practice
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Each time Marcin’s mother sent him shopping she strongly encouraged writing a 

shopping list in Polish. Marcin tried to write down the things that his mother asked 

for, however, was easily discouraged by making a large number o f spelling mistakes.

In addition, Marcin’s mother drew my attention to text messages he wrote to 

her. Most of them were written in English. Occasionally, he used a few Polish words. 

Marcin and his friend Karol were sometimes exchanging text messages between each 

other. They always used English to write to each other. The following excerpt 

provides a retrospective account of the aforementioned literacy practices.

Excerpt ME441-446:

441. G: [Malo? + Ehym. A na przyklad list^ zaku:p6:w albo:: + albo:: + smsy
do mamy wysylasz po polsku?
[Little? + Ehym. And for example a shopping list or:: + or:: do you
send text messages to your mum in Polish?]

442. M: Czasem. + Czasem wysle po polsku.
[Sometimes. + Sometimes I send (them) in Polish.]

443. G: Czasem? + A raczej [w jakim?
[Sometimes? + And mostly/most of all / in what (language)?

444. M: |Pa:re: zdan po polsku, ale:: reszte po angielsku na przyklad.
[A fe:;w sentences in Polish, bu::t the rest in English for instance.]

445. G: A jak-a jak do K. wysylales smsy tam do polski
[And when-e when you were sending texts to Karol to Poland?]

446 M: On do mnie po angielsku. Ja do niego po angielsku tez.
[He sends (them) in English. So do I, I send them in English.]

In this excerpt, Marcin reveals that he prefers to use English over Polish in 

the private domain/with family and close fnends when sending text messages. 

Though, explicitly he admits that “sometimes” he sends text messages in Polish. 

When asked for more details, he clarifies that he is code switching when texting in 

Polish (he starts a sentence in Polish and finishes in English). He also explicitly 

acknowledges that when writing to his fiiend (Karol) they use English.

Excerpt IA146-152: 

(Anna, Marcin’s mother)

146. A: '... to jest chlopiec, wi^c on inaczej niz dziewczynki. Trzeba mu zadawac 
pytania szczegolowe i trzeba z niego wiadomosci wyci^gac. Ale 
przewaznie, jak przychodzi ze szkoly i pytam, ,.jak bylo?”, + 
„Dobrze.”.
[It's a boy ... so it’s different than with girls. He needs to be asked 
specific questions and you have to get things/information out of him.
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But mostly, when he comes back from school and I ask, "How was 
it?", + "Good.".]

147. G: A opowiada cos?
[And is he retelling something?]

148. A: Opowiada, ze np. jakies projekty robili.
[He recounts that for example they were doing projects.]
Zaczyna po polsku, ale cz^sto si^ zdarza, ze pyta: ‘Mamo, czy mog^ 
mowic po angielsku?’ Jest mu po prostu latwiej. Jezeli oglqdaj4 jakies 
filmy i on mi probuje opowiedziec w domu, o czym byl ten film, to 
tez przechodzi na angielski.
[He starts in Polish, but it happens very often that he asks, ‘Mom, can 
I speak English?’ It is just easier for him. When they watch some 
movies and he is trying to retell them to me in the house, what was a 
film about; he switches to English as well.]

150. G: A jak porozumiewa si^ telefonicznie z Tobq? Albo jak wysyia smsy?
[And when he talks with you over the phone? Or when he sends 
texts?]

151. A Smsy w j^zyku angielskim. Ja mu wysylam wiadomosc po polsku,
dostaj? wiadomosc po angielsku.
[He sends texts in English. I send him a text in Polish and I receive a 
reply in English.]

In this excerpt, Marcin’s mother reflects on Marcin’s daily language choice. 

In the first line, she reveals that he does not offer information related to his school 

life willingly: “trzeba z niego wiadomosci wyciqgac” [you have to get 

things/information out of him]. She provides a retrospective account of speech events 

such as “giving an account of school events”; retelling the storyline of a film. She 

also reports that Marcin often starts in Polish, but then continues in English when 

retelling/recalling these speech events. At the end of this short narrative segment 

Marcin’s mother recalls situations when she sent text messages in Polish and 

received replies in English. She also adds that it is easier for him this way. Her 

affective stance is displayed here through the discourse marker ‘po prostu ’ [just] and 

adjective in comparative form “latwiej” [easier]; her epistemic stance -  a high 

degree of confidence as she uses the discourse marker “po prostu" /just] or 

[precisely, requiring no justification].

7.5.4 ‘I think in English [...] I don’t think in Polish 

Excerpt ME292-295:

292. G: Mo:ze. Czy lubisz uczyc si^ po angielsku?
[Ma:ybe. Do you like learning through English?]

293. M: Tak.
[Yes].
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294. G: Ehym. + Jest ci teraz-myslisz + latwiej tak? Bo teraz angielski jako[s
tak.
[Ehym. + Is it is it easier for you do you think, now, yea? Because 
Enghsh ju[st hke that]

295. M: [Ja mysl^ po angielsku jak hcz^ albo cos to po angielsku, nie mysl^ po
polsku.
[I think in Enghsh when counting or something I just think in English, 
I do not think in Polish.]

In this excerpt, the interviewer asks Marcin a general question related to his 

language preferences when learning. Marcin explicitly reveals that he likes learning 

through English. When asked if  it feels easier to learn through English he provides an 

explanation/justification for such a choice. He explains that he thinks in Enghsh: “Ja 

mysle po angielsku ja k  licze albo cos to po angielsku, nie mysle po polsku” [1 think 

in English, when I’m counting or something I just think in English, I do not think in 

Polish], Marcin indicates in this excerpt that his internal speech takes place through 

English.

7.5.5 Talking to Polish friends: Code-switching practices 

Excerpt MB41:68

41. G: Mmh. a jak nie wiem jak, pami^tam jak tu miales znajomych z Polski
to wlasciwie
[Mmh, and as I do not know how, I remember you had Polish friends 
here so]

42. M; Karol, Marek, Kuba
[Karol, Marek, Kuba]

43. G: To jak rozmawialiscie ze sob^ to mieszaliscie jakies angielskie slowa?
[So when you were talking to each other were you mixing in some 
English words?]

44. M: Tak. Szczegolnie Karol.
[Yes. Especially Karol.]

45. G: A dlaczego?
[O why?]

46. M: Szczegulnie K. i JA>
[Especially Karol and I.]

47. M: Bo nie mielismy akurat (X) slowa, bo Kuba chodzil do szkoly, M.
mial starszego brata i mogl pytac o slowa a my tak nie mielismy+
[Because we couldn’t find an exact (X) word, because Kuba went to 
school (in Poland), Marek had an older brother and could ask him 
about words, we didn’t have that+]

48. M; mhh: Nie wiedzielismy duzo slow,
[mhh: We didn’t know many words,]

49. G: Po polsku?
[In Polish?]
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50. M:

51. G:

52. M:

53. G:

54. M:

55. G:

56. M:

57. G:

58. M:

59. G:

60. M:

61. G:

62. M:

63. G;

64. M:

65. G:

66. M:

67. G:

Po polsku, mhh w Polskim 
[In Polish, mhh in Polish]
I dlatego wtrcjcaliscie, bo nie wiedzieliscie jak si^ co nazywa?
[And that’s why you were mixing (words), because you did not know 
how to name things?]
Tak samo teraz, jak rozmawialem z Karolem jak nie wiedzialem to 
mowilem po angielsku, Karol tez.
[It’s the same now, when 1 was talking to Karol, I was saying things in 
English, when 1 didn’t know, Karol did the same.]
Mhh, a z rodzicami tak si^ zdarza ze tak rozmawiasz?
Mhh, and with parents does it happen that you talk in the same way? 
Po angielsku?
[In English?]
Mhh, ze cos im wtr^casz?
[Mhh, that you’re mixing]
Z mam^ to bardzo.
[With my mum a lot.]
Bardzo?
[A lot?]
Prawie codziennie.
[Almost every day.]
O szkole opowiadasz? I wtedy wtr^casz po angielsku slowa. A 
dlaczego? bo nie wiesz jak si^ nazywaj^ czy ci ?+
[Do you talk about school? And then you’re mixing words in English. 
And why? Because you don’t know how to name them/you’re?+]
Bo:o nie wiem jak si^ nazywaj^
[Because I do not know how to name things]
Mhhh, bo pewnie, jest tak, ze w szkole robicie wszystko, to, co 
robicie wszystko jest po angielsku, prawda?
[Mhhh because I guess that everything you do in school is through 
English, isn’t it?]
Mhh
[Mhh]
A pozniej przychodzisz do domu i trzeba opowiedziec to co bylo i 
nagle po polsku trzeba opowiedziec
[And then you come back home and you need to recount what was 
going on and suddenly you need to say it in Polish]
Mhhh i wszystkich slow nie znam po polsku i (xx)
[Mhhh and I don’t know all the words in Polish]
Ok, czyli jakbys, jeszcze to no nie? Jakbys mogl sobie przypomniec 
czy cz^sto wtr^caliscie?
[Ok, so if, if  you, and it’s that as well, if  you could remember how, 
often were you mixing?]
Mm
[Mm]
Te slowa, ? +Ty mowisz, ze bardzo cz^sto, bo ja  mam tutaj, prawie 
nigdy, rzadko, czasami, prawie zawsze, np. z Karolem (xx)
[These words,? +You say that very often, because I have here, almost 
never, sometimes, almost always, always, for example with Karol
(X X )]
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6 8 . M: Prawie zawsze,
[Almost always]

In this excerpt the researcher picks up on the observed code-switching 

practices and M arcin’s m other’s retrospective narrative about his code-switching, and 

asks questions in relation to that. Marcin reveals that he often used English words 

when talking with his fiiend Karol in Polish. He explains that it was because Karol 

and him self did not have anyone to ask for words when they missed one in the Polish 

language. In this line, he also presupposes that “mixing Polish and English” might be 

wrong as he is trying to justify his language practice. He decides to provide further 

validation o f this practice. He points out that his other fiiends do not code-switch to 

the same extent as him self and his friend Karol. It is because, one o f them (Kuba) 

went to school in Poland and his younger brother (Marek) can always ask his older 

brother for a word if  he needs one. In line 57, Marcin provides details regarding the 

frequency with which code-switching occurs; he reveals that he code-switches a lot: 

'"prawie^^ codziennie'’ [almost every day] with his mother or at the very end o f this 

excerpt “prawie zawsze” [always]. The discourse marker “/?raw/e” used twice here 

discloses his epistemic modality (uncertainty about the exact fi'equency o f the 

phenomena). Next, the researcher picks up on the short narrative provided by 

M arcin’s mother. She also aligns with his previous comments and tries to elicit more 

detailed responses regarding the reasons for such practice by providing a prompt: 

“ 60  nie wiesz ja k  si^ nazyM’ajq +?” [Because you don’t know how to name them?] 

Marcin aligns with the researcher, but chooses not to provide many insights to the 

situation. He repeats after her instead: “bo:o nie wiem ja k  siq nazyM’ajq'' [becuase I 

dont know how to name them]. Next, the interviewer provides some possible motives 

for the situation. It elicits replies such as "wszystkich slow’ nie znam po  Polsku ” [I 

don’t know all the Polish words] “mhh” or “M e wiedzielismy duzo slow ” [We didn’t 

know many words]. Implicitly, he suggests that code-switching happens 

frequently/on regular basis because his vocabulary is not developed to the same 

extent in the two languages. Particularly, in the ‘school dom ain’, his vocabulary in 

Polish is far less developed than in English.

7.5.6 “About Poland”

Excerpt MD13-18:

prawie ;_particle communicating that something has been almost achieved
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Ehym. + Czyli:: + A ogolnie jak jedziesz do Polski na przyWad i na 
wakacje, bo wiem, ze jezdzisz + na wakacje do polski. + To: + w 
Polsce jest inaczej niz tu?
[Ehym. + So:;+ And in general, when you’re going to Poland for 
example on holidays, I know that you do + go to Poland on holidays. 
Then: + is it different than in here?]
Ehym.
[Ehym.]
No i pod jakimi wzgl^dami. Cos ci si^ rzuca w oczy wlasnie?
[Well, in what respects. Is there something that just caught your eye?] 
Krzywo mi si^ @ Ludzie na mnie si^ patrz^ wiesz +[ten no::, inaczej. 
+ No::, ale tak inaczej nie. + Bo: tak juz cz^sto nie jezdz^, ale tam 
zadnych kolegow nie mam w Polsce ani nic. Miaiem jednego koleg^, 
ale on, jego juz tam nie ma.
[People frown@ People frown on me, you know + [there well::, 
different. + Well, but it’s different, it is. + Because: I don’t go so 
frequently, I have no friends there or anything/ no friends I don’t have. 
I had one friend, but he, he’s not there anymore.

A negative affective stance towards Poland is constructed throughout this 

excerpt. When reflecting back about the differences between Poland and Ireland, 

Marcin makes a point about people in Poland being unfriendly, even hostile. He uses 

""krzyM’o si^ patrzec^^'' [frown on somebody], a colloquial Polish expression literally 

meaning “to look at someone in an unwilling, unfriendly or unhappy manner,” used 

when describing someone rather hostile, along with double negation ‘̂'zadnych 

kolegow nie m am ” [have no friends there/ literal translation including double 

negation: no friends I don’t have] to negate some actions such as having friends, 

visiting friends in Poland.

Excerpt MD169-184:

169.G: Ehym. A polskie swi^ta?
[Ehym. And Polish Holidays?]

170. M: [Znaczy:: + Jakie?! (zaskoczony)
[You mean::+ What?! (surprised tone)]

171. G: [Kiedy? + No wlasnie jakie? + No wlasnie Marcin, jakie?@
(powiedziane z sarkazmem)
[When? + Exactly what (holidays)? + Exactly Marcin what 
(holidays)?@ (said sarcastically)]

172. M: Jak mozna powiedziec, ze swifta no to tak. + Nie: ma zadnych
polskich swi^t, + czy jakies? Jak jest Halloween to jest cos

krzywo si? patrzec in colloquial speech unwilling, unfriendly or unhappy. Anecdotal evidence 
suggests that Poles in general are suspicious o f each other. In other words, Pole do not trust another 
Pole unless he or she was a part o f his extended family or their social circle. That is why they do not 
smile to a person considered to be a stranger.

13. G:

14. M:

15. G:

16. M:
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innego w Polsce. []+ Co to?@ + Wiem, ze sif jedzie na cmentarze i 
ten si  ̂odwiedza + [tych.
[Talking about holidays, so holidays well are such as. + No: there are 
no Polish holidays, + or maybe there are some? When there is 
Halloween there is something else in Poland. + What’s that 
(called)?@ I know that you go to cemetery and you visit + [these]

173. G: [No wiasnie.] + [Ehym. Zmarlych groby"^ ,̂ tak. + [To prawda.
[[Exactly.] + [Ehym. Graves of the dead ones, yes. + [That’s

true/right]
174. M: [Zmarlych groby.

[Graves o f the dead ones.]
175. G: Pierwszego listopada, ehym. W Polsce tak si^-tak si^ obchodzi. Tylko,

ze tutaj nie bardzo jest jak pojechac na cmentarz. + [@ I odwiedzac 
groby + swoich krewnych.
[First of November, ehym. It’s celebrated that-way that way in Poland. 
But, in here you can’t really go to the cemetery. + [@And visit graves 
+ of your relatives.]

176. M: [@ + Po pierwsze, ze ile-ile naszych krewnych nie zyje + Byla jedna
+ bylem na moim pierwszym tym + w tym roku bylem na nioim
pierwszej pogrzebie. + [W calym moim zyciu. No::.
[@+ First o f all, so how many of-of our relatives are dead + There was 
one + I was on my first, this+ I was on my first funeral this year.+ [In 
my whole life. Well::.]

177. G: [Ta::k?]+ W Polsce?
[[Ye::a?] + In Poland?]

178. M: Ehym. + W [Polsce.
[Ehym.+ In [Poland.]

179. G: [I jak?
[And?]

180. M: No: dobrze. Nie wiedzialem jak sif ubrac nawet + na pogrzeby. +
A tutaj wiesz + wszyscy.
Yeah: well. I didn’t even know how to dress + for funerals. And here 
+ everyone you know.]

181. G: A tutaj jest jakos inaczej na pogrzebie?
[And is it somehow different here at fiinerals?]

182. M: Nie:. Jest tak samo tylko, ze tutaj
[No:. It’s the same, but here]

183. G: Ty byles tu na pogrzebie?[] Jakims ze szkoly albo cos?
[Have you ever been on funeral here? Maybe from school or
something?]

184. M: [Nie.] + Nie. + Nie:: jest tak samo jak + No:: tak samo jest na
pogrzebach. Widzialem par^ pogrzebow przy szkole jak szly do tego i 
ten. + No i wi^kszosc jest takich samych.

The first day o f  November in Poland is a day o ff from work. Many people are traveling even great 
distances to visit the graves o f  their loved ones. People visit cemeteries to decorate the graves with 
flowers, light candles and pray for the intentions o f  their dead. This holiday is religious in nature, 
mostly Catholic. It is also celebrated by many people o f  other faiths or the ones who do not adhere to 
any religion. It is an expression o f  remembrance and to honour and respect the dead.
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[No.] + No. +No;: it’s the same like + yeah:; it’s the same at funerals. 
I saw a few funerals beside the school, when they were going to this, 
and. + Yeah and most of them are the same.]

In the above excerpt the researcher and Marcin talk about Polish holidays. In 

the first line, the interviewer asks an open question about Polish holidays. Marcin 

replies to the interviewer’s question with surprise or even wonderment: "'Znaczy:: + 

Jakie?r  [You mean:: + What?!] (surprised, with an animated tone of voice/prosodic 

features of utterance such as high pitch, rising intonation, on [you mean]). The 

researcher replies with a sarcastic tone -  the discursive marker ''wlasnie ” [exactly - 

repeated twice] and laughter. Laughter at the end of this utterance indicates a surprise 

that Marcin seems not to know any. It elicits a detailed reply as Marcin tries to think 

of Polish holidays as the interlocutors’ reaction drew his attention to the fact that 

there are Polish holidays that he should know about. He thinks aloud as he asks 

himself a question: “Me.’ ma zadnych polskich swiqt, czy sq jakies?"' [No: there are 

no Polish holidays, + or maybe there are some?]. Then, he mentions that there is 

something else in Poland other than Halloween and it takes place at the same time. 

Next, he asks himself a question again “co to?” [What’s that?] and laughs as he does 

not remember the name of the holiday. In this way he expresses confusion with 

respect to Polish holidays. Instead of naming a holiday he decides to describe it, but 

he misses necessary Polish vocabulary. „ Wiem, ze siq jedzie na cmentarze i ten si^ 

odwiedza + [tych. ” [I know that you go to the cemetery and you visit + [these]. 

Marcin, however, highlights what he thinks is right in his knowledge of a holiday -  

the epistemic modality is expressed here by the word “wiem ” [I know]. Next, he 

loses his confidence at the end o f this narrative segment and pauses -  waiting for the 

interviewer’s reaction. This elicits the interlocutor’s alignment, “no wlasnie”'̂  ̂

[exactly] and a prompt “zmarlych groby” [graves of the dead ones]. This short 

prompt is picked up immediately by Marcin as he repeats after the researcher (a high 

level o f alignment between both of them is achieved). The researcher offers further 

explanation of this tradition, but she makes a point that it is [really] not possible to 

celebrate this holiday in Ireland as there are no relatives buried in Ireland. As a result, 

Marcin makes a point in which he undermines the significance of celebrating this 

holiday: “Po pierM>sze, ze ile-ile naszych krewnych nie zyje ” [First o f all, how many

'̂̂ ‘wlasnie’ -A  particle [even], by means o f which the speaker emphasises a particular characteristic, 
the object or state o f affairs, contrasting it with another .
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of our relatives are dead?]. Next, he decides to initiate a new narrative and talks 

about his first funeral in Poland. In this way, Marcin presupposes that the relatives 

are the people he knows. He does not think of relatives in terms of ancestors. He fails 

to recognize that in Poland many families visit the graves of their ancestors and 

extended family members they have never met. It is also common to visit the graves 

o f soldiers or politicians buried in the local cemeteries.

In the narrative segment about funerals, Marcin explicitly expresses his 

puzzlement with regard to “appropriate” clothing (dress code) for the funerals: “Nie 

wiedzialem ja k  si^ ubrac naw’et’̂  + napogrzeby” [I didn’t even know how to dress + 

for funerals. And here + everyone you know]. He takes on the stance of a novice -  

someone who has limited knowledge of this practice. He finds this social Polish 

practice a “distant one” -  something that brings uncertainty and confusion regarding 

a socially recognized norm. He does not identify himself with this practice. Lack of 

social knowledge/social representation/ knowledgeability is displayed here explicitly 

through the negative form of the verb "wiedziec” [know] and emphasised through 

the use of the discursive marker “nawef ’ [even] and through taking on athestance o f a 

“novice”. Finally, Marcin compares the Polish ways of celebrating funeral 

ceremonies with Irish ones. The interviewer picks up on this act and asks questions 

related to the difference between Polish and Irish ways of celebrations. Marcin 

admits that in general terms funeral ceremonies look the same in both countries, 

however, he is aware of some subtle difference.

Excerpt MD185-198:

185. G: Ok. + To-to ten y;: + A na przyklad Swi^ta Bozego Narodzenia? Jak
si^ obchodzi tutaj, a jak si? obchodzi w Pohsce? A jak si? obcho-a jak 
obchodz^ ludzie tutaj, no nie wiem?
[Ok. + Well-well this y:: + And for example, Christmas? How do you 
celebrate Christmas here, and how do you celebrate Christmas in 
Pohand? And how do people celebrate here, well I don’t know?]

186. M: w:::iekszosc jest tak samo, tylko tutaj dzieci dostaj^ wi?cej prezentow.
[most of it is the same, it’s just that kids get more presents here.]

^ ‘̂nawet’ -  a particle expressing surprise due to some unusual or unexpected situation, [uninflected 
part o f  speech, expressing surprise o f  the speaker or the entire sentence; peculiar shade o f  meaning, for 
example, do not let that even just ]

Grammatical particle — function word/dependent part o f  speech which does not have independent 
meaning/ a word or morpheme/discursive marker — affective meaning 
Particles are uninflected.
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187. G: Dzieci tutaj dostajq wi^cej prezentow?! + Je [szcze wi^cej
prezentow?!

[Children get more presents here?! Even more presents?!]
188. M; [Wiesz;: + ‘ja chce to, ja  chce tamto’, ‘a chce tamt^’ i takq list^ niaj^.

[You know:: + ‘I want this, I want that’ ‘and I want that one’ and they 
have such lists.]

189. G: Dostaj^ to czy tylko tak si^ chwal^?
[Do they get them or they are just boasting?]

190. M: Dostaj^, + wszystko jeszcze.
[They do, + even all of them.]

191. G: Dostaj^?! + [] A-a CO jest jeszcze innego: w ob-obchodzeniu swi^t? +
Tutaj jak m;: + jak my obchodzimy swi^ta?
[They do?! + [] And is there anything different: in the Christmas 
celebration? + here how w:: + how do we celebrate Christmas?]

192. M: [Ehym.] + M;:: + w sumie zadnych nie: ma. + Nie::, tylko [ +
jedzenie. Jedzenie, jedzenie jest inaczej. Ale polskie jedzenie mamy, 
rosol i takie inne. Tutaj jes::t + turkey i ten ten.
[Ehym.] + M::: + in all, there are none: + No:: only [+ food. Food, 
food is different. But we have Polish food, chicken soup and all. There 
is turkey and this this here.]

193. G: [Bozego narodzenia? A wlasnie? + Ehym. A wolalbys miec tam, zeby
bylo jak + Irlandczycy? Czy podoba ci si^ ta na-Polska tradycja?
[Christmas? And exactly? + Ehym. And would you like, so it is (the 
same) as in Ireland? Or do you like this Polish tradition?]

194. M: Tak jak w Polsce.[] + O:! Wiem, jakie Polskie swi^to. Dzieh Dziecka.
[Like in Poland. [] + O:! I know what Polish holiday. Children’s Day.]

195. G: [Nom.] + O:: brawo:.
[Yea.] + O:: bravo:.

196. M: Wlasnie pomyslalem na prezentach na dzieh dziecka.
[I just thought about presents for Children’s Day].

197. G: O prezentach. Czyli swi^ta kojarz^ ci si^ z prezentami.
[About presents. So you associate holidays with presents.]

198. M: No:: troch^.
[yea:: a bit]

In Excerpt M D185-198 the researcher and Marcin discuss differences in the 

ways o f celebrating Christmas between Poland and Ireland. Marcin does not 

distinguish any major differences. He points to one difference: ^^tylko tutaj dzieci 

dostajq wiqcej prezentow" [it’s just that kids get more presents here (in Ireland)]. 

This issue came up few times during the year as a sensitive one. On numerous 

occasions, Marcin mentioned or pointed to this difference, however, the researcher 

responds with surprise: “Jeszcze wi^cej prezentoM>?T [Even more presents] 

(emphatic stress on '"prezentow", said louder). Marcin replies, defending his claim by 

citing the words of the children. The interlocutor asks if the children received the 

presents or were just showing off. Marcin was convinced that the children receive all
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the presents as he explains: “Dostajq, + M’szystko jeszcze ” -  the epistemic modality 

and affective attitude is displayed (evidentiality is marked in this utterance by lexical 

item "dostajq” [they receive] and affective attitude is demonstrated through 

emphatic stress on the particle “jeszcze” [still]. The particle ^'jeszcze" was used to 

emphasise the fact that other children get presents. Marcin is strongly invested in his 

claims.

In line 191 the interviewer asks Marcin whether he knows any other 

differences (she implicitly points to some cultural differences). Again, Marcin does 

not distinguish any differences, and then he indicates that the food is different. He 

fails, however, to name different dishes; he points to Polish soup, “rosol”. This, 

however, is not served at Christmas Eve/time as "barszcz” is one of the main dishes 

served. He also uses a very general term “Polish food” to describe Polish 

dishes/cuisine served during Christmas. He names one tj^ical Irish dish served 

during Christmas, ‘‘Tutaj jesr.t + turkey i ten ten” [turkey and this this]. In line 193 

the researcher asks Marcin about his own preferences towards ways of celebrating 

Christmas, whether he would prefer to celebrate it in the Irish or Polish way. He 

replies with confidence; "‘'Takjak  vî  Polsce” [as in Poland] indicating that the Polish 

way of celebrating is fine with him. Next, he points to a typical Polish holiday -  

‘’"Dzien Dziecka” as he thinks of presents that he receives that day. The interviewer 

aligns with his comment and makes a proposition that Marcin associates holidays 

with presents. He admits with a bit o f hesitation.

Excerpt M202-208:

202. M: [O, wiem. 1:: + Tutaj nie ma takiego czegos, ze si^ wieczorem dostaje
prezenty.
[O, I know. And:: + There is no such a thing here (in Ireland) that 
you’re getting presents in the evening]

203. G: Aha::. + Ehym. +[ Tylko.
[Aha:: + Ehym. + [only]

204. M: [To tylko w Polsce tak jest. Tylko jest rano tutaj, ale wi^cej prezentow
dostalem niz w Polsce.
[Only in Poland it’s like that. Here it’s in the morning, but I’m getting 
more presents than in Poland.]

205. G: Ehym. Czyli + A w szkole sobie wszyscy opowiadaj^ tak? Co dostali
[po swi^tach?
[Ehym. You mean+ And in school everybody talks about that right? 
What they have got?]

206. M: [Em:. Co dos:tali. A ja tak + ide do toalety, zeby unikn^c tej rozmowy.
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[Em:. What they’ve got. And I well+ I’m going to the toilet to avoid 
this conversation.]

207. G: Tak? Naprawde? Az tak zle?
[Yes? really? Is it that bad?]

208. M: Nom. + To zalezy.
[Yeah. + It depends.]

In lines 197-208 the researcher and Marcin talk about presents. In line 202 

Marcin points to another difference between the Polish and Irish way of celebrating 

Christmas. In Ireland children do not get presents in the evening, they receive all the 

presents in the morning on Christmas Day. Then, in line 205, an interlocutor draws 

on the recurring theme of “Christmas presents”. It evokes, an affectively charged 

(resigned) response as Marcin replies: "'Em:. Co dos:tali. A ja  tak + id^ do toalety, 

zeby uniknqc tej rozmowy. ” [Em:, what they’ve got. And I go to the toilet to avoid 

this conversation]. The researcher aligns with his affective stance and asks if it is 

really that bad. Marcin replies, “nom ” [Yeap] -  a colloquial word used to express 

agreement or to acknowledge something. Then he decides to add ‘7o zalezy” [it 

depends] to lessen slightly the affective impact of the previous comment. However, 

he does not reveal any fiarther details of these conversations.

In the excerpts MD185-198 and M202 -208 Marcin recurrently took on a 

‘novice’ identity when talking about celebrating Polish holidays with his family. In 

this way he was distancing himself from this particular community o f practice. He 

considered “not getting the same number of presents as his friends” as positioning 

him among “others” or “novices” not wanted -  among the group o f old-timers (his 

desired community o f practice). It was seen as a serious impediment for successful 

interactions with the group of old-timers.

7.5.7 Friends and daily construction of self

The theme of Irish culture or ethnicity was recurrently initiated by Marcin. This

excerpt is a part of a longer exchange between Marcin and the researcher and it

illustrates Marcin’s stance-taking with respect to Irish culture and ethnicity.

Excerpt MC98-109:

94. G: i ten j?z>'k i ta kultura, (ktora) jest blizsza twojemu sercu czy nie?
Irlandzka? Pomysl o roznych rzeczach takich jak kontakty z
rodzicami w domu tez ze znajomymi, co miales z polski z rodzinq,
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pomysl tez o znajomych Irlandczykach tutaj, co jest ci blizsze, czy 
wlasciwie to wszystko jest na rowni
[And (which) language and culture is closer to your heart, or not? 
Irish? Think about things such as relations with parents at home or 
with friends you had with the Polish family, think also about your 
Irish friends here, who is closer to you, or actually, everj^hing is 
equal/the same]

95. M: Irlandia mi jest blizsza+
[Ireland is closer to me +]

96. G: mimo"^  ̂ wszystko Irlandia jest ci blizsza? {animated tone o f  voice,
affectively charged -  said with disbelief/)
[in spite o f all that, is Ireland closer to you? (animated tone of voice, 
affectively charged - said with disbelief/with surprise)]

97. M: Mhh
[Mhh]

98. G: i ta kultura i j^zyk jest ci blizsza, nawet jak wezmiesz te wszystkie
rzeczy pod uwag^ - a czemu?
[and this culture and the language is closer to you, even though you 
take all these things into account - so why is that?]

99. M; moj brat i moja siostra s^ Irlandczykami
[my brother and my sister are Irish]

100. G: bo si^ tu urodzili tak ? i uw^azasz, ze s^ bardziej Irlandczykami niz
Polakami?
[because they were bom here right? and you think that they are more 
Irish than Polish?]

101. M; ee:e
[ee:e]

102. G: rodzicow wszystkich macie tych samych, s^ Polakami
[all your parents are the same, they are Polish]

103. M: mysl^, ze bardziej sq Irlandczykami niz ja na pewno
[I think that they are more Irish than I am, for sure]

104. G: niz ty? Dlaczego? ty sp^dziles ile lat w Polsce? par^.
[than you? why? how many years have you spent in Poland? a few.]

105. M: w sum ietop i^c
[five in total]

106. G: a kim bardziej chcialbys bye? Polakiem czy lrlanczykiem?@ czy to
jest bez sensu w ogole pytanie
[and who would you like to be more? Polish or Irish? @ or this 
question does not make any sense]

107. M: Irlandczykiem
[Irish]

108. G: Irlandczykiem mmh a to, czemu?
Irish mmh and why is that?

109. M: bo si^ bardziej tutaj widz^ niz w Polsce
I can see (my future) more here than in Poland

‘M imo’ -  Polish preposition denoting a discrepancy between what is happening and what is to be 
expected;
though/even though - conjunction despite the fact that; although, ins pite o f
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In this excerpt, the researcher and Marcin bring about the theme of belonging 

to a particular community/culture. In this excerpt, culture is defined in a broader 

sense as the interviewer points to family and friends as playing an important role in 

the process o f feeling part o f a cultural community. In the first lines, the interlocutor 

provides different propositions with respect to belonging to a given culture or 

identification with both cultures as potential options. Marcin, however, chooses to 

take a side and he chooses to identify with Ireland in line 95: ^'Irlandia jest mi 

blizsza” [Ireland is closer to me]. Marcin is strongly invested in his claim as he 

defends his point o f view despite the interlocutor’s explicit (affectively charged) 

statement o f disbelief; line 96: “Mimo wszystko Irlandia Jest ci blizsza?'' [In spite of 

all that] or : „i ta kultura i j^zyk jest ci blizsza, nawet ja k  wezmiesz te wszystkie rzeczy 

pod  UM’ag^ - a czemu?” [and this culture and the language is closer to you, even 

though you take all these things into account - so why is that?]. The researcher’s 

question is designed to express her own affectively charged stance of disbelief — 

(emphatic stress is put on the phrases: "'pomimo wszystko ” [in spite o f all that] and “a 

dlaczego” [so why is that]; there is also the use of generalisation in ""wszystko” [all] 

as a discursive intensifier).

When asked for clarification (so why is that?) Marcin replies that his brother 

and sister are Irish. In line 102, the researcher aligns with this idea but provides her 

own proposition/assumption regarding the motives behind Marcin’s reasoning. 

Namely, she implies that being bom in a given country does not make someone more 

Irish than Polish. Marcin chooses to say nothing. Next, the interlocutor undermines 

the legitimacy of such reasoning by pointing out that both of Marcin’s parents are 

Polish. Marcin, however, decides to reiterate his opinion and states: ""Mysle ze 

bardziej sq Irlandczykami niz ja  na pewno ” [I think that they are more Irish than I 

am, for sure]. In this way, he takes on an epistemic stance of confidence, “na pewno ” 

[for sure] being certain about the way he feels and thinks of his younger siblings’ 

ethnicity. Thus, he is strongly invested in his claim. At the end of this conversation 

the interviewer decides to ask a very direct question regarding Marcin’s own 

preferences towards his ethnicity (however she demonstrates some level of 

uncertainty regarding the appropriateness of such a question). In turn, Marcin 

provides a short and direct answer that he would like to be Irish. In the next line, he is 

inclined to defend his view again and validates his claim by saying si^ bardziej
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tutaj widzq niz m> Polsce ” [because I see (my future) m yself here more than in 

Poland], This last statement is an explicit acknowledgement (speech act) o f 

identification with Irish culture. In this excerpt Marcin identifies him self strongly 

with Irish culture and nationality. In terms o f his ethnic identification, he perceives 

his younger siblings to be o f Irish origin (as both o f  them were bom  in Ireland). With 

regards to him self he has some doubts whether he should consider him self Irish or 

not. However, his individual volition is to be considered Irish.

Excerpt M176-179:

176. G: mhhh, z kim latwiej sie porozumiec si^ z Polakami czy z
Irlandczykami?

[mhhh, with whom is it easier to communicate with the Poles or the
Irish?]

177. M: z Irlandczykami.
[with Irish].

178. G: Czemu?
[Why?]

179. M: No, bo wiem wi^cej angielskiego, nie musze wtracac slowa nie
musze 0 t\'m myslec caK’ czas, w Polsce jest trudniej, gorzej mi sie 
rozmawia po Polsku niz po angielsku.

179. M: |W ell, because I know more English (I know English better), 1 do not
have to mix the words (code switch), I do not have to think about
it all the tim e, in Poland it is more difficult, it is more difficult for
me to speak in Polish than in English.]

In Excerpt M l 76-179 Marcin constructs a sense o f identification not only in 

terms o f cultural belonging, but also in terms o f identificafion with a particular peer 

group -  his Irish friends. Interestingly, he provides his language competences in 

English and Polish as playing an important role in this process. He constructs an 

affectively charged negative assessment o f his language skills in Polish throughout 

this excerpt as he is complaining. He complains explicitly in line 179 about having 

difficuhies to express him self fiilly in Polish. He points to code-switching as 

something potentially negative, as he says: ‘'nie musz^ wtrqcac s lo w ” [I do not have 

to mix words]. He continues and adds that he does not need to think a lot when he is 

speaking English: ""nie musze o tym myslec cafy czas ” [I don’t have to think about it 

all the time]. He uses the verb “m usiec” [have to] in negative form to indicate 

necessity (deontic modality). The modal verb ""muszf" [must] is used twice and may 

underline that this situation is against M arcin’s individual volition. In this way he is 

affectively charging his utterances, implying that speaking in Polish is harder than
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communicating in English. Moreover, he contrasts his linguistic competence in 

Polish with English. He uses the epistemic modal verb (“w/em” [know]) in 

declarative construction: “«o bo wiem wi^cej angielskiego ” [because I know more 

English] to confirm/affirm his positive self-assessment with respect to English.

Excerpt M299-302:
299. G: @ Ok. + @ Ok. Y::m dobra. + A czy mowisz czasami z rodzenstwem

czyli z Adamem, no, bo Zuzia jeszcze nie mowi po angielsku. Cos do 
niego czasem mowisz?
[@OK. + @ Ok. Y :: m well. + Do you speak sometimes with siblings
or with Adam, because Zuzia can’t speak English yet. Do you say
something to him sometimes?]

300. M: Tak. + On do moich, jak koledzy do mnie przychodz^ to do nich
mowi po angielsku.
[Yes. + He (talks) to my colleagues, when friends come to me then he 
speaks English to them.]

301. G: Adam do nich mowi po angielsku?
[Adam speaks English to them?]

302. M: Ehym, cza[sami.
[Ehym, sometimes]

303. M: [No::, on ma. No:: + Ale mowi do moich kolegow. +Po mnie-do mnie
po polsku tylko. [A do moich
[Yea:::, he has. Yea:: + But he’s speaking to my friends. + to me-to 
me in Polish only. [And to my]

304. G: [Do ciebie tylko po polsku, tak?
[with you he only ( speaks) Polish, right?]

305. M: Tak. [Ale do moich kolegow mowi.
[Yes. [But to my friends he speaks (English).]

306. G: [A ty do niego po angielsku? Tez? I przy kolegach?
[And you to him in English? Too? And when your friends are 
around?]

307. M: Tak. Przy kolegach po angielsku do niego. + Chyba rozumie.
[Yes. With my friends around I speak English to him. + I think he 
understands.]

Excerpt M316-320:
316. M: Jak on pojdzie do tej szkoly to ja b^de na przeciwko jego + chodzil.

[When he starts school I will be (attending school) across the road]
317. G: [Tak? + Aha. + I wtedy pewnie jak juz on pojdzie do psze-do szkoly.

To pewnie b^dzie caly czas po angielsku po angielsku, bo on si^ 
nawet tutaj urodzil. [] + To on jeszcze b^dzie pewnie mniej po polsku. 
(np. wtedy ...)]
[Yes? + Oh. + And then as he will probably go to pre- to school. He 
will be (speaking) all the time in English in English, because he was 
even bom here. [] + He will probably be (speaking) even less in 
Polish, (for example, when ...)]

318. M: [N o.]+ N izja .
[Yea.] + Than me.]
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319. G: Niz ty pewnie. + Myslisz do niego mowic po polsku? Czy po
angielsku wtedy jak jemu b^dzie trudno po:-po;-[po polsku?
[Than you probably. + Do you think speaking to him in Polish? or in
English when it would be difficult for him to speak - [in Polish?]

320. M: [Po angielsku chyba. + No bo, oboje rozumiemy, o co chodzi.
[In English I think. + I mean, we both understand how it’s like.]

The above excerpts M299-302 and M316-320 illustrate Marcin’s language practices 

(including language choice) with his younger brother. The researcher and Marcin 

discuss their present language practices and then they move to discussing the possible 

future routes of use o f the Polish language among the two brothers. The issue of 

‘switching to English’ when (Irish) friends are visiting came up frequently and was a 

sensitive one. It was even raised by his mother. As she pointed out, Marcin wanted 

her to speak English with him each time his friends were around (research journal, 

entry 21.03.2011, 05. 04. 2011). In Excerpt M299-302 and M316-320Marcin reports 

about his home language practices and daily language choice with respect to his 

younger brother. Although Adam (4), uses mainly Polish when speaking to his 

brother, he speaks English to Marcin’s Irish friends. As Marcin notices he tries to use 

English with his younger brother in front o f his fiiends and Adam tries to reply in 

English. The level to which Adam can understand their conversation is unknown to 

Marcin, however. He makes the remark "'chyba rozumie” [I think he understands] 

suggesting that it is more Marcin speaking English to him and in this way pursuing 

an experts’ identity -  socializing his brother into certain language use patterns.

The next excerpt shows the researcher’s and Marcin’s presuppositions 

regarding Adam’s future language competence. This excerpt also unravels great level 

o f alignment between the researcher and Marcin. The researcher takes on the role of a 

co-participant rather than a moderator. A high level of commonality between the two 

o f them is displayed. In line 318 Marcin constructs a resigned negative self- 

assessment of his Polish language skills saying “niz j a ” [than me] as he immediately 

picks up on the interlocutor’s comparative comment “7b on jeszcze b^dzie pewnie 

m niejpo polsku” [he will probably be (speaking) even less in Polish]. Interestingly, 

the interlocutor decides to affiliate with the negative self-assessment of his Polish 

language skills. Yet, she clarifies her intentions by adding, line 319: "'wtedy ja k  jem u  

bqdzie trudno po:-po:-[po polsku?” [when it would be difficult for him to speak in 

Po: Po: Polish?]. She also asks a question in relation to language choice in this 

hypothetical situation. Marcin replies that he would probably use English when it
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would be difficult for his brother to speak Polish, as he explains in line 320: “Po 

angielsku chyba. + No bo, oboje rozumiemy, o co chodzi” [In English I think. + I 

mean, we both understand how it’s like.] Implicitly, Marcin considers English as 

their future means o f communication, as their future shared “language” -  not Polish. 

In this way he strongly identifies himself with English as he indicates that through 

English they will be sharing the same (cultural, social and linguistic) resources. Thus 

English is thought to be taking a leading role in their personal life in the fiature. 

Excerpt M166-168 (i):

166. G: Ok, czy chcialbys mowic z takim samym akcentem jak Irlandczycy
czy juz mowisz jak ci si^ wydaje? ze ciebie wlasciwie nie mozna 
rozromic jak mowisz, po angielsku
[Ok, would you like to have the same accent as the Irish? Or you 
already have it do you think? That you’re almost indistinguishable 
when you’re speaking English]

167. M; Jak mowi^ po angielsku to nie mozna, pani ninie nie rozroznila
wczesniej
[When I speak English it’s not possible, Miss (teacher) didn’t 
distinguish me (by my accent) earlier]

168. G: Nie zauwazyla ze jestes Polakiem+ +
[She didn’t notice that you’re Polish + ]

Excerpt MA147-152 (ii):
147. G: Ehym. + A chcialbys y:: nie wiem + bo macie tu tylko polsk^

telewizje, nie? + [] Macie tylko polskq telewizje na razie? Nie macie
zadnych programow po irla-po angielsku?
[Ehym.+ And would you like y;; I don’t know + because you have 
only Polish TV, yea? + You’re having only Polish TV so far? You 
don’t have any Iri-English channels?]

148. M: [Hm m ?]+Nie.
[Hmm? No.]

149. G: A chcialbys czy nie?
[And would you like to have or not?]

150. M: Tak.
[Yes.]

151. G: Czemu?
[Why?]

152. M: No bo::, w sz:kole wszyscy rozmawiaj^ o ‘X Faktorze’ ten, a ja nic
nie wiem o tym. + [Mniej tematow.
[Well because:: in school everybody talks about X Factor well, and I 
know nothing about it. + [Less topics. ]

Excerpt ME105-109 (iii):
105. M: [Ehym.

[Ehym]
106. G: Ja:: + Czy masz jakies przedmioty ktorych nie lubisz?

[I:: + Do you have subjects that you don’t like?]
107. M: Eh: irlandzkiego.
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[Eh: Irish]
108.G; Dlaczego?

[Why?]
109. M: @ Bo nie wydaje mi si^ to potrzebne. + I po prostu nie wiem +

Iriandczycy tez tak mowi^, ze [(xx)
[@ because it doesn’t seem to be useful. + And I just don’t know +
Irish say the same, that [(xx)]

The excerpt M l66-168 (i) displays Marcin’s positive self -assessment with 

respect to his own “accent” when speaking English. It exposes Marcin’s high level of 

certainty (epistemic stance) regarding speaking with the same accent as his peers as 

he legitimises his claim by saying that “Miss” (his teacher) does not distinguish him 

by his accent. Thus, he does not feel different from his Irish classmates.

In Excerpt MA147-152 (ii) Marcin complains (an affectively charged 

utterance) about not having any Irish TV channels. He explains that “wszyscy 

rozmawiajq” [everybody talks] about X Factor and he knows nothing about the 

subject: “«/c nie w iem ” [I know nothing about this]. By double negation or 

generalizations such as ‘wszyscy’ [everybody] and “nic” [nothing] he makes his 

claim more evident, charging it affectively. Implicitly, he also makes strong 

allegiances with his classmates as his individual volition is to be an active participant 

o f the old-timer group in his school; he reveals a great desire to share the same 

discourses with his classmates.

ME 105-109 (iii) is another example of Marcin’s strong identification 

(allegiances) with his Irish peers (the old-timer group in his school). When he is 

asked about the subjects he dislikes, he reveals that he does not like Irish. 

Interestingly, he validates his claim by echoing other peers’ voices: po prostu nie

wiem + Iriandczycy tez tak mowiq” [I just don’t know + Irish say that too, that]. This 

utterance exposes Marcin’s strong reliance on his friends’ opinions who are 

considered as legitimate members o f the old-timer group.

7.5.8 Socialization of local practices: “Going to the Pub”

There are three local pubs in Marcin’s village. The following excerpt contains 

Marcin’s narrative about his friends and how they spend time together outside 

school. One form of entertainment is going to local pub to get “free juice”. The pub 

mentioned in the following excerpt bears the name of the previous owner. It has been 

refurbished in a pastiche o f the original style to increase its attractiveness to tourists.
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It is a nice, spacious place. There is live Irish music there on Sundays. There is 

generally a very close and informal atmosphere between bar staff and customers. 

There are a few regular customers who seem to know each other quite well.

Excerpt M106-125:

106. M: Czterech takich najlepszych.
[Four such best.]

107. G: Mhh, no. ok, co robicie razem? Jak si^ spotykacie, oczywiscie nie
musisz mi wszystkiego opowiadac@
[Mhh, no. ok, what do you do together? when you meet, o f  course, 
you do not have to tell me everything @]

108. M: @ Nie no"*’ jedziemy do G>(nazwa miejscowosci) do pubu czasem
[@ No well, we go to G> (name o f the town) to the pub sometimes]

109. G: @ To CO robicie w tym pubie?
[@ So what are you doing in this Pub?1

110. M: PIJEMY (as if  it was the only possible answer)
[W E’RE DRINKING]

111. G: ALE CO PIJECIE ? @ (zdziwienie i podniesiony ton glosu)
[BUT W HAT ARE YOU DRINKING?] (surprised, raised tone o f 
voice, said louder)

112. M: @@ Sok,
[ @ @  Juice]

113. G: Ok. W puszczaj^ was do pubu, tak?
[Ok. Do they let you in to the Pub, right?]

114. M; tak
[Y:es]

115. G; Bez problemu?
[Without a problem?]

116. M; Przed osm^ bez rodzieow mozesz bye w pubie.
[You can be /you are allowed in the Pub without your parents before 
eight]

117. G: MMHH
[MMHH]

118. M: Po 8 to trzeba bye z rodzicami.
[After eight you have to be with your parents.]

119. G: Mhh, i mozecie sobie zawsze sok kupic.
[Mhh, and you can always buy yourself juice.]

120. M; Z aD A R M O .
[For FREE.]

121. G; ZA  D A RM O  jest sok? (zdziwienie) za darmo
[Is the juice FOR FREE?] (said with surprise)

122. G: Jaki to pub jest? Ja tez dostane za darmo?
[What pub is this? Will I get one for fi’ee as well?]

123. M: W X (nazwa miejsca)
[In X (name o f pub)]

‘no’ [well] — when the interlocutor protests against some activities or something, wants to express 
contra argument.
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124. G: (xx) Powiem, dziecko jest tu,
[xx I say a child is here,]

125. M: Na pewno iak powiesz Ribena albo blackberry i zawsze daia
[For sure, when you say Ribena or blackberry and they always give].

The researcher initiates the topic by asking a general question about things 

that Marcin and his fiiends do together outside of school hours. She makes the 

point/proposition that Marcin does not need to reveal details if  he does not want to. 

Marcin aligns with that comment but rejects her proposition. By using the negative 

polarity marker “« /e” [no] and exclamation “no” [well] he expresses his protest 

against such a proposition. Next, Marcin decides to talk about “going to the pub” 

with his friends. This, in turn evokes the interlocutor’s affective reaction: prosodic 

features (her entire question is stressed), her tone of voice is animated and she laughs 

at the end. Marcin gives a short and blunt reply using a raised tone: [We’re drinking]. 

This evoked the interlocutor’s immediate alignment as she asks a question with a 

sarcastic tone (implicitly indicating that she associates going to the pub with drinking 

alcohol): [but what are you drinking?]. The use of “ale” [but], an adversary 

conjunction along with a raised tone of voice makes this question a “sarcastic” one. 

This comment induces Marcin’s spontaneous reaction, as he reacts with laughter and 

responds that they are drinking juice. The interviewer decides to continue on the 

topic and asks an indirect question implicitly expressing her disbelief as she adds in 

line 115, “5ez problemu?'" [Without any problem?]. She presupposes that it is 

unusual for children to be in the pub without the supervision of their parents. Marcin 

aligns with that presupposition as he replies that children are allowed to be in the pub 

before eight o’clock without supervision. The researcher acknowledges that response 

with an interjection [MMHH], however, she puts an emphatic stress on it. This in 

turn, elicits Marcin’s confirmation of the previously made claim, but this time he 

highlights that after eight o’clock children have to be supervised by their parents. In 

line 119, the interlocutor makes a clarifying move by resuming the proposition made 

about drinking juice in the pub. She, however, makes the proposition that Marcin and 

his friends are “buying” juice. Marcin decides to align with this inference and 

immediately corrects the interviewer’s presupposition by explicitly stating that the 

juice is for free. He puts an emphatic stress on the adverbial phrase “za darnio” [for 

free]. The researcher again expresses her surprise and disbelief with regard to this 

proposition (emphatic stress is put on “za darmo” [for free]). She sustains her
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affective reaction in the question with regard to the name o f the pub or by asking if 

she can also get free juice in this pub. This evokes Marcin’s blunt response when he 

provides the actual name of the pub in line 123. hi his affective utterance he takes on 

an epistemic stance (high level o f confidence); in line 125 [For sure, when you say 

Ribena or blackberry they always give] he uses the epistemic modality makers such 

as: pew no” [for sure] or the generalisation ''zawsze” [always] to make his claim

more evident.

This except illustrates Marcin’s participation in one of the local cultural 

practices - “going to the pub”. Throughout this excerpt he constructs a very positive 

affective stance towards this practice as the following features o f this conversation 

suggest: (i) animated tone of voice, (ii) laughter, (iii) emphatic stress on “za darmo ” 

[for free], (iv) generalization '"zawsze" [always] and (v) epistemic modality marker 

“na pewno" [for sure]. In Poland, however, goint to the pub is against commonly 

accepted social norms as it is unacceptable for children (under 18) to stay in the bar 

or pub unsupervised at any time. Gatherings and socializing in local bars or pubs is 

not very common. Pubs are mostly attended by young people in their 20s or 30s/40s. 

Many Polish people living locally in Marcin’s village spend the weekends at their 

friends’ houses, as there is no tradition of “going to the pub” in Poland. Thus, 

socializing in the local pub is not a common practice for a Polish person (research 

journal, date: 04.05.2010).

7.5.9 Greeting others 

Excerpt M l68-189:

168. G: + Jak zwracasz si? do kogos obcego? No wlasnie w jaki sposob si?
zwracasz do kogos obcego kto jest duzo starszy od ciebie? Ktora ta 
osoba jest np. Polakiem to mowisz co? Jak si? witasz?
[+ How do you address someone unfamiliar/a stranger? Exactly how 
are you addressing someone who is much older than you? This person
is for example Polish, so what do you say? How do you greet them?]

169. M: Czesc.
[Hi/Hello.]

170. G: @ ale ich nie znasz ale np. jak nie znasz? no bo jak znasz dobrze
znajomych rodzicow to mowisz ‘czesc’ nawet jak s^ to znajomi 
rodzicow i s^ duzo starsi od ciebie
[@ but you don’t know them but for example when you don’t know 
(them)? because when you know them well your parents’ friends you 
say ‘hi’ even though they are parents’ friends and are much older than 
you]
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171. M:

172. G:

173. M:

174. G;

175. M:

176. G:

177. M:

178. G:

179. M:

180. G:

181. M:

182. G:

183. M:

184. G:

185. M:

186. G:

187. M:

188. G:

189. M;

(kiwa glow^)
[nodding]
Ale zalozmy ze przyjezdza do ciebie kolezanka babci z babci^ to jak 
mowisz do kolezanki babci?
[But let’s say that your grandma’s friend comes with your grandma, so 
what do you say?]
=Dzien dobry 
[Good morning]
@ juz nie mowisz ‘czesc’ do babci kolezanki
[@ so you don’t say ‘hi’ anymore to your grandma’s friend]
Nie
[No.]
A do kolezanki mamy ktora:a e przyjezdza z mama z Polski ktorej nie 
znasz? -taka sytuacja np. to co mowisz ‘czesc’ czy ‘dzieh dobry’
[And to your mum’s friend the one who comes with your mum from 
Poland whom you don’t know? -  such situation for example, so do 
you say ‘hi’ or ‘good morning’]
‘czesc’ (cichym niepewnym glosem)
[‘H i’] (said quietly, uncertainly]
‘Czesc jednak a dlaczego ta rozbieznosc taka?
[‘Hi’ though, why such discrepancy?]
Do mlodszych mowi^ ‘czesc’ a [do 
[I say ‘hi’ to the young ones and [to] 
takich bardzo starych ‘dzieri dobry’]
[to the very old ones ‘Good morning’]]
STARSZYCH
[ELDER]
@ stazy @
@ Elderly @
Mnie irytuje to ze w Polsce to ze zawsze mlodszy musi mowic 
pierwszy
[It annoys me that in Poland it is always the younger person who 
says/greets first]
Acha, tutaj tak nie jest,
[Acha, it’s not like that here]
TUTAj tak nie jest tutaj to nie +
[HERE it’s not like that here it’s not +]
A skqd wiesz ze w Polsce mlodszy zawsze musi mowic pierwszy 
[And how do you know that in Poland it is always the younger one 
who must speak (greet) first]
Babcia na mnie krzvczata ze jej kolezanka musiala pierwsza 
powiedziec mi a ja nie powiedzialem jej, ale ja  nie wiedzialem, o co 
chodzilo,
[Grandma told me off when her friend had to greet me first, and I said 
nothing, but I didn’t know what it was about]
Mhhh, czyli mlodszy musi pierwszy powiedziec ‘dzieh dobr}'’
[Mhh, you mean younger one has to say ‘Good morning’]
Tak
[Yes]
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This excerpt illustrates how Marcin constructs his affective and epistemic 

stances with respect to Polish modes of greeting. In the first part o f this conversation, 

he exposes his epistemic stances with respect to the usage o f greetings such as 

“czeic” [hi] and '^dziefi dobry” [good morning], Marcin unravels his own 

assumptions regarding the differences between the two, based on his sociocultural 

knowledge of Polish norms. He reports that he is using “czeic” [hi] when greeting a 

person with equal age to his parents and "'dzien dobry ” [good morning] with a much 

older person (his grandparents’ age). He justifies his answer by explaining that he 

greets '’’’mlodszych’' [the younger] with “czesc” [hi] and "‘starszych’̂  [elderly] with 

"Dzien D obry” [good morning]. In line 183 he makes an explicit comment regarding 

recognition of the Polish social hierarchy. He points out: “mnie irytuje to ze vt> Polsce 

to ze zawsze mlodszy m ust mowic pierwszy'" [it irritates/annoys me that in Poland it is 

always a younger person who must speak (greet) first]. He takes on a negative 

affective stance (of irritation) towards this norm through the use o f discourse markers 

such as the intensifier "'zawsze" [always] or verbs “irytatowac” [irritate]; the modal 

verb “musi” [must], and prosodic features such as a raised tone of voice. He further 

justifies his stance by pointing out that failure to adjust to this norm resulted in a 

strong negative reaction -  being told off ('‘krzyczala” [telling off]) by his 

grandmother. In his defence, he is taking on a “novice identity”: “a/e ja  nie 

M’iedzialem o co chodzilo” [but, I did not know what it was about]. Thus, Marcin 

positions himself as a novice within this social Polish norm through an open rejection 

o f adjustment to it. In this way he also demonstrates his strong allegiances with Irish 

social and cultural norms.

There are a few issues regarding politeness and formal versus informal ways 

o f greeting in Polish and English respectively raised in the aforementioned excerpt. 

The most common form of greeting in Polish is to greet someone with a phrase like 

‘Dzien dobry’ [good morning], ‘‘"dobry wieczor” [good evening], or less formally 

“czesc" [hi], "‘‘h e j” [hey] or even ""Szcz^sc Boze” (religious connotation). Greetings 

such as ‘‘"Dzien dobry ”, “dobry wieczor ”, “Szcz^sc Boze ” are reserved for someone 

with whom the speaker is well familiar or whom the speaker knows by sight, but are 

older than the greeting person. There are also situations in which it is common to 

greet a completely unfamiliar person using the aforementioned greetings i.e. in the 

mountains, in the forest, or on the railway carriage. "‘‘Czesc ” [hi] in turn, is a type of
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greeting used with the most famihar people such as family and friends or close 

colleagues; nowadays it is mainly used among colleagues and friends with 

approximately equal age. There are also a few socio-cultural conventions in relation 

to the order o f greeting. In formal contexts or some informal situations an old 

socially-accepted convention is still in use, namely that the person standing lower in 

the social hierarchy greets first -  for example an employee to his superior, the student 

to a teacher, the younger greets the older person, the man greets the woman etc. It 

should not, however, be entirely based on the social hierarchy calculation “who is 

more important.” (The polite person simply greets the other. There is no such 

convention when it comes to English.

7.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented extensive information about Marcin, his family, 

school, peer groups and his daily socializing practices. His daily construction of 

epistemic and affective stances towards Irish and Polish culture and language were 

illustrated. His socializing practices were demonstrated through descriptions o f the 

ways in which he negotiates his own place and membership within different 

communities o f practice such as his closest friends, classmates and family. It was 

shown that not only is he making allegiances with the Irish nation (on a personal and 

ethnic level) but also that he is strongly invested in his attitudes. Marcin identified 

himself strongly with Irish culture and nationality through explicit social acts 

(choosing English over Polish) and a reflective positioning of self among native 

speakers/old-timer peer groups. He perceived his younger siblings to be of Irish 

nationality (as both of them were bom in Ireland). With respect to himself he had 

some doubts about whether he should think of himself as Irish, or not.

Moreover, Marcin constructed strong allegiances with Irish culture not only in 

terms of cultural and ethnic identificafion, but also in terms of identification with a 

particular peer group. He actively participated in the local Irish boys’ (experts/old- 

timers) practice -  “getting juice in the pub”. He constructed a very positive affective 

stance towards this practice and was an active co-participant in the activity. 

Additionally, Marcin’s self-assessment with respect to “speaking with the same 

accent as his peers” was very positive. He recurrently displayed a high level of 

certainty (constructing epistemic attitudes) regarding his English language 

proficiency, in particular, with his oral skills. He legitimised his claim by saying that 

his teacher did not distinguish him by his accent when she met him for the first time.
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He frequently made strong allegiances with his classmates as his individual volition 

was to be an active participant in the local discourses of the old-timer groups in his 

school. Marcin considered his Irish peers as legitimate members o f his social circle as 

he was replicating their opinions.

Additionally, Marcin chose to speak English to his younger brother “always” 

when his Irish friends were visiting. In these situations, he invoked on an expert’s 

role (being an agent in socialization), socializing his brother into “appropriate” 

language use patterns. English was also considered to be taking leading role in their 

ftiture interactions, possibly in adulthood. Thus, he strongly identified himself with 

English and made strong allegiances with Irish culture and ethnicity.

Additionally, Marcin pointed to a few factors that sometimes positioned him 

as “a novice” within his peer group (classmates), i.e. not having the same TV 

channels. As a result, he did not share the same cultural and social knowledge in the 

local discourses used by his peers. In this way, his full participation in their activities 

was impeded. Moreover, “not getting the same number of presents as his friends” 

was considered as positioning him among “others” or “novices” and in consequence, 

distancing him from the group of old-timers. It was then seen as a serious 

impediment of successful interactions between himself and the group of old- 

timers/experts.

Conversely to his positive affective stances with respect to Irish culture, 

English language competency and Irish peers, Marcin constructed negative stances 

towards Polish culture and his language skills in this language. His narratives were 

constructed as affectively charged stances o f resentment, resignation towards Poland 

or the possibility o f living in Poland. He constructed an affectively charged negative 

assessment o f his own language skills in Polish and took on negative affective 

stances with respect to Polish modes o f politeness and greeting in formal and 

informal contexts. Marcin also repeatedly took on a “novice” identity when talking 

about celebrating Polish holidays/family events. For example, he took on a 

“novice’s” identity (when recalling going to the funeral in Poland) or constructed 

negative stances towards some practices that were specific to the Polish community 

o f practice/culture (not getting as many Christmas presents). In this way he distanced 

himself from this particular community of practice. In his personal narratives he 

reflexively positioned himself as a “novice” among Polish language speakers and 

Polish culture.

The second part o f this chapter further developed the focus on Marcin’s 

socializing practices such as the “reading before bed routine”; use of social media
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(Facebook, texts); code-switching with his Pohsh friends or his internal speech 

taking place in English. The ways he constructed stances in relation to his “literacy 

skills in Polish” were described.

Reading before going to bed constituted an important routine for Marcin. He 

read in both languages, however, the “before bed routine” was established in order to 

promote reading in Polish. Marcin constructed positive stances towards his ability to 

read in Polish, however, he preferred to read about his hobby (planes) in English. 

English was alleged to have richer resources/information. On the other hand, 

Marcin’s mother’s retrospective accounts of the literacy practice stayed in contrast 

with Marcin’s. Affectively and epistemically constructed attitudes reflected her 

strong conviction that Marcin does not like reading in Polish. The reading activity 

was even compared to giving him a punishment. Moreover, Marcin constructed a 

negative resigned stance through recurrent affectively valorised negative self- 

assessments of his writing skills in Polish.

Marcin frequently used social media such as Facebook or text messages with 

his old-timer friends. Particular attention was drawn to stances and attitudes taken by 

him in relation to language choice in that respect. Language choice often varied 

according to the receiver or was restricted to English as he missed necessary literacy 

skills in Polish. Marcin used English when exchanging messages with his best Polish 

friend (Karol), however, he was very reluctant to use English with other Polish 

friends.

Code switching practices reported by Marcin mainly included borrowings of 

individual words from English and using them in individual utterances. It also 

included starting a sentence in Polish and finishing it in English. Code-switching of 

this kind was established as a regular practice (with himself and his Polish friend 

Karol). Marcin attributed his code-switching practices to the lack of the necessary 

vocabulary in Polish. In this way he positioned himself as a “novice” among Polish 

native speakers including his family members. He also reported having difficulties 

when giving an account of events related to the “school domain” or retelling the 

storyline of a film watched in English, geographical names. Marcin and his mother 

reported frequent code-switching practices on those occasions. Code-switching or 

switching to English completely was also reflected in his daily routines such as 

making shopping lists for his mother and text messages he wrote to her. Marcin also 

pointed out that his internal speech took place in English. Internal monologue, such 

as ‘thinking’ or ‘counting in his head’ was in English.
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7.6.1 Discussion of Marcin’s Case

Marcin’s first and second language socialisation practices demonstrate that he 

is strongly oriented towards the group o f majority language speakers. His strong 

allegiances with Irish peers, Msh ethnicity, English language and genuine willingness 

to participate in the old-timer peer social activities reflect his strong desire to belong 

to the majority language speaker group.

Marcin was strongly invested in constructing his identity as an “insider” 

(Ochs & Capps, 2001) within the L2 sociocultural setting including peer group and 

educational context EMS 2. He used a number o f strategies to achieve this socialising 

goal e.g., displayed strong allegiances with Irish ethnic identity; participated and 

identified himself with a particular peer group o f native speakers in his school; 

exerted conscious efforts to pass for a native speaker; relied strongly on the opinions 

of his Irish peers and teachers; constructed regretful affective stances on the ground 

of not always sharing the same “discourses in use” with his peers, i.e. not having 

Irish TV, not getting the same number of Christmas presents as his Irish classmates. 

He revealed strong language preferences towards using English at home when talking 

with his younger brother or perceived English in terms of “their future means of 

communication”.

Through the aforementioned social acts and second language socialisation 

practices Marcin made himself heard and acknowledged within the group of native 

speakers in his school. By an overt participation in this peer group’s social acfivities 

outside school, he was able to build close relationships with them. For example, 

Marcin’s participation in the local boys’ social practice such as “getting juice in the 

pub” had an impact on his cultural identification and the socialisation of social norms 

and values of his Irish peers. This complete integration with majority Irish speakers 

both in school and outside formal settings played an important role in Marcin’s being 

considered as an integral part o f this group by its members. As a result, Marcin is 

very successful in getting access to Bourdieu’s (1991) highly valued linguistic and 

cultural capital of majority language speakers. Not only did he get access to formal 

linguistic resources represented by his school, but he also created an effective social 

network in and through the second language which provided him with symbolic 

“benefits” of a confident language user, a strong sense of self as well as knowledge 

o f different genres, registers and “discourses in use”. The interactive acquisifion of 

specific cultural perspectives allowed Marcin to act in an acceptable socio-cultural
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manner, which along with language learning empowered him and finally granted him 

membership in a majority language speakers’ social group -  his favourable old-timer 

peer group (Ochs, 2002, pp. 99-114).

On the other hand, through affectively charged stances of resentment, 

resignation towards Poland, the Polish language and culture, or negative assessments 

of his language skills in Polish, Marcin resisted his Polish linguistic, social, ethnic 

and cultural identity. Moreover, through positioning self as a “novice” within the 

group o f Polish language users i.e., when celebrating Polish holidays, participating in 

family events back in Poland or constructing negative affective stances with respect 

to Polish modes of politeness and greetings, Marcin reinforced his resistance. 

However, he hardly ever expressed his “resistance” outwardly, on the contrary, he did 

it rather tacitly. Choosing for example not to talk about some Polish traditions known 

to him or positioning himself as a “novice” with respect to extended family events in 

Poland, i.e., funerals or with respect to the celebration of All Saints Day, etc.

With respect to literacy skills development in the Polish language, Marcin 

constructed positive stances towards his “claimed” ability to read in Polish, however, 

he preferred to read about his hobby (planes) in English. It is worth pointing out that 

Marcin’s mother’s retrospective accounts of Marcin’s reading practice contrasted 

markedly with Marcin’s. Namely, she was convinced that Marcin did not like reading 

in Polish. She even compared this activity to giving him a punishment.

Additionally, when using social media such as Facebook or text messages 

with his fiiends, including Pohsh ones, Marcin frequently used English. He also 

reported on code-switching practices among him and his friends or even between him 

and other family members, i.e., Marcin and his mother. He attributed code-switching 

practice to the insufficient semantic knowledge/development/lack of the necessary 

vocabulary in Polish. His language choice strategy at home varied according to the 

receiver or was restricted to English, in some instances, as he lacked necessary oral 

and written skills in Polish i.e., when giving an account o f school events.

Finally, Marcin’s negative self-assessments of his language (especially 

literacy skills) in Polish, his frequent code-switching practices, internal speech being 

through English suggest that his Polish language skills are not well developed or 

stopped being developed with respect to his age. His contact with his heritage 

language is very limited. It is restricted to using Polish with his parents, siblings (not
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always), grandparents (through Skype, grandmother visits) and watching PoHsh TV. 

These factors contribute to language attrition as Marcin’s’ LI (Polish) is gradually 

replaced by L2 (English).Cummins (2001) argues that in cases like Marcin’s, literacy 

skills in LI deteriorate to the level at which it is impossible to develop a student’s 

academic growth through that language. He warns that in some extreme cases there is 

a complete shift of language during the school years. He distinguishes a distinctive 

group of children who start school unilingual in their LI and leave school virtually 

unilingual in English. Marcin’s LI and L2 socialisation practices so far support 

Cummins’ findings. However, as Duff (2002) emphasizes, children, adolescents and 

adults alike have their own personal histories, desires, needs, identities and choices 

with respect to discourses they negotiate, stances they perform and the power 

structures they encounter. As a result, the process and outcomes of LS in individuals, 

societies or communities undergoing social and cultural change cannot be 

predictable.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION

8.1 Introduction

This study set out to investigate first and second language socialisation 

processes among four adolescent Polish immigrant children located in two different 

educational contexts: (i) English Mainstream Schools (EMS) and (ii) Polish 

Weekend Schools plus English Mainstream Schools (PWS + EMS). The focus was 

on how they develop their linguistic, cultural and socio-historical competences 

through, and in, the two languages, Polish and English.

Prior to this study, little was known about LI and L2 language socialisation 

processes among Polish immigrant children in Ireland or about any possible 

reciprocal influences of home and school language socialisation practices. There 

were no research studies on how these experiences influence children’s perception of 

self, their social, cultural and linguistic identities, and their own positioning of 

themselves. As it is noted in literature, participants’ subjective interpretation of their 

own behaviours and language practices, including literacy practices is seen as crucial 

to understanding their experience and the interrelatedness of all its component parts. 

More generally there is very little research within the Language Socialisation 

paradigm conducted in a European context.

In addition, despite the large number of Polish children in various educational 

contexts in Ireland, there has been no research documenting in any depth the nature 

and impact o f the monolingual and bilingual educational programmes available to 

such children, and the consequences for the development o f linguistic, cultural and 

socio-historical competences.

Due to the scarcity of research on these topics a case study design, with a 

broadly ethnographic approach, was judged to be most suitable for this initial 

investigation. The study involved participant and non-participant observation, with 

prolonged engagement by the researcher in the students’ own homes and school 

settings, and the employment o f child-centred methods. The study’s methodological 

design can be summarised as an instrumental (illuminating particular issues in 

identity and knowledge construction through in-depth interviews/narrative and
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socialisation/discourse analysis), multiple (more than one case is investigated), 

comparative (four distinct cases are compared) case study.

This chapter is divided into four different sections, 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3. Section

8.2 discusses the findings o f the case studies in the theoretical context. It aims to 

provide a more comprehensive discussion of the individual findings presented and 

analyzed in the previous chapters. It includes a discussion of the results in terms of in 

children’s choice of first and second language socialisation strategies. This chapter 

relates findings in the literature pointing out where theory clarifies the findings of our 

study or where theory is reinforced or clarified by our findings. The findings fi'om 

individual cases are contrasted and compared with each other. A key reference point 

in this discussion will be the contrast between the two educational settings, English 

Mainstream Schools (EMS) and Polish Weekend Schools + English Mainstream 

Schools (PWS+EMS). In section 8.3 we summerise discussion and conclude the 

whole thesis. In section 8.4 we discuss limitations of the present study and suggest 

future research. Language Socialisation research has great potential in providing 

close and rich analysis o f complex and multifaceted bilingual contexts. Sadly, there is 

very little or no research conducted under this paradigm in Europe, in contrast to the 

US or Canada. There is a great potential in LS research for preventing minority 

language shift or revitalising Irish in Ireland.

8.2 Findings of the case studies in theoretical context

Before proceeding to the individual cases, a few general points should be 

made. The information gathered here was always cross-checked. It was verified by 

obtaining information fi’om different sources: children, their parents, their teachers 

and the researcher’s own direct observations. The infonnation was collected in 

different contexts and locations. The interviews were combined with observations of 

in-class and home interactions.

It is worth noting first o f all that the four participant children had achieved 

high levels o f English language skills according to their teachers/schools. They were 

formally assessed by their schools and were considered to reach B1 (CEFR) level or 

above in all areas of second language skills: listening, speaking, writing and reading. 

The participant students also self-assessed themselves (see Appendix 6) and 

considered themselves as B1 (CEFR) as well. The English teachers o f all students.
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however, reported problems in areas such as syntax in all four cases. Kasia (14) and 

Marcin (13) were generally more self-confident and reported any L2 language 

problems very reluctantly. Wiktoria (14) and Janek (15), on the other hand, 

mentioned a few instances of lacking confidence in L2 use.

Additionally, there are other contextual factors/variables such as differences 

in the children’s age of arrival that could potentially play a role in the choice of their 

language socialisation strategies. Marcin was the youngest among the four child 

participants at the time of his arrival in Ireland as he was only 7 years old. Kasia 

arrived when she was 9, Wiktoria was 10 and Janek was 12 years old. Thus, Marcin 

spent the longest time in Ireland and Janek the shortest at the moment of data 

collection for the present study. All children were the eldest children in their families 

and had younger siblings of different ages. The following sections discuss and 

compare findings coming from each case in more detail.

8.2.1 The challenges of language learning and language maintenance

Research Question 1: How do the participants balance the challenges of language 

learning (English) and language maintenance (Polish) goals?

There were two main ways in which Polish children balanced challenges of language 

learning and language maintenance (i) through development of cultural and socio- 

historical competences and (ii) seeking membership in the communities in which the 

languages are spoken.

(i) Balancing language learning and maintenance goals through development 

o f cultural and socio-historical competences in the two languages, Polish and English 

has been found to be o f great magnitude for each participant. However, there are 

various ways in which the four child participants, developed or constructed their own 

understandings o f LI and L2 cultural and socio-historical norms and values. As the 

present study shows, this task was complicated by the fact that the Polish children 

were trying to accommodate to newly observed L2 norms and values within an 

existing system of values and norms acquired in and through their LI (Polish). There 

are various degrees to which these LI systems of norms and values were socialised 

through the children’s Polish, due to contextual factors such as different age of 

arrival or number of years spent in Ireland.
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All four children, however, were found to develop competences to integrate 

both Polish and Irish cultures in terms of socio-historical norms and values. Yet, the 

findings of this study illustrate that these competences have undergone constant 

moral evaluations, and some old norms were rejected in favour of new ones. Over 

time, some norms were found contradictory, mutually exclusive or compatible. The 

discussion below outlines all the individual differences between the four cases in 

more detail.

There were considerable similarities between the two PWS + EMS cases, i.e., 

Wiktoria (14) and Janek (15). Wiktoria (PWS1+EMS3) and Janek (PWS2+EMS4) 

constructed negative attitudes with respect to newly observed socio-cultural norms 

and standards in Irish English. They perceived Polish socio-cultural norms as 

superior.

Janek’s socialisation of socio-cultural norms and practices was manifested 

through his lack of participation in Irish holidays and by demonstrating a lack of 

interest in Irish socio-historical norms or traditions. Janek intentionally avoided 

celebration of St. Patrick’s Day, and considered Irish dancing of minor importance 

compared to Polish dancing traditions. He decided to resist developing a local native 

speaker accent consciously. He also expressed strong preference for speaking English 

with a British accent.

Wiktoria, on the other hand, considered Polish religious practices as being the 

only logical and natural way of religious practice. For that reason, she perceived her 

Irish fnends to violate these moral standards and adapted stances of distrust towards 

them. She confused indirect politeness with insincerity. As was previously argued in 

section 10.1.2 of this chapter (general discussion, Wiktoria), Wiktoria and her parents 

perceived L2 speech habits and norms not as culturally specific but rather in an 

ethnocentric way.

Conversely to Wiktoria (14) and Janek (15), attending PWS+EMS contexts), 

both children attending EMS schools only, Kasia (14) and Marcin (13) identified 

strongly with Irish socio-cultural norms. Their rich contacts with Irish peers helped 

them to develop a knowledge and understanding of Irish socio-cultural norms. They 

did not develop similar competences in Polish as they had no contacts with Polish 

peers.
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As discussed in the previous sections Marcin’s (13) and Kasia’s (14) full 

participation in the local Irish children’s social practices and adherence to L2 norms 

and values had a considerable impact on their integration with majority Irish 

speakers. At the same time, Kasia (14) and Marcin (13) disassociated with some of 

the common socio-cultural behaviours in Poland. For example, they both noticed that 

during their trips to Poland, Polish people i.e., passers-by looked at them with 

suspicion, or were unMendly. This is due to the differences in expressing 

“politeness” in Polish. It is very seldom that a Polish person passing another Polish 

person on the street would do that with a smile on their face or would greet a stranger 

with a nod or formal/informal greeting. Anecdotal evidence suggests that Poles in 

general are suspicious of each other. In other words, a Pole does not trust another 

Pole unless he or she was a part of his extended family or social circle. The case 

seems to be precisely the opposite in Ireland. People generally assume that the newly 

met person is a decent, honest person. Kasia (14) and Marcin (13) demonstrated great 

sensitivity to these issues.

(ii) Another way of balancing challenges of L2 learning and LI maintenance 

was by seeking membership in the communities in which the languages were spoken. 

Children attending the PWS+EMS context, Wiktoria (14) and Janek (15), considered 

learning English an investment in themselves, particularly Janek who wanted to be 

perceived as a balanced bilingual person in the future. Wiktoria and Janek were not 

passing for a native speaker accent since they considered it inferior to other English 

accent varieties e.g. British. Wiktoria (14) and Janek (15) were not very successful in 

terms o f getting access to a native speaker social group, they felt ‘‘other”, different or 

marginalised from the majority language speakers group. They both experienced 

many personal conflicts owing to their cultural, ethnic and linguistic identification. 

Their lack of belonging in an L2 community of practice in their EMS schools was in 

a sense reconciled by regular contacts and active participation in the Polish peer 

groups accessed through Polish Weekend Schools or the Polish Youth Club (Janek).

As for Polish language maintenance Wiktoria (14) and Janek (15) had their 

literacy skills well developed in LI (Polish), adequately compared to their age group. 

They were also familiar with Polish geography and history. They both displayed high 

socio-cultural competence in knowing Polish formal and informal greetings, 

politeness modes and use o f different registers in more formal contexts.
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The situation was completely reversed in the case of Kasia (14) and Marcin 

(13) who were attending EMS schools only. Both children identified strongly with 

the Irish-English language variety and were passing for native speaker accent. They 

were strongly invested in their new L2 identities through seeking participation in 

majority language speakers peer groups and their social activities outside school. 

They were very successful in terms of making themselves acknowledged within the 

groups o f native speakers in their schools.

Socializing with majority Irish speakers in schools and outside schools played 

an important role in Kasia’s and Marcin’s becoming an integral part of this group. As 

a result, they were very successful in getting access to Bourdieu’s (1991) highly 

valued linguistic and cultural capital o f majority language speakers, not only by 

obtaining access to formal linguistic resources in the EMS context, but also through 

building meaningful and effective social networks with their Irish schoolmates.

With respect to Polish language maintenance both o f them had their LI 

literacy skills developed to a minimum level, much lower than their age would 

normally suggest. Their literacy skills in Polish development were limited to 

infrequent reading activities at home, particularly in the Marcin’s case. Kasia (14) did 

not read in Polish at home. When using social media such as Facebook or text 

messages with his friends, including Polish ones, Marcin (13) and Kasia (14) 

frequently used English. Their language choice strategy at home varied according to 

the receiver or was restricted to English, in some instances, as they lacked necessary 

oral and written skills in Polish i.e., when giving an account of school events. 

Additionally, they were very reluctant to look for contacts with other Polish peers, 

particularly Kasia (14). They did not feel that getting access to this social group was 

essential for their social or educational success or well-being.

8.2.2 Two educational contexts and Polish student participants
Research Question 2: How do the two different educational contexts and communities o f  

practice studied here ( EMS and PWS +EMS) impact on the students’ perception o f  self, their 

social, cultural and linguistic identities, development o f  their linguistic skills, and their 

positioning o f  themselves in the broader socio-historical and socio-cultural context?

There are many ways in which the educational contexts studied impact on 

participants’ lives. The two contexts accommodated student’s personal goals and 

needs differently, thus the ways in which they impacted on students’ language
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socialisation including, their LI and L2 use, bilingual development and identity 

negotiations differ significantly. First, investigation o f the various EMS and 

PWS+EMS contexts revealed that they promote the use of English and Polish 

differently, and because of this they impact on Polish students’ choice of linguistic 

and cultural strategies. Thus, languages (Polish and English) are socialised differently 

in EMS and PWS+EMS contexts. Secondly, results of the current study shed light on 

different identity construction strategies adopted by the Polish students, which vary a 

lot and are related to the fact that the students attend certain school settings.

Examination of the data collected revealed that in PWS+EMS contexts, the 

Polish students’ experience in Ireland is facilitated by a weak form of bilingual 

education experience. Polish Weekend School promoted language socialisation not 

only through maintaining a lived connection to the Polish language, culture and 

native traditions in and through a school context, but also through the validation and 

affirmation o f  Polish culture provided by interaction with other Poles in a 

specifically Polish contexts. Thus, Wiktoria’s (14) and Janek’s (15) ethnic and 

cultural identity is in a way confirmed and recognized in this context by their teachers 

and classmates. As the students have access to some literacy materials that are used 

in Polish schools in Poland, their learning experience is in some ways comparable to 

what it might be in their original home school. Wiktoria (14) and Janek (15) for 

example use Polish outside the home with their fiiends and with Polish teachers in 

Polish schools. Their literacy skills in Polish are developed both at home and in the 

school context. They know a lot about Polish culture and traditions. Analysis of the 

curriculum used in Polish Weekend Schools (PWS’s) in Ireland (MEN coordinated) 

revealed that their scope is limited and does not provide an opportunity to relate and 

explore the fact of being an “immigrant student” . PWS’s also promote Polish 

culturally specific, ethnocentric norms and values.

In addition, most of Wiktoria’s (14) and Janek’s (15) learning experience is 

still L2 mediated (about 80%), as their English-medium mainstream educafion takes 

place in contexts of Irish mainstream schools. The students’ cultural and social 

identity, their cultural background and experiences as immigrants are not fially 

reflected in the available materials and educational programme proposed by the Irish 

educational system. Analysis (through comparing and examining the curriculum of 

the Polish weekend schools and the Irish national curriculum at both primary and
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post-primary levels) also revealed some cultural and pedagogical discontinuities 

between Polish weekend school practices and those o f Irish schools, such as 

promoting culturally specific norms, values.

Conversely, in the various EMS contexts, the Polish students’ experience in 

Ireland does not include attending a Polish weekend school. Therefore, their learning 

experience is very different Irom that of Polish students in PWS+EMS as well as 

from the experience of their formal classmates back in Poland. Kasia’s (14) and 

Marcin’s (13) school experience is exclusively L2 mediated (100%) as they are 

educated through English in Irish secondary schools, with the inclusion of an ELT 

programme that does not provide a distinguishing “Polish” context for learning (for 

the very limited time it is in operation). The ESL programme is delivered by the 

teacher o f English to immigrant students who are below B1 level in mixed nationality 

groups. As Kasia (14) and Marcin (13) are considered to have reached that level they 

no longer qualify for that programme.

Students in the EMS context adopt different linguistic acculturation strategies 

than the students in PWS+EMS. Although both the EMS and PWS+EMS 

participants have Polish schoolmates, classmates or friends, the students’ personal 

experiences and identities are not fully echoed and affirmed in the available materials 

and pedagogical strategies used by the schools. To some extent, however, the 

educational context PWS+EMS acknowledges and celebrates students’ identities in a 

way the EMS context does not.

The present research also revealed that Polish language and culture are very 

important for Poles as the majority of parents would like their children to retain their 

national customs, traditions and language. Unfortunately, this project’s findings 

reveal that this desire is not always supported by action. The interviews conducted 

with the parents and the school teachers show that most of them do not know how to 

support their children’s or students’ bilingualism, or have rather anecdotal knowledge 

with respect to bilingual and bicultural development of the children. Parents are often 

unaware o f the fact that speaking the Polish language at home might not be enough 

for their children to retain it or develop according to their age. The teacher interviews 

both in EMS and PWS+EMS contexts revealed a lack of resources and funding 

needed to provide support for the linguistically diverse students in their classrooms.
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Thus, support for bilingual development is great at attitudinal level; however, there 

are degrees o f confusion and misinformation among parents and teachers alike.

Additionally, although the general orientation of Polish immigrants/children 

and their parents was towards adaptation into the host society, conflict often occurred 

between the desire to become a part of a new culture and the desire to retain the 

native heritage and language. As a result, the negotiation o f identities on the more 

complex familial level often took place when children were entering new L2 school 

settings, L2 peer groups or L2 communities.

8.3 Conclusion

Depending on the findings based on the conducted research it can be said that 

both home and educational contexts EMS and PWS+EMS studied support 

integration with the host society. Attending Polish Weekend School does not impede 

integration, as children attend majority schools during the week. Children’s 

socialisation strategies and attitude towards the languages they speak and two 

cultures differ depending on the educational context. As for the patterns of 

bilingualism which participants in this study develop, they are very closely tied to 

their attitudes towards their two languages, and also to the two cultural groups that 

speak these languages. As Cummins (2000) states, these attitudes are often shaped in 

and through educational contexts where relations o f power are embedded. Thus, 

assuming different “personal identities” may be perceived as assuming o f different 

“personal strategies”. In turn, this impacts on the choice of linguistic and 

acculturation strategies adopted, as language holds a strong identity marker for the 

community (Fasold, 1984, p.77). Some strategies facilitate integration with the host 

country, along with self-development and language learning, whereas some can lead 

to adjustment problems and academic difficulties.

Lambert (1975, 87) and Cummins (2000, 2001, 2009) underline the 

importance of promotion and encouragement (from as many sources as possible) to 

maintain immigrant students’ dual heritage, as doing so contributes significantly to 

the students’ personal development as well as to L2 learning success. Lambert (ibid.) 

concludes: “I do not think they [immigrant students] will be able to be fully North 

American unless they are given every possibility of being fully French, Portuguese, 

Spanish, or whatever as well”. Cummins (1998, p. 15) sums up that it is absolutely
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necessary to be sensitive to immigrant students’ identities (and to the stages in 

negotiation of these identities), as in the past, insensitivity has led to many problems 

and academic failures. “Regardless of institutional constraints, educators have 

individual and collective choices in how they negotiate identities with students and 

communities” (ibid, p.262). This is so because there is always variation among 

individuals, variation which is socially structured and is at the same time a 

“wellspring o f ongoing social dynamics” (Schieffelin 1990, p. 87).

In the light o f the argument above, it is concluded that findings of the present 

study do not tend to challenge literature on the Language Socialisation subject as 

much as they do confi'ont educational policies or the educational system in terms of 

various misconceptions about bilingualism and biculturalism, present among teachers 

and parents alike. There are also certain ethnocentric views promoted by the 

curriculum of Polish Weekend Schools and culturally specific standpoints in Irish 

Mainstream Schools curricula, which do not serve the best interests of the children. 

The findings o f this study expose power relations present in Irish society and their 

impact on the lives o f the most vulnerable -  children. Thus, the present study 

confirms the findings of the Polish project IRCHSS, 2007-2008 (Singleton & 

Debenea, 2013), particularly, that micro-interactions between Polish students and 

their peers, educators and communities are partially shaped by the macro-structures 

like Department of Education and science DES policy (very limited ESL provision, 

the scale and nature of support for home language provision, teachers’ training, the 

culture-specific nature of the post-primary curriculum). (Debaene & Singleton, 2013) 

state that:

In the light of research indicating that lack o f support for the 
home language is likely to lead to deleterious/harmful effects, 
not only in respect of that particular language but in terms of 
linguistic and cognitive development generally, it seems 
short-sighted on the part of the Irish educational authorities 
not to make any kind of contribution in this area (p. 23).

The findings o f the present project demonstrate that the same micro and 

macro interactions are present in Polish Weekend Schools and their relation to 

policies and educational policy makers in Poland. Ethnocentric and culture specific 

nature of the Polish weekend school curriculum poses many challenges for the Polish 

children. Young participants o f the present study constantly try to accommodate 

Polish values, norms and culture within wider socio-historical reality in which they
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live. By wider socio-historical reality we mean being a child of contemporary 

European migrants. Being an immigrant nowadays poses even more challenges as it 

did before. Previously, immigration was understood in terms of permanent settlement 

in the new country and adopting new country’s values and cultural norms. Today, we 

migrate for economic reasons more often, thus possibility of migration to another 

country or even going back to the country o f origin is always present. We do not only 

have to meet the challenges of language learning and acculturation, but also need to 

gain intercultural competence in order to find employment on the very competitive 

labour market worldwide. Even though the present study looks at the Polish-Irish 

context specifically, this has become very much the norm around the world as more 

and more people decides to migrate each year (see World Migration Report 2013). 

What appeared the new world order a decade ago became the norm for millions of 

people around the world nowadays. Migrant children have to balance compefing 

realities, often, without much support fi'om their parents or schools. Ethnocentric or 

culture specific nature of the school curriculum as well as promotion of mutually 

incompatible cultural values (in both Polish weekend schools and Irish mainstream 

schools) does not serve best interests of the children. In this thesis, I have 

demonstrated that Polish children are faced with constant culture negotiation. This 

negotiation shapes their identifies, social and cultural, and engages significant 

cognitive and affective adjustments. These children’s experiences are culturally 

determined rather than empowering them towards gaining intercultural competence. 

In response, children make their own ways; without mediation or support from their 

Irish teachers, parents, officials or Polish teachers. It raises many questions weather 

and to what extent mutually incompatible values would be socialised in the ways so 

as not to impede integration with the host society. On the other hand, if  we do not 

take time and effort to understand their experiences better and step out from 

“multicultural management” and try to seek for empowering the children with 

“intercultural competence” instead- we will never be able to create a multicultural 

society. The findings of this study strongly support Kramsch (2010) call for the 

development of ‘intercultural competence’ a “third place” which is a metaphor for 

positioning the self both inside and outside the discourse o f others (p.359). This 

would allow an individual to stand outside each culture to be able to see its values 

and norms, but not in terms of “better” and “worse”, but different and equally
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valuable. These issues need to be addressed in the near future by Irish government 

policy makers, not only as a response to the growing Polish community in Ireland, 

but as a reaction to the great influx of immigrants to Ireland in general. Any country 

that opens its borders to the international community can expect to encounter the 

same linguistic and cultural challenges.

8.4 Limitations of the present study and future research

The present study demonstrated that a qualitative approach (specifically a 

language socialisation approach) has great potential to shed light on/explore a 

number o f issues related to change over time in linguistic and cultural competences 

o f Polish/immigrant adolescents. It showed how participation in recurrent culturally 

salient/specific activities shapes development. It shed light on the communicative 

behaviours o f participants in close detail, and their interactional patterns. It also 

provided a valuable framework for interpreting/relating findings in other complex 

bilingual contexts. Yet, the study is limited in a number o f ways.

As for methodological design. Duff (2008, p.35) points out that “case studies 

are now usually associated with interpretive qualitative research in the field of 

applied linguistics”. Qualitative methodology is believed to be better suited for 

exploring issues rich in contexts, such as language socialisation in general or the role 

of identity in language learning (Heigham & Croker, 2009, p.68). This type of study 

design has gained its popularity in recent years. As Heigham and Croker (2009, p.67) 

argue, “the emergence o f a new kind of researcher -  one who seeks to understand the 

world not only in terms of generalities produced by quantitative methods, but also 

through close and extended analysis o f the particular”. Along with the changing 

scientific theory which now acknowledges multi-directional, developing, process

like, dynamic and complex interactions within the area of language learning or 

sociolinguistics/sociology there has been a growing acceptance and increase o f 

qualitafive research in education (case studies), applied linguistics as well as social 

sciences (Ellis & Larsen-Freeman, 2006 in Duff, 2008, p.31).

Disadvantages often mentioned in the methodological literature include: low 

levels o f generalisation, issues connected with objecfivity, reliability, and 

replicability. The issue o f generalisability and issues connected with objectivity need 

to be addressed. “Multiple case studies are instrumental in nature ... they are chosen
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because it is believed that understanding them will lead to better understanding, and 

perhaps better theorizing, about a still larger collection of cases” (Stake, 2005, p.446 

in Duff, 2008, p.49). Therefore, analytic generalisation in this kind o f study is made 

not to populations but to theoretical models. These models in turn consider the 

complexity of language and the culture learning process in terms of relationships that 

exist among various factors. Additionally, as Gall (2003) argues, suitably rich 

descriptions of research participants and contexts/locations allow “readers of the case 

study to determine the generalisability of findings to their particular situation or to 

other situations” (ibid, p.466).

According to Heigham and Croker (2009, pp.84-85) there are some other 

common troublesome shortcomings of case studies that need to be dealt with. They 

include: insufficient self-reflexivity (memos and research journal help to deal with 

this issue); insufficient methodological reflexivity (all methodological choices and 

ethical concerns need to be written up and presented in memo), insufficient 

triangulation (sufficient number of data sources), insufficient description (detailed 

and thorough description o f participants and sites while bearing in mind the audience 

and the purpose of the project). Therefore, empirical data for the present project were 

collected through various research tools such as classroom observations, structured 

but open-ended in-depth interviews, different sorts o f documents, student self- 

assessments. Data collected through interviews come fi’om three major sources of 

informants: (i) the Polish students themselves, (ii) their parents, (iii) their teachers. In 

this way it is hoped that a more holistic, fuller picture of the situation is obtained and 

the bias involved diminished. Moreover, memos and the research journal were 

systematically written, and all methodological choices and ethical concerns were also 

written up and presented in memos.

The area of language socialisation in European contexts has received very 

little attention or none in the literature/research. However, the issue o f language 

reproduction in the home is a crucial issue of the European minority language groups 

as well as for immigrant communities, particularly because o f inter-generafional 

language practises. There are some studies carried out within a bilingual language 

acquisition framework, however, there are extremely few studies that are informed by 

the language socialisation tradition. There is scarcity or no second language 

socialisation research in the European context, especially, ones invesfigating the
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home-school community dynamic o f minority language socialisation. Thus, this is 

the only such longitudinal study the author is aware o f in the European context 

specifically investigating first and second language socialisation both in the family 

and educational context.

Therefore there is a certain need for such studies as they can facilitate 

understanding of the issues involved in language revitalisation or loss in an inter- 

generational context. As Morris and Jones (2007) advocate, the Language 

Socialisation studies have the potential to prevent language shift. There is then a 

great need for Language Socialisation studies to invesfigate minority languages in 

Ireland, including Irish.

As for understanding and support of bilingualism in the light of 

multiculturalism and biculturalism, the present study showed that support provided 

by formal educational contexts is limited to the minimum. This, however, was not 

reflected on an attitudinal level, but through an individual school’s responses and 

actions. Each context exerted strong influence in terms of ethnic and cultural 

identification with a particular group of language speakers. This was reflected in the 

children’s daily peer interactions and language socialisation strategies they embarked 

on. For example, further research could be conducted purely in the PWS context, as 

little is known about the supplementary schools and the way they develop or the 

extent to which they impact on the students’ bilingualism and LI development (see 

Baker, 2004).

Language Socialisation research unanimously suggests that family plays a 

crucial role in children’s language socialisation and that it could be very informative 

for language policy planners concerned with reversing language shift. Findings o f the 

present study strongly support this claim, as it was mainly through family 

engagement with the minority language community that supported not only Polish 

language maintenance, but also facilitated the children’s learning of the Polish 

language and culture. For these reasons, longitudinal research could be conducted 

with families in which one or two minority languages are used on a daily basis.
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